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“Men do not rest content with parrying the attacks of a superior, but often strike the first
blow to prevent the attack being made.”
Thucydides

“All politics is a struggle for power.”
Hans Morgenthau

“Wars happen when there is a genuine conflict of legitimate interests.”
Robert Kaplan

“The cycle of violence will continue far into the new millennium. Hopes for peace will
probably not be realized, because the great that shape the international system fear each
other and compete for power as a result. Indeed, their ultimate aim is to gain a position of
dominant power over others, because having dominant power is the best means to ensure
one's own survival.”
John J. Mearsheimer

Abstract

Premised on realist theory, strategic and historical analysis, some level of conflict between
China and India is likely in the short-to-medium-term (2020-2030). An evaluation of the
relevant literature and deduction from existing maritime actions and strategic behaviour
suggests that the Bay of Bengal is the location for future friction and possible conflict.
Whereas some literature on Sino-Indian relations acknowledges this likelihood of armed
conflict, it does not offer detailed evidence or highlight particular situations. This thesis, by
contrast, uses an original process culminating in the application of data to a model that helps
to provide likely strategic behaviour to plausible conflict scenarios.
China and India may have had predominantly peaceful relations for millennia, but in 1962
that changed and the ensuing war has left a legacy of fractured relations between the two
neighbours. Using John W. Garver’s insights from his 2001 book Protracted Contest: SinoIndian Rivalry in the Twentieth Century as a foundation, this study takes account of the
ensuing twenty years and shows how rivalry has been driving the relationship. In addition,
this thesis addresses precisely the issues that could trigger conflict between China and India,
the likely strategic responses by the two powers, and the time-frame involved.
This thesis starts with an analysis of China’s defence white papers, Indian maritime doctrine
and the writings of experts in the field. This project then assembled qualitative data by
interviewing specialists in international relations from China and India to help identify
specific areas of conflict. By mobilising the perspectives of these scholars and professionals,
who have insight on issues specific to their home nations, the research then develops a model
that integrates a quantifiable independent variable (relative power factors) with strategic
culture as the intervening variable. This served to analyse the identified conflict areas to
predict a range of likely strategic behaviours from the two competitors. The results produced
from this process of research, interviews and predictive analysis provides insights into the
two nations’ probable strategic behaviour in the Bay of Bengal. This can be utilised to avert
future conflict and instead promote cooperation mechanisms that flow from the data gained,
most notably in the realm of accommodating ‘core interests’ and reducing threat perceptions.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Background to the Study
The geopolitical after-effects of the Second World War are still being felt today with
two great ancient civilisations that were recreated in the aftermath of the turmoil only now
emerging on the world stage. The People’s Republic of China (PRC, China) and the Republic
of India (ROI, India) are both determined to make the twenty-first century the bearer of the
greatness of their reborn civilisations. This endurance over millennia was expressed by Rajiv
Gandhi in 1988 when he was visiting China: “The distinguishing characteristic of the
civilisations of India and China is not so much their antiquity as their continuity” (quoted
from Tan, 1998, p. 8). Despite being in reasonable proximity to each other for millennia,
there were peaceful relations and interactions comprised of seaborne trade in southern India
and the exchange of Buddhist scholars after Buddhism spread from India to China, becoming
-- alongside Confucianism and Daoism -- one of China’s three great spiritual traditions (Liu,
1988; Scott, 2016; Sen, 2011). In fact, the founder of the Nehru political dynasty in India,
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, declared (in 1954) the nature of the Indian-Chinese relations,
“There is no record of war between our countries. Throughout the history we had friendly and
neighbourly relations; in the process of several thousand years of history, there had never
been any conflict between India and China" (quoted from Lal, 2005, p. 158). These high
hopes for continued peace and mutual respect were shattered in 1962 with the Sino-Indian
border war that remains unresolved and has ever since affected smooth relations between the
two neighbours.
Notwithstanding diplomatic attempts to promote a harmonious bilateral relationship at
official, media and unofficial elite levels, India feels threatened and challenged by China;
whereas China considers India a ‘second-rate’ power that ought to realise its place in the
Asian hierarchy (Smith, 2014). Until recently, the area of conflict was limited to highmountain regions on India’s northern border but more recently (2008) the Chinese navy has
entered the Indian Ocean on a more permanent basis with counter-piracy patrols off Africa’s
east coast and the establishment of a naval base at Djibouti. China has also made significant
advances economically and diplomatically with India’s neighbours and other countries in the
Indian Ocean Region. In particular, China has developed a strong partnership with Pakistan
on India’s western border and has invested over US$18 billion in Myanmar (Myanmar looks
1|Page

to China, 2016) on India’s eastern border, hence giving it significant influence there. These
developments have led to the ‘String of Pearls’ theory 1 depicting China’s strategic
encirclement of India, though China has impugned the theory and insisted that its purpose in
the Indian Ocean is for economic purposes and to protect its sea lines of communication
(SLOCs) (Bo, 2014). Despite these legitimate interests, the international relations theory of
Offensive Realism posits that states wish to maximise relative power and rise to be the
hegemon in their region. This theory is endorsed by a leading Beijing scholar, Ye Zicheng:
There is no exception to the rule that all world powers have first gone through the
stage of being the leading power in their own region. China, of course will follow this
precedent. It needs to become a major power first in East Asia, then in Asia, and
finally in the world (Ye, Levine, & Liu, 2011, p. 180).
Robert Kaplan (2011) has warned that wars occur when there is ‘a genuine conflict of
legitimate interests’ which this thesis posits is the strategic situation developing in the Bay of
Bengal (BoB). Much has been made of the ‘Thucydides trap’ – an expression capturing the
inevitability of war that occurred between rising-power Athens and established-power Sparta
almost two-and-a-half millennia ago. In the new millennium, this question has been asked of
China and the US, especially with twelve of the last sixteen similar cases resulting in war
(Allison, 2015). In fact, a not dissimilar scenario exists in Asia: China is the more powerful
state seeking regional hegemony and India is the status quo power in the Indian Ocean that
fears China’s intrusion. Analysis in the geopolitics section suggests that the zone of
contention is likely to be the Bay of Bengal. Therefore, the purview of this thesis focuses on
the threat potential in the Bay of Bengal and the incipient rivalry between China and India.
1.2 Purpose of the Study
As a result, this study aims to understand the potential for conflict in the Bay of
Bengal through document analysis and the review of secondary sources. The wider scope of
conflict was further narrowed down by interviewing Indian and Chinese academics, expolicy-makers, or ex-military officers. Leveraging research done on theories and models for
utilising the tool of strategic culture, a syncretic model has been developed with a rubric to

1

Chunhao Low interviewed several eminent Indian scholars such as Jabin Jacob, Raja Mohan, MD Nalapat and
Dipankar Banerjee and concluded that “India is worried about Chinese entry into the Indian Ocean, suspecting
that China intends to ‘encircle India’ ” (2012, p. 630).

2|Page

evaluate potential conflict situations and predict likely strategic behaviours/responses from
the adversaries.
Strategic culture seen as a country’s ‘weltanschauung’ has received criticism for
being intuitively valuable but lacking a credible method that passes scientific rigour. In order
to circumvent this criticism, a structural realist component 2 is used as the independent
variable with strategic culture filling the role of an intermediate variable, thus serving in a
more ‘advisory’ capacity. Furthermore, evaluation criteria are introduced into strategic
culture perspectives to add structure and greater precision. The relevance of this model is that
it can be used in an explanatory and predictive capacity to extrapolate different strategic
behaviours from states, which can then be assessed and managed. The conclusions drawn
from the model can be used to avert conflict and be directed to finding cooperative measures
to resolve conflict. Additionally, this thesis can be employed in a theory-testing capacity as it
is anticipated that likely conflict may occur in the short-to-medium range period (5-10 years).
Finally, as a generic model, it could be used in different settings. The same procedures would
be applicable: general research to provide an historical and cultural context, specialist
interviews, analysis of data to identify specific areas of conflict, followed by using the
proposed model to predict likely strategic behaviours.
1.3 Modern Sino-Indian Relations
John W. Garver, who is an established authority on China’s foreign relations and
author of a pivotal work on the Sino-Indian relationship, provides a thoughtful starting point
to modern Sino-Indian relations:
Certainly, in the relationship between India and China the two nations have
sometimes cooperated, at times significantly. Yet, in reflecting on ROI-PRC relations
over the last five decades, it seems fair to say that conflict has been the dominant
characteristic of that relationship (2001, p. 6).
Garver in Protracted Contest (2001) shows how their common experience as recently
subjugated powers briefly allowed for a nascent friendship to arise before being dashed by
territorial disputes that led to war in 1962. Garver notes that since their war, China made
great inroads into South Asia and that their ‘contest’ will likely only end with China

2

This pertains to relative power distributions.
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withdrawing as a power player in this region or by India accepting Chinese hegemony in
South Asia and the Indian Ocean Region (IOR). Since this analysis was published in 2001,
China has significantly advanced its interests and deepened its relations with countries in
India’s neighbourhood, thereby supporting Garver’s contention that China was not going to
concede control of the region to India.3 This thesis aims to further develop analysis of this
rivalry and show where conflict may arise and the likely propensities of the two protagonists
in responding to particular conflict scenarios. When Garver wrote his influential work on
Sino-Indian rivalry, China was still in Deng Xiaoping’s ‘hide and bide’ phase of international
relations. 4 With the Global Financial Crisis triggered by failures in the US economic and
financial systems, China came to the conclusion that the remaining superpower was in
decline and it was time to emerge on the global stage and assert China’s national strength
(Qin, 2014). This new-found international confidence was supported by Chinese President Xi
Jinping’s ‘Chinese Dream’ speech (2012) and a more pronounced agenda of national
rejuvenation. It is therefore an aim of this study to not only update aspects of Sino-Indian
rivalry lacking in older works but to progress from general analysis to building a model that
helps to identify a particular area of likely military confrontation and analyse incidents within
this zone that may trigger conflict. Indeed, almost two decades after Garver’s 2001
contention that China would not cede the IOR to India, a panel of Indian and US specialists
meeting in Washington under the auspices of the Center for Strategic and International
Studies “articulated shared concerns about China’s steady escalation of tensions in the South
China Sea, and its implications for the rapidly expanding Chinese naval presence in the
Indian Ocean Region (IOR)”, arguing that “given China's focus on blue water areas beyond
its neighboring seas, a coercive challenge from China already has emerged in the IOR”
(Singh & Rossow, 2019, p. 2).
This thesis hypothesises that issues in the South China Sea (SCS) that have created
tensions between China and other countries (primarily Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia
and Indonesia) may be duplicated to some degree in the Bay of Bengal (BoB) and have
3

Kyle Goldstein begins his book Meeting China Halfway: How to Defuse the Emerging US-China Rivalry
(2015) with an anecdote of Korea (1950) and how MacArthur (and most US strategists) misunderstood China’s
intentions regarding Korea. This failure to understand China’s signals and warnings had dire consequences for
US soldiers and the region. Cognisance of the situation and communication between the countries involved
could possibly have avoided Chinese intervention in the war. Likewise, this study aims to avoid strategic
miscalculations that may lead to conflict.
4
At a Politburo meeting on 25 August 1991, Deng Xiaoping instructed: “Observe the development soberly,
maintain our position, meet the challenge calmly, hide our capacities and bide our time, remain free of
ambitions, never claim leadership [among the world's remaining socialist states]” (Quoted by Lowell Dittmer in
Kim, 1994, p. 105).
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similar implications for Sino-Indian relations.5 It is acknowledged that these are two different
geographical zones, with each being the contiguous sea of China and India, respectively.
There are distinctive dynamics at play in these different zones: China has territorial disputes
with all the SCS littorals whereas India maintains reasonably stable relations with its
neighbours in the BoB. Moreover, China lays claim to the waters within its ‘9-dash line’6 in
the SCS, deemed strategically important for home security and seabed resources that are
essential for China’s future economy. This thesis argues that the BoB is similarly important
to India for different reasons; its western coast borders on its main rival Pakistan;
consequently, India does not wish to have another rival embedded in its eastern zone.
Furthermore, India’s security and economic well-being depend on it controlling entry and
exit points, notably the Malacca Strait, which is the gateway to its ‘Act East’ policy of
engaging with economies in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) bloc and
beyond. Therefore, India also has significant strategic interests at stake in the BoB and wishes
to remain as the dominant political and naval force in the region.
A number of authors, for example, Berlin DL, Bhardwaj A, Brewster D, Dellios R,
Ferguson RJ, Frankel FR, Garver JW, Kaplan RD, Malik M, Mohan CR, Panda JP, Pant HV,
Scott D, Shambaugh DL, Smith JM, Wang VW, Ward J, Zhao H et al., have examined
aspects of Sino-Indian rivalry, particularly the border dispute; but a lesser number have
focused on the marine dimension and fewer yet have concentrated on the Bay of Bengal. A
focus on specific conflict incidents within the maritime domain of the BoB is largely absent
in the literature.7 Furthermore, no scholar has provided a concrete conceptual framework or
model to refine analysis to more accurately predict possible conflict scenarios. The value that
this study provides is a non-specific methodology that can be applied to any potential conflict
zone where there is (or potentially could be) a strategic rivalry, and with the foresight gained
from using the model, help countries avoid actions and behaviour that might trigger conflict.

The plausibility of this projection is reflected in Medcalf’s observation of 2018: “The power plays in the South
China Sea appear to have moved to a point where China has achieved its objectives, at least for the time being.
That makes it more likely Beijing will turn its attention to the western Indo-Pacific” (Medcalf in Brewster, 2018,
p. 232). Indeed, Garver had predicted this in 2001 saying that once China had secured its goal of unification
with Taiwan and having secured the SCS, then the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) would be a “very
potent modern force” and could be freed up to be used elsewhere.
6
The ‘9-dash line’ is a term that is used to describe the maritime boundary found on PRC maps that extends
over much of the South China Sea. It was originally drawn up by the Nationalist Guomindang government in
1947.
7
Garver (in Panda, 2019) provides reasons for China waging war with India, but these reasons are presented
with more breadth rather than depth and do not focus specifically on the BoB.
5
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In addition, with this ‘conflict avoidance model’ in the public domain, it would allow
International Relations (IR) scholars to adapt and refine the model.
1.4 Significance of this Study
The significance of this research project is to warn that the conditions for an outbreak
of conflict between China and India exist in the Bay of Bengal in the near to medium term.
This is less an expression of pessimism than one of observation. Sino-Indian relations may
have recovered from their period of isolation after the 1962 border war but despite
developing degrees of cooperation in United Nations (UN) voting, trade, regional bodies –
including the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) and the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO) – there are still significant zones of potential conflict.
Besides boundary disputes on the land border, there is the maritime dimension as China’s
naval modernisation has meant an increasing capability to project power into the IOR region.
The question of whether South Asia can accommodate the peaceful coexistence of two great
powers will depend on the balance between threat and opportunity perceptions. The quest for
opportunities, moreover, can be viewed as harbouring threat: China’s success as a global
trading nation entails the belief in a legitimate right to secure and protect its economic
interests in the Indian Ocean which, in turn, fuels Indian fears of China’s encroaching
hegemony. This is not only a matter of China’s power pushing into the India’s perceived
sphere of influence. An eastward movement of Indian power “once India commands the
Indian Ocean”, in the words of Chinese analyst Zhang Ming, would not stop there; India
“will not be satisfied with its position and will continuously seek to extend its influence, and
its eastward strategy will have a particular impact on China.” He then highlights a crucial
insight, “India is perhaps China’s most realistic strategic adversary” (as quoted in Kaplan,
2012, p. 204). Whether China matches its economic might with an equally compelling
strategic weight or India converts the Indian Ocean into ‘India’s Ocean’, smooth relations
cannot be taken for granted and future complications should be anticipated and addressed
before they are allowed to spiral and provoke conflict.8 To this end, this study probes the
intentions of India (a littoral power) and China (a non-littoral one) in the Bay of Bengal as a
potential zone of contention. Besides official government accounts, this thesis examines and
analyses monographs, journals and newspaper articles with credible sources to further this
In The Third Revolution, Elizabeth C. Economy recommends that the US should “pay close attention to early
warning signs” with regard to developments and media content in China as this would counter surprises
(Economy, 2018, p. 249). This is also the position of this thesis but in the Sino-Indian context.
8
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understanding of their strategic intentions. By doing so, this research contributes to the
literature on the BoB by adding focus to possible events and outcomes in the region, an
under-explored area in the academic domain. In addition, specific incidents will be identified
that may trigger conflict and using a hybrid model, strategic responses calculated. Finally, the
concluding chapter of this study will suggest how future studies can use this groundwork to
further knowledge on potential conflict situations and options to advance the methodology.
1.5 Definition of Terms
The use of the terms ‘conflict’ and ‘rival’ need to be defined to avoid
misunderstanding and ensure clarity. Conflict, from the Latin confligere, means shock, clash
or collision; this implies that another party is required for this to occur and the collision may
begin with aims, goals and interests but end in circumstances that are more physical (Kurtz,
2008). In the context of this research project and particularly relating to the Bay of Bengal,
the meaning is a physical clash; whether this is ‘accidental’ through deliberate risk taking
because of provocative naval or aircraft actions, 9 or a deliberate military engagement. This
initial clash may be isolated and not escalate or it may gain momentum and lead to more
serious military encounters. Does either country desire a war? Most probably not but if China
miscalculates and tries to gain too much advantage too quickly in the BoB at a time when
India believes its navy and military backup is sufficient to match or better the People’s
Liberation Army Navy (PLAN), 10 then a clash is likely. What is more, it could lead to
conflict on land as military strategist Colin Gray has surmised: “Man lives on the land, not on
the sea, and conflict at sea has strategic meaning only with reference to what its outcome
enables, or implies, for the course of events on land” (quoted from Cole, 2010, p. 171).
However, geostrategist Robert Kaplan believes that competition between China and India is
more likely to take place in the “naval realm” and this is as a result of China being drawn to
the Indian Ocean due to its incremental global expansion (Kaplan, 2010). Nevertheless, study
of the literature, China and India’s government documents and appraising their strategic
cultures suggests that it is very unlikely that a full-blown war will occur between the two
countries. Rather the possibility of an unplanned clash, India over zealously deterring
Chinese vessels or even the PRC choosing to ‘teach India a lesson’ as it did in 1962, might

9

A notable example is the Hainan Island incident of 2001 which entailed the collision of a US intelligencegathering aircraft and a Chinese interceptor fighter jet.
10
Although Organski believes that it is often the weaker power that is likely to be the aggressor (Organski &
Kugler, 1980).
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ensue in the maritime arena. The processes that may lead to such a clash and the motivations
behind this occurring are detailed in the following chapters.
Rivals compete over the same objective, which in the context of this thesis would be
primacy in the BoB; therefore, the term ‘rivals’ is sometimes used to describe the relationship
between China and India. Despite having fought a minor war in 1962, the relationship was
eventually mended and though India is still sensitive to that defeat, a new generation has
moved the relationship to one of economic integration and some mutual cooperation,
illustrated by a majority of similar stances in the UN and the forming of the BRICS group.
However, as two large powers in the same neighbourhood who need to compete for energy
resources and secure their respective interests in a self-help environment, there is inevitably
some competition. 11 Although the border disputes have not been resolved, there are
mechanisms in place for talks, and summits take place between the countries’ leaders from
time to time as a means to rebalance the relationship.12 However, both IR theory in the form
of realism and the historical record (the 1962 war and India’s hosting of the Dalai Lama and
Tibetan refugees) suggest that at best this will always be an uneasy relationship with
escalatory potential, though India and China are not in the category of enemies. Therefore,
Beijing and New Delhi may be regarded as strategic competitors whose rivalry may be
exacerbated by a clash of core interests and inflamed by nationalism. India may consider
China as a potential rival in the IOR but China considers its position in the Asian and world
hierarchy as far above India and consequently does not see India as a direct rival, 13 though
this is shifting as India develops its naval capabilities. As a result, the objective of this thesis
and the development of a model to help forecast a strategic response to hostile situations are
to ensure that misunderstanding, miscommunication and miscalculation do not result in
unnecessary and unwanted conflict.14

There are still unresolved issues and more current ones have arisen as expressed by Godbole: “The last two
years have seen a considerable widening of differences between China and India over issues such as the
boundary dispute, the Belt and Road Initiative, Indian membership to the Nuclear Suppliers Group, and China’s
presence in South Asia and the Indian Ocean region” (2018, para.1).
12
For example, there was an informal summit in Wuhan in 2018 to rebalance relations after the ‘Doklam
incident.’
13
This commonly observed aspect of the relationship has been well depicted in Dellios (2003).
14
This view is endorsed by former Indian Foreign Secretary, Vijay Gokhale, who stressed the importance “to
recognize that the trajectory of India-China relations has not been linear in the past. We made some errors of
judgements and we neglected scholarship on China. If we do not make up the knowledge deficit, we may again
make the same mistakes” (Gokhale, 2020, para.8).
11
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1.6 Theoretical Limitations
In order to devise a hypothesis15 and formulate a workable model, it is necessary to
evaluate recognised IR theories and discern which ones could apply and be used in the
context of the thesis. However, IR theories are not infallible and have weaknesses that IR
scholars have identified and exposed. These flaws will be discussed further in the
International Relations Theory (IRT) analysis of this thesis. In addition, any theory or model
that intends to predict conflict, for example, Organski’s power transition theory, will fail to
account for every conceivable factor that may impact on the result, as pointed out by
Merrington (2011). Likewise, the proposed model 16 does not claim to be flawless. Such
claims are rarely found in the social sciences in which the study of social systems – including
International Relations – exhibit “contradictory tendencies”, as modern IR’s ‘founding father’
Hans J. Morgenthau pointed out. Instead of seeking predictive certainty, the aim is to “trace
the different tendencies . . . point out the different conditions which make it more likely for
one tendency to prevail over another, and . . . assess the probabilities for the different
conditions and tendencies to prevail in actuality” (Morgenthau & Thompson, 1985, pp. 23-24;
see also Thompson & Myers, 1985; Gaddis, 1993).
The embedded normative value and how to proceed in its presence will be revisited
when critiquing neoclassical realism in the IRT section of the literature review, as will the
independent variable of the model -- relative power distributions. Moreover, power
distribution meets geography when considering the zone of contention is in India’s
neighbourhood. This gives the Indian Navy the advantage with maintenance and
replenishment; additional military forces like fighter jets do not require in-flight refuelling
and also India’s supply lines are nearby and short. This needs to be balanced against China’s
vastly superior naval force; however, it cannot be fully deployed in far seas as at the time of
writing (2020) it lacked adequate strategic support. This aspect is deliberated on in the
The US economist, Milton Friedman, stated that: “The ultimate goal of a positive science is the development
of a ‘theory’ or ‘hypothesis’ that yields valid and meaningful predictions about phenomena not yet observed”
(1966, p. 7). Friedman went on to explain that the function of theory was to “serve as a filing system for
organizing empirical material and facilitating our understanding of it.” In essence, this is what the proposed
model (part one) of this thesis intends to achieve through the methodological process explained in chapter 2.
Empirically, the thesis has engaged in a study of the histories of the parties under observation and analysed
events in the SCS that approximate scenarios in the BoB. However, following this, logic and extrapolation have
been employed which transcend the realm of empiricism and move from a posteriori to a priori. This ‘mixed
method’ approach is a necessary means of achieving the aim of the thesis in the methodologically diverse field
of political science. It seeks to provide as likely a forecast as is possible using the theoretical tools available.
16
This is the neoclassical realist model using strategic culture as an intervening variable, which comprises
assigned cultural symbols, values and perceptions.
15
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document analysis of China and India’s government papers. The discussion on strategic
culture (in the literature review) will assess this variable’s strengths and weaknesses and
show how these are managed to maximise the benefit and minimise its negative features.
Nevertheless, when determining aspects of each country’s strategic culture, despite being
based on research, there is a subjective element and justifying the impact of these strategic
factors on the particular hypotheses; even the use of logic and reason involves a subjective
verdict. Therefore, the conceptual framework that IR theory provides can aid analysts with
the application of an imperfect model to explain past state actions and to predict future state
behaviour. Following Morgenthau’s observation about “contradictory tendencies” in IR and
how to proceed nonetheless, no model equates to a crystal ball with perfect forecasting
powers but instead provides ‘most likely’ scenarios in an uncertain world.
1.7 Overview of the Study
After the introduction to the dissertation, chapter two will encompass a review of the
literature and will begin by gaining an overview of the IR theory of realism. This theory will
be analysed and used to gain an understanding of Sino-Indian relations. There are different
variants of realism that have evolved over millennia since the Peloponnesian War (431–404
BCE) but first formulated in the modern IR era by the above-noted Hans Morgenthau. This
initial form of realism, named Classical Realism, will be the starting point for assessing IR
theory to show the role realism played in the development of a model that can be used to
identify and help predict strategic behaviour. The literature review continues with an
historical overview of Sino-Indian relations in order to understand how the two countries
evolved to the state they are in today. Without this synopsis, merely using a modern-day
snapshot of their position would fail to give context and nuance to current issues. Two
ancient civilisations that have been neighbours for millennia need to be understood on a
deeper level that might explain modern-day political choices and attitudes. The hypothesis is
then outlined and this is a step-by-step guide to explaining the core reasoning that led to this
thesis being conceived and completed. It covers IR theory, geopolitics and current Chinese
and Indian foreign policy initiatives. Next geopolitics is examined and analysed as a
component of IR. Finally, the effect of strategic culture on state behaviour in both India and
China is surveyed and explored. The hybrid model using strategic culture as an intervening
variable to predict strategic behavioural outcomes is expounded. Chapter three focuses on the
methodology of the thesis and explains the background to the study and the process that led
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to developing the research design. This is followed by outlining the research questions and
the paths pursued to answer them. The procedure involved in document analysis is explained
and justified and the next stage involving data collection in the form of interviews is
examined and critiqued. Chapter four is an in-depth analysis of China’s white papers and
India’s strategic maritime doctrines. This is the foundation of research in the thesis to gauge
the strategic intentions and policies of China and India in the Indian Ocean. In addition to
these papers, there is use of US government, US think-tank and academic commentary to add
detail to analysis undertaken in this thesis. Chapter five contains the research results and
discussion section of the thesis and elaborates on the findings made from the data collected.
This focuses on the hybrid model and how the data collected is applied to the independent
and intervening variables of the model. The hypotheses that were developed from the
document analysis and data collection are tested against the model and the outcomes
critically discussed. The final chapter is the conclusion to the thesis which will summarise the
key findings, demonstrate what the research has revealed and highlight the main contribution
this thesis has made to the discipline of International Relations.
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review
2.1 introduction
A typically syntopical approach to the relevant literature was undertaken in order to
acquire insight from the specialists in the field and identify research lacuna worth filling. The
literature review is divided into six sections. The first section focuses on examining the
significance of realism in explaining and developing the thesis. The second section provides a
summary of the histories of China and India. This is included to give context to their current
circumstances and act as an explanatory guide to the strategic culture section. The third
section outlines the hypothesis concerning China’s role in the Bay of Bengal. The fourth
section provides a background to the geopolitics affecting Asia and especially pertaining to
China and India in the Bay of Bengal. Next, the fifth section affords a summary and analysis
of the literature concerning strategic culture. The sixth (final) section turns to specific SinoIndian specialists and how their views align or contrast with this thesis. Even though
assessment of literature relevant to this study is applied throughout the thesis, this sixth
section is more focused and comprehensive, as well as including commentary on realist
theory.
2.1.1 International relations theory (IRT): realism old and new
International Relations theories provide competing conceptual frameworks to analyse
the interactions of IR actors. The theory with the longest tradition is realism with roots
stretching back to the fifth century BCE in the writings of Thucydides. The tradition was
continued with Machiavelli and Hobbes who furthered its identifying tenets, including the
primacy of state interests and a pessimistic view of human nature, and the existence of
humans in an orderless 'state of nature' unless governed by authority (Clinton, 2007). Realism
emphasised the pre-eminence of security and national self-interest with core assumptions
including: the 'group-centric' nature of humans and their need to submit to a higher authority
within the state to gain security, the unitary nature of nation-states that are superior to
institutions, the endless struggle for scarce resources among self-interested groups, which
then necessitates the importance of gaining power to attain the minimum goal of survival or
ultimate goal of regional or world domination (Lobell, Ripsman, & Taliaferro, 2009). The
conflict within the world arena and the quest for power in the prevailing 'anarchic'
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environment (one with no regulating higher authority), was fundamentally allied with human
nature in what has been termed the original or 'classical' strain of realism.
After World War Two, Hans J. Morgenthau expounded realism’s main 'philosophy'
regarding the state and national power in the defining work Politics Among Nations (1948)
and it remained the dominant theory within IR until Kenneth Waltz published Theory of
International Politics in 1979. This reformulated realism was a departure from the previous
emphasis on human nature and moved to a more scientific model of structural constraints that
would explain the behaviour of states. Structural or 'neo-realism' affirmed the ordering
principle of anarchy resulting in a self-help system, and advanced the idea that the uneven
distribution of capabilities among states with similar needs limited mutual cooperation
through fear of relative gains by the 'other' as comparative capabilities become a crucial
factor (Krasner, 2009). To make his theory in the scientifically positivist vein, Waltz chose
mostly quantifiable factors for his definition of power: "size of population and territory,
resource endowment, economic capability, military strength, political stability and
competence” (Waltz, 1979, p. 131), although the last two are less tangible. However, this
focus on maximising 'relative gains' constrains nations and results in a 'balance of power'
matrix. The ‘security dilemma’ becomes a logical outcome, with states wanting to ensure
another state does not gain a significant military advantage. The resultant arms build-up
becomes a feature of this spiralling process. This neorealist approach, however, runs counter
to Morgenthau's own assertion that, while a very important material factor might be
military power, a nation's character, morale and quality of governance were possibly even
more significant (Morgenthau & Thompson, 1985, pp. 224-225).
As with all theories and models proposed by IR theorists, weaknesses will be found and
criticisms levelled. Hence despite Waltz's theoretical contribution to IR in the form of
structural realism being praised as akin to Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution in biology
(Booth, quoted from Stuster, 2013, para.19), Waltz’s theory has criticisms related to
prediction. For example, it failed to foresee the end of the Cold War (Diez, Bode, & Costa,
2011). It also failed to recognise the significance of 'far reaching changes . . . in national
goals and values’, as pointed out by critics like Rosecrance, Fukuyama, Mueller and Cox
(Jervis, 1988, pp. 343-344). Moreover, the predisposition for nations to make war, Waltz’s
critics argue, is not the unavoidable result of an anarchic system alone; states are also the
product of their historical influences (Booth & Smith, 1995).
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A more recent model of realism that adopts a 'middle road' approach to understanding
IR and which hopes to address the criticisms levelled at Morgenthau’s classical realism and
Waltz's structural realism is neoclassical realism, as named by Gideon Rose in 1998. This
theory stands by the systemic variable but also introduces the concept of the state as an
intervening variable, as explained by Lobell et al., "Neoclassical realism posits an imperfect
'transmission belt' between systemic incentives and constraints . . . and the actual diplomatic,
military and foreign economic policies states select" (2009, p. 4). These scholars argue that
over the long term, structural realism may predict the outcomes as dictated by actual
distribution of power, but in the short term, ". . . the policies states pursue are rarely
objectively efficient or predictable based upon a purely systemic analysis" (p. 4). These
theorists thus seek to retain the thorough quality of Waltz's systemic analysis and emphasis
on the material power of a state but enhance understanding by adding intervening unit-level
variables like grand strategy (Kitchen, 2010), or internal state characteristics such as "the
degree of state autonomy from society" (Lobell et al., 2009, p. 4).
In this thesis, a model, inspired by neoclassical realists and based on their
methodology, will be developed to predict the strategic behaviour of states in a potential
conflict situation. That is, the independent or explanatory variable will also be ‘relative
power’ — the cornerstone of Waltz’s theory — but the intervening variable would be
strategic culture. Rose (1998) explains the rationale of neoclassical realism, “[it] explicitly
incorporates both external and internal variables . . . the scope and ambition of a country’s
foreign policy is driven first and foremost by its place in the international system and
specifically by its relative material power capabilities” (p. 117). Neoclassical realism is thus
premised on the solid foundation of Waltz’s eminent scholarship but the innovation to the
theory is identifying expedient intervening variables, “that can imbue realism’s structural
variant with a greater explanatory richness . . . and seeks at least some kind of predictive
capacity” (Kitchen, 2010, p. 118). In effect, there is not a unified neoclassical realist theory of
foreign policy (Lobell et al., 2009). The differences between the proposed model and the
realist models are demonstrated in Table 1. For example, instead of ‘foreign policy’, the
outcome (dependent variable) would be strategic behaviour. This aligns with the neoclassical
realist view that, ". . . the ideas that will impact most upon foreign policy are those held by
those in decision-making positions in the state and those who directly advise them" (Kitchen,
2010, p. 130). The impact and influence of individuals is noted by Mead (2013) who gives
the examples of US presidents affecting the course of history (for example, Woodrow
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Wilson); likewise, the strong leadership of Xi Jinping could be judged as exerting significant
influence over Chinese policy as a whole.
The model for this thesis (Table 1), derived from neoclassical realism, does not
purport to be a new theory but merely a method to calculate likely strategic behaviour of
states in conflict situations. The discussion of realism and the neoclassical realist model is to
establish a degree of complementarity between it and the developed model to explain an
outcome. However, neoclassical realism appears to be more foreign policy oriented whereas
the proposed model would look at likely strategic behaviour outcomes. Furthermore, the
proposed model, by implementing a key neorealist factor as the independent variable, is
seeking conceptual validity by adhering to the same epistemological approach as Waltz and
his structural realism. The merits of this eclectic approach (combining the chief element of
neorealism with the neoclassical model but substituting strategic culture as an intervening
variable) centre on the scholarship and academically backed research of neoclassical realist
scholars, applying the innovation of neo-classicism, but also considering any weaknesses
directed by critics and attempting to address these. The main shortcoming relates to
reductionism, that is, analysing and explaining a complex system by examining the behaviour
of its simple, constituent parts. Waltz was critical of such a method used in International
Relations Theory (IRT), "One cannot infer the condition of international politics from the
internal composition of states, nor can one arrive at an understanding of international politics
by summing the foreign policies and the external behaviour of states" (1979, p. 64). However,
as contended by Lobell et al., neoclassical realism does not succumb to reductionism because,
"It uses the internal characteristics of states as a guide only to national responses to
international constraints" (2009, p. 22). Likewise, by using relative power as the independent
variable and strategic culture as an intervening variable, the proposed model would largely
escape such censure. In a clarifying comment, Ruggie noted that Waltz did not claim that
unit-level phenomena were unimportant, only that they were not compatible with systemic
theory (Keohane, 1986). The imperative that neoclassical realists felt to go beyond strict
materialist variables and the choice of this thesis to incorporate strategic culture is made
explicit by Payne, an adherent of Robert Cox:
Our knowledge of material “facts,” for example, cannot be disconnected from social
understandings or interpretations of those facts, despite what rationalists might lead us
to believe. Broadly accepted social or political theory about material facts are of
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necessity anchored to sets of preconceived beliefs and assumptions. In their totality,
these preconceptions reflect understandings of the social or political world containing
embedded normative judgments on the existing order and the relations of power
contained therein (Payne, 2003, p. 14).
Gaining understanding and insight into international relations cannot be derived
exclusively from one theory but rather from an understanding of the different traditions and
“the dialogue between them” (Booth & Smith, 1995, p. 13). In a similar way, by using realist
theory in its different forms combined with the social constructivist element of strategic
culture, a deeper insight is hoped to be achieved resulting in more accurate predictions of
strategic behaviour.
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Research
program

CLASSICAL
REALISM

NEOREALISM

NEOCLASSICAL
REALISM

PROPOSED
HYBRID
MODEL

Epistemology and
methodology
Inductive theories;
philosophical reflection
on nature of politics or
detailed historical
analysis (generally
drawn from
W. European history)
Deductive theories;
competitive hypothesis
testing using qualitative
and sometimes
quantitative methods

View of the
International
system

Somewhat
important

View of
The units

Differentiated

Very important;
inherently
competitive and
uncertain

Undifferentiated

Deductive theorizing;
competitive hypothesis
testing using qualitative
methods

Important;
implications of
anarchy are
variable and
sometimes opaque
to decision-makers

Differentiated

Deductive theorizing;
competitive hypothesis
testing using qualitative
methods

Important;
implications of
anarchy are
variable and
sometimes opaque
to decision-makers

Differentiated

Dependent
variable

Foreign
policies of
states

International
political
outcomes

Foreign
policies of
states

Strategic
behaviour

Underlying causal logic

Power distributions or
distribution of interests
(revisionist vs. status
quo)
foreign policy

Relative power
distributions
(independent variable)
international outcomes
(dependent variable)
Relative power distributions
(independent variable)
domestic constraints
and elite perceptions
(intervening variables)
foreign policy (dependent
variable)
Relative power distributions
(independent variable)
Strategic culture
and elite perceptions
(intervening variables)
Strategic behaviour (dependent
variable)

Table 1: Classical realism, neorealism, neoclassical realism and a proposed model
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Based on: Lobell et al., (2009, p. 20).

2.2 History of China and India
2.2.1 Historical Overview
To examine the present without historical perspective would be to ignore the
processes that have led to the current situation and that shape future trends. As Johnston
(2013) warns of those who show surprise at China’s ‘assertiveness’, “Ahistorical analysis is
the tendency to assume that what observers witness now is new, different, and unconnected to
the past” (p. 33). There is also the temptation to generalise as if one template fits all cases
irrespective of their individual histories and cultures. For this reason, there follows a broad
summary of key events in the histories of India and China to contextualise the research and
illuminate aspects of strategic culture that have accrued over time. Nadège Rolland, Senior
Fellow for Political and Security Affairs at the National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR),
concurs with this approach. In analysing Xi Jinping’s vision for a new world order, Rolland
contends that “a close reading of ongoing internal discussions and debates suggests that
China’s vision for a future system under its helm draws inspiration from traditional Chinese
thought and past historical experiences” (2020, p. 2).
As the PRC and ROI, China and India are relatively young. But as inheritors of a
great civilisational past, they are ancient. China has been described as “a civilization
pretending to be a state” (Pye, 1990, p. 58); while India, in the opening words of Shashi
Tharoor’s The Great Indian Novel, “is not an underdeveloped country but a highly developed
one in an advanced state of decay” (Tharoor, 1989, p. 1). Having been great civilisations of
Asia and the world has affected the way these two nations have perceived their current roles
in Asia. Each country was certain of its, "Geopolitical and cultural superiority over thousands
of years as the dominant centers of civilization in overlapping regions of Asia" (Frankel from
Frankel & Harding, 2004, p. 13). They re-emerged as new, yet undeveloped nations at the
mid-point of the twentieth century but high expectations were not met as both pursued
autarkic and deleterious command economies. It was only under the leadership of Deng
Xiaoping that the Chinese Communist Party opened the quiescent Chinese economy to global
investment and trade at the end of the 1970s; henceforth began China’s meteoric rise (Li,
Yuan & Siying, 2009). India followed suit more than a decade later but has since been
significantly behind China’s economic progress (Joshi & Little, 1996; Srinivasan, 2011).
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2.2.2 Ancient roots
Contact between the Indian and Chinese civilisations is mentioned as far back as the
Hindu spiritual epic the Mahabharata in the 5th century BCE; and again a century and a half
later by Chanakya in his Arthashastra during the time of the Mauryan empire (Sanyal, 2008).
Nevertheless, it was the ancient 'Silk Road' initiated during the Han Dynasty that proved to be
a conduit for the interchange of not just goods but ideas and technologies between the
different cultures. Buddhism would prove to be another source of exchange with monks from
both countries making long journeys accompanying the merchants along the trade routes.
Indian monks would travel east to China to spread the teachings of the Buddha while Chinese
monks would journey west to India in order to study under Buddhist masters and translate
Buddhist sutras for future study in Chinese monasteries. To illustrate, Xuanzang was a
Chinese monk whose travels to India resulted in accounts of these cultural interactions and
these would later inspire 'Journey to the West' -- one of the Chinese literary classics (Liu,
1988; Scott, 2016).
2.2.3 First unified Chinese Dynasty
Emperor Shihuangdi of the short-lived Qin Dynasty (221-206 BCE) unified China
after the decline of the Zhou Dynasty that descended into the Warring States period (475–221
BCE). Through a process of elimination, the strong conquering the weak, the state of Qin
emerged victorious and created a centralised empire. It took the subsequent Han Dynasty
(206 BCE-220 CE) to enlarge and then consolidate this empire, followed by another
expansive period in the early Tang Dynasty (618-907 CE). Later, it was the conquest of
China by outside forces, the most notable being the Mongols during the Yuan Dynasty (12711368 CE) and the Manchus during the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911 CE) that significantly
expanded the Chinese empire’s territory. The nation’s current boundaries have kept the new
additions, such as Xinjiang (literally meaning new territories) in the northwest, but not all
(such as Mongolia, parts of Kazakhstan and the strategic port of Vladivostok).
2.2.4 Early Indian empires
To the west, the first advanced civilisation to emerge on the Indian subcontinent was
the Indus Valley Civilisation (2500-1500 BCE), which flourished for a millennium then
disappeared abruptly (Paranjpe, 2013). The Mauryan empire (312-185 BCE) reached its acme
under Ashoka, who adopted Buddhism as the guiding teaching of his rule after personal
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experience of bloody conquest. As a peaceful and moral leader, his outlook of non-violence
and tolerance influenced modern India, to the extent that his wheel of dharma is portrayed on
the Indian flag (Tanham, 1992). The Gupta empire (320-550 CE) was a productive and
innovative time for science, art and literature and a 'golden age' for India followed. For Indian
nationalists, this is a particularly relevant epoch due to the predominance of Hindu culture
(Bhatt, 2001). The conquerors of India usually came from its west -- often through the
Khyber Pass in what is modern-day Afghanistan or in the case of the Europeans, by sea to the
east or west coasts. Geography dictated this as the Himalayas formed an almost impenetrable
barrier to the north and to the east hilly terrain, jungles and swamps - the Sundarbans - made
invasion too demanding. The next major empire to rule over the subcontinent was that of the
Mughals (1526-1857 CE). The Mughals, descendants of the Mongols, arrived via the Khyber
Pass and ruled India for over three hundred years. Akbar the Great epitomised the qualities
of diplomacy and military prowess required to keep such an empire together and his tolerant
approach to religion allowed for peace and prosperity (Richards, 1995). However, with the
gradual decline of the Mughal empire and the inroads that the British East India
Company (BEIC) had made with trading concessions, the final Mughal emperor was deposed
in 1858 after the ‘Indian Mutiny’, also referred to as the First War of Independence. This
marked the hand-over from essentially mandated company rule to the era of the British Raj
(David, 2003). Ancient India was thus a series of overlapping states and empires that only
partly approximated modern India’s territorial footprint, but was the cultural and religious
cradle that shaped later political and strategic culture.
2.2.5 The Mongols
The forebears of the Mughals, the Mongols, lived on the steppes to the north of the
Chinese empire and though Genghis Khan united the nomadic Mongolian tribes in 1209 CE,
it was not until Kublai Khan in 1271 CE that the Chinese Song Dynasty was completely
overwhelmed, in spite of the immense fortifications of the Great Wall. The Mongolian-led
Yuan Dynasty succeeded to the Mandate of Heaven and stability followed, which in turn led
to prosperity that was bolstered by the trade conducted along the 'Silk Road'. Nevertheless,
wars, failed naval battles, natural disasters, neglected irrigation projects, internal
dissatisfaction by the Han population at their poor treatment, and an internal power struggle
among the Mongols themselves, brought an end to the Yuan Dynasty. Han Chinese rule was
restored with the succession of the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644 CE) and a new era heralding
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great accomplishments in building, economy and social stability followed (Mote & Twitchett,
1988).
2.2.6 Zheng He
Chinese seaborne trade was established before the extensive maritime explorations of
Zheng He, the nonpareil of Chinese explorers and sailors. However, the extent of
Chinese maritime activity depended on the nautical ambitions of the current emperor and
could vary greatly. Nevertheless, there were well known maritime routes and extensive trade
through the Malacca Strait and onward to India, Africa and the Arabian Peninsula (Sakhuja,
2011). During the Mongol Dynasty, from 1280 CE, several maritime missions were sent out
to the Indian coast to restore trade and establish a tributary relationship; moreover, other
rulers of kingdoms along the route, like Srivijaya, were also incorporated into the tributary
association. If rulers were unwilling to accept this arrangement of submission and tribute
paying to the Yuan emperor, they would be threatened and invaded (Sen, 2011, p. 17). This
did not always prove successful. As noted by Ferguson & Dellios, “The Mongol Yuan
Dynasty was unable to conquer Japan, could not retain their victories in Pagan (Myanmar),
Annam and Champa (modern Vietnam), and failed in their military intervention into the
politics of the Singosari kingdom (in Java)” (2017, p. 98).
2.2.7 Ming Dynasty
During the reign of the Ming Dynasty, one of the largest fleets in world history was
launched. In 1405 CE, under the auspices of Zhu Di (the Yongle emperor), Zheng He was
dispatched with a fleet of ‘treasure ships’ unparalleled in size and crew numbers on a mission
of exploration, trade and attracting tributary states. Zheng He was to make seven voyages that
would stop in ports from Vietnam, Malacca, India, Sri Lanka, the Persian Gulf, the Red Sea
and along Africa's east coast (Suryadinata, 2005). The imposing nature of his fleet ensured
that he mostly received favourable receptions at the ports he visited yet these voyages were
not purely goodwill tours to promote 'soft power' and inter-state diplomacy. In reality, these
emissaries were not as peaceful as portrayed by modern Chinese scholars (Bo, 2016) and
military force was used in present day Indonesia, Malaysia, Sri Lanka and India to either
insert compliant leaders who were favourable to Chinese interests or ensure that tribute
missions were sent to the Chinese court (Sen, 2016). Also integral to this strategy was
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controlling chokepoints on trade routes, a strategic objective of any trading empire, and it was
no different under the Ming Dynasty.
This early Ming era dominance over the Indian Ocean was unprecedented. The
commercial trade, regional military presence, and diplomatic relations strengthened through
tribute missions to the Ming emperor, ensured unrivalled Chinese influence (Kostecka, 2011;
Sen, 2016; Finlay, 1991). These maritime expeditions into the Indian Ocean in the early
fifteenth century (1405-1433 CE) were short lived as they were adjudged to be a drain on the
court’s resources, especially with other projects also requiring financing, such as reinforcing
the Great Wall against a resurgent military threat from the north, building the Imperial Palace
and renovating the Grand Canal (Dardess, 2011). Internal politics between Confucian
scholars and imperial eunuchs as to who should provide policy advice to the emperor, also
contributed. Admiral Zheng He was a eunuch and hence in the opposing group to the
Confucians. As a result, official voyages to the Indian Ocean were curtailed and Chinese
influence in the Indian Ocean region dwindled, to be replaced by the Portuguese a century
later. The long history of maritime trade that developed over millennia between China and
other IOR nations shows that there is a precedent of Chinese ships traversing the Malacca
Strait and into the Indian Ocean on pre-modern trade routes extending through to Africa and
Arabia.
2.2.8 The British
The growth of British power and influence in the IOR through trade controlled by
the British East India Company (BEIC) impacted strongly on both India and China. Whereas
with India it meant complete subjugation and being ruled as a colony, the 'Jewel in the
Crown' of the British empire, for China it entailed a coerced trading relationship, foreign
enclaves having legal privileges and the import of opium (Trocki, 1999; Greenberg, 1969).
As the dominant power, Britain would chiefly benefit from its association with China and
India -- typified by the zero-sum nature of mercantilism in which a nation’s trading partners
are subjected to a debilitating ‘beggar thy neighbour’ policy.
In the late 18th century the British taste for Chinese goods like tea, silk and porcelain
resulted in a large trade imbalance -- and loss of silver, which was the foreign currency of the
day. British products were not enticing for the sophisticated Imperial Chinese court, which
meant the British needed to find a product that would help reverse the flow of silver back to
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England and help to finance its colonial endeavours. The product was opium and was grown
in the Indian states of Bengal and Bihar; it used to be a source of tax revenue for the Mughal
emperor, but was now controlled by the BEIC (Gallagher & Robinson, 1953; Flynn &
Giráldez, 2002). Originally used for medicinal purposes in China, opium had become a
widespread addiction with the attendant social problems. The Chinese authorities made the
use and trade of opium illegal but the revenue obtained proved too lucrative for the British,
who continued to bribe customs officials and smuggle it into China in increasingly greater
amounts. Two wars were fought between the Chinese and British over opium and the British
right to distribute it from various ports. The First Opium War of 1840 marked the start of the
'Century of Humiliation' for the Chinese, a period of unequal trade treaties and exploitation
by Western powers and the Japanese who subsequently mounted an invasion in 1937. This
distrust of foreign intentions and a high priority on securing territorial integrity would
strongly influence future Chinese policy (Hanes & Sanello, 2004; Waley, 2013).
The other major legacies from Britain were the legal and institutional frameworks it
left behind in India, with enduring influence after 1947. Besides the oft-cited railway
networks, there was the impact on education and national language, the problematic partition,
and the complex legacies of democracy and a professional army at first following British
models. As will be elaborated below, the British conception of the role of the military in
relation to the state and domestic unrest has become a feature of India’s modern strategic
culture.
2.2.9 Panchsheel
Relations between India and China had begun cordially as India was the first
non-communist country to recognise the PRC in 1950. The Indian prime minister, Jawaharlal
Nehru, was an idealist who hoped to unite ex-colonial and developing countries into a NonAligned Movement. The principles that would guide this organisation were first established
between China and India and encapsulated within the Panchsheel (five restraints).17 These
comprised of:

17

•

Mutual respect for each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty

•

Mutual non-aggression

Known by the Chinese as “the five principles of peaceful coexistence”
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•

Mutual non-interference in domestic affairs

•

Equality and mutual benefit

•

Peaceful co-existence

Yet these principles and the close relationship characterised as "Hindi Chini Bhai
Bhai" (India and China are brothers) was to be strongly tested by a lack of concord on the
north eastern and western borders that resulted in intermittent skirmishes (Palit, 1991). With
the 1959 uprising in Llasa against harsh Chinese rule and the subsequent flight of the Dalai
Lama to Dharamsala in northern India, a low point had been reached in diplomatic relations
between Beijing and New Delhi (Jian, 2006). By this time, China’s foreign minister, Zhou
Enlai, made it clear to India that China had never agreed upon the McMahon Line (the
British-demarcated boundary line between India and Tibet) and border clashes continued
with both sides crossing the Line of Actual Control (LAC). This led to the 1962 War between
the two neighbours and a decisive Chinese victory. Even though the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) had routed the Indian border forces and advanced deep within Indian territory, it
issued a unilateral ceasefire and withdrew to behind the LAC, ending the hostilities but
heralding a freeze in relations between the two countries (Hoffmann, 1990). This 'Cold War'
lasted until 1979 when diplomatic relations were officially restored, though it was almost
another decade before Rajiv Gandhi made a visit to Beijing and actively sought to engage
China. In fact, border negotiations had been ongoing from 1981 but little progress was made
and the status quo remained.
The 1990s saw high level dialogue concerning the eastern and western border areas
but, apart from ancillary issues such as trade and environment, progress proved elusive.
Relations would deteriorate again after India’s 1998 nuclear tests, and were exacerbated
when Indian Defence Minister George Fernandes declared that a key reason India conducted
the tests was becauseChina is India's “potential threat number one " (Burns, 1998, para.1).
However, pragmatism in the form of increasing trade between the two competitors meant that
relations improved again and bilateral trade reached USD$ 10 billion in 2004. The US-India
nuclear deal of 2005 again tested Sino-Indian relations with China opposing the agreement
and blocking India's entry into the Nuclear Suppliers Group (Frankel, 2011).
In more recent years, China and India have still not progressed with a border solution
and have focused instead on developing stronger economic ties with trade reaching US $70
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billion in 2016. However, it was largely in China’s favour with the deficit reaching US $52
billion (India’s trade deficit with China trade, 2016). Yet trade has not succeeded in
overcoming recurrent difficulties that have hindered better relations. These include border
incursions, India’s support for Tibetan exiles and the Dalai Lama, water issues, China’s
obstruction of India’s membership of international groups, nascent energy competition,
China’s influence with India’s neighbours and China’s presence in the Indian Ocean (Madan,
2013; Garver, 2002; Smith, 2014; Gilboy & Heginbotham, 2012). With a plethora of
potential conflict areas in evidence, Jeff Smith has argued that armed engagement is possible
“if the bar to total war is almost inconceivably high, the possibility of localised or limited
conflict is not, and the prospect for increased tensions on multiple fronts is not only possible
but likely” (2014, p. 221). This view was previously put forward by Mohan Malik in his book
Great Power Rivals (2011); he did not believe that increasing economic links would lessen
security tensions and instead contended that the potential for conflict was greater than
recognised.
2.3 Hypothesis
This thesis hypothesises that China intends to secure both sides of the Malacca Strait;
consequently, once it has secured the eastern side,18 it will progress to do so on the western
approach to the Malacca Strait, which is in the Bay of Bengal. To do this, China will need to
establish a presence and move PLAN forces into that area.19 In order to test this hypothesis,
document analysis of government records, websites, white papers, speeches and statements
issued to the press were examined in phase two of this thesis. Once this document analysis
was completed and data collected through interviews, new hypotheses pertaining to possible
conflict scenarios were drawn up and tested using the hybrid model that was created for the
purpose of forecasting strategic responses.
2.3.1 Offensive realism
This hypothesis is predicated on the tenets of the offensive realist theory expounded
by Mearsheimer (2001): because of the uncertainty of the intentions of other nations,20 it is
18

By building and militarising islands in the SCS, China has almost accomplished this goal; reports of a Chinese
naval facility and airport in Cambodia would greatly enhance the PLA’s position in this region (Elten, 2019).
19
China’s past modus operandi and its strategic culture suggests that it will do this incrementally.
20
In terms of theoretical antecedents, the quasi-formula ‘Threat-Perception = Estimated Capability x Estimated
Intent’ (Singer, 1958, p. 94) is indicative of the uncertain relationship between intentions and capabilities when
assessing the degree of threat posed by another nation.
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necessary for a nation to maximise its share of world power in order to dominate its region by
becoming the hegemon and ensure that rivals do not exercise complete control over another
region. Peer competitors are not desired due to their propensity to enter one's own regional
neighbourhood and challenge the order there. The realist principle that survival is the primary
goal of states ensures that security is the main motivator of state behaviour. Therefore, it is
imperative that China addresses its key weakness which is its SLOC in the Indian Ocean and
particularly the vulnerability of its energy supplies through the Malacca Strait. This offensive
realist theory explains well the overall strategy that China has adopted towards its own region
and its relations with India. For Tellis, "China and India appeared destined for competition
almost from the moment of their creation as modern states" (from Frankel & Harding, 2004,
p. 134). Malik has gone further by contending that China’s main objective has always been to
ensure it has no rivals for the position of hegemon in Asia, hence its obstruction of India’s bid
for the UN Security Council and the Nuclear Club, as well as China’s use of Pakistan to
destabilise India’s western border (from Frankel & Harding, 2004, p. 170). The logic of
strategy therefore indicates that due to the core assumptions of offensive realism: the
unregulated anarchic international system, the uncertainty of other states’ intentions, the
importance of security to ensure survival, the rational nature of states to choose the best
course to maximise their security and survival, and the possession of the offensive
capabilities to achieve their aims, China’s national interests are best served by establishing a
strong economic and military presence in the Bay of Bengal.
2.3.2 The ‘Chinese Dream’
Xi Jinping's 'Chinese Dream' (also called the ‘China Dream’) envisions China
regaining its status from the 18th century, before British intrusion and the Opium Wars
demoted China from its preeminent position. This was when China was East Asia’s leading
power, commanding (for the most part) respect in its region and beyond (Zhang, 2015). Since
that time, the Middle Kingdom experienced hard realist lessons, most notably, that in an
anarchic world weakness invites rivals to increase their relative power against one’s state by
whatever expedient means available: illicit opium trading, a superior military, occupation of
territory, extraterritorial rights, unequal treaties or gunboat diplomacy (Scott, 2008; Cheng,
2012). Threat perceptions initially generated by the China Dream of a strong state and strong
military able to win wars were soon rephrased as more inclusive, allowing others to share in
China’s growing prosperity. This was not the impression gained by South and SE Asian
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regional neighbours who perceived Chinese foreign and security policies as less inclusive and
more assertive in the mix of soft power influence and hard-power projection.
Furthermore, the Chinese Dream could well entail a revisionist aspiration, though one
with ‘Chinese characteristics’, emphasising peaceful change towards a modern-day tianxia
(the traditional Chinese concept of ‘All-under-Heaven’, elaborated in 2.4.1 below) in which a
world society with a moral centre emerges.21 Such a view is expressive of the dissatisfaction
with many aspects of the current Westphalian-based order, with its post-World War Two
overlay of the Bretton Wood’s system. The CCP, as the report ‘China’s Vision for a New
World Order’ (Rolland, 2020) highlights, regards the current order as unrepresentative and
weighted in Washington’s favour. Any public avowals of a new system under Chinese rule,
however, are avoided lest the ‘China threat thesis’ – to which Beijing responded with the
‘peaceful rise’ slogan (see Dellios & Ferguson, 2013) – is reinvigored. Hence there has been
a need for guiding slogans that encourage building a common future for humankind, a future
that includes peace, prosperity and security. Xi’s advocacy of a ‘community of common
destiny’ fulfils this requirement and represents logical progression from China’s ‘peaceful
rise’. The vision outlined in Roland (2020)22 does not appear to cede control of the IOR to
India and, in keeping with a realist interpretation of tianxia,23 rather views Asia as under
China’s influence. This would result in friction with India in order to achieve this goal. Thus
the Chinese Dream is by no means universally shared when its implications become apparent.
2.3.3 A.T. Mahan’s influence
Alfred Thayer Mahan, US naval strategist and author, urged the United States in the
19th Century to secure the western hemisphere – using naval dominance -- and ensure that
other powers could not intrude (Mahan, 2009). In the same way, China is progressing with a
plan to safeguard what it terms the ‘near seas’ (the Yellow, East China and South China Seas)
before securing its sea lines of communication (SLOCs) in the Indian Ocean. China has antiaccess and area-denial (A2/AD) capabilities in its near seas aimed at countering US naval
power. This was demonstrated in the Third Taiwan Strait Crisis of 1996: "Chinese A2/AD is
On tianxia’s contemporary conceptual development see, for example, Zhang, 2010; Zhao, 2009; Qin 2018;
Xuetong & Ryden, 2011; and Callahan & Barabantseva, 2011; Ferguson & Dellios, pp. 136-138. Zhao
Tingyang has proposed a universal system utilising the principles of tianxia and Qin Yaqing has promoted
Confucian-style relationships within a system of relational governance.
22
Rolland sums up her analysis of China’s vision: “The new hierarchical system…would be defined by the
degree of deference and respect that those within China’s sphere would be willing to offer Beijing” (2020, p.
51).
23
For a realist Chinese view, see Xuetong & Ryden, 2011.
21
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particularly well suited for use against U.S. forces in the event of a confrontation over the
defense of Taiwan" (McCarthy, 2010). By island-building in the South China Sea (SCS) and
using these islands for military purposes, China can potentially set up an Air Defence
Identification Zone (ADIZ) and control the area within its '9-dash line and immediately
beyond (Wang, 2016; Rapp-Hooper, 2016). Chinese strategists have studied A.T Mahan’s
works24 and SCS island-building was intended to secure the eastern side of the Malacca Strait.
This conforms with Mahan’s advice that “communications must be assured, either by
overwhelming control of the sea, making [the sea] as it were its own territory; or else, by a
well-knit line of posts properly spaced from the home country” (Mahan as quoted in Holmes
& Yoshihara, 2007, p. 14), an activity that suggests China’s next target will be the western
side of the Malacca Strait -- the Bay of Bengal. This appears a rational strategy in view of
China’s ‘21st Century Maritime Silk Road’, that requires an ability to project influence into
the Indian Ocean and its littoral states.
2.3.4 The Taiwan issue
Beijing made significant strides in drawing Taiwan closer to unification when Ma
Ying-jeou was president for two terms from 2008 to 2016. Taiwan's economy became
enmeshed with the Mainland's and closer ties were forged with the 'three links' -- with almost
a thousand weekly flights connecting the two (Cross-strait flights increased, 2015). China has
two aircraft carriers: one is the refurbished Soviet-era Liaoning, and the other is the
indigenously built Shandong which was commissioned in 2019. A third aircraft carrier,
equipped with advanced electromagnetic catapults to launch more fighter aircraft and enable
faster operations, is projected to be operational in 2022 (Office of the Secretary of Defense,
2019, pp. 37-38). These will allow the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) greater
power projection in the SCS and help to enforce its territorial claims. In addition, China has
developed its submarine fleet and may have close to double the US submarine numbers by
the late 2020s. This will increase the challenge for the United States to combat PLAN
objectives in the ‘near seas’, despite the US having superior designs and technology
(Majundar, 2016). Douglas MacArthur's image of Taiwan as an “unsinkable aircraft carrier”
and its strategic location between the East and South China Seas make it imperative for China
24

"This essay examines how Mahan is shaping Beijing's geopolitical calculations today and, in particular, its
maritime aspirations. Alarmed at the prospect of de jure Taiwanese independence, China is developing the
military and naval forces necessary to keep U.S. naval forces at a distance while it prosecutes a Taiwan
contingency. Western observers must not dismiss China's bid for Mahanian supremacy in the Taiwan Strait and
other East Asian waters" (Holmes & Yoshihara, 2005).
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to gain control of Taiwan and access to its deep-sea harbours for supplies and repairs. This
will allow China to escape being constrained within the 'first island chain' and give it
access to the eastern Pacific Ocean. Therefore, despite a survey indicating that 80% of
Taiwanese consider their 'nation' to be sovereign -- though they also favour maintaining the
island’s status quo -- this will not deter China from achieving the 'core interest' of gaining
control over it (Cheng & Hetherington, 2016). The PRC has been steadfast in its insistence of
the unity of China being realised through ‘reunification’ with Taiwan. As Xi Jinping asserted,
“China will stick to the road of peaceful development but never give up our legitimate rights
and never sacrifice our national core interests . . . No country should presume that we will
engage in trade involving our core interests or that we will swallow the bitter fruit of harming
our sovereignty, security or development interests” (quoted from Anderlini, 2013). Moreover,
if China does reunify with Taiwan and is able to secure the South China Sea, it will do so
within the context of possessing the world’s largest navy in the late 2020s -- according to
current budget and ship building projections (Mizokami, 2016). This would permit it to
redirect its focus to the next maritime zone of strategic importance -- the Bay of Bengal.
2.3.5 The ‘Malacca Dilemma’
In 2003, PRC President Hu Jintao identified and gave a name to China’s great energy
vulnerability, the ‘Malacca Dilemma’ (Lanteigne, 2008). Since China became a net importer
of oil in 1993, its oil has needed to transit this narrow passage, thus putting its vital energy
supplies at risk of being interdicted by possible competitors and adversaries. This could be
used as a means to prevent essential energy supplies from reaching China in the event of
conflict, for example with Japan over the Diaoyutai islands in the East China Sea, over
Taiwan declaring independence, or even with India over border issues. The eminent
geopolitician Halford Mackinder (1861-1947) pointed out in The Geographical Pivot of
History in 1904, “Man and not nature initiates, but nature in large measure controls”
(Mackinder, 2004, p. 299). If seen from the vantage point of the Malacca Strait, then China
has been searching for alternatives to the chokepoint that nature placed between the sources
of its energy and their destination on China’s eastern seaboard.25 China has explored various
options to overcome this obstacle: the China–Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) that links
China’s Xinjiang Province with Pakistan’s Gwadar port; building the Kra Isthmus Canal that
Robert Kaplan has aptly described the Strait of Malacca, which links the Indian Ocean to the Pacific, as “the
Fulda Gap of the twenty-first century, . . . where the spheres of naval influence of India and China meet”
(Kaplan, 2010, p. 261).
25
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would connect the Andaman Sea with the Gulf of Thailand; and a road and rail link from
Kunming in Yunnan Province with Sittwe seaport in Myanmar. The first and third options
have been accomplished with the second one proving to be too expensive and politically
challenging. The result of the third building project will have noticeable geopolitical
repercussions. Firstly, China has now connected its land-locked southern provinces with the
Indian Ocean, which will promote economic growth. Secondly, the oil and gas pipelines will
lessen China’s reliance on the Malacca Strait.26 However, strategic analyst Andrew Erickson
believes that, “In the end, pipelines are not likely to increase Chinese oil import security in
quantitative terms, because the additional volumes they bring in will be overwhelmed by
China’s demand growth; the country’s net reliance on seaborne oil imports will grow over
time, pipelines notwithstanding” (Erickson & Collins, 2010, para.6). This would imply that
the oil pipeline from Sittwe to Kunming may suffice only for the western provinces and
China will be just as dependent on the Malacca Strait for oil shipments to the crucial eastern
seaboard.
2.3.6 The Bay of Bengal
In the same way that China 'bided its time' (see below on “hide our capacities and
bide our time" strategy) in the SCS before launching into its ambitious island-building project,
China is biding its time in the Bay of Bengal as it realises the significance of this maritime
zone, accurately described by Bangladeshi Ambassador Tariq Karim:
With a combined population of 1.7 billion and sustained GDP growth currently of $3
trillion, the Bay of Bengal depends on the ability of states to enhance subregional
cooperation. A quarter of the world's traded goods cross the bay, including huge
volumes of Persian Gulf oil and liquefied natural gas, providing energy-scarce
countries with a corridor to securing resources. The Bay of Bengal itself contains vast
untapped natural resources of oil, gas, mineral ores, and fishing stocks, promoting
investment and economic interest from India, China, and Japan. As a result, it has the
potential both to positively contribute to the economies of littoral states and to serve
as a point of contestation among larger competing powers (2020, para.2).
In order to secure the SLOC through this north-eastern quadrant of the Indian Ocean,
China’s naval vessels will need replenishment, repairs and military supplies. There may be
26

A concern that still worries Chinese strategists (Author’s interview 3, Beijing, 2019).
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some supplies stored in warehouses in the harbour area of Hambantota (China gains near full
control of Hambantota port in South Sri Lanka, 2016), but these would be limited and subject
to themselves being replenished. Instead, supplies that could be transported along the
highway (or prospective railway) from Kunming (in Yunnan Province) to Sittwe port would
be more advantageous and suitable to PLAN requirements. Therefore, PLAN vessels would
require the regular use of the Sittwe port, which Myanmar may be coerced into allowing,
considering the weight of Chinese investment and influence in Myanmar. This is plausible
though Brewster (2014) argues that Myanmar has not allowed a Chinese military presence to
develop thus far. As Kaplan (2011) has noted, none of China's strategic moves are sinister,
but rather in keeping with the growing needs of a great power wanting to regain its previous
world order standing through economic power. However, the economic corridors being
developed through the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)27 could facilitate strategic influence and
allow a build-up of selective military capacities in the Indian Ocean generally.
2.3.7 Chinese ports in the IOR
When the British ruled the seas, they required 'coaling stations' to refuel and replenish
supplies and undertake necessary repairs. This was an indispensable arrangement to maintain
the flow of commercial shipping and support any naval escort. Although Beijing has had a
clear policy against accruing any foreign military bases or ports, it has realised that a “wellknit line of posts” that Mahan recommended would be advantageous along its SLOC. Piracy
in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR), particularly off the horn of Africa, proved to be the
catalyst for the PLAN to enter the IOR and subsequently overrule its foreign base policy. The
start to this foray into the IOR was in 2008 when the PLAN deployed to the Gulf of Aden to
protect Chinese shipping from pirate attacks. However, what started as an escort service for
China's shipping interests developed into a projection of power into the IOR and expansion of
its navy capabilities and logistical experience to the ‘far seas’ (Henry, 2016). In 2016, it was
announced that China would set up a military base in Djibouti, as have the US and Japan
(Panda, 2017). It was a logical step forward in the evolution from 'near-shore defense' to blue
water capability; nonetheless, this move has raised the possibility of further bases in the IOR.
Gwadar seaport in Pakistan was funded and built by China as a deep-sea commercial port and
a state-run Chinese company currently administers the port giving Beijing significant control
over it.
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2.3.8 Potential for Conflict – Tellis’ theory
Scholars like Garver (2011) and Smith (2014) have posited that there are diverse areas
of likely conflict between India and China, like another border war in their disputed
Himalayan zones or naval conflict related to SLOCs. However, Tellis (from Frankel &
Harding, 2004, p. 172) has contended that, notwithstanding that the relationship is more
competitive than cooperative, it should not result in outright conflict as long as three factors
prevail. First, that neither nation is dominant on the world stage with unrestricted carte
blanche; secondly, that their "sufficiently different strategic orientations" in Asia will
alleviate confrontation, and finally that in the IOR India and China have "assured defense
capabilities" where China's naval superiority is balanced by India's geographical proximity.
Since these caveats were written, China has continued its strong economic progress, allowing
it to gain further international economic leverage in nations bordering India or within its
sphere of interest, and continue building a powerful military (Cordesman, 2016). After the
Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in 2008-2009, China became increasingly more assertive and
cast off Deng Xiaoping's "hide our capacities and bide our time" strategy; this can be
evidenced by its actions in the South China Sea and in the manner it dismissed The Hague
Tribunal's ruling against it (Graham, 2016; Kim, 2016). Therefore, the first of Tellis’
conditions is being undermined by China. Next, China and India compete in South Asia for
other countries’ favour and support. This is performed through trade, economic aid and
investment, for example infrastructure building and military aid. With China's far greater
wealth (India vs China GDP, 2015) and therefore investment power, it has gained significant
influence with India's neighbours, for instance, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri
Lanka, and the Maldives (Sahoo, 2013). Furthermore, these countries have wanted to balance
against a potentially hegemonic India (Garver, 2001). Moreover, there is competition
between India and China for energy contracts in the region, particularly offshore gas (Shin,
2016). Therefore, "strategic orientations" between India and China have become sufficiently
similar to warrant possible confrontation. Tellis' third point regarding assured defense
capabilities still holds true for India in the IOR (Brewster, 2015). However, with a
substantially larger military budget (IISS, 2020, p. 225), which has resulted in a vastly larger
navy (IISS, 2020, pp. 261-264, 277-279), especially submarine numbers and their stealth
capabilities, and a third Chinese aircraft carrier set to be operational in 2022, China is
surmounting this obstacle. Furthermore, with the number of deep-water ports that China has
built (and continues to build) in the IOR, for example in Djibouti, Pakistan, Sri Lanka,
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Myanmar, and Bangladesh, the PLAN could have unofficial access to these facilities in the
future. Already PLAN vessels have berthed at the Chinese-run Colombo International
Container Terminal (CICT) in Sri Lanka and at Gwadar port in Pakistan (Sakhuja, 2015). In
sum, Tellis' three constraints on conflict developing between China and India are no longer
strongly in force. However, India's navy is still a formidable enough force in the IOR to
moderate China’s aggression in the early 21st Century (Brewster, 2015; IISS, 2020, pp. 277279), suggesting that China may bide its time and not become too provocative in the Bay of
Bengal until after it has further developed its naval capacities.
2.3.9 A.T. Mahan’s theory of conflict
The likelihood of conflict in the Bay of Bengal could also be measured against A.T.
Mahan's "three general threats to amicability”. Briefly summed up they warned of:
competition over territories for their economic value, the "susceptibility of governments to
public opinion", and the emergence of "an Asia armed with industrial weaponry" (Gray &
Sloan, 1999, p. 55). These were in fact cautions for the US at the dawn of the 20th century in
a broader geographical area but could be adapted to the emerging Sino-Indian rivalry in the
Bay of Bengal. Both India and China consider Myanmar a legitimate sphere of influence (see
history section) and value its energy resources, untapped economy and strategic location.
This could yield hostile consequences, according to Lim: "Wrangling over geographic assets
has been a major causal factor in the ten great-power wars that have marred regional relations
over the past century” (from Holmes & Yoshihara, 2007 p. 116). Next, the volatile and
nationalistic Indian and Chinese media, in addition to social media like 'Weibo' in China and
Twitter and Facebook in India, can be hostile and provoke public opinion (Patil, 2013).
Finally, with the modernised navies of China and India converging in the Bay of Bengal,
conflict becomes increasingly likely. A Chinese military analyst, Yin Zhuo, emphasised that,
"in order to protect China's territories and overseas interests, China needs two carrier strike
groups in the West Pacific Ocean and two in the Indian Ocean (2nd Carrier Almost Complete,
2017).28 In turn, India would like to build at least three major carrier groups, even in the face
of prevailing budgetary constraints. If legitimate interests collide and there are
miscalculations or misperceptions by decision-makers, then Mahan’s “threats to amicability”
will have been realised.
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Indian Ocean geopolitics specialist, Robert D. Kaplan (2011) doubts that China's
intentions in the Indian Ocean will extend to official naval bases, due to the Chinese
Communist Party’s (CCP) perception that foreign bases are symbolic of imperialist policies
and hegemonic ambitions. In its place, there will be unofficial or tacit permission for naval
use at Chinese-built harbours by PLAN, if necessary. With the high level of Chinese
investment (Barai & Iqbal, 2016) in countries on the IOR littoral, it has leverage (a form of
Asian ‘Finlandisation’ 29 ) to persuade countries to align with Chinese interests and allow
PLAN use of naval facilities, though Kaplan does caution that good relations with these
potential port landlords would crucially influence ease of use. Since Kaplan wrote of his
doubts that China would seek bases in the IOR, the PLAN acquired its first military base
overseas, in the strategically located Djibouti (between the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden).
The ‘PLA Djibouti Support Base’, as China calls it, entered service in 2017 and is part of its
policy of protecting national interests:
Overseas interests are a crucial part of China’s national interests. One of the missions
of China’s armed forces is to effectively protect the security and legitimate rights and
interests of overseas Chinese people, organizations and institutions . . . The PLA
conducts vessel protection operations, maintains the security of strategic SLOCs, and
carries out overseas evacuation and maritime rights protection operations. (State
Council Information Office of the People's Republic of China, 2019, sec.III)
China’s base in Djibouti illustrates that outlooks and ideologies do change and ports
with ‘Chinese characteristics' may yet materialise in the Bay of Bengal as emphasised by
Chinese official Shen Dingli, "Setting up overseas military bases is not an idea we have to
shun; on the contrary, it is our right" (Malik, 2011, p. 351). From the official perspective, as
the quotation above shows, it is a matter of national interests.
2.3.10 The new ‘Great Game’
The Bay of Bengal has not only been depicted as a high-risk area in terms of SinoIndian competition, but according to Kaplan it will be part of a new 'Great Game' in
geopolitics30 and an area where global power dynamics will be revealed (2011, p. 13). One
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The process whereby a powerful country pressures a smaller one to adhere to its foreign policy dictates.
According to Swaine and Tellis (2000), China appears to have pursued a grand strategy of this type,
conditioned substantially by its historical experience, political interests and geo-strategic environment. Malik
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has to place this ‘great game’ metaphor 31 in it modern context. This is premised on the
following factors: Myanmar’s large energy supplies and their likely contestation by India and
China; the proximity to the Strait of Malacca; and that both countries will have significant
naval forces in the area. India has major naval bases at Port Blair in the Andaman Islands and
Visakhapatnam on its eastern coast out of which it will operate its navy to protect the sealanes. Likewise, China will want to protect the sea-lanes and also its economic investments in
the Bay of Bengal. The converging of naval forces within the north-eastern quadrant of the
Indian Ocean with a vulnerable chokepoint (Malacca) to the south and to the north a key
country, Myanmar, which they both covet for resources and geopolitical ascendancy,
suggests a volatile area where conflict could easily arise through misunderstanding or
miscalculation. A statement from the US Marine Corps ‘Vision and Strategy’ projecting until
2025 contends that, “The Indian Ocean and its adjacent waters will be a central theater of
conflict and competition” (Conway, 2008, p. 13). With core interests and national security at
stake in the Bay of Bengal, a deeper understanding of Chinese and Indian approaches to the
use of force may inform on the likelihood of conflict. Whiting (2001) performed a study of
PLA use of force from 1950 until 1996 and concluded that seizing the initiative, pre-emptive
attacks and risk acceptance are common patterns of engagement. In other words, if Chinese
decision-makers perceived a strategic opportunity that would deliver a key objective (like
securing the Malacca Strait), the likelihood is high that they would use force to achieve their
aim (Christenson, 2015).
The interrelated nature of the Indo-Pacific means that the extent of Chinese naval
forces in the Bay of Bengal is dependent on issues closer to the Chinese heartland, namely
the Taiwan conundrum. Firstly, a large number of Chinese naval forces are kept occupied in
the area to deter Taiwan from proclaiming de jure independence and to provide enough of a
threat to the US fleet for it to seriously consider their pledge to aid Taiwan. Secondly, China
will require PLAN forces to guard and protect its power augmentation in South China Sea.
Therefore, when the SCS is sufficiently militarised and secure32 and Taiwan has been either
politically subdued into a docile status quo or even reunified, the PLAN will have secured its
(2011) also endorses this modern-day geopolitical competition: “China and India are getting locked into a
twenty-first-century version of the competitive Great Game” (p. 361).
31
Kaplan’s view is counter balanced by Chunhao Low who believes that IOR competition will be more USIndia oriented and that China simply cannot compete: “whether judged by intention, capability or aspiration,
China will not be in any position to compete with the US and India in the IOR’s power game” (2012, p. 631).
32
An interviewee stated that China would not want to engage in another ‘front’ in the Bay of Bengal as this
would create “pressure on both sides” which backs up the hypothesis of this paper (Author’s interview 3,
Beijing, 2019).
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immediate near seas and SLOCs with the opportunity to break through the first island chain.
This will release PLAN resources to focus on the next Chinese endeavour, that of countering
the ‘Malacca Dilemma’ and securing SLOCs via the Bay of Bengal. Therefore, when China
has accomplished these 'core interest' goals, it will be more confident and have superiority in
naval vessels to put India under great pressure in the Bay of Bengal. Even if China delays
taking over Taiwan, which is highly likely, it will still have developed sufficient naval
resources to embark on its next strategic goal. There is an historical caveat to this scenario
that both Holmes (2004) and Luttwak (2012) acknowledge, that is, Germany under the Kaiser
before WW1. When Germany, focusing on the more aggressive aspects of A.T. Mahan's
naval recommendations, built a powerful battleship navy, it was inevitably going to endanger
England's trade (SLOCs) and result in war, despite the good relations that had existed
between the two. With the present-day India-China relationship being pragmatic rather than
cordial (Mitra, 2016), India’s security will be threatened by a large PLAN presence in the
Bay of Bengal. In contrast, Beijing will consider a strong naval force there as necessary to
guard against the vulnerable Malacca chokepoint and protect its interests in Myanmar,
especially its vital oil shipments being diverted to the pipeline from Sittwe port to Kunming
in Yunnan province. Kaplan (2011) has summarised this impasse by pointing out that wars
start when "legitimate interests" are compromised. How China and India conduct themselves
with this looming scenario will determine how stable the IOR remains.
2.3.11 Reasons for war
Lebow (2010) has examined the outbreaks of wars over three and a half centuries and
argues that only a minority were initiated by security or material interest. In actuality, fear,
interest, standing and revenge were the basic reasons why states started wars and the final
two reasons were the most prevalent with states wanting to exact revenge for the loss of
territory in the past. China and India are countries with hierarchical cultural systems, see
themselves as having a high standing in the community of nations, and (as noted in 2.2.1
Historical Overview) are in the process of striving to regain their lost civilisational glory from
the past. 33 Therefore, status, or the lack of acknowledgment of it, may aggravate the
relationship. China perceives its level of international standing and power differently from
India; this is summarised well in an OpEd from the Chinese Global times in 2012, “The
33

Malik argues that the potential for confrontation between rising powers India and China at sea is likely to
increase as it is “fueled by China’s historical nostalgia and in India buoyed by a sense of historical revival”
(2011, p. 358).
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dominance that India is seeking has to be conducive to the equilibrium of the current
international order” (quoted from Smith, 2014, p. 219).34 This is counterbalanced by Tanham
who observed that, "gaining recognition of India's status in the region ... plays a pivotal role
in Indian strategic thinking. Indeed, external recognition and validation of India's place is
almost as important as having that status." (1992, pp. 82-83). If China continues to take a
high-handed approach to India especially in its immediate strategic neighbourhood, tensions
may increase enough for a simple encounter to escalate into armed conflict – not unlike how
the 1962 border war started. Paranjpe outlines what Beijing ought to consider in order to
maintain good relations with India, "Independence, internal security and territorial integrity
have always been overriding priorities in India's strategic perspectives" (2013, p. xiv). Thus,
the deployment of large numbers of PLAN vessels or over-use of port facilities in the Bay of
Bengal will be perceived as a threat by India to its security in the region. Likewise, further
‘containment’ of India along its north or northwest borders by enhanced Chinese military
capabilities could intensify threat perception of trends in the Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean.
In sum, if Chinese or Indian goals, objectives or grand strategy regarding the Bay of
Bengal are deemed vital enough, then Clausewitz’ aphorism that “War is merely the
continuation of policy by other means” (1984, Chap.1, sec.24) will prevail.
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China’s view of India has not changed over the last decade: “Beijing’s vision for Asia is strictly hierarchical —
with China at the top — and does not consider India an equal” (Sun, 2020, para.4).
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Figure 1: China's import transit routes and maritime chokepoints
Source: “Mapping China's maritime ambition”, (2014). Retrieved from
https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/mapping-chinas-maritime-ambition

2.4 Geopolitics
For such a great power and civilisation with its 'Middle-Kingdom' nomenclature,
China was never an outward-looking power in search of distant conquest in the mould of
traditional imperial powers like the Romans, Ottomans, or British (Zhang, 2002). After some
early, limited expansion in the Han and Tang periods, it was the foreign dynasties of the
Mongols and especially the Manchus who expanded modern-day China’s territory the most.
In contrast, most dynasties ruled by Han Chinese were kept occupied with internal
insurgencies,

power

struggles

and

trying

to

unify
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kingdoms.

These considerations limited empire expansion, though to secure its western borders, the Han
dynasty did seek dominance (a protectorate) over the Turkic peoples of the Tarim Basin;
nevertheless, control was gained and lost over the millennia until the area was finally
reconquered by the Qing dynasty and established as Xinjiang province in 1884. Tibet enjoyed
its own status as an empire between the seventh to ninth centuries CE, but subsequent
Chinese dynasties gained varying degrees of suzerainty over it until 1950 when Mao
officially included Tibet into the Chinese state. This history indicates that China has always
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been intent on controlling the periphery as a means to protecting the 'heartland' (Frankel,
from Harding & Frankel, 2004).
2.4.1 Tianxia
However, since the Zhou dynasty, the system of tianxia (‘all-under-heaven’) existed
to maintain control over the territories adjoining China or within their overall sphere of trade
and influence. It was a system whereby power and control radiated from the emperor
outwards in ever-widening concentric circles until the farthermost barbarian (least sinicised)
areas. The relationship between the Chinese Emperor and vassal states was formalised by
ritualistic ceremonies and exchange of gifts. Instead of the expense of maintaining direct
control over these territories, including the strategic risks attached to splitting and spreading
one's armies, if these tributary states' foreign policies were in harmony with the Middle
Kingdom's and emissaries travelled to pay homage to the emperor in the form of tribute and
obeisance, then trade could take place and protection was offered (Frankel, from Harding &
Frankel, 2004). It was a pragmatic solution to empire over-extension. This Chinese strategy
to control the periphery and its view of holding sway over tributary states was examined by
Garver; it revealed the extent of Chinese perception of its lost territory or areas of cultural
influence:
China's traditional sphere of influence included both Inner and Outer Mongolia,
Xinjiang, Tibet, parts of Central Asia, the entire Himalayan-Karakoram region
including Hunza and Gilgit in northern Kashmir, Nepal, Bhutan, Sikkim in the central
Himalayan region, the small kingdoms of what later became India's northeastern
states, Myanmar, Bengal, Vietnam, Thailand, and Sulu Island (Garver, 2002, p. 12).
China has since modified its position on some of these territories, but this list
illustrates where China might consider its legitimate sphere of influence.35 Correspondingly,
there were overlaps with Indian perceptions of territory over which it had historical or
cultural influence, which led to animosity and war in 1962. These 'relational' ties that China
and India perceived themselves as having over neighbours reverberates to this day with
regard to Myanmar. China emphasises “pauk-phaw” or kinfolk relations with Myanmar,
whereas India has the strong Buddhist connection and memory of fraternity when Myanmar
James Mattis, ex US secretary of defense, believes that China is “harboring long-term designs to rewrite the
existing global order” and that “The Ming dynasty appears to be their model, albeit in a more muscular manner,
demanding other nations become tribute states, kowtowing to Beijing” (2018, para.32).
35
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was like an eastern state of India under British rule. Myanmar will need to be politically
astute and exercise diplomatic skill in order to allay its neighbours' fears that the other is
gaining an unfair advantage. On the other hand, Myanmar can gain significant infrastructure
development from the two contending political suitors (Hart, 2016; Maini, 2015). With
Myanmar bordering both China and India, it was inevitable that competition would arise
between the two rising powers36 over the energy supplies needed to sustain their steep growth
trajectories. Kaplan illustrates the extent and value of Myanmar's resources, citing "abundant
reserves of oil, natural gas, uranium, coal, zinc, copper, precious stones, timber, and
hydropower" (2011, p. 217). To extract these riches, China has improved Burmese
infrastructure by building roads, railways, ports and oil and gas pipelines (Fan, 2011).
However, for China the key geopolitical objective is the connectivity with the Indian Ocean
that Myanmar 's ports provide for its land-locked south-western provinces, like Yunnan. Thus,
the oil and gas pipelines (completed in 2013-14) give China an alternative to using the
Malacca chokepoint. These pipelines now have a highway (and prospectively a railway) built
parallel to them to allow trade and commerce to flow between the fast-growing Burmese
economy (7-8% p/a, Myanmar Economic Monitor, 2017) and China's developing western
region. China has built and upgraded ports and naval bases in Myanmar besides providing the
military with equipment and loans (Selth, 2015). This may give Beijing influence over the
Burmese military to allow use of these port facilities to PLAN if required. This scenario
would greatly add to the tension in the region as India is particularly sensitive to foreign force
so close to its territory. This was expressed early on in India's history by K.M. Panikkar,
"Burma in the hands of another power would . . . be a serious menace to India" (Quoted in
Mohan, 2014, p. 175). However, India will need to be resolute to withstand a determined
China with such a geopolitically important prize at stake:
"The Chinese . . . pursued a variety of stratagems—punitive expeditions in some cases,
coopting adversaries in others, and multiple forms of bribery in still some other
instances—but the overarching objective still remained at the very least the
neutralization of, or at best control over, the strategic periphery" (Swaine & Tellis,
2000, p. 232).
Throughout history sea-lanes have been pivotal to world trade and the chokepoints are
the same today as when Zheng He traversed the oceans 600 years ago. From China’s
Malik believes that “the degree of cooperation and competition between China and India will determine the
stability and security of the IOR” (2011, p. 358).
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perspective, the old proverb concerning Malacca and its impact on Venice37 could just as well
read: Whoever is lord of Malacca has his hands on the throat of Beijing. A substantial
amount of China’s energy supplies and trade (Figure 1) transit the Malacca Strait and is
vulnerable to control by other navies. A better understanding of maritime strategy will be
gained by returning to the ideas of Mahan.
2.4.2 Mahan
The writings of Alfred Thayer Mahan, noted above in relation to the hypothesis of
this thesis (2.3.3 and 2.3.9), are relevant when considering the Malacca chokepoint as a
motivation for sea control. Mahan believed it was vital to have mastery at sea for a major
power to be a hegemon in its region (and later the world). He also realised the importance of
controlling the sea for commercial purposes during peacetime and protecting SLOCs during
wartime. As noted (2.3.3), Mahan has influenced Chinese strategists and the model he
proposed for America appears to be closely followed by PRC military planners (Yoshihara &
Holmes, 2011), though within China Julian Corbett (1854-1922) also has his admirers in
view of his interest in how to use navies in concert with armies. China still has a strong armycentric military culture and a perception of itself as a traditional land power, even though the
18th CCP National Congress put forward the principle of “improving the ability of
developing maritime resources, enhancing maritime economy, protecting maritime ecological
environment, safeguarding national maritime rights and interests, and building strong
maritime power”. (Full text of Hu Jintao's report at the 18th party congress, 2012) Because
of this new policy to make China a maritime power, Mahan takes on relevance for China.
This is understandable as ‘command’ of the sea is crucial to trade and the national economy;
and a navy powerful enough to destroy a competitor's fleet is necessary for SLOC control.
This view prescribed that the aspirant power has control over six conditions in order to have
naval dominance:
1.

Advantageous geographical position;

2.

Serviceable coastlines, abundant natural resources, and favourable climate;

3.

Extent of territory

Tomé Pires wrote shortly after his country’s acquisition of the port city of Malacca: “Whoever is lord of
Malacca has his hands on the throat of Venice” (Courtesao, 1944).
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4.

Population large enough to defend its territory;

5.

Society with an aptitude for the sea and commercial enterprise; and

6.

Government with the influence and inclination to dominate the sea (Mahan,

2009)
If these factors are applied to India and China regarding their own sovereign territory
and coastlines, then each has the capacity to dominate its region. However, when the navies
exit their territorial waters and venture into the other’s near seas, the advantage is with the
home nation. For the immediate term, this may be true regarding the Bay of Bengal where
India has the advantage of proximity to its east coast navy bases and also the Port Blair naval
facility. On the other hand, with a new aircraft carrier having come into service and another
expected by 2022, as well as an ever increasing navy (figures 32-33), the indications are that
China will be able to overcome any local advantages India may have.
Furthermore, Chinese geopolitical scholars and policy-makers are influenced by
Mahan’s “vigorous foreign policy”, advocated to the US at a time when its domestic market
was approaching saturation and foreign markets would be needed to keep production
stimulated. This system has been adopted by Beijing and the flagship project to achieve this
is the modern-day Silk Road ('One Belt One Road', later re-labelled by Beijing in the English
language version as the Belt and Road Initiative or BRI). Due to over capacity at home,
Chinese construction firms need new projects, which will in turn funnel much needed energy
supplies (and raw materials) back to China using the roads, railways and ports which were
built; moreover, new trade routes will be opened up to Chinese manufactured goods (Ahmad,
2016). Mahan stressed the need to secure access to these markets (secure the SLOCs) and that
would require a navy to repel or destroy rival navies and a network of naval bases for fuel,
supplies and proximity to the shipping lanes (Mahan, 2009). China currently has the second
most powerful navy after the US, and has it’s a naval base in Djibouti (noted in 2.3.9). China
has also built deep-water ports in Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Myanmar, which could be used
as unofficial naval bases if needed (Yung & Rustici, 2014). In order for the CCP to fulfil its
promise of the 'Chinese Dream' and maintain legitimacy through economic progress, it has
made significant progress in achieving Mahan's imperatives. However, naval analysts from
the US Naval War College, Holmes and Yoshihara, are concerned that Chinese
interpretations of selective Mahan writings may be adopted, for example those focusing on
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the most belligerent proposals that identify closing “the maritime common to an enemy flag"
(Mahan, quoted in Holmes, 2004). If China’s resolve to close the maritime common were
tested, the possibility of conflict in the Bay of Bengal is heightened. Moreover, China would
seek to occupy the moral high ground rhetorically by blaming the other party for risking
conflict, as for example when it blames the US for “provocative actions” in the South China
Sea; and ‘freedom of navigation’ operations having “increased security risks that could lead
to unexpected events . . .” (Tang & Parry, 2020, p. 9). A more ‘aggressive’ reading of Mahan
may not bode well for China’s opponents but it could serve China well in shaping perceptions
about its power and its willingness to use it. This leads to consideration of ‘naval suasion’.
2.4.3 Naval Diplomacy
An extension of Mahanian naval doctrine is the term coined by Edward Luttwak, that
of ‘naval suasion’ – or the use of naval force for political ends. This is similar to 'gunboat
diplomacy', a preferred method of coercion for nations with powerful navies when
negotiating with weaker nations. This tactic is further outlined by James Cable as "the use or
the threat of limited naval force, other than an act of war, in order to secure advantage or to
avert loss, either in furtherance of an international dispute or else against foreign nationals
within the territory" (quoted from Sakhuja, 2011, p. 177). However, Widen prefers the phrase
"naval diplomacy" as this has a broader meaning, is not emotionally charged and does not
carry colonial connotations. He defines it as, ". . . the use of naval force as a political
instrument short of war. This includes all forms of coercive diplomacy by naval means, as
well as different kinds of passive and subtle demonstrations of naval power (2011, p. 6).
Hedley Bull (1976) argues for the advantages of naval force display over using the other
branches of the military due to the flexibility involved, the ease of reaching and withdrawing
from the target area and the visibility of the force. This tactic of 'showing the flag' is not
necessarily an overtly hostile threat and this policy allies well with Chinese strategic culture,
that is, being strategically opaque and using 'shih' (configuration of power as emergent
strategy) instead of direct force (Mott & Kim, 2006; Ferguson & Dellios, 2016, ch. 2). Naval
suasion is already a tactic that China uses with its diverse naval coastguard and policing units
in the South China Sea to achieve its goals while appearing less militarily belligerent. If the
PRC employs similar tactics in the Bay of Bengal to gain pre-eminence, it could provoke
India and cause conflict.
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2.4.4 Mackinder and Spykman
Geopolitical analysis will help to explain the reluctance of other great (or aspiring
great) powers in Asia to allow China unfettered access to ports on the Asian littoral. Halford
Mackinder's 'Heartland' theory (and Brzezinski's 'Grand Chessboard') encompassed the
territory of western Russia and central and eastern Europe. Mackinder maintained that
whoever controlled this area, the Heartland, would rule the world (1919, p. 150). The Soviet
Union did gain control (through the Warsaw Pact) over most of this area, though its economic
system would impede its progress to world hegemony and resulted in the cold war stalemate
until 1991. Nicholas Spykman (1893-1943), who followed Mahan and Mackinder,
emphasised the strategic relevance of the Rimland. This was the band of territory separating
the heartland power like Russia with warm-water ports in the south. He advocated preventing
Russia from gaining ports in the Rimland because, "Who controls the Rimland rules Eurasia.
Who rules Eurasia controls the destinies of the world" (Spykman, 1944, p. 43). After the
collapse of the Soviet Union, a weakened modern Russia remained heavily dependent on
energy exports and by 2016 the Russian economy was 15 times smaller than China’s
(Connolly & Sendstad, 2017; Brown, 2017). China, in contrast, has become the rising great
power, intent on resuming its place as a great world power. In its quest to secure energy and
raw materials for its growing economy and manufacturing industry, Beijing paid particular
attention to Eurasia. The PRC’s rapid ascent economically, politically and militarily since the
1980s has made it a contender for controlling Mackinder’s Heartland (Lukin, 2015). This
“pivot area” is part of Beijing’s BRI plans with an emphasis on rail networks as arteries (as
Mackinder would have it) to connect China with energy sources in Russia, Central Asia, the
Middle East and further west to Europe’s more affluent markets. China’s expansion
westwards is evident with the influence it wields over Central Asia through the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO), its investment in Central Asian infrastructure, and in turn
Central Asian nations’ reliance on Chinese acquisition of energy resources.
Whereas Mackinder emphasised the vital role of the Heartland in securing world
dominance (Figure 2), Spykman disagreed and focused on the Rimland which forms the
perimeter of Eurasia (Figure 3). This belt of land between the heartland and the sea was of
strategic importance as it could contain the Heartland (Gray, 2015). The relevance of this is
that if China’s western provinces are not connected to the ocean they are isolated and
disadvantaged. By gaining access to the Indian Ocean through Myanmar, China has
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succeeded in overcoming this geographical obstacle allowing it access to markets via the
ocean and to circumvent the vulnerable Malacca Strait. The challenge for China may be in
keeping its passage through Myanmar safe in an ethnically fractured country and securing the
SLOC through the Bay of Bengal. In addition, China will require uninhibited access to port
facilities for its commercial ships and ideally a naval base for PLAN vessels. However, the
US, India, and Japan realise the geopolitical ascendancy that China would gain by achieving
these ambitions and have strived to deny China’s wish; this can be evinced by pressure
brought to bear on Bangladesh resulting in its decision to deny China a port at Sonadia, rather
opting for an international syndicate to develop the port (Brewster, 2014; Ramachandran,
2016).
Besides Myanmar and Bangladesh, China also has favourable relations with Thailand,
Cambodia, Pakistan and Iran, only the Indian subcontinent is not fully compliant with China's
strategic plans to master the Rimland. This twenty-first century geopolitical shift of power in
China’s favour has allowed it to become assertive and to seemingly pursue a ‘zero-sum’
strategy (in contrast to its ‘win-win’ rhetoric) in the South China Sea at the expense of other
littorals. With the vital geopolitical position of Myanmar and the Bay of Bengal at stake, the
future actions of China in this region will determine peace or conflict.

Figure 2: Mackinder’s concept of the Heartland (original map)
Source: Polelle, (1999, p. 57).
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Figure 3: Spykman’s Rimland area (original map)
Source: Polelle, (1999, p. 118).

2.5 Strategic Culture
2.5.1 History, origins and definitions of strategic culture
The exploration of the effect of culture on state behaviour goes back two and a half
millennia to the Axial Age, a term coined by German psychiatrist and philosopher Karl
Jaspers to describe a pivotal period in the intellectual and spiritual flourishing of humanity
from the eighth to the third century BCE (Jaspers, 1953; Bellah, & Joas, 2012). The Axial
Age engaged the writings or teachings of the Buddha, Confucius, Mencius, Laozi (Lao Tzu),
Sunzi (Sun Tzu) and Kautilya in the East. Their analysis of the effects of culture were
included with material and individual considerations as factors contributing to a complex
process in international relations (Tellis, 2016). In modern times, the concept of strategic
culture was reintroduced during the Cold war with Jack Snyder (1977) leading the analysis of
why Soviet and American strategies differed regarding the use of nuclear weapons. The
rationale behind this new approach was that traditional IR theories excluded from their
models the cultural variable between states. An early exponent, Colin Gray, defined strategic
culture as:
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The persisting socially transmitted ideas, attitudes, traditions, habits of mind, and
preferred methods of operation that are more or less specific to a particular
geographically based security community that has had a unique historical experience
(Gray, 1999, p. 131).
This definition’s inclusion of 'methods of operation' -- essentially behaviour -- became a
source of much debate (elaborated below).

Since these beginnings, strategic culture has evolved over two more generations. The
first generation has been criticised for expansive, over simplifying conclusions that used a
plethora of influencing factors. Little was left for a non-strategic cultural interpretation of
strategic decision making, that is, it could not be falsified (Johnston, 1995). The second
generation of literature depicted leaders using strategic culture as a political tool to perpetuate
their hegemony. Hence, their operational and declaratory strategies differed: their actions
were realist, while their justification for these actions employed acceptable language and
terms that would blunt challengers’ protests (Klein, 1988). The problem with this approach
was the ambiguity of the actual effect of strategic discourse on state behaviour and the idea
that the ruling establishment could transcend strategic cultural limitations, exploiting them
instead. It assumed an acultural actor. The third generation arose in the 1990s (for example,
Jeffrey Legro & Elizabeth Kier,) and sought a more exacting approach by eliminating
behaviour as a component of the definition of culture. It sought to fill a gap in studies that
could not explain policy choices simply by resorting to realism. Here constructivism had a
stronger influence, allowing for an analysis of the historical emergence of national identities
and narratives that help shape the parameters of political choice. It is clear from Johnston's
(1995) analysis that all three generations suffered from conceptual and methodological
weaknesses and that discernible evidence of culture's effect on choice is difficult to ascertain
if not used as an independent variable in studies. Johnston criticised the first generation for
including elements of strategic behaviour when defining strategic culture and then treating
strategic behaviour as the independent variable (the cause or reason for an outcome), when in
fact the dependent variable (what is being affected) is behaviour, thus resulting in tautology.
To Gray this was analogous to analysing the ocean but extracting the salt from the water
before performing the experiment; he believed that, "Strategic culture should be approached
both as a shaping context for behaviour and itself as a constituent of that behaviour" (1999, p.
50). This widespread influence of culture adopted by Gray is exemplified in his statement
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accusing Johnston of ". . . failing to recognise a cultural dimension to all that human beings
think and feel about war and strategy" (Gray, 1999, p. 59). Furthermore, Meyer contends that
it is restrictive to use culture as an independent variable because
actors do not start with a blank sheet when they are faced with a problem or
opportunity to act but draw on preexisting and usually stable schemata, beliefs, and
ideas about the external world and deeply ingrained norms about appropriate
behavior . . . They cannot extract themselves and their potential utilitarian
considerations from the cultural and social context in which they are embedded and
their actions will always reflect (Meyer, 2005, p. 527).
Johnston set out to demonstrate in Cultural Realism (1995) that China had a culture of
realpolitik (politics based on practical objectives rather than on ethically-derived ideals, such
as those of Confucius). Using content analysis of China’s main military writings (the Seven
Military Classics), Johnston concluded that China had two components to its strategic culture:
a symbolic peaceful one based on Confucian-Mencian ideals and a parabellum (“if you want
peace prepare for war”) one. The culturally acceptable peaceful, non-coercive Confucian
ideal was the façade that allowed the pragmatic, more aggressive operational behaviour to
occur (Wang, 2010). Johnston concluded that the reasons for China’s behaviour, “. . . are not
anarchical structures generating realpolitik self-help impulses, but rather the parabellum
strategic culture.” (1995, preface, p. x). This contention that culture has an independent effect
on a nation’s strategic outcomes thereby displacing neorealism’s material structure, did not
go unchallenged. For instance, another theorist, Morgan, did value Johnston's attempt at
scientific rigour but argued that his method could not produce trustworthy results because,
"Culture does not act independently. Culture conditions behaviour, but does not motivate it"
(1998, p. 14). He developed a model to overcome this weakness, which will be discussed
below. These differing views illustrate the lack of agreement on the influencing role of
culture. The debate as to whether strategic culture can be shown to have an independently
determining (causal) effect on decisions or is just – to some degree – supplementary, has lost
none of its vigour.
Instead of wholehearted endorsement, there are several IR specialists who have
advocated a role for strategic culture in assessing, understanding and predicting state
behaviour: Lantis (2014) elaborates, “Strategic culture sometimes challenges and always
enriches prevailing neorealist presumptions about the region [Asia-Pacific]. It provides a
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bridge between material and ideational explanations of state behaviour. . .” (p. 166);
Ferguson & Dellios (2017) also envision a secondary part for strategic culture, “. . . the
relationship between strategic culture (as with grand strategy) and foreign policy analysis
(which is more detailed) is seen as advisory. . . . Its predictive value lies in identifying
tendencies” (p. 204); Schmidt & Zyla also emphasise the explanatory value of strategic
culture as a tool to interpret security policy outcomes because it “allows conceptual and
theoretical elasticity, and thus promises to be inclusive of a variety of scholars and theoretical
traditions in international relations” (2011, p. 485). In addition, both Gray and Johnston
favour the use of strategic culture, though with the caveat that, “Strategic culture provides
context for understanding, rather than explanatory causality for behaviour” (Gray, 1999, p.
49). Johnston, too, cautioned on an efficacious methodological approach to the use of
strategic culture as it could then, ". . . help policymakers establish more accurate and
empathetic understandings of how different actors perceive the game being played, reducing
uncertainty and other information problems in strategic choice" (Johnston, 1995, pp. 63-4).
However, this attempt to compromise and find strategic culture a place in IR in a nondetermining function has been dismissed by Echevarria because “contextual factors which
explain, must also to some degree determine, otherwise they lack explanatory power” (2013,
para.11). However, as long as there is a human element to any decision, there will always be
scope for using a method that takes into account cultural influences -- whether these are
historical, ideational or derived from social reactions to specific geographical conditions.
2.5.2 Sub-cultures
Out of the Chinese branch of the Axial Age arose four schools of thought that would
wield influence for millennia. The most famous, and enduring, is Confucianism. This school
is not a religion but is a blend of ethical and practical advice on cultivating benevolence (ren),
social order (starting from the family level), practicing virtue (de) and advancing peace rather
than seeking war (though Confucius was not a pacifist, see below with regard to ‘just war’).
Cao illustrates how important it is for the individual to be morally upright and socialised into
the hierarchy of the system, “In the Confucian view, the family, society, state and world are
interrelated and rest upon the moral foundations of the individual” (2007, p. 436). Civility
and culture were elevated above militaristic endeavours and Mencius continued with the heart
of the teachings stressing a version of today’s soft power through cultural attraction as
preferable to violence. Yuan-Kong Wang (2010) demonstrates how this peaceful ethic
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promulgated by Confucianism and other schools of thought (Daoism and Mohism, in
particular)is characterised by China’s most renowned military strategist, Sunzi who combined
various Chinese schools in his strategic writing: “Sunzi uses the word li (force) only nine
times throughout The Art of War, while Clausewitz uses Gewalt eight times in the two
paragraphs defining war alone” (p. 25). Thus, Chinese strategic thought has become
associated with a culture of peace over war and ‘just war’ if ‘forced’ to engage with an
overall defensive strategic outlook.
In the history of writing on war, few books and authors have enjoyed such success as
Sun Tzu (Master Sun) and his Art of War. It is not as long and dense as On War by
Clausewitz38 but rather pithy and it delivers a message that resonates with modern-day war
planners and even business CEOs and amateur games players. Blasko sums up the essence of
the text: “1) the prime objective: to win without fighting and 2) the prime directive: to know
yourself and know the enemy” (Blasko, 2015, para.1). As a former US army attaché to
Beijing, Blasko contends that the rest of the book’s rules and the PLA’s current doctrine
follow from these two central guidelines. Even Mao’s ‘People’s War’ derived from these
precepts and this in turn has progressed to the modern concepts of:
•

Active Defence – this is predicated on the principle that “We will not attack
unless we are attacked; but we will surely counterattack if attacked.” This can
also be invoked if China perceives its interests to be threatened and the most
expedient method would be a pre-emptive attack to ensure protection.

•

China’s multi-dimensional deterrence posture – broad category but also
applies to displaying warfighting capabilities that will dissuade an opponent
and as a means to gaining strategic success in one’s aims.

•

Traditional fighting methods like speed, deception and stratagem (Blasko,
2015).

Consider one of Sunzi’s most famous quotes:
Know the enemy and know yourself; in a hundred battles you will never be in peril.
When you are ignorant of the enemy but know yourself, your chances of winning or

38

British strategist B. H. Liddell Hart described Sun Tzu (Sunzi) as the distillation of wisdom on warfare and
that “the clarity of Sun Tzu’s thought could have corrected the obscurity of Clausewitz” (as quoted in Kuo,
2007, p. 4).
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losing are equal. If ignorant both of your enemy and of yourself, you are certain in
every battle to be in peril (Sun Tzu [Sunzi], Chap.3, No.18).
This carries significance for this thesis as it can be interpreted in two ways: first, one
must be aware of the opponent in terms of military capability; second, knowledge of the
opponent’s strategic culture will enhance one’s chances of success. Also, by knowing one’s
own capabilities and that of the opponent’s -- quantifiably, technologically and strategically - the decision-making process with regard to engaging in conflict is likely to be more astute
and well-calibrated. The possibility of conflict in the Bay of Bengal is uncertain and how
China and India assess and react to situations depend on their evaluation of core interests and
how they perceive their own and the opponent’s strengths.
The next most enduring school to have influence over Chinese thought is Daoism.
Laozi and Zhuangzi are considered the progenitors and developers of this spiritual philosophy.
To follow the ‘Way’ entailed a more yielding and indirect approach encapsulated in the idea
of non-action (wu-wei). This entails a natural way of behaving that is in harmony with the
cosmic order. It could also be utilised on the battlefield as Mao Zedong illustrated with his
‘reed bending in the wind’ style guerrilla tactics (Ferguson & Dellios, 2017). The teachings
of Daoism, whose primary text is the Daodejing, can be of an esoteric nature but with a ‘softpower’ orientation that shuns war, regarding it as a last resort. Mohism is another school of
thought that was founded in the fifth century BCE. It challenged the centrality of the family
to the exclusion of others (taught by Confucians); contrary to this, Mozi taught ‘universal
love’ and egalitarianism while also criticising the ritualistic nature of Confucianism. Due to
this fundamental difference on family (and ‘ancestor worship’), it has been sidelined in place
of Confucian principles.
Another more enduring school was that of Legalism. This approach to rule was
adopted by the first unifier of China with the Qin dynasty. It rejected the emphasis on
morality that Confucianism valued and enforced harsh punishments to maintain state power.
Wang (2010) has argued that Legalism became to some degree absorbed by future dynasties
as the administrative ‘steel’ needed to govern successfully as moralism was a less
immediately effective tool. Despite this observation, Legalism does operate to a varying
degree and can clearly be seen as more prominent under the current leadership of Xi Jinping
(Mitchell, 2015; Ferguson & Dellios, 2017, p. 219). Contrary to Daoist qualities, this school
is tough and uncompromising to commoners and elite alike by implementing ‘rule by law’ to
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achieve authoritarian control. If this approach is extended beyond the country’s borders in a
bid to achieve the ‘Chinese Dream’ then the likelihood of conflict will increase.
Temporal and spatial problems have negatively impacted on the integrity of strategic
culture. In order to overcome these issues, IR theorists have devised a solution; for example,
Haglund draws on Bloomfield (2012) and Walter Mead's emphasis on subcultures that
constitute the nation's overall strategic culture. This approach would help address the
problems of 'conceptual coherence'; a focus on continuity rather than explaining change in
strategic culture; and the 'fallacy of composition' that takes the characteristics of
an individual in the group and imparts them to the disposition of the whole group. These
"temporal and spatial aspects" could be resolved by determining which subculture within the
state is dominant at a particular time (Haglund, 2014, p. 316). Thus, the parts constituting the
whole of the nation's strategic culture need to be examined to establish which one is dominant
prior to analysis. Cognisance of the possibility that there may be exogenous factors that jolt
the prevailing strategic subculture temporarily out of favour is a possibility to which Legro
(2000) alerts strategists, though resolution of a ‘black swan’ event (low probability, high
impact), for example, can result in the restoration of the previous subculture or the emergence
of another.
In Cultural Realism, Johnston defines strategic culture as an "ideational milieu that
limits behavioral choices", from which "one could derive specific predictions about strategic
choice" (1995, p. 1). This possibility of predicting strategic choices will be a method used in
the seventh stage of the methodology. Strategic culture will be used to supplement IRT,
namely neoclassical realism, to help provide contextual understanding and predict how
strategic choices might be impacted by strategic culture. IR theorists and scholars of the
neorealist tradition have had to accept that despite a rigorous scientific method, their model is
not immune to failure and they need to "be prepared to accept that precise, mathematical,
eternally valid certainty would be unattainable" (Bloomfield, 2012, p. 457). The value of
strategic culture is that it conveys the perspectives of a state towards the use of military
strength and "provides a means of influencing the decisions of when and how to deploy force
within the system . . ." (Greathouse, 2010, p. 61). By understanding a nation's strategic
culture and using it to help forecast an actor's likely military responses in a particular
circumstance is well expressed by Bathhurst:
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A nation’s wars are congruent with that nation’s political and social structures. The
way it chooses, defines and perceives its enemies, estimates their intentions and plans
to counter them necessarily comes from its unique expression, arising out of its
systems and organisations (as quoted in Gray, 1999, p. 57).
2.5.3 Developing a theoretical model in the application of strategic culture
Haglund (2014) argues that policy analysts would benefit from applying strategic
culture to the analysis Asia-Pacific regional security concerns (p. 310). The challenge in
using strategic culture as a tool in IR to explain or predict strategic behaviour is to negotiate
the methodological 'razor's edge' between Johnston’s positivist and Gray’s ‘interpretist’
approaches and their intrinsic weaknesses. In order to utilise the inherent value of strategic
culture, but avoid the pitfalls of using independent cultural variables (Gray, 1999; Poore,
2003), instrumental rationality (i.e. subjecting possible strategic choices to reasoned scrutiny)
will be applied by employing a model with strategic culture as an intervening variable
(Morgan, 1998, p. 63). This method would avoid the epistemological trap of Johnston's
positivist approach, Gray's non-quantifiable approach and the challenge of demonstrating that
strategic culture is the foremost variable in explaining the outcome by showing hard
causality (Tellis, 2016). These concerns are covered by Desch (1998) who questions the
independent explanatory power of strategic culture and endorses the prime role of realist
theory, while acknowledging the value of culture as a supplementary source of influence. In
the same way, Tellis (2016) observes that scholars promoting strategic culture fail to argue
effectively for the independent nature of strategic culture's impact on behaviour, but seem
more motivated to show realism as being inadequate. Thus, the ontological approach of
structural realist theory emphasising material factors (Waltz, 1979) will be the independent
variable when analysing potential conflict scenarios in the Bay of Bengal. Specifically,
‘relative power’ will be used as the independent variable, a measurable quantity using
financial, economic, military and other indices to arrive at relative rankings of power.
Various rankings have been developed, including Comprehensive National Power
assessments as used in the PRC, the National Security Index (NSI) and related research from
India, as well as various soft-power assessments (Ferguson & Dellios, 2017, pp. 173-200).
Tellis argues that there is certainly a role for strategic culture based on Popper's contention
that a priori concepts are utilised by the mind to try to understand what is perceived and so
"any materialist ontology ... requires an idealist component in its epistemology if it is to
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satisfactorily account for how states acquire and pursue power in the arena of competitive
international politics" (2016, p. 9). Therefore, the aim of gaining a deeper understanding of a
particular country's security behaviour will be better met by complementing realist theory
with strategic culture. This 'middle way' approach will thus use a central structural tenet from
the dominant IR theory that has served to explain statal behaviour (Waltz, 1979) with
strategic culture as an intervening explanatory variable.
2.5.4 Strategic culture model
Morgan's 'Compellance Model' (1998, pp. 59-63) was found in the course of this
research to be well suited for further work on strategic culture. This model will be adapted
and used to:
1.

ensure a sounder method based on instrumental rationality

2.

address previous methodological weaknesses

3.

be subject to testing

4.

achieve the goal of listing likely strategic behaviour outcomes.

Morgan's use of 'intervening variables' represents an innovative means to narrow the
broad range of cultural factors that the first generation cited as influences that led to an 'overdetermination' criticism. By identifying the functions comprising the mechanism that
intervened between culture and the behavioural outcomes, a more distilled and parsimonious
technique could then be employed to predict strategic behaviour. Morgan had identified
(borrowing parts from Johnston’s cultural realism) governmental process and strategic
preference as the specific aspects relevant to strategic behaviour. The former relates to "the
engine of strategic decision in any state" and the latter, "the prioritised list of desires decision
makers develop, explicitly or implicitly, when considering conditions in the security
environment that may impact their long- or short-term goals" (Morgan, 1998, pp. 54-55). So,
for example, the cultural effects on governmental process would be the dominant sub-culture
among elite policy makers and decision makers (e.g. Legalist), issues of government
performance and legitimacy, and long-term goals (for instance, Asian hegemony, the
‘Chinese Dream’, having India recognised as a great ‘civilisational power’). Strategic
preferences, in the security environment of the Bay of Bengal, for China may include
securing a port in the Bay of Bengal to link its western provinces with the sea and for India
may include providing security for SLOCs and having control over the western entry/exit
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point to the Malacca Strait. Thus, decision makers would prioritise their outcomes for any
particular situation and act in tandem with governmental processes to produce strategic
behaviour.
In sum, this response will be mediated by a filter comprising cultural symbols,
perceptions, and then evaluated in accordance with the decision makers' values. Following
this, "The government then begins the process of determining what response will best serve
its strategic preferences" (Morgan, 1998, p. 62). The third element of the mechanism is
perception -- the 'cognitive process of sensory data' -- that decision makers would use to filter
sensory impressions of the strategic environment. This relates to Popper's 'theory
laden’ assertion (Corvi, 1996) that, in the case of decision makers, their cultural
preconceptions would influence their interpretation and evaluation of the data. For example,
if there is a new government in a neighbouring country to India and China, like Myanmar,
the opposing decision makers would perceive the change as either an opportunity or a
negative event. Perception would thus interact with the other two elements of the linking
mechanism. Culture binds these three intervening factors together through symbols (whether
verbal/non-verbal, language.) and also relevant historical figures or texts, philosophical
works and religious influences, Hinduism, Daoism, Buddhism or other belief systems
(Morgan, 1998). These will all be drawn on when decision making elites need to interpret
data.
2.5.5 The role of ‘perception’ in the model
Strategists and political decision makers will have many influences impacting upon
them through the prevailing cultural zeitgeist: from the Chinese perspective, this is the need
to expunge the ‘Century of Humiliation’ and achieve Xi Jinping’s Chinese Dream; for their
Indian counterparts, it would be gaining global recognition as a great civilizational power.
The views of officials are susceptible to bias (e.g. departmental) or nationalism thereby
creating a perceptual filter of a situation. In other words, government observers will act
according to their perceptions, as that is what they believe to be 'reality' (see Selth, 2003, p. 2).
When an Indian strategic decision maker is confronted with a potential conflict encounter
with Chinese forces, this person’s perceptions of China, whether accurate, selective or
skewed, will affect their response, illustrating the tendency for perceptions to become reality
(Tilman, cited in Selth, 2003). To illustrate this phenomenon, Chinese strategic expert
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opinion perceives India as wanting to achieve hegemony39 in the IOR and the specialists that
Brewster interviewed, “Concurred with the broad impression that India is seeking naval
hegemony in the Indian Ocean, and every one of them voluntarily invoked the widely used
Chinese claim that ‘India believes that the Indian Ocean is India’s Ocean’” (2016, p. 8). From
China's perspective, this is an unsatisfactory state of affairs due to the history it has in the
IOR (elaborated in 'history' section, 2.2), the need to protect its SLOCs, its economic interests
in Myanmar, the need for a naval force to guard against vulnerability in the Malacca Strait
and the affront at restricting the freedom of navigation of Asia's most powerful nation.
Hoffmann (from Frankel & Harding, 2004) has elaborated on how India's own selfperception has predisposed its policy makers' perceptions of China in that India is a great
power in waiting, even if it is not living up to that potential yet. From this follows India’s
view that it ought to be accorded greater international recognition, for example, from the
accredited nuclear powers and be granted a permanent seat on the United Nations Security
Council, to which China has not assented. It is for these reasons that apprehending how China
and India perceive each other will offer valuable insights into predicting their strategic
behaviour.
Perceptions have played a significant role in Sino-Indian affairs before. Indeed,
Hoffmann (from Frankel & Harding, 2004) attributed the 1962 Sino-Indian border war to
misperceptions, "The war was a product of mistakes, misperceptions and misjudgements on
both the Indian and Chinese sides" (p. 45). If there was not a meeting of minds and mutual
understanding of the other's viewpoint regarding the border issues, then it is certainly likely
that these misperceptions can be repeated again in the critically important geopolitical zone
of the Bay of Bengal. Smith (2014) reveals that China has had a low regard for India and has
been somewhat dismissive of it as a rival, an attitude that Hoffmann advises would be better
changed, "The national interests of both China and India might be better served if the Chinese
strategic elite would treat Indian perceptions of China with unvarying seriousness"
(Hoffmann from Frankel & Harding, 2004, p. 64).
The recent value and (perceived) validity of strategic culture as an ‘explanatory
variable’ can be inferred from the number of respectable institutions that have initiated
research exploring "the utility of strategic models"; namely, Utah State University, the
Defense Threat Reduction Agency, the US Army War College, the Analytical Cultural
Not entirely unfounded as Ogden outlines, “India’s leaders have attempted to underscore India’s self-image as
South Asia’s natural hegemon” (2014, p. 74).
39
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Framework for Strategy and Policy (ACFSP), the National Defense University, Florida
International University, Missouri State University, the Air Force Academy and the US Joint
Special Operations University (Lantis, 2014, p. 172). The Chinese military also attribute
value to strategic culture and military authors Peng Guangqian and Yao Youzhi explain,
"Culture is not tantamount to behavior, nor is tradition to realities. However, cultural tradition,
no doubt, may influence on choice of behavior in realities" (quoted from Mahnken, 2011, p.
6). The question of exactly how much strategic culture affects behaviour is difficult to
measure and ascribe a numerical value. Instead, an approach where strategic culture is
acknowledged as making a valid contribution to decision making behaviour but remains
subordinate to realist theory is a more prudent one that will be adopted. As recommended by
Tellis, "If the focus of strategic culture . . . rests . . . on providing the best understanding of a
specific nation's security behaviour . . . it could serve as a vital complement to rational choice
formulations of political realism, even if it cannot substitute for the latter entirely" (2016, p.
11).
Will the effects of future Chinese strategic decisions in the Bay of Bengal result in
peace and harmony in the region? Evidence would suggest otherwise with China's actions in
the South China Sea demonstrating an aggressive policy to enforce its perceived rights
(Firestein, 2016). This approach may be transferred to the Bay of Bengal for reasons
discussed in the 'geopolitics' section (2.4). The view that China has a strategic culture with a
more realist orientation is expressed by Johnston, "Parabellum tendencies have persisted
across different state systems in Chinese history -- from the anarchical Warring States period,
to the hierarchical imperial Chinese system, to the increasingly interdependent post-Cold War
period" (1995, p. 183). On the contrary, there has been a competing narrative from Chinese
academics and Beijing promoting China's peaceful, defensive, Confucian-based strategic
culture (Feng, 2005; Kang, 2005, Zhang, 2002). Feng used the method of ‘operational code
beliefs’ to code speeches and other material associated with Chinese leaders to assess their
tendency to choose aggressive or peaceful means to resolve conflicts. The thoroughness of
this method is not questioned, but with carefully scripted speeches, the CCP’s Propaganda
Department is unlikely to release any copy that contradicts official ideology and policy
(Creemers, 2015; Parameswaran, 2015). This is disputed by many non-Chinese academics
(Perdue, 2015; Swaine & Tellis, 2000, Scobell, 2014) who highlight the observed realist
nature of Chinese strategic culture, that is, of maximising state power using coercion and
force if expedient. It has been argued that, ". . . contrary to the official narrative, realist
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aspects predominate, forming realpolitik 'bones' that lie beneath the Confucian-pacifist 'flesh'
of Chinese strategic culture" (Ford, from Tellis, 2016, p. 30). This 'dualistic strategic culture'
has remained consistent and not changed in recent times as portrayed by Scobell who posits
that this dual nature (Confucian pacifism and realpolitik) has combined to form a Chinese
“cult of defense that “tends to dispose Chinese leaders to pursue offensive military operations
as a primary alternative in pursuit of national goals, while rationalising these actions as being
purely defensive and last resort” (2002, p. v). His research reveals that this approach has
remained consistent over time and the degree of bellicosity is determined by the capabilities
of the People’s Liberation Army.
Strategic culture is not immutable and has the continuing effects of history that
impact on it, influencing its character (Mahnken, 2011). In China, the Seven Military Classics
(that include Sunzi) have had a significant impact from the Warring States period as has
Daoism, Confucianism, Legalism, Mohism and others (Ferguson & Dellios, 2017). In the
modern era, the influential work of Qiao Liang and Wang Xianghui, Unrestricted Warfare
(1999), has informed Chinese military culture (Gautam, 2009). A major impact on modernday Chinese strategic culture has been termed as the ‘Century of Humiliation'. As noted in
section 2.2.8, this occurred between the First Opium War (1839-42) and the Communist
victory in 1949 when the PRC was proclaimed. It was a demoralising period, representing a
civilizational ‘loss of face’: from the Celestial Empire (Tianchao, one of the old names by
which the country was known), China was forced to sign the ‘unequal treaties’ and suffered
from internal upheaval leading to the label of ‘sick man of Asia’. However, adversity can be
put to strategic effect. Like Mao’s Long March of 1934-1935, which was actually a military
retreat, so too humiliation could be used for motivational propaganda. The Chinese
Communist Party developed the ‘Century of Humiliation’ into a meta-narrative. It was
used to help unite the Chinese nation and legitimise its rule by being the party capable of
restoring lost territories and achieving greatness again (Kaufman, 2010). Xi Jinping's slogan
of 2012, "Chinese Dream" (section 2.3.2, above), represents an extension of this. Moreover, it
uses fuqiang (wealth and power) as a key concept to attaining "the great rejuvenation of the
Chinese nation" (Xi, 2014). China's 2011 Peaceful Development white paper outlined six
core interests, one of which was development and "maintaining international conditions for
China's economic development" (China's Peaceful Development, 2011). Under the Xi
administration, China has adopted what is widely viewed as a tough approach to its core
interests (Heath, Gunness, & Cooper, 2016). With its SLOCs in the Bay of Bengal and access
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to the Indian Ocean through Myanmar as vital to its development, China is not likely to
compromise but become more assertive to secure resources and pursue core objectives
(Swaine & Tellis, 2000). This could be exacerbated by the above-mentioned “cult of defense”
-- the idea that the PRC views all its military actions as being necessary for defending
sovereign territory or interests. The view that China has been historically aggrieved and is
justified in its efforts and actions is strongly disseminated by Beijing, but may result in it
being misled by its own rhetoric and lead to it being "incapable of recognizing that actions it
views as purely defensive may be construed as offensive and threatening in other capitals"
(Scobell, 2003, p. 198). All this indicates that with core interests in the Bay of Bengal and an
outlook that justifies all military action as defensive in nature, China calculates it has carte
blanche to advance and protect its interests in the Bay of Bengal, to the detriment of other
powers. Moreover, in the New Historic Missions, introduced to the PLA in 2004 by Hu Jintao
who was at the time PRC president and chairman of the Central Military Commission, the
third mission was to ‘safeguard China’s expanding national interests’ (Hu, 2004; see also
Hartnett from Kamphausen, Lai, & Tanner, 2014).
2.5.6 Wei Qi
Wei qi or ‘Go’ (as it is known in Japan and the West) is a Chinese board-game.
Players begin with an empty board and alternate strategically placing their pieces with the
object of encircling the opponent. It is more subtle than the game originating in India, chess,
the difference between the two described by Kissinger, “If chess is about the decisive battle,
wei qi is about the protracted campaign” (2012, p. 23). Interestingly, the strategy employed
by China against India in the IOR has similarities to its national game. The term 'string of
pearls’ was coined by the US consulting firm Booz Allen Hamilton, and is a geopolitical
hypothesis that refers to the network of Chinese commercial and potential military facilities
and relationships that it has developed along its sea lines in the IOR. This port building
program that China has embarked on is allied with its Belt and Road Initiative (see section
2.4.2). India has expressed its concerns with the increased Chinese activity in the Indian
Ocean. The projects are mostly commercial, besides upgrading and modernising Myanmar’s
naval ports at Hianggyi, Akyab, Zadetkyi Kyun, Mergui, and Kyauk Phyu (Beardson, 2013).
As China insists on their peaceful nature,40 it is difficult for India to raise any substantial

Ye Hailin, a South Asia expert, strenuously denies any Chinese designs on the Indian Ocean: “China will not
therefore undertake to expand its military activities in the Indian Ocean, and certainly will not seek a path
40
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objections (Bijian, 2005). However, the fear for India is that China will be able to convert
these into military facilities, thus encircling India and having the capacity to replenish
supplies and effect repairs for the PLAN (Kostecka, 2011). Another zone that bears the
strategic trademark of wei qi is the border between China and India. This intractable situation
has been an issue of contention—and war—since China annexed Tibet in 1950. With
fourteen neighbours, China’s security requires careful consideration. In the historic past, there
were mechanisms of control, from the ‘tributary system’ of asymmetric relations that
privileged China and controlled trade (see Tianxia, 2.4.1, above) to the incremental building
of the Great Wall from the time China was unified under the Qin in 221 BCE. In keeping
with the past, China’s CCP rulers have made strong efforts (for the most part) to conclude
agreements to resolve any border disputes (Fravel, 2005; see also Ferguson and Dellios, 2017,
for the historical context). In spite of a Chinese commitment to end the border disagreement
with India, it has remained unresolved, with the consequence being expressed by then Prime
Minister Singh, “it appears China is attempting to keep India unsettled and in ‘a low level of
equilibrium’” (quoted in Dutta, 2011, p. 136).
2.5.7 Indian strategic culture
Indian strategic culture, as with China's, has been influenced by a long history,
prominent religious texts and political/military treatises, geography, political systems and
"the experiences the political elite gathered as part of their worldview" (Paranjpe, 2013, p.
xv). An early influence on Indian strategic thought was Kautilya (c.350-275 BCE) who
summarised his political thoughts in the Arthashastra or The Science of Polity (Shamasastry,
1967). The advice given was practical, realist, and at times unscrupulous in the Machiavellian
fashion -- recommendations needed in an anarchic, egoistic, self-help political
environment. It is notable that Krishna Menon, statesman, diplomat and second in power to
Nehru in 1947, was an avid reader of the Arthashastra. He was aware of the threat of China
by virtue of its proximity:
Kautilya, known as the Indian Machiavelli, defined an enemy 2,200 years ago as
'that state which is situated on the border of one's own state.' In other words, what
constitutes a state an enemy actual or potential, is not its conduct but its proximity
(Menon quoted in Hyer, 2015, p. 41).
toward military hegemony; so the ‘String of Pearls strategy’ exists wholly in the realm of fiction” (as quoted in
Goldstein, 2015, p. 312).
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The Arthashastra may not necessarily be a vade mecum for most Indian strategists
today, but a thorough knowledge of it will lead to a better understanding of Indian thought
(Zaman, 2006; Liebig, 2013).
Whereas China has a tradition of moral superiority based on Confucian-Mencian
principles, India has derived this from the Mahabharata -- a spiritual text from the Vedic
period (1500-500 BCE). In particular, the Bhagavad Gita chapter emphasises the necessity of
war and the importance of performing one's duty to fight. One of India's greatest rulers,
Ashoka (see 'History' section 2.2.4) -- India's 'philosopher king' -- embodied the teachings,
for after conquest he eschewed violence and espoused moral actions instead (Dellios,
Ferguson, 2011). This ‘moral duty to fight’ is offset by the Gandhian nonviolent (ahimsa)
approach (Bose, 1981). This war-peace dichotomy has been witnessed through India’s
relations with Pakistan, at times choosing war and at others showing restraint and ignoring
provocation.
The Rand study that Tanham conducted in 1992 encouraged debate on Indian
strategic culture owing to his assertion that although factors like fatalism, being defensive and
moralism represent Indian strategic culture, the absence of a document enunciating a clear
strategy shows, “India’s relative lack of strategic thinking” (p. 1). Twenty years later,
Paranjpe (2013) echoes the same pronouncement, "There seems to be a distinct reluctance on
India’s part to present a clear-cut strategic doctrine and articulate the same in terms of policy"
(p. 153). It appears that India has discerned the advantages of an equivocating approach and
'deliberate ambiguity' has thus been maintained, allowing India more room for international
manoeuvre.
2.5.8 Nehruvianism
Nevertheless, India's history, geography and culture have shaped three traditions of
strategic thought: Nehruvianism, realpolitik and Hindu nationalism, though the first has been
the most prevalent since Indian independence (Hall, from Tellis, 2016). Nehruvianism
believes in India's greatness and the substantial role it has to play internationally, albeit still a
pending one. It cherishes strategic autonomy, which Nehru championed at the Bandung
Conference of 1955, and has been updated in 2012 with the release of Nonalignment 2.0.
Strategic restraint is another Nehruvian feature that India would apply to its Indian Ocean
ambitions, "... to expand its influence in the region in a cooperative and non-confrontational
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manner” while constraining “its use of military action" (Brewster, 2015, p. 235). The
Nehruvian approach has held sway with its ability to balance idealism with realism and
flexibility to protect India's national interests (Paranjpe, 2013). India's views on the Indian
Ocean were first advocated by maritime expert K. M. Panikkar, who understood the value of
securing the chokepoints of the Indian Ocean as the British under Lord Curzon had done,
thereby preventing foreign incursion into Indian territory (Panikkar, 1962). However, the
Indian government was preoccupied with the Kashmir issue, the Tibetan border and Eastern
Pakistan resulting in the neglect of the Indian Navy. Since Panikkar and fellow strategist K.
Subrahmanyam promoted the concept of the Indian Ocean being ‘India's ocean’, the idea
slowly took hold with India's strategic elite and subsequently the Indian Navy came to
perceive itself as the natural provider of security for SLOCs from Aden to Singapore (Scott,
2006). The corollary to this is the response of powers with a stake in the Indian Ocean who
may not want to leave their energy or trade security to a competitor or potential rival. For
example, US naval analysts state that, "New Delhi regards the Indian Ocean as its backyard"
(Berlin, 2006, p. 60) and Chinese analysts, ". . . concurred with the broad impression that
India is seeking naval hegemony in the Indian Ocean . . ." (Tanner, Dumbaugh, & Easton,
2011, pp. 36-7). In the same way that there has been opposition and emphasis on 'freedom of
navigation' in the SCS by both littoral states and extra-maritime powers against China's
hegemonic efforts (using the '9-dash line and ‘island-building’), India will face resistance
from China in the Bay of Bengal. China and India both perceive their interests in the IOR as
being vital to their economies and national security, which invokes Kaplan's (2011) caution
that wars happen when there is a genuine conflict of legitimate interests.
2.5.9 Conclusion
When attempting to understand two nations competing for primacy in a region, it
would be advantageous to note how their respective strategic cultures are complementary or
irreconcilable. Therefore, the rubric of strategic culture will be used to assess China's
strategic inclinations to the identified conflict areas in the Bay of Bengal. History has ensured
that a feature of both their cultures is an inclination to, and recognition of, an international
hierarchical system (Twomey, 2006; Hall in Tellis, Szalwinski, & Wills, 2016). For China,
the traditional tianxia system with China at the centre as leader (and 'tributary' states showing
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deference) has been promoted by Zhao Tingyang; 41 while Qin Yaqing has advanced the
concept of 'relational' governance. This essentially refers to the importance of relationships,
as taught by Confucius and absorbed by Chinese society (with many of the key relationships
being asymmetrical) to moderate the existing ‘rules based’ system; one which confers on
smaller states a supposed degree of equality with larger ones, as verified by the Philippines’
case in the South China Sea Arbitration (see Tanaka, 2019). However, Perdue notes that
Beijing’s strong language regarding its position on the SCS “expresses ‘hard realism’ much
more forcefully than Confucian harmony” (2015, p. 1003). Chinese scholars believe that
justification for the use of force may occur if there is disharmony and by applying the
necessary might, order and stability would be restored. Therefore, this is a form of power
politics that China may apply to a region – like the BoB – if it considers the region as illdisposed to Beijing’s interests and thus disharmonious. (Rolland, 2020). This can be seen in
Dreyer’s description of tianxia and the tribute system: “Order is maintained under the aegis
of a benign hegemonic state” (2015, p. 1); this is aligned with the tribute system of trade that
was central to China’s traditional world order. It could be compared to the BRI: participating
countries are provided loans for infrastructure constructed by Chinese companies and in
return they open their markets to Chinese goods and services and become an economic spoke
to China’s hub.
India is well aware of its relative political, military, financial and economic weakness
vis-à-vis China but India does view itself as the leader of the South Asian hierarchy of power.
Thus, the arrival of a strong Chinese fleet in the Bay of Bengal would challenge not only its
national security but its primacy as the leading regional power. When two great powers and
civilisations with belief in a hierarchical system with themselves at the apex come into
contact in a geopolitically important zone, as the Bay of Bengal is, potential for conflict is
high.

In order to avoid the ‘China threat’ narrative, Zhao has been careful not to directly place China at the centre of
the tianxia system, though it is hard to imagine his modernised tianxia system without China as the intended
‘middle-kingdom’ at the centre. Callahan comments on Zhao’s updated tianxia system by stating, “. . . the
success of The Tianxia System shows that there is a thirst in China for "Chinese solutions" to world problems . .
. it is not an isolated example but the sign of a broader trend where China's imperial mode of governance is
increasingly revived for the twenty-first century” (2008, p. 759).
41
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2.6 Literature Overview
2.6.1 Garver
A sophisticated examination of this potential for conflict has been undertaken in
Protracted Contest (2001), John Garver’s defining work on Sino-Indian relations. It covers
their history and its modern impact on the relationship. According to Garver, the ‘contest’ is
between these giant neighbours who both perceive themselves as leaders of Asia42 and view
the other as a threat to achieving its ambitions. To illustrate, Garver underlines the position
that “A top-ranking Chinese objective is to prevent the emergence in Asia of barriers to the
gradual, long-term growth of China’s presence and role – that is, to the spread of Chinese
influence” (Garver, 2001, p. 374). This articulation of Chinese intentions is a natural
progression of China’s economic expansion and the axiom that ‘flag follows trade’ -- all
contributing to Garver’s thesis that China has long-term global ambitions and this will be
built on the foundation of dominance in Asia. Whereas Garver provides a diorama of SinoIndian issues and uses a broad-stroke approach to conflict areas, this thesis concentrates on
one specific area, the BoB, and pinpoints likely scenarios.
Garver in more recent writing suggests that a consequence of China’s ‘autistic’ nature
is the failure to appreciate how other powers judge themselves as threatened by the sudden
rise of China (Garver in Brewster, 2018c, p. 75). Along with its economy, China has been
modernising its armed forces which under Xi Jinping’s timetable expects to complete its
modernisation by 2035, and by mid-century (the PRC’s centenary) reach “world-class”
standing (State Council Information Office of the PRC, 2019). The rise of China’s military
power has induced fear in its neighbours and resulted in a security dilemma. Suspicion of
other powers’ intentions has led to high military spending in Asia and yet China still
considers itself constrained within the first island chain. Nations fearful of China’s current
and future actions are beginning to form alliances, though by way of informal groupings so as
not to provoke Beijing. The Prime Minister of Japan, Abe Shinzo,43 has called for an alliance
of countries in the Indo-Pacific who could form a ‘democratic arc’ for the purposes of
maintaining peace and upholding the freedom of the seas. Garver believes that an outcome of
China not engaging empathetically with its neighbours has led to a coalition of nations wary

42

Although currently, India realistically understands that South Asia and possibly SE Asia are the limits of its
scope of power reach.
43
Japan, like China, uses surname-first and wishes to revert to this internationally.
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of an authoritarian PRC with revisionist ambitions. However, Garver cautions that seeking
security in numbers, in effect a balance of power, risks provoking China into breaking this
clique by attacking the weakest link, which is perceived to be India. China is fond of
‘teaching lessons’ to those countries that do not respect its interests.44 Garver argues that this
campaign might well be directed at the Andaman and Nicobar Islands (ANI) in the Bay of
Bengal.
This scenario that Garver has outlined is possible and might occur because of the
strategic nature of the Islands at the western side of the Malacca Straits. However, if the
PLAN were to overwhelm the ANI in order to remind India who the dominant power is, it
would have serious repercussions as the 1962 War did. A period of frozen relations would
follow and damage both countries’ economies and diplomatic relations; this would not justify
the satisfaction of ‘teaching a lesson’ to a perceived unruly neighbour. However, would this
be worth the price of gaining hegemony in the IOR? China would gain more by continually
eroding India’s influence in the region, building and preparing ports for later acquisition as
naval facilities and then bases and by incrementally increasing PLAN presence in the Bay.
This would be done until such time (possibly 2030) when India’s navy will be relatively too
weak to challenge the PLAN but when China’s military modernisation would be almost
complete (2035). Tension will build between the rivals in the IOR for reasons previously
stated,45 though friction and conflict is more likely through risky naval behaviour resulting in
an unplanned encounter,46 or will build-up due to strategies adopted to gain advantages in the
BoB. Nevertheless, a premeditated naval attack may constitute part of China’s ‘Active
Defence’ strategic guideline, if China considered its energy shipments to be vulnerable and
India was preventing the PLAN from providing a naval escort. Such an incident may escalate
into the scenario Garver proposed but China’s strategic culture, as presented in this thesis,
would suggest that more subtle methods are usually employed. This is covered in the
‘strategic culture’ section (2.5.4) of this thesis; though, the following quotations from Sun
Tzu encapsulate what China’s strategy in the BoB appears to be:
•

The supreme art of war is to subdue the enemy without fighting.

Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai’s famous declaration that the 1962 War was meant to “teach India a lesson”
(Brewster, 2012, p. 92). In 1979, Deng initiated a “self-defense counterattack” to “teach Vietnam a lesson”
(Blasko, 2012, p. 4).
45
Elaborated also in the Results and Discussion section.
46
As a result of China probing to ascertain what actions might gain it more advantage in the BoB.
44
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•

Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall
like a thunderbolt.

•

Supreme excellence consists of breaking the enemy's resistance without
fighting (Sunzi & Wing, 1989).

This thesis has contended that the PLAN will not make a grand entrance into the BoB but
rather increase its presence incrementally 47 and begin with ‘places’ before developing
‘bases’. Beijing knows that if the linear progress of China and India’s economies and defence
budgets remain steady, then the PLAN will be far too intimidating for the Indian Navy (IN)
to combat in the IOR by 2030.48 Indian naval analysts understand this conclusion too and will
resist only when they consider China to have crossed a red line.49 This underscores the view
that the short-to-medium term will be a crucial time to ensure possible maritime encounters in
the BoB remain peaceful and contained.
A 2019 Garver chapter on Sino-Indian relations details six different ‘considerations’ that
might lead China to wage a short war against India in the maritime arena:
1. Upholding Pakistan as a balancer against India;
2. Punishing Indian efforts to obstruct China’s efforts to grow “friendly ties” with
SA-IOR countries;
3. Punishing India anti-China alignment (“containment”) with the United States,
Japan, Vietnam and Australia;
4. Successful Chinese engagement with the United States and Russia, persuading
those two powers to remain neutral;
5. The utility of a “splendid little war” with India in nationalist legitimization of
China’s CCP state; and,
6. Opening the path to Chinese supremacy in Asia50 (Garver in Panda, 2019, p. 91).
These different ‘considerations’ will now be commented on in relation to this thesis.
The first applies to the western quadrant of the Indian Ocean and not the BoB. Nevertheless,
China has always used its relationship with Pakistan to keep India strategically unbalanced
As supported by Chinese naval analyst, You Ji, who believes China will adopt, “a gradual approach in moving
its naval presence in the Indian Ocean” (You Ji in Brewster, 2018, p. 93).
48
Plotted by Gordon in 2014.
49
As when a Chinese ‘research ship’ was expelled from the ANI (Betigeri, 2018).
50
In contrast, Lyle Goldstein’s (2015) analysis of China does not yield evidence that China intends to project
power into other regions.
47
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and to prevent New Delhi from only focusing on conflict with China. However, this
circumstance is not specifically within the purview of this thesis. The second reason is not
sufficiently strong enough to merit conflict. This is because China has significant influence
with countries in the BoB through its massive BRI investments, arms sales, tourism and
political influence.51 India may try to influence and persuade countries not to acquiesce to
China’s wishes but cannot compete with China’s financial and economic power. China does
not need a war to win this consideration. However, Garver may be referring to the strategic
cultural traits of wǔ (martiality) and wén (civility) with China traditionally favouring wén
over wǔ, though force could be sparingly used to effect policy if civility was not successful. If
India blocks China’s attempts at using civility to win over BoB littorals, then it might warrant
hard power used in a ‘just war’ to restore balance. The third reason has been dealt with
earlier. In sum, India will maintain its strategic autonomy and so this grouping will not be any
military threat to China, only one that will attempt to ensure norms within the Indo-Pacific
are more liberal-oriented. The fourth reason has become far less possible since the US-China
trade war and the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. Relations have seriously deteriorated
between the world’s leading economies and the US would likely assist India politically,
diplomatically and dissuade China from aggression against its neighbour. Russia would most
likely remain neutral but also dissuade China from initiating conflict with India in order to
maintain good relations with India; this will also help to keep India’s military as an arms
customer. The fifth reason will be addressed below, section 4.9.8.7 on the impact of
economic issues. However, this resort to belligerent nationalism is only likely if the CCP
were under great pressure domestically and were desperate for a political distraction. It would
also dispel any doubt about China operating within a ‘parabellum’ culture. The final reason
on “Opening the path to Chinese supremacy in Asia” is not contradicted by this thesis as it is
a general statement. This is China’s goal according to offensive realists who see states as
power maximisers. This thesis argues that China will achieve hegemony in all of Asia if the
current linear progression of economic and military power continues. Strategists in the US,
India and other Indo-Pacific countries are aware of this projection; hence, they are attempting
to set up a multilateral power sharing system. China would prefer to replace the US as the
primary power in Asia, so this final option put forward by Garver is a distinct possibility.
What this thesis expands on, is to detail the particular scenarios that might precipitate the
brief conflict that achieves this objective for China.

51

China is on the UN Security Council and can shield countries like Myanmar from human rights accusations.
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2.6.2 You Ji
It is difficult to find clear and outspoken commentary by a local Chinese scholar on
PRC military affairs in the Xi Jinping era, as Party doctrine predominates and opinions are
discouraged. Therefore, it is refreshing to read the work of You Ji, a professor at the
University of Macao and naval expert who reveals more personal insights on PLAN maritime
affairs (see You, in Brewster, 2018) than what can be deduced from official government
documents. (see You Ji in Brewster, 2018) He predicts two incidents that could provoke
conflict between China and India; namely, that if there is (maritime) conflict in East Asia,
then India may seize the opportunity to make gains on the disputed land borders with China.
Secondly, that in the event of conflict in East Asia, India may be called on to destabilise
China’s SLOCs in the Indian Ocean.52 These are noteworthy claims; however, the likelihood
of these scenarios taking place is questionable. In the first instance, any gains that the Indian
army may make would most likely be repelled by China once the East Asia situation had
quietened. China has the world’s largest armed force at 2.03 million which, as noted above, is
expected to be fully modernised by 2035. The International Institute for Strategic Studies in
its annual Military Balance of 2020 speaks of the PLA possessing “an increasingly modern,
advanced equipment inventory” (IISS, 2020, p. 259). The PLA’s reforms have seen the
addition in 2016 of a Strategic Support Force (SSF) which provides cyber, space and
information support in facilitating integrated joint operations. Also in 2016 the PLA Rocket
Force (PLARF) was designated as a full service, on a par with the army, navy and air force.
China’s rocket (missile) program been described as the “most active and diverse in the
world” (CSIS, 2018). Moreover, a land-based conflict with India would need to factor in
airpower. China’s air force, the PLAAF, is more sophisticated and larger than India’s, and
includes drone warfare capabilities. India is well aware that militarily it does not have the
capability to unilaterally determine the outcome of disputed areas on its northern borders.
Only diplomacy, and in the meantime a clear display that it does not intend to back down on
the border issues, will engender a possible border solution. In the second scenario, it seems
improbable that India will do the bidding of the US (or Japan) when it is engaged in a conflict
with China. India has taken great efforts to maintain its key doctrine of ‘strategic autonomy’

This scenario is also advanced by Malik (2011) who contends that “Chinese and Indian fleets may one-day
maneuver against each other on the Indian and Pacific oceans respectively. Both are acutely aware of their
strategic vulnerabilities . . . Unless managed carefully, these shipping lanes, vital for their energy supplies, could
be the setting for future confrontation between China and India” (p. 362).
52
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and is unlikely to support a declining and less influential US in Asia over an ascendant China
who is a permanent neighbour.53
You Ji further states that the PLA’s frontier defence naturally necessitates it adopting
a ‘two-ocean’ strategy incorporating the Indian Ocean into its blue water plans “as a normal
region for the PLAN’s combat reach in the future” (You, in Brewster, 2018, p. 94). However,
You Ji does not believe that this is will happen in the short term because the PLAN does not
have the capacity to do so and lacks air defence for its warships. As thoroughly covered in
this thesis’ analysis of PLAN forces, capabilities and newly built naval facilities in the SCS,
the evidence would suggest otherwise. China has two operational aircraft carriers in service
with a third to be commissioned in 2022 and these could provide air support for its warships
in the BoB; also, with naval facilities in the SCS, the ‘tyranny of distance’ is becoming
shortened.54 India may have ‘home-sea advantage’ which would benefit its forces travelling
shorter distances, having a shorter supply line and easy access to logistical facilities
(including a ‘forward base’ in the Andaman Islands) but this would be balanced by China’s
superior naval forces and the above-mentioned rocket force (PLARF) which could be brought
to bear on targets in the BoB. 55 Therefore, the PLAN is fast approaching the requisite
capability of entering the BoB and being in a position to project a degree of naval strength.
India has advantages too which would make the possibility more realistic as a weak adversary
would not seek to provoke a much stronger rival.56 An interviewee in Delhi explained that
India had no choice but to accept US naval dominance in the Indian Ocean but that:
We don't want Chinese naval presence or dominance in the Indian Ocean region . . .
So now there is a choice between accepting and not accepting Chinese presence . . .
but with Chinese it's not got to the point where we have to accept . . . and the only
way it can be is that we accept Chinese hegemony57. . . So as long as there is a choice,
“Neighbours do not go away” to paraphrase Atal Bihari Vajpayee.
In addition, there is evidence that China may be establishing a naval and air force base in Cambodia. China
has secured a contract to expand Cambodia’s Ream naval base at Sihanoukville. In addition, it appears to be
building an air field capable of landing fighter air craft (Seidel, 2020). This would give the PLA air force
unrefueled range over the whole of the BoB and further support any naval combat operations.
55
Conventional PLARF forces would be deployed offensively at the start of a mission and deterrent capabilities
would be prepared for the purpose of managing escalation or targeting an adversary that might mobilise other
forces (Bates & Ni, 2019).
56
Jabin Jacob, an associate professor at Shiv Nadar University in India, supports this idea: “Despite its limited
resources, India’s navy is operationally superior to the Chinese navy in the Indian Ocean but the latter’s ability
for grey zone operations and military diplomacy in the region suggests the balance is likely to shift in China’s
favour” (Zhou, 2020, para.15).
57
Hegemonic stability theory (HST) is a theory that can help analyse the rise of great powers and could be used
to calculate and predict the future of politics in the international arena, including the relationship between the
53
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I believe from my personal view that India will not accept it (Interviewee 4, Delhi,
2018).
This may suggest that while there is some naval parity and China does not markedly
have the means to dominate in the BoB, India will resist Chinese attempts to introduce too
many PLAN vessels into the area.
2.6.3 Menon
India may object to or resist Chinese naval forays into the Indian Ocean but this will
not prevent China from planning more missions and deploying more forces to the region,
according to retired Rear Admiral of the IN, Raja Menon. Using China’s white paper of 2015,
Menon reaches a similar conclusion to this thesis that the PLAN has clearance to continue
building itself into a world class navy, protecting its crucial SLOCs in the Indian Ocean (IO)
and later deploying there to safeguard Chinese interests (Menon, R., 2016). This gravitation
to the IO by the PLAN would be more than just geographical but a geopolitical move, Menon
believes. It would require “supporting infrastructure” in order for the PLA to operate
successfully in the region. This would explain the development of port infrastructure in the
IO, particularly in Djibouti, Gwadar (Pakistan), Hambantota (Sri Lanka), Kyaukpyu 58
(Myanmar) 59 and Bagamoyo (Tanzania), among others. In order to achieve its goal of
becoming an established force in the IOR, China would need to have a strategy. Menon sets
this out as follows: China will start with capital investment to boost trade, followed by an
offer to build infrastructure. This will lead to China gaining an economic stake in the country
and hopefully be perceived as a benefactor. However, developing countries generally struggle
to pay back loans which will lead to China securing port facilities and a future naval base for
the PLAN. This description is a fairly standard one of foreign observers’ perception of
Beijing’s playbook for the IO. However, as an experienced naval officer, Menon highlights
the difficulties that China will face in the IOR with regards to achieving marine domain
awareness and combat readiness: patrol aircraft are required to provide sufficient tactical air
rising and declining hegemons in a particular region. This could be the subject of a future study with regard to
China and India in the IOR.
58
President Xi Jinping’s visit to Myanmar in January 2020 was designed to restart the renegotiated Kyaukphyu
port project that is a crucial link in China’s oil and gas pipelines that start there and end in Kunming, Yunnan
province. The scaled-down deep-water port project has been reduced from US$7 billion to US$1.3 billion but
needs to be economically sustainable if it is to remain in Myanmar government control and not ceded to Chinese
control as happened in Hambantota, Sri Lanka and Gwadar, Pakistan.
59
China has significantly upgraded and modernized Myanmar’s naval facilities, including radar systems, “at
Sittwe, Coco, Hianggyi, Kyaukpyu, Mergui, and Zadetkyi Kyun” (Goldstein, 2015, p. 310).
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cover, a network of comprehensive communication infrastructure is also needed, the ability to
wage strategic anti-submarine warfare is essential, and being capable of protecting its bases
in the IOR is critical (Menon, 2016). Where this thesis differs from Menon is in the
immediate pressure by Beijing to acquire a naval base in a debt-stressed country. Beijing’s
strategic culture and handling of the SCS situation suggests a more cautious and incremental
approach until naval superiority is gained. Logistical facilities will most likely be set up first
(as suggested by Robert Kaplan, 2012) without being overused by PLAN vessels to begin
with. Beijing does not wish to alarm Delhi initially and will incrementally introduce more
PLAN vessels60 into the BoB and to ports it controls there, like Hambantota. Of course, for
China to gauge what Delhi will allow and not react to regarding the number of Chinese
warships in the IOR is uncertain, but increasing numbers of Chinese naval craft in the region
are likely to raise Indian suspicions and foster tension. Menon’s description of China’s
challenges in the IOR are again motives that back up the hypothesis that conflict in the BoB
is likely in the short to medium term. As stated previously, China has a significantly superior
navy overall to India but this advantage is reduced to parity in India’s home seas. Usually a
far superior adversary would not be engaged militarily but with parity or even combat
superiority in the BoB, India is likely to challenge China. This was clearly stated by Admiral
Karambir Singh at the 2020 Raisina dialogue in New Delhi when he warned against “any
maritime activity that deviates from the norm or rule-based order, that can cause regional
instability”. He also added that, “if there is anything that impinges on our national interest or
sovereignty, we will have to act” (Singh, 2020, para.1, 2). India is not yet ready to surrender
the IOR to China without confronting the PLAN when it perceives it to have crossed a red
line. However, this thesis concurs with Menon’s overall assertion that China intends to
dominate the IOR; over the longer term, it will, however, involve friction and possibly
conflict to reach this goal unless China manages the situation skilfully.
2.6.4 Abhijit Singh
Former Indian naval officer and military analyst, Abhijit Singh, has recently
focused on India’s Pacific engagement and the China factor in Indian Prime Minister Modi’s
bolder ‘Act East’ strategy. Since 2008 the Indian Navy has visited the Western Pacific and
engaged in naval exercises with foreign navies and ‘shown the flag’ at various ports. This
This view was expressed by Interviewee 5 who was concerned about the “silent coming of Chinese
submarines” (Delhi, 2018). Menon elaborates on how vital submarines are “of all types of naval warfare that are
automatically conducted at the operational or strategic level, it is the submarine offensive and resultant antisubmarine campaign that are most important” (quoted in Smith, 2017, p. 8).
60
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coincided with China’s anti-piracy patrols near the Horn of Africa and both countries’
strategists have noted the blue water capabilities of their competitor’s navy. India’s increased
activity in its adjoining ocean has been largely due to its commercial interests in SE Asia.
Likewise, China’s maritime activity in the IOR has been justified on piracy operations and
economic grounds, although crucial energy shipments are also an area of concern for Beijing.
India’s influence has steadily been eroded in the IOR because of China’s greater financial
power; it has, using the Maritime Silk Route (MSR) as a vehicle, succeeded in providing
much-needed infrastructure to IOR littorals thus gaining strategic influence over these
countries, to India’s detriment. Singh and other Indian strategists understand China’s
justification for having a naval presence in the IOR but Singh questions the motives for the
PLAN sustaining regular submarine operations in the region as these are not commensurate
with SLOC protection. Instead, Singh believes that “it appears intended at establishing
China’s strategic primacy in the Indian Ocean Region” (Singh, in Brewster, 2018, p. 181).
This idea of the PLAN establishing itself in the IOR by developing an ongoing presence that
may become an accepted and acknowledged phenomenon61 is expressed by an interviewee in
Delhi, “we cannot remove geopolitics of naval presence and its source of strategic anxiety of
the presence of a power which is not friendly in the neighbourhood” (Interviewee 4, Delhi,
2018). Singh also restated that, though its home seas are a priority for Beijing, “Chinese
reclamation efforts in the South China Sea are a precursor to greater power projection in
South Asia” (Singh, in Brewster, 2018, p. 182). Singh believes that China’s excuse for “a
strategic thrust in the IOR” may be provided by the containment it perceives as issuing from
democratic powers 62 along the Asian rimland. China would then follow this up with
normalising the increased naval activity and securing of military assets in the IOR as it has
done in the SCS. However, this thesis instead emphasises China’s economic interests in the
IOR as a pretext for more PLAN activity in the region. One key point made by this thesis is
that there will be more maritime activity by the Chinese navy (and other Chinese maritime
vessels) in the BoB and this will lead to friction and an encounter with the IN that may spark
conflict.

Akin to the ‘boiled frog syndrome’ that refers to a situation gradually getting worse without those affected
realising it or actively doing anything about it.
62
Perception is pivotal. The former US assistant secretary, for South and SE Asia, Amy Searight, speaking at
2020 Raisina Dialogue clarified the Indo-Pacific strategy: “The strategy is not meant to contain China but rather
counter it in areas where its influence is seen as being problematic . . . [The idea is to] counter China by building
up a coalition and understanding principles, and a rules-based order so that there is peer pressure on China and
its behaviour is more benign and less problematic” (Purohit, 2020, para.15).
61
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Singh mentions one such possibility that might apply to the Andaman and Nicobar
Islands. This may occur as a result of the IN activity in the SCS that antagonises Beijing, thus
prompting Beijing to send PLAN vessels to employ US-style tactics of FONOPs around the
ANI’s EEZ. In order to prevent this possibility, New Delhi strategists would then need to be
sensitive to Beijing’s interests in the SCS in order not to encourage such a response. If
Beijing were to take advantage of this scenario, it would need to be in the short-to-medium
term before India upgrades military facilities on the ANI, including better runways, larger
military airplanes being permanently stationed there and more naval craft in the harbours.
The ANI could be the ‘steel chain’ at the entrance to the Malacca Strait that Chinese
strategists refer to, but this strategic asset has been neglected by India and not developed to
its full potential. This is well expressed by Vice Admiral (retd) Premvir Das who summarises
the situation: “The Andaman and Nicobar Islands are an asset that any country aspiring to
become a major power would give anything to own. It is disappointing that India has not
capitalised on this potential” (Das, 2017, para.1). Consequently, the optimum time for China
to take advantage of India’s slow fortification of the ANI would be in the short-to-medium
term.63 Another theme developed by this thesis and endorsed by Abhijit Singh is the “gradual
extension of Chinese maritime military initiatives in the IOR” that would enable the PLAN to
“establish a foothold in maritime spaces adjoining Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Bangladesh, or
Maldives, where it might try and secure vital sea and air spaces” (Singh, in Brewster, 2018, p.
184). Whereas Singh acknowledges these same possibilities, he declines to follow up on what
friction these activities may cause and how India might respond to such Chinese power plays.
In the ‘Results and Discussion’ section of this thesis, data will be applied to a model to
ascertain the nature of the scenario that holds the potential to spark conflict between these
two strategic competitors.
Abhijit Singh considers another possibility that has been explored by this thesis and
that is China’s use of its maritime militia64 to achieve its strategic aims. This has been well
covered by this thesis in the analysis of Chinese military doctrine. Singh anticipates the
greater use of “non-grey” hulls by the Chinese in the IOR. By avoiding the aggressive use of
PLAN craft, Beijing lowers the threshold of a military response and enters the grey zone
where there are not yet rules of engagement on the seas for such craft. These tactics have
63

Though the IN intends to station 32 of its naval ships on the ANI by 2022 and the airbase in Campbell Bay is
being upgraded that would allow the P-81 surveillance aircraft to operate from there (Joshi, 2019).
64
For a deeper understanding of PLA use of its ‘maritime militia’, Andrew Erickson of the US Naval War
College is a source of extensive resources (Erickson, 2019).
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been used with success in the SCS and East China Sea (ECS) by Chinese strategists, in that
they have not yet resulted in conflict, though this has been due to restrained responses by US,
Japanese and other navies. If rammed by a maritime militia vessel, the IN may react more
forcefully; however, with powerful Chinese Coast Guard or PLAN vessels usually stationed
nearby, the possibility for escalation is high. Singh believes that this would require a new
Code for Unplanned Encounters at Sea (CUES) to deal with these novel eventualities – just
as the US has called for a new CUES in the SCS.
Abhijit Singh, in a 2020 article, speculates that China may be seeking a “grand
bargain” that would allow itself and India to maintain control over their respective littorals,
though specifically the BoB and the SCS. Singh considers the increase of Chinese civilian
vessels in the BoB and the reduction of PLAN vessels as a sign that China does not wish to
be perceived as an aggressor and would like some form of agreement (though this does seem
to somewhat contradict his earlier assertion). This understanding would include a
“constabulary presence” where required in order to watch over economic interests. It is at this
point that this thesis strongly diverges with Singh’s thinking. This thesis has a hypothesis
predicated on offensive realism that necessitates a nation maximizing its power and being a
hegemon in its region, and South Asia, especially with China’s two economic corridors
linking it to the region, is still part of greater Asia that China seeks to control. China also has
far stronger economic interests in the BoB than India has in the SCS, which would allow
China a higher level of “constabulary forces” to secure its economic assets.
There is no need for China to make any deals or concessions65 as its economy and
therefore military spending greatly outpaces India and this will result in a navy far too
powerful for India to deal with by 2030. However, in the short-to-medium term, India still
has the capacity to resist and would do so if the circumstances demanded action. As
previously discussed, China does not perceive India as a peer competitor and equal; instead
China sees itself as the natural heir to the entire Asian region, when the US has declined
sufficiently. Nevertheless, Beijing realises that a strategic opportunity must be seized when
available as another opportunity may not arise in the near future.66 This was evident after the
Global Financial Crisis (GFC) in 2008-2009. With the US distracted by efforts to rescue its
economy, Chinese workers unobtrusively began island-building in the SCS; it took China
only a few years to militarise these islands and effectively secure the whole sea. In the same
65
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Unless it is a military subterfuge as a means to gain entry before overwhelming India later on.
This pertains to the strategic concept of shì or ‘a favourable disposition of circumstances.’
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way, with data and evidence presented in chapter four, it indicates that China needs to
achieve its strategic goals while its economic and political situation remains positive and
opportune. China may be successful in some economic and technological areas67 but with a
slowing economy struggling to transition, unfavourable demographics, massive wealth
inequality (plus huge internal debts) and a myriad of internal social problems, there are too
many uncertainties for China to confidently manage; in other words, opportunities must be
seized when favourable. President Xi has warned of ‘grey rhinos’ (high probability, high
impact, neglected threat) and ‘black swans’ (low probability, high impact events) that might
disrupt CCP rule and that should be “guarded against” (Lam, 2019).It is notable that Xi
exhorted the Party (and the PLA is loyal foremost to the Party) that: “We must fight well with
pre-emptive warfare so as to prevent and withstand risks, and at the same time fight well the
war of strategic initiatives [so as] to convert danger into safety and turn threats into
opportunities” (Prevent and resolve major risks, CCTV, 2019). This appears to be a clear
message that “strategic initiatives” are to be utilised and a proactive approach adopted, which
may apply to China’s interests in the BoB. Before this announcement, US President Trump
had unexpectedly retarded China’s already slowing economy with the ‘trade war’ in 2018 and
at the end of the year that Xi made those caveats (2019), COVID-19 had emerged, severely
disrupting China’s economy further. If China’s strategic plan is to dominate the Indian
Ocean, specifically the BoB, then the next five-to-ten years are the most promising to seize
the opportunity.
2.6.5 Brewster and Medcalf
David Brewster is one of Australia’s leading specialists on Indian Ocean security and
in his comprehensive book, India's Ocean: The Story of India's Bid for Regional Leadership
(2014), he addresses the notion of whether India will create a strategic plan for the Indian
Ocean and beyond and have the commitment and funds to implement it. To illustrate, the
author was concerned that India would “continue along at its own civilizational pace without
any overarching or coordinated strategic plan, seeking to expand its power and influence here
and there on an ad hoc basis, as and when opportunities present themselves” (p. 206).
Clearly, India’s earlier maritime doctrines were not strategically comprehensive enough for
such a statement from Brewster.

67

For example, manufacturing, heavy industry, 5G, cell phone and computer production, quantum computing,
AI, robotics, aspects of agriculture, renewable energy, ship-building, rocket technology, and space technology.
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The release of Ensuring Secure Seas (2015) was also not sufficiently reassuring for
Australian strategist Rory Medcalf (a long-time observer and analyst of the Asia-Pacific and
now Indo-Pacific) who in 2017 argues that India still lacks an overall national security
strategy to guide the nation. Medcalf also stressed the need for the creation of a Chief of
Defence Staff position “to elevate military coordination and authoritative input to policy”
(para.1). Medcalf acknowledges that India’s military budget has hindered its ability to
counter China but India’s main failing has been “its shortcomings in coordinating, harnessing
and deploying its existing capabilities” (para.4). Medcalf’s two proposals would certainly
help to remedy weaknesses in India’s system but internal reviews have likewise suggested
improvements that have either been ignored or implemented at a glacial pace. For India, with
a democratic government and federal system to compete against China with its unitary
political structure and generally efficient authoritarian system, is a challenge, not least
because in China the military is first and foremost loyal and under the command of the CCP
(McGregor, 2010). This lack of coordination might hamper India’s ability to deal with the
challenges and risks it faces in the IOR, and Medcalf believes that Indian governments need
“to retaliate against various transnational and interstate threats” (Medcalf, 2017a, p. 520).
Therefore, India needs to muster its forces efficiently and in concert to counter China in the
BoB while its navy is still capable of deterrence. This view aligns with Brewster, who in his
2014 book was confident that India was dominant in the BoB and the Andaman Sea. With the
pace of China’s naval production, especially its number of submarines that could undertake
sea denial in the Andaman Sea, and with two operational aircraft carriers (compared to India
which has one), the PLAN is undoubtedly more of a force to contend with six years after that
book was published.
Despite the Chinese navy’s progress, this may not be sufficient, according to a 2020
book, Contest for the Indo-Pacific: Why China Won't Map the Future by Rory Medcalf. He
believes that there are methods and mechanisms that ought to be employed to bolster stability
in the region. This outcome would involve the successful implementation of measures such as
leveraging the multipolar nature of the Indo-Pacific to ensure that China would need to
engage with a host of middle-powers instead of acting unilaterally. For India, this strategy
would be more effective than trying to exclude China, which would not be possible or
reasonable due to China’s interests in the region. Medcalf suggests that a key point in SinoIndian relations is whether China acts unilaterally to secure its interests in the IOR or forms a
cooperative arrangement with India. In addition, what level of force the PLAN might display
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and would it give prior notification to its naval activity? (Medcalf, 2020). This thesis clearly
states that it is unlikely that China would show such deference to India and instead Beijing
will keep building its navy and overall capabilities until it felt confident to engage India in the
BoB. In the interim, China would prepare port facilities for maintenance and replenishment
purposes, which might later be converted to bases if permitted and practicable. Medcalf also
acknowledges the possibility of China acquiring dual-use facilities or a base (Gwadar) and
questions China’s use of nuclear-powered attack submarines in the IOR that signals a lack of
transparency and dubious motives. These maritime actions by the PLAN project Beijing’s
aims in the region and concern Indian strategists; this thesis has similarly outlined these
Indian fears of Chinese encroachment in the IO.
Medcalf also draws attention to the proposition that that New Delhi should directly
engage Beijing in bilateral maritime security dialogue,68 which India has long sought but only
convinced Beijing to join in 2016. The talks were a success in achieving dialogue but few
practical measures were achieved. The second round of talks were held in Beijing in 2018
and from the official account69 and newspaper reports, nothing concrete was achieved but
Indian Prime Minister Modi did convey the inclusive nature of his Indo-Pacific vision in an
attempt to allay Chinese fears that it was a concept designed to contain China (Oberoi &
Pubby, 2018). Medcalf suggests that this dialogue should continue and address relevant
issues like PLAN submarine deployment and protocols for avoiding incidents at sea
(Medcalf, in Brewster, 2018). What this thesis has undertaken is to develop this suggestion
by using data and analysis to narrow down and help identify what these possible incidents
might be and how best they could be addressed and avoided. Indeed, Medcalf, in a 2014
video conference with the Center for a New American Security (CNAS), discussed evolving
security challenges in the Asia-Pacific region. He reiterated the need for communication and
crisis management mechanisms and protocols in the East China Sea as China was employing
aggressive tactics against Japan. However, China was not interested in joining crisis talks
while there was still a dispute with Japan. This refusal concerned Medcalf as it appeared that
China was using ‘risk’ as a tactic that could result in an incident of conflict and then escalate
to a more serious encounter (Medcalf, 2014). The situation in the BoB is not the same as
there are no disputed islands or fishing zones between China and India; still, the modus
operandi used by China may be repeated as it considers the ‘Malacca Dilemma’ a vulnerable
This was proposed by Malik in 2011, “At the bilateral level, an Incidents-at-Sea-type agreement between
China and India . . . ought to be accorded high priority” (2011, p. 359).
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(“Second India-China Maritime Affairs Dialogue,” 2018).
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zone that may be resolved by having a naval presence in the BoB. However, India wishes to
be perceived and treated with the respect of a re-emerging great civilisational power. To
achieve this status, India needs to have control or a loose ‘hegemony’ over the IOR and
influence in SE Asia with the ASEAN nations. As a result, India will not allow a peer
competitor to usurp its mantle as a regional power if it believes it can successfully resist.
Though with China having the much larger economy and bolstered naval force, India will
only have the power to resist in the short-to-medium term while it holds the advantages of
having its navy and military embedded in the BoB region.
As this thesis has argued, the uncertainty of a competitor’s intentions drives a country
to maximise its power, 70 especially within its own ‘system’ or region. 71 Hence, whether
China had the deliberate foreign policy goal of achieving hegemony in the IOR through the
strategy of BRI, is a moot point.72 It may be that China will be an ‘accidental hegemon’ in the
IOR because of its overwhelming economic power, which translates to political influence and
the legitimate right to protect its investments with a powerful and advanced navy.
Consequently, with increasing PLAN presence in the BoB and the establishment of naval
facilities in the region, will the Indian Navy be as restrained in dealing with its Chinese
counterpart or ‘maritime militia’ vessels as the Japanese and US navies are in the ECS and
SCS? New Delhi is aware that China’s naval power is advancing much faster than India’s and
that the opportunity to ‘make a stand’ against China in the IOR is going to lapse before the
end of the 2020s decade. Indian strategists and analysts interviewed for this thesis in Delhi
were cautious about exerting power against China in the BoB but half of them felt that the IN
would stand up to the PLAN if a perceived red line was crossed (Author’s Interviews, New
Delhi, 2018). In sum, these two rivals and competitors may clash in the BoB in a ‘transition
phase’ of power transferal or due to a successful defence by the resident power of its regional
dominance.
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"Great powers recognize that the best way to ensure their security is to achieve hegemony now, thus
eliminating any possibility of a challenge by another great power. Only a misguided state would pass up an
opportunity to be the hegemon in the system because it thought it already had sufficient power to survive”
(Mearsheimer, 2001, p. 35).
71
As global hegemony is almost impossible due to the tyranny of distance and the logistics required to sustain
control, great powers tend to strive for regional hegemony and to eliminate neighbouring challengers
(Mearsheimer, 2001).
72
In Asia, India, with its size and population, is China’s only possible rival in the long term. J. P. Panda believes
that: “The principal objective of China’s Asia strategy is to establish a Sino-centric Asian order to stamp its
authority as the most influential power in the region and shape the future global power structure in its favour.
India is seen both as a cooperating as well as a competing venture” (2019, p. 3).
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In Medcalf’s 2020 book, Contest for the Indo-Pacific: Why China Won't Map the
Future, there are noted similarities with this thesis; for example, reference to the deep
mistrust that exists between China and India and how this could have led to war and “one day
still could” (Medcalf, 2020, p. 11). Medcalf further argues the idea that ‘China’s dream’,
propagated by party-state leader Xi Jinping and CCP propaganda, will build pressure on the
government to deliver. This could lead to crises escalating particularly as “China’s expansive
policies mean that its problems overseas are accumulating, and the chances of a major
misstep are thus increasing” (Medcalf, 2020, p. 18). Whereas this thesis is attempting to
identify and predict strategic behaviour in the BoB, Medcalf does list possible conflict
scenarios but in the general Indo-Pacific region and ascribes them within the security,
political and economic realm. Medcalf maintains a repeated theme of ‘flag follows trade’ that
this thesis has also explored and outlined in relation to the BoB – and his book also
acknowledges how this adds to the risks of conflict. While this thesis has emphasised realism
and especially Mearsheimer’s ‘offensive’ variant, Medcalf does not directly broach this but
instead maintains that: “No nation may plan outright aggression, but intentions are opaque.
China does not take America at its word – and America, Japan, India, Australia and Vietnam,
among others, are especially sceptical of China’s” (2020, p. 20).
Mearsheimer argues that this uncertainty of intentions encourages security dilemmas
and resultant arms build ups that may eventuate in conflict. This is recognised by Medcalf as
he describes the structures in the Indo-Pacific as lacking in the capabilities to build
cooperation or lessen risks of conflict. This means that the strategic competition underway, in
accord with this thesis, has the clear potential to escalate to a level that would not preclude
confrontation or conflict. Although Medcalf does focus more on the possibility of conflict
between the US and China, he does grant that China-India relations “will remain fraught and
fragile” (2020, p. 23). An outcome of this thesis is to encourage measures to reduce risk and
likewise, Medcalf insists these are necessary to keep the peace, though he does concede that
it is a challenge to manage the coercive measures that China uses to ensure that conflict is not
a consequence. However, in Medcalf’s view, China has shown restraint since its wars in
Korea, India and Vietnam and this “war-aversion gives the world something to work with”
(2020, p. 177). This issue has already been addressed in this thesis, which instead vouches for
A.I. Johnston’s parabellum conclusion, i.e. China’s approach to strategic situations is
determined by realpolitik and though China’s strategic culture may on the Confucian level
favour non-conflict and other peaceful means to resolve a potential clash, if it has a military
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advantage and a favourable opportunity to exercise the realpolitik choice, then this is a strong
possibility. China’s time of ‘biding’ appears to be over and nationalism has become an
unwieldy force to control, one that may drive President Xi to engage in a short war overseas
in order to redress his damaged stature at home due to a lagging economy and criticism of the
government’s initial handling of the Coronavirus. Nevertheless, Medcalf does to some degree
endorse this possibility by switching from his previous assertion to the prospect of a more
aggressive stance by the PRC: “Sooner or later, Beijing’s decision-makers – in a moment
either of confidence or nervousness – will likely authorise military action in one or more faroff places, with consequences hard to predict or control” (2020, p. 189). This realigns with
the contention of this thesis that this future likelihood of conflict should be investigated and
despite Medcalf’s judicious view of the difficulty to forecast consequences, identifying future
scenarios can help to prevent escalation to conflict.
It is precisely how these future scenarios were identified and the processes involved in
tapering a broad range of options down to five specific conflict hypotheses, that is undertaken
in the next chapter. The methodological process of this thesis, encompassing research
questions that were a driver for document analysis, expert interviews and the creation of a
model that would facilitate forecasting strategic behaviour is set out in detail in chapter three.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Introduction
The literature review has covered a wide range of topics relating to this thesis and has
been formulated to give the reader an insight into the history, existing literature and theory
that has guided and impacted on this research project. It is a roadmap that directs the reader
along the same intellectual path and research journey that was taken by the author of this
study. Aspects of the methodology are included within the literature review for the reason
that it flowed naturally from the narrative; this was particularly true of the hybrid model that
was created to help predict strategic behaviour from China and India to particular situations
in the BoB. For this reason, an exhaustive account of the hybrid model will not be repeated in
this chapter but rather a summary and overview given. Therefore, this chapter will cover the
study’s research design, research questions and how these were answered by the data
collection process that involved document analysis and interviews of Chinese and Indian IR
experts.
This project has examined geopolitical developments between two neighbours that
have a moderately cooperative relationship but are undoubtedly competitors and strategic
rivals in certain areas, increasingly in the Indian Ocean region. Will China allow India
continued primacy in South Asia or will Beijing challenge the status quo and gain economic
and political control over the region with a strong navy in the background if needed?
Research has revealed that this relationship may become tenser as China establishes itself
more in the IOR and India resents this presence (Garver, 2001; Smith, 2014; Kaplan, 2011 &
2012; Mohan, 2014; and Malik, 2011). As a result, in order to avoid a recurrence of the 1962
Sino-Indian War, a conceptual model was developed that would identify what the conflict
triggers might be in future conflict scenarios between the two rivals. What is striking about
accounts of the 1962 Sino-Indian War is the misunderstanding, miscalculation and
misperceptions between the two countries. If analysts had more comprehensively studied the
situation in the years preceding the War, it may have been avoided. The reasons for choosing
the BoB as the likely zone of conflict have already been explained in the introduction and so
the next step was to design a research plan to achieve research study’s aim. This was guided
by first drawing up research questions (below) that the thesis needed to answer through
investigations. Essentially, the requirement was to identify what conflict scenarios were
likely to arise between China and India in the BoB. In order to accomplish this, it was
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necessary to establish the official intentions73 of China in the region and India’s position visà-vis the BoB.
3.3 Research Questions
Zones of dispute or points of rivalry between China and India are extensive. There are
contentious border issues that stretch from north-east India in the disputed Kashmir
region and Aksai Chin through to the region China calls ‘South Tibet’ and India has
named Arunachal Pradesh. To add to that, there is the Indian Ocean region (IOR)
encompassing an enormous area from the Arabian Sea to the Bay of Bengal (BoB) and
extending south past Madagascar, wherein plays out a competition for influence over
resident countries. In his research and interaction with Chinese analysts, Yoshihara (2012)
stated that they believe a ‘Great Game’ would develop between China and India in the
Indian Ocean. What is more, the land border issues have been covered thoroughly since
1962, so it was felt that research could be more effectively focused on a zone less
exhaustively examined by academic researchers and thereby make a distinctive
contribution to the discipline of IR.
There are current and future points of conflict that could arise in any of these;
however, in order to limit the geographical range of this study, and after research was
conducted, it was hypothesized that the BoB would be the next likely zone of potential
conflict. The BoB is a strategically important quadrant of the Indian Ocean (IO). Firstly,
naval vessels can enter or exit the IO through the adjoining Malacca Strait, a chokepoint
that is of vital geopolitical significance. There are also many littoral nations like Thailand,
Indonesia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, the Maldives (nearby) and naturally India.
The United States has a naval base at Diego Garcia that allows its navy to project power
into this zone if required. The arrival of China in the IOR in 2008 to conduct anti-piracy
missions around the Gulf of Aden meant a powerful competitor had entered India’s
perceived sphere of influence, causing India strategic concern (Erickson & Strange, 2015).
China has gained significant influence in the BoB with investments and port building in
all the littoral countries, especially Sri Lanka where it has secured a 99-year lease on a
port facility. Furthermore, China is building a naval port at Kyaukpyu, Myanmar and has
sold two submarines to Bangladesh with construction of a base to berth them at Cox’s
73

These are so often ignored by analysts, for example Adolf Hitler published his intentions in Mein Kampf and
the PRC announced their concerns with US (or UN) troops advancing past the 48 th parallel in Korea, 1950 –
neither were taken seriously enough for preventative measures to be taken.
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Bazar to follow. With the Maldives accepting billions of dollars from China for an airport,
a bridge and other construction, its debts could be leveraged by China to gain a
geostrategic advantage there (Mundy & Hille, 2019). China has built oil and gas pipelines
from Kyaukpyu, Myanmar to Kunming in China’s Yunnan province. These energy
investments are important for China as they help to avoid total dependence on tanker
passage through the Malacca Strait, which increases the strategic value of these
investments. All this evidence points to the legitimate concern of China to protect its
investments and SLOCs in the IO and particularly the BoB. This will involve the
introduction of PLAN craft to meet these security needs. However, with more Chinese
naval vessels in this region and close to India’s east coast, India’s threat perceptions and a
sense of vulnerability to China’s naval power and tensions will rise (Malik, 2011).
Therefore, it is with a focus on these developments in the BoB that allow a response to
the questions that have driven the research. This is designed to fill a gap in International
Relations that can adequately anticipate and forecast conflict behaviour. Consequently,
the designated research questions are:
➢ What are China's intentions in the Bay of Bengal?
➢ What are India’s goals for the Bay of Bengal?
➢ Which specific situations in the Bay of Bengal might trigger conflict between
China and India?
➢ How might India and China respond to each other's actions in the Bay of
Bengal?
3.2 Research Design
It is a daunting task to attempt to discern the geopolitical intentions of China and its
probable strategic trajectory in the Bay of Bengal. A wide choice of literature on China’s
military policy exists and selecting the most reliable and informative data can be challenging.
In this respect, Analyzing the Chinese Military by Peter Mattis has proved pivotal in offering
a blueprint on how this task could be achieved. The following recommendations were
incorporated into a research plan for this thesis; first, the Chinese Defense White Papers are a
foundational starting point as “they offer statements on a wide range of military policy issues
and PLA priorities” (Mattis, 2015b, p. 76). Second, attention was paid to Chinese sources and
material sourced from China as there is a hierarchy that determines the relevance of that
information. Care was taken to seek reliable authors and military personnel within China who
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would be authoritative enough to provide clarity rather than obfuscation. Besides only
focusing on Chinese sources, Mattis advises foreign works that influence Chinese strategists
like A.T. Mahan and Carl von Clausewitz. In addition, Mattis stresses the importance of “key
Chinese works” like the Science of Military Strategy; consequently, this work has been
analysed in relation to the BoB. Moreover, online sources like the Xinhua official news
agency and ‘China Military Online’ were utilised to add supplementary views and
information on current events related to the study. Next, Mattis recommends US research on
the PLA (also endorsed by Blasko. 2012) but particularly from US military service colleges,
federally-funded research and development centres and defence contractors as primary
sources. For this reason, the thesis has focused on these, for example the US National
Defense University report of 2011 titled: The Chinese Navy: Expanding Capabilities,
Evolving Roles was analysed as well as others including the China Military Power Reports
(formerly referred to as ‘The Pentagon Reports’) detailing developments in the Chinese
military issued by the US Department of Defense. A final suggestion by Mattis is to keep an
open mind as a country’s development is not always linear and predictable and this applies to
the PLA as a subset of national power. Also, the PLA cannot be assessed in the same way as
the US military or other Western armed forces as it has “its own history”, as well as “how it
identifies and defines challenges” (Mattis, 2015, p. 76). It is for this reason that this thesis has
endeavoured to understand the history of China and India and their strategic cultures as this
will provide greater understanding and insight into their military choices and actions.
Furthermore, specialists on the two countries and the Indian Ocean region were
consulted via their books, journal articles, newspaper articles, podcasts or conference
speeches. Next, the possible conflict scenarios that might arise in the BoB needed to be
assessed and formulated. These were derived from the problems that exist in the East and
South China Seas. These were adapted to conditions in the BoB and how they may be linked
with China’s intentions in the region. After that, in order to ask more specific questions
relevant to the research, the author of this thesis needed to speak directly to local experts
from both countries that could provide their opinions on the likely scenarios that might arise
between the two neighbours. This interview process was crucial to the project because one
country may consider certain actions or behaviour in the BoB as perfectly acceptable and
legitimate while the other might consider this to be excessive. Perception plays a major role
in choosing particular courses of action and so to understand both sides’ perception of future
courses of action would be invaluable to understanding what might cause friction between the
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two rivals in the future. Finally, a model was required to help forecast how China and India
might respond to the identified scenarios in the BoB.
In sum, the research methodology that comprises of document analysis and a
qualitative approach by interviewing specialists in the field is not uncommon and several
scholars and experts such as Kaplan, Smith, Pant, Garver, and Mohan have reprised this
method. However, the use of a hybrid model incorporating strategic culture to further analyse
a potential conflict situation is unexampled. Strategic culture theorists of the three
generations have adopted different approaches, though these have attracted criticism leading
to accusations of becoming sclerotic and not evolving (Desch, 1998). Moreover, the refusal to
see merit in Waltz’s structural theory has left these ‘culturalists’ without a credible means to
enrich a subjectively powerful but scientifically weak theoretical approach. The strength of
the new model resides in addressing these criticisms by reducing the emphasis of strategic
culture as the prime effect on a state’s behaviour. The impact of strategic behaviour is
acknowledged as an intervening factor and the model is given more scientific rigour and
explanatory ballast by including neorealist principles. The result is a model that aids in
predicting strategic behaviour and allows conflict to be anticipated and measures taken to
prevent it from eventuating.
3.4 Research Method: Document Analysis
Since the birth of the PRC in 1949, the Chinese Communist Party has operated under
a veil of secrecy with public and foreign policy receiving limited transmission (McGregor,
2010). This was to change to some degree when in 1995 a defence-related White Paper on
“Arms Control and Disarmament” was published. This was followed by the first ‘Defence
White Paper’ in 1998 titled “China’s National Defense” (Blasko, 2015).
In order to discern the intentions of the Chinese government, government documents
that could reveal information on the subject needed to be researched. The research focus was
on the maritime domain of the IOR and so statements in these documents relevant to this
region, even if not specifically mentioned but alluded to in statements about “far seas”, were
targeted and analysed. Systematically working through these White Papers, pertinent data
could be isolated and this could help provide insight into Beijing’s intentions in the BoB.
This information would be of a ‘broad-stroke’ nature as the Chinese government was very
clear on issues like Taiwan and its ‘9-dash line’ – matters of core importance – but unlikely
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to venture too much detail on future strategic objectives. However, there was enough
information included in the White Papers that was useful and relevant to aiding the initial
research. Research dis not cover all eleven of China’s White Papers (1995-2019) but instead
focused on the two most recent versions: 2015 and 2019. Also, an overview of the first paper
from 1995 was undertaken in order to contrast the difference from more modern papers and
show how much progress has been made by the PLAN and Beijing’s military command.
Prior to 2015, the PLAN’s naval capabilities were not advanced or developed enough to
consider blue water operations, besides the anti-piracy ones from 2008; in addition, the
PLAN was too preoccupied with ‘near seas protection’ in the ECS and SCS. In sum, with
little ‘far seas’ information in editions prior to 2015, only the last two Chinese Government
Defence White Papers were analysed.
A similar research process occurred when attempting to understand India’s position74
on the Indian Ocean and particularly the BoB. In 1998 the Indian Navy released The
Maritime Dimension -- A Naval Vision. This document set out India’s aim to boost its naval
growth and develop the ability to be active in open seas. This was followed by the 2004
Indian Maritime Doctrine that stressed the vital importance of the Indian Ocean to the
country’s freedom and economic livelihood. These documents were summarised and key
aspects commented on, but like the PRC’s Defence White Papers, only the more recent and
updated versions were analysed deeply as they were most applicable to the research
objectives of this thesis and the situation in the BoB. Therefore, the focus was on these two
Indian documents: Indian Maritime Doctrine (2009) and Ensuring Secure Seas: Indian
Maritime Security Strategy (2015). The analysis of these documents then centred on how
India’s stated aims in the IO and its naval doctrine might impact on Chinese ambitions in the
same strategic region. Where the two countries’ strategic aims intersect marks the prospect of
conflict unfolding.
3.5 Research Method: Developing a Model
Kierkegaard stated that, “Life can only be understood backwards but must be lived
forwards" (Kierkegaard, 1997, p. 306). This insight is particularly applicable to this study as
gaining understanding through historical and cultural research enables the process of using a
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To add clarity: The Indian Maritime Doctrine was released in 2004 and revised in 2009, and the Freedom to
Use the Seas: India’s Maritime Military Strategy, published in 2007, was revised and updated in 2015 and
titled: Ensuring Secure Seas: Indian Maritime Security Strategy. The two publications articulated the Navy’s
maritime strategic outlook, defined the parameters of its deployment, and provided overarching guidance for its
evolution as a combat force.
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predictive model to guide a more informed approach in planning for future scenarios. In order
to accomplish the goal of predicting what strategic response or behaviour China and India
may take in certain situations in the BoB, a model was required to achieve this task. There are
a variety of IR theoretical models that intend to predict states’ behaviour using different
methods and variables. Nevertheless, the aim of these IR models is to forecast states’
behaviour in order to avoid future conflicts and guarantee peaceful change. IR theory and the
rationale of this thesis for choosing a particular model is discussed in the literature review
chapter. The conclusion to that overview and analysis resulted in a model based on
neoclassical realism being selected. This theory has flexibility and an intervening variable
component that may make it less streamlined than neorealism, but it offers more explanatory
power and a greater depth of understanding. Still, the choice of strategic culture as the
intervening variable has critics with some valid concerns. This is discussed in detail in
chapter one and the conclusion is that the pros outweigh the cons for including this variable.
However, this model is not equivalent to other IR theoretical models and is instead
categorised in a subset. This is because this model is designed to evaluate and analyse an
aspect of foreign policy or grand strategy that the neoclassical model 75 predicts. In this
instance, China’s global expansion, particularly relevant to Asia and specifically to the BoB
means that China and India will have to confront each other in this region.
The purpose of this thesis was to develop a methodology that identifies possible
conflict incidents and then uses this model to predict strategic behaviour. However, the model
should comprise components that will achieve this objective. This was done by utilising the
same independent variable that both structural realism and neoclassical realism use, namely,
relative power distributions 76 and using the intervening variable of strategic culture to
supplement understanding with strategic behaviour (or response) as the dependent variable.
Another challenge was to determine how to use strategic culture as an intervening variable.
This is again explained in more detail in chapter one, so a summary will be presented here.
Research revealed a PhD project by Morgan (1998) in which his ‘Compellence Model’ used
the ‘compellent demand’ as the independent variable with strategic culture as the intervening
variable and ‘response to compellence’ as the dependent variable. A strength of Morgan’s
model was that he had successfully broken down strategic culture into manageable portions
comprising: strategic preference, government process and perceptions. These are analysed
75

The same sub-set status would apply if other IR theoretical models were chosen.
That is, China and India’s relative strengths from an economic, military and comprehensive national power
standpoint especially focusing on naval capabilities.
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and explained in detail in chapter one. His model also applied to specific historical incidents
relating to imperial Japan’s history, which was applied in the more traditional research
project manner instead of the model of this thesis that is predictive and the process that only
focuses on future events. To conclude, this hybrid model that this thesis has constructed from
two different theoretical models to serve in a predictive capacity to forecast strategic
behaviour, owes much to its IR forbears. Two separate parts from two separate models have
been joined to create a unique model that serves a different function to its original progenitors.
3.6 Developing the Predictive Component of the Model
This research project is not aimed at reinventing or reorganising IR conceptual
models but rather fine-tuning existing models in order to add explanatory power through
strategic culture to calculation of economic, military or overall comprehensive strength that
might affect a potential conflict. This original hybrid model focuses not on grand strategy, for
example, but instead on an aspect of that grand strategy. Therefore, the unique contribution
that this thesis makes is a straight forward methodology that can be repeated and applied to
any similar situation.77 As a result, this thesis serves as a groundwork for future research into
other global rivalries with the potential for conflict.
A challenging aspect of this thesis was the choice to develop a methodology that
involved a predictive or forecasting function. This goes to the very heart of theoretical work.
Most models can be tested retrospectively using historical research to prove one’s hypothesis
or if there is no significant evidence to demonstrate this then the null hypothesis stands.
However, this thesis required interviews to be conducted with local experts (Chinese and
Indian) on current policy; these interviews were deemed necessary to achieve a higher level
of understanding before testing the hypotheses using the newly developed hybrid model. To
gain a deeper insight into strategic forecasting, it was obligatory to consult specialists in this
field.
Models are meant to simplify matters, and as a result, will always be flawed to some
degree. George Box, a statistician from Princeton University, famously stated that “all
models are wrong, but some are useful” (Box, Hunter & Hunter, 2005, p. 440). However,
without models that provide calculated predictions, it would be difficult to plan for the future
and draw up schedules or even publish military doctrines or White Papers to help achieve
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For example, in what occurred in the Crimea between Russia and Ukraine.
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goals. There are different organisations around the world that promote strategic forecasting;
to illustrate, The Center for International Maritime Security (CIMSEC) has announced a new
project (#CrowdedSeas) that is aimed at using various methods, including strategic
forecasting, to develop hypotheses about various maritimetopics, for example geopolitical, in
order to better understand “the future of the maritime domain” (The #Crowdedseas Project,
2016). Another high-level group that invests in methods that will help discern the future is the
National Intelligence Council, a body that reports to the Director of National Intelligence in
the US. Their reports have the stated aim “to identify key drivers and developments likely to
shape world events a decade or more in the future” (The US National Intelligence Council's
Global Trends 2025, 2009; its Global Trends quadrennial report of 2017 was titled ‘The
Paradox of Progress’ and included the expectation of a “revival in regional rivalries”, p. 31).
In addition, analytical wargaming is used by the US Department of Defense. It partners with
research institutes and universities to develop conflict scenarios which are then incorporated
into a wargame simulation. From this, the military has been able to draw lessons that have
“spanned levels of analysis from the tactical all the way to the geostrategic” (Compton, 2019).
The purpose of this use of forecasting, unlike that of the thesis, is for the scenarios to help
discern weaknesses in one’s combat plan and find the most effective way to achieve victory.
The methodologies used by the US DoD to create possible scenarios are not revealed by the
project. However, there are various methodologies used by futurists and these are published
and demonstrated in research reports of various think-tanks (such as Heath & Lane, 2019,
from RAND Corporation, discussing scenario design and method) and organisations,
including the World Futures Studies Federation (WFSF). This was established in Paris in
1973 and is “a UNESCO and UN ECOSOC Consultative Partner with members in 60
countries” (WFSF, 2020). Of particular interest to this thesis is the work of Philip E. Tetlock,
a behavioural and political scientist. In Superforecasting: The Art and Science of Prediction
(2015), Tetlock meticulously sets out what constitutes an effective forecaster of events as
diverse as the potential for conflict in the North China Sea to the winner of a presidential
election and many more scenarios pertaining to geopolitical and other events.
‘Superforecasters’ are not necessarily specialists in industry but open-minded and careful
people who make a prediction based on meticulously researched material that can be altered
or refined with updated or new evidence. The process of becoming a more accurate forecaster
can be learned by applying principles that were derived from Tetlock’s research and a 20-
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year study detailing successful strategies. A branch of the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency (DARPA) 78 was impressed by Tetlock’s work and funded a cooperative
study and prediction tournament, known as ‘The Good Judgment Project’. Tetlock’s team,
using methods he had developed, beat (by a large margin of 30%) the team of academics and
government analysts organised by DARPA. It is for this reason that the strategies elucidated
by Tetlock (in Tetlock & Gardner, 2015) have been applied to this thesis. The attributes for
achieving better predictive outcomes and improving the skills necessary to accomplish one’s
predictive goal are discussed in context with this thesis.79
1. “Triage,” that is assigning priority to something considered more urgent. This was
applied to analysis of the more recent Chinese White Papers and Indian maritime
doctrines. An understanding of earlier government releases is beneficial as they reveal
the development of stated intentions and how strategies evolved. However, the more
recent publications of the two governments are accorded more strategic weight. The
same would apply to the history between the two Asian powers. It is important to
understand how the Sino-Indian relationship evolved to its present day character, but
more recent events like Doklam (discussed in section 4.9.8.3) constitute a stronger
influence when evaluating current or future events. However, a factor such as India’s
inherent need to be recognised as a civilisational power that ought to have primary
status in its own region, is still relevant despite being based on a distant history. When
considering strategies adopted by China, it is important to understand the historical
appetite (or lack thereof) for war as elicited by Johnston (1995) but also to weigh that
against the Mao era and then the ‘hide and bide’ era of Deng Xiaoping. Yet, the
period of Chinese military behaviour that would be most applicable concerns the post2008 Beijing Olympics (or post-GFC) era when China become more confident as a
rising power with a modernising military. This was followed by assertive behaviour in
the ECS and SCS, which included building and militarising islands and using ‘grey
zone’ warfare tactics (Erickson & Martinson, 2019, pp. 1-2) to gain dominance in the
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This is an agency of the United States Department of Defense responsible for the development of emerging
technologies for use by the military. DARPA contributed significantly to the development of the Internet.
“DARPA does more than plan for and adjust to the future. DARPA aims to drive the technological advances and
capabilities that will determine the future, with the nation’s security always as the first and foremost goal”
(Walker & Highnam, 2019).
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Title summaries are derived from: Philip Tetlock: Ten commandments for aspiring superforecasters, 2015;
and Brown, 2015.
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region without escalating to war. This would be more relevant to this thesis though
elements of older strategies are not discounted.
2. “Break seemingly intractable problems into tractable sub-problems.” This logic was
applied to discerning what possible conflict may arise between China and India and
where it could happen. The land border areas were dismissed as they have been
exhaustively covered. The entire IOR would be too broad and PhD research projects
are required to be more specific and focus on in-depth research of a narrow topic.
Robert Kaplan believes in intensively studying maps to gain insight and this technique
was applied to the Indo-Pacific region. With research of Asian history, principles of
IR and geopolitics, as well as the aid of cartography, the Bay of Bengal presented
itself as a suitable crossroads (both geographically and conceptually) for the meeting
of Chinese and Indian interests. Deeper research revealed that a few Sino-Indian
specialists had to some degree identified this as a possible zone of contention (as
identified in the literature review section). However, besides mentioning the ‘Malacca
Dilemma’ and China’s concern over its SLOCs in the IOR, there was no study or
research on likely incidents that may eventuate between the PLAN and the IN in the
BoB that could spark some form of conflict. By drawing on China’s behaviour in its
neighbouring seas, it would be easier to select incidents that could occur in the BoB.
Breaking the general idea of rivalry and conflict into individual incidents derived
from adjoining seas and cross-referencing that with existing issues in the BoB, meant
a more manageable and achievable project. In addition, by segmenting the research
into two sections, that is archival research of White Papers and maritime doctrines and
then honing this understanding by interviewing experts on these topics in China and
India, “tractable sub-problems” are controlled.
3. “Strike the right balance between inside and outside views.” Inside views are
particular to the problem; outside views take a step back. This advice was applied to
particular hypothetical incidents in the BoB that may cause conflict. It was necessary
to closely examine them and see how each particular one might unfold. Why might
this incident occur? What priority might China and India respectively apportion to the
incident? Would it cross a red line for either of the rivals and what might the response
be from one party and the other’s reaction? It is necessary to address the details, as
this examination of the microcosms that make up the broad area that constitutes
‘potential for conflict in the BoB’ is integral to, and definitive of, the thesis. However,
a reductionist approach of understanding the larger potential for conflict by examining
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the fundamental constituents can be criticised with the contention that a system can be
more than just a sum of its parts; moreover, it may transpire that the system has
features that do not manifest in the individual parts. It is for this reason that an
“outside view” is required in order to gain perspective and ensure that there is a
balance in understanding between the micro and the macro levels of analysis. By
examining China and India’s White Papers and strategic doctrines, an overarching
conception of their strategic intentions is gained and also how it might be used to
guide their behaviour and actions in specific incidents. This strategic ‘grandstand
view’ of the BoB will ensure that sight is not lost of these two countries’ grand
strategic visions. In addition, the application of strategic culture as an intervening
variable in the model used for analysis will allow the wisdom and cultural heritage of
the two civilisational powers that stretches over millennia to guide understanding. In
sum, by understanding the long-term effects of history and culture on a situation (in
effect, a contingent phenomenon) combined with more recent official government
doctrine and then specific analysis of a particular issue, it ensures that the ‘fog of
reductionism’ does not obscure predictive accuracy. Furthermore, ‘superforecasters’
are aware that few events may be deemed sui generis, and they therefore ask the
question, “How often do things of this sort happen in situations of this sort?” (Tetlock
& Gardner, 2015, p. 279). It is for this reason that certain events and incidents in the
SCS have been selected as they may be repeated in the BoB. The elements in common
between scenarios in the SCS and possible scenarios in the BoB are: the same
protagonist (China) with the same strategies; and the vital nature of the maritime zone,
though China’s home seas would be of greater importance. Therefore, transposing a
scenario from an adjoining maritime zone to the area under examination is a
comparison opportunity that is recommended by Tetlock.
4. “Update your beliefs.” An important factor is that of updating one’s information and
evaluating the impact this would have on one’s estimations. As stated by the authors:
“Skilful updating requires teasing subtle signals from noisy news flows — all the
while resisting the lure of wishful thinking” (Tetlock & Gardner, 2015, p. 280). In an
academic thesis, books and journal articles are expected to comprise the bulk of the
references supplied. The academic weight that these sources carry is due to rigorous
processes of peer review and subsequent revision. However, the drawback is that the
research may have occurred many months or even a year or more before they finally
progress to being published. As a result, this thesis has used higher status academic
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books and articles as a foundation in all aspects of the thesis but accessed reliable
journalistic sources to supplement and update the dynamic situation in China’s home
seas and the BoB. Often academic writers who publish articles will write for
newspapers or magazines and so, for the most part, these more reliable writers with a
known academic reputation were chosen – many of them PhD-qualified or holding the
position of professor. This approach has helped to keep current international events in
focus and referenced so that updates could be made to a more adaptable model.
5. “Look for the clashing causal factors at work in each problem.” One needs to be
cognisant of and account for opposing influences. Philosophically, this pertains to a
dialectical relationship in which everything (‘thesis’) entails the seed of its own
negation (antithesis) in a process that transforms into an emerging future (‘synthesis’).
In “reconciling irreducibly subjective judgments” (Tetlock & Gardner, 2015, p. 281)
it is necessary to not only examine the narrative and counter-narrative in conflict
situations but also the subjectivity of the forecaster. In fact, “it should be clearly
understood that some element of judgement is always involved in forecasting, even
when using what is normally regarded as an ‘objective’ statistical method.” (Chatfield,
2005, p. 13). Accordingly, the forecaster needs to assess all the research and insight
gained and make a decision. Therefore, in this thesis it applies to the challenge to
reconcile different factors within the two different maritime areas being examined. In
other words, how are they different and how might factors in one zone not apply to
the other? Also, the opinions of different experts need to be considered. The Indian
and the Chinese narratives regarding the IOR are markedly different with Indian
strategists wary of China’s intentions in the IOR and Beijing insisting that their
actions are economically motivated and they have no hegemonic aspirations in South
Asia. Indo-Pacific experts also range from a minority who consider a clash between
the two competitors in the IOR as likely and the majority who do not mention this
possibility at all but instead consider conflict more likely to happen over Taiwan, a
clash in the SCS or an incident with North Korea. Furthermore, these analysts
consider the timeline for PLAN activity and potential problems in the IOR as being in
the long term. The analysis of this thesis reveals that in the long term, the PLAN will
be so far ahead of India in naval capability that India would refrain from opposing
China; but in the short-to-medium term India can still compete with China,
particularly in the BoB, and this is when a clash between more evenly matched rivals
is possible. Therefore, with a sound methodology and thorough analysis of factors that
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impact on one’s forecast, opposing views that do not match the data and cannot stand
up to logic and scrutiny, should then be discarded, whereas “clashing causal factors”
that are verifiable and relevant, are incorporated and used to fine-tune forecasts.
6. “Strive to distinguish as many degrees of doubt as the problem permits, but no more.”
Nuance matters as “few things are either right or wrong.” There are scenarios that
have a stronger chance of occurring if certain factors are in play. For example, India
may not object to smaller PLAN craft that escort China’s energy shipments along its
SLOCs. However, if these naval craft were to be too militarily robust for the stated
purpose, for example by deploying nuclear attack submarines or destroyers for use
against pirates, then New Delhi would object and tensions would rise. The same
would likely occur when distinguishing the PLAN securing ‘bases’ that are deemed
‘places’.” India has berthing and maintenance facilities in the IOR with other states
and if China were to do the same, it would be difficult for India to object too strongly.
However, a different reaction would likely emit from New Delhi if a PLAN naval
base were to be obtained in the BoB. The same would apply if Chinese fishing fleets
appeared en masse in the BoB. If they were too close to traditional Indian fishing
areas (outside of their EEZ), then the response would be different if the Chinese
vessels were much more distant. Therefore, different degrees of likelihood for conflict
will be apparent according to how China conducts its naval activities in the BoB.
7. “Balance, prudence and decisiveness.” It is important to realise when sufficient
analysis has been conducted and to then make a reasoned judgment without being
premature or trapped in analytical detail. This process can apply to archival research
when it is necessary to stay objective but there is only so much to extract from one’s
analysis. Too much commentary on the chosen texts does more to dull the sharpness
of the analysis than to enhance it. Interviews are in the same domain: the interviewer
needs to decide when an adequate number of interviews have taken place, that is
when ‘saturation’ has been reached and no new insights are being offered by the
interviewees. Achieving this balance requires patience, practice and much editing in
completing a report that is neither over-confident nor too diffident, qualified or
indecisive. Forecasts and recommendations need to be ventured but should be
supported by meticulous research that is balanced, objective and nuanced.
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3.7 Setting, Participants and Data Collection
The original research for this thesis is based on twenty interviews conducted over a
period of 16 months between March 2018 and July 2019 in New Delhi, India and Beijing,
China. The interviewees were a range of academics, think-tank analysts, ex-military or other
government officials with knowledge and expertise on Sino-Indian relations. The time period
of interviews varied with a preferred length of about one hour but shorter ones were accepted
when time constraints restricted interviewees from committing to longer sessions. Interviews
were conducted with the intent “to gather data until empirical saturation is reached” (Baker &
Edwards, 2012, p. 8). In other words, until no new information was being gained but instead
a repetition of the same themes and information that previous interviewees had supplied. The
choice was made to use semi-structured interviews as the original data collection stemmed
from the structure of the new model requiring answers beyond what official government
sources could provide. Interviews would comprise the second part of data collection, the first
being an analysis of archival records, in particular White Papers from China and strategic
doctrines from India as well as the writings of experts in the field of Sino-Indian relations.
The aim of the interviews was to refine the knowledge derived from government sources and
commentary from experts. They provided more specific information that needed to be
subjectively told from a Chinese or Indian point of view; that is, the opinions of interviewees
with regard to possible scenarios in the Bay of Bengal that would add depth and nuance to
government discourse. The respondents in the interviews were able to provide insights and
domestic perspectives that are not readily discernible from formal and carefully edited
government publications; also, respondents answered the research questions more directly
than attempts to extract answers from generalised academic literature or newspaper reports.
The key aspect of the interview procedure was ascertaining what an informed IR expert’s
opinion was relating to particular scenarios in the BoB; this was needed to compare and
contrast the views of Indian and Chinese respondents to highlight where future problems may
lie. It is only through communication on specific issues that subjective viewpoints can be
obtained, analysed and understood; this acquisition of data is vital to avoid misunderstanding,
misjudgement and miscalculation that may escalate a situation and precipitate conflict.
The interviews were conducted in English as the Indian respondents were fluent in the
language and the Chinese respondents were certainly fluent enough to understand the
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questions and answer sufficiently well to convey their meaning.80 Being able to interview in
English without requiring any translation has resulted in a more consistent batch of data as
translation errors have been eliminated and there is a uniformity in the question-answer
pattern throughout the interviews. It is, however, possible that a few of the Chinese
interviewees may have expressed themselves better, more clearly or more accurately in their
native tongue, but it did not appear during the interview process that any of the respondents
were particularly hampered by expressing their opinions in English.
3.8 Assumptions, Limitations and Delimitations
Archival research can be a challenging affair when connected to China and in
particular with reference to the PLA. The nature of the political system is one of restricting
information and there is a veil of secrecy that needs to be penetrated in order to comprehend
the inner workings of the CCP, which controls every aspect of life and society in the PRC.
The editor of China’s Evolving Military Strategy, Joe McReynolds, has described this
research process as difficult because the Chinese publications can take a lengthy period to be
prepared and released, which makes the information slightly out of date; but then the paucity
of Western experts who understand the topics intimately and can translate the material
satisfactorily further inhibits timeous access to PLA resource material. He sums up the
process:
. . . foreign discussions of Chinese military behaviour generally center on observing
new military hardware as it is introduced into service and parsing the public
declarations and actions of the Chinese leadership, neither of which are sufficient for
predicting Chinese military and civilian decision-making in the event of a crisis
(McReynolds, 2016, p. ix).
This reality of analysing Chinese publications is therefore limiting and should be understood
in this context. This is another reason why strategic culture has been included in the thesis
model as an intervening variable: the explanatory power is needed to supplement
understanding of Chinese decision-making. In addition, the author of this thesis cannot read
Chinese characters and this prevents additional research into untranslated material on the
PLA. Instead the thesis relies on obtaining the translations of IR scholars who do have these
skills. Using these, an original analysis is undertaken. Furthermore, it is possible to have
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Many were accustomed to presenting in English at conferences around the world.
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Chinese websites translated using Google Chrome, and though the language is stilted, it
conveys the message adequately.
A limitation of employing this qualitative methodology of interviews was the
difficulty of access to a large number of high-level officials in both countries. In India, full
access was secured to the Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (IDSA). The author was
able to easily meet with and talk to a range of experts from academics, to high-level military
officials, government officials and think-tank advisors. All were keen to talk and share their
views. In China, access to people qualified and willing to give interviews openly was more
challenging. Access to officials from government departments would require extensive
permission applications and this was not feasible considering the time pressures and finances
needed to wait for them to be granted. Fortunately, the author’s university has an exchange
program with the China Foreign Affairs University (CFAU) and this helped to smooth the
process of obtaining interviews to some degree. The CFAU is directly under the Chinese
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and has a reputation for producing a large number of the
country’s diplomats; thus it has importance and prestige in the Chinese and world
international relations community. Professor Su Hao, the director for the CFAU Center for
Strategic and Peace Studies and whose time is in great demand locally and abroad, was
particularly accommodating both in being interviewed and arranging other interviews.
However, it still proved difficult to secure enough interviews as academics were reluctant to
be interviewed unless given express permission from still higher levels of authority, and so
access to ‘qualified’ respondents often proved difficult. The hierarchy in institutions that
needs to be followed was also under a level of strictness at the time that was relatively high.
Indeed, a second visit to Beijing had to be organised to secure more interviews. This time the
visit was undertaken to attended a conference at CFAU that allowed the author access to exdiplomats and high ranking ex-military officials and academics. Further interviews were
conducted but reluctance to be interviewed was again an inhibiting factor in gaining more
respondents. Many prospective interviewees circumvented being interviewed on the grounds
that they believe they were qualified to answer the questions or that they were currently too
busy and that the questions should be emailed to them, which became a polite method of
declining the interview. Nadège Rolland supports this difficulty in gaining frank and open
interviews, “The domestic political climate has also considerably reduced the possibility of
genuine and open exchanges between Chinese scholars and their foreign counterparts” (2020,
p. 4). In order to be alert to immediate changes occurring in the area of research, the author
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was connected on Twitter to the world IR community and particularly with those connected
to China and India. That which was learned from the Beijing Twitter academic and research
community was that since 2012 it had become increasingly more difficult for foreigners to
obtain open and frank interviews, or any at all. There appears to be a climate of caution and
wariness of foreigners, accordingly, it is not possible to interview Chinese people as easily as
it was before the current administration assumed rule in Beijing (Denyer, 2017). This is
supported by former Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia and Pacific affairs, Kurt
Campbell, who has personally experienced this reticence on occasion, despite having long
friendships and deep connections in China (Kuo, 2018). Having read books and articles from
China specialists such as Robert Kaplan, David Shambaugh, Harsh Pant, Mohan Malik,
David Brewster and others, the author was impressed and surprised at how frank and direct
many of their Chinese interviewees were. However, the interview process in China has
become more difficult, and the author’s comparatively lower status as a PhD candidate
(compared to the established authors noted above) would not have been conducive to success.
Above all, the climate of caution is most likely responsible for the paucity of
interviewee numbers. This can be borne out by researchers in many other fields who have had
similar experiences (Gui & Lê, 2008). Naturally this inhibits the work of a researcher and has
prevented this thesis writer from obtaining as many in-depth interviews as he would have
liked, though any new assertions would have been unlikely to be forthcoming due to the
prevailing wariness. In itself, this has been a finding and may help future researchers to adopt
new strategies when seeking to interview Chinese in any area that could be considered
‘sensitive’ or may in some way potentially compromise the Party. It should also be
acknowledged that this policy of interview avoidance (or reluctance to engage in) has become
more pronounced under General Secretary Xi Jinping’s more legalist rule, which was not as
evident when this interview methodology was devised.
3.9 Conclusion
The implementation of a research design to help in the process of answering the
research questions and achieve the aim of forecasting strategic behaviour was for the most
part successful. As discussed above, the difficulty in securing interviews in China proved a
challenge and a supplementary mechanism could be devised to counter this. For example, a
more well-connected senior analyst may have greater success at securing interviews or
interviews can be set up with Chinese academics that have emigrated from China to other
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countries and have more freedom to express their opinions. Or, as ventured before, another
supplementary method could be to interview foreign experts who have an intimate knowledge
of China, its policies and culture (such as foreign correspondents, academics, and business
people) who may then contribute their perspectives to strengthen the data. There are no ideal
solutions to original interviews and the author of this thesis considers himself fortunate to
have gained a sufficient number to achieve a data set necessary to make a research finding.
In sum, this research method that incorporates archival research, interviews and a
theoretical model, was employed to answer the research questions. Having introduced the
thesis and covered its scope and aims, then provided a literature review that encompasses the
history and relations of China and India as well as showing how this study can provide an
original contribution to IR literature, the next phase is to provide analysis of archival research
relating to Chinese and Indian strategic documents. This archival analysis is the foundation of
the research project’s data collection and enables the final stage of applying these insights to
the theoretical model.
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Chapter 4: Document Analysis
4.1 Analysis of China’s White Papers: Preview
The task of discerning China’s military strategy means gauging the intersection
between the national and military levels of strategy (McReynolds, 2016). In other words,
there is a synergetic relationship between the military’s capabilities and objectives and
national aims. These are expressed, according to China analyst Timothy Heath, “in the form
of broad directives to guide both military planning and the conduct of operations and
campaigns” (Heath in McReynolds, 2016, p. 1). It is then vital to study China’s national
military strategy to understand the higher leadership’s intentions and gain insights into how
military power may be used. After analysing the structure of the military and the CCP, who
controls and to whom the military is first and foremost loyal to, Heath concludes that research
should begin with focus on documents emanating from central authorities and these will
provide “essential context” for understanding strategic guidance issued by military authorities.
The Defence White Papers81 are mentioned as a key source to determine China’s national
security strategy and defence policy and this recommendation was adopted as a basis of the
archival research of this thesis on China’s maritime intentions in the Indian Ocean. With
regards to China’s military strategy,82 Heath concludes after much analysis of terms that the
range of China’s military strategy is to direct the course of its military modernisation and to
assist in achieving national objectives. Therefore, military strategy is a subset of what the
central authorities decree and is distilled into guidelines that military planners can use for
strategic guidance. However, there are sources besides the Defence White Papers that offer
valuable information and these will be evaluated and analysed in relation to their impact on
this study before the White Papers are addressed.
4.2 The Science of Military Strategy
The Science of Military Strategy, produced by researchers at the Academy of Military
Science, carries a great deal of strategic weight and the ability to influence the highest levels
of military and political power (Erickson, 2007; Mattis, 2015a). Consequently, it is a valuable
As Fravel explains: “High-level authoritative statements of China’s military strategy based on the guidelines
are usually contained in the biannual White Papers on national defense. In fact, the 2015 white
paper focused extensively on military strategy” (Fravel in McReynolds, 2016, p. 45).
82
The 2013 Science of Military Strategy asserts that “military strategy proceeds from international strategy and
the general situation of national development” and so “must be subservient to and serve the general situation of
national development” (quoted in McReynolds, 2016, p. 14). For this reason, precedence has been given to
analysis of China’s White Papers
81
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resource on strategy and is assessed to provide depth to this study’s aim of understanding
Chinese intentions in the BoB. The first English volume available to foreigners of The
Science of Military Strategy came out in 2001. An updated version of this document was
published in 2013 and will be the primary source for this thesis. However, aspects of the
earlier edition will be referred to for purposes of contrasting older policies and showing the
strategic progress the PLA has managed with its greater wealth and the quantity and quality
of its military hardware as strong influences. The 2013 version examines topics that apply to
this thesis like China’s expanding overseas interests and the status of China’s possible
challengers, which illustrate how China will need to adapt to potential warfare outside its
home region. Fravel considers the material in The Science of Military Strategy as valuable
despite not being official military strategy as the team leader Major General Shou Xiaosong
and the contributors’ views are influential within the PLA.
4.2.1 Active Defence
Continuity between the 2001 and 2013 versions is maintained by renewed emphasis
on Active Defence83 that states China will seek not to be the aggressor but will use offensive
actions to achieve a defensive goal. This can seem paradoxical but it falls within a strategic
logic as illustrated by the Roman proverb, ‘If you want peace prepare for war’, and also
maintains the Confucian tradition of seeking alternative means to addressing conflict but with
a parabellum subculture if needed.84 The 2013 document is particularly applicable to this
thesis in that it offers a broader definition of strategy than the earlier version. In effect,
strategy applies to a wider range of possibilities than just war, for example “strategic
planning and guidance for military forces in peacetime, including deterrence actions, crisis
management and control . . . In other words, the 2013 edition identifies non-combat uses of
military power as equal to warfighting” (Fravel in McReynolds, 2016, p. 49). This conforms
to the scenarios involving China and India that this thesis has outlined in the BoB. The 2013
edition has a section devoted to future wars that China may face. The document mostly
mentions the US as a potential threat and not India. However, the document was prepared
well before its 2013 publication and at this stage the US had already announced its “Pivot to
Asia” regional strategy, which antagonised China which saw it as a containment strategy.
India was not considered a threat because China had only recently begun its anti-piracy
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Although the 2013 document has lower case for the key concepts, this thesis is using capital letters for each
word in the terms that have been identified as significant and worthy of analysis.
84
Active Defence is analysed later in this chapter as a key component of Chinese military strategy.
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missions around the Horn of Africa and would not be capable of mounting other
expeditionary forces to the region, as it was still building up the PLAN and about to execute
its strategy to secure the SCS by building militarised islands. Interestingly, the document also
mentions non-war actions like sea-lane protection; it continues to state that the most likely
kind of war for China “is a limited military conflict in the maritime domain” (quoted by
Fravel in McReynolds, 2016, p. 52). This is precisely the type of conflict that this thesis
hypothesises but likely in the BoB. This was covered in the literature review section and will
be addressed further in the Results and Discussion chapter.
4.2.2 Forward Defence
Whereas Active Defence was connected originally to defending Chinese territory, an
extension of the idea came in the form of Forward Defence in the 2013 version of The
Science of Military Strategy. Forward Defence envisioned the battlespace beyond the limits
of China’s borders because of the need to “support the omni-directional expansion of national
interests and win future wars [we] might face” (as quoted by Fravel in McReynolds, 2016, p.
55). China was now at the stage of development 85 in its economy, navy and overseas
investments that required a new strategy to address these. Forward Defence also entailed
increasing the PLAN’s ability to “operate in and manage the oceans” and that “strategic
offense should be an important operational type for active defense” (as quoted by Fravel in
McReynolds, 2016, p. 58). This new strategic layer of Forward Defence introduced in this
document is certainly relevant to the BoB and situations there that the PLAN may encounter.
In particular, would be a move to a more offensive posture that may potentially be employed
in the Indian Ocean if China concludes it is being denied the right to exercise its maritime
rights in the region. The introduction of Foreward Defence as a strategic concept is further
elaborated when analysing China’s 2015 White Paper.
4.2.3 Strategic Space and Effective Control
Another concept that this document presents is that of Strategic Space. The document
does not clearly define this idea and it borders on the nebulous at times with mention of
multiple dimensions and the threats that may emanate from them. Nevertheless, the document
encourages China to expand its strategic space and this encompasses a wide range that

China’s economy accelerated greatly after it joined the WTO in 2001; this in turn increased the country’s
GDP that resulted in more overseas investments and an ever increasing defence budget, especially for the
PLAN.
85
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includes the Indo-Pacific as this zone impacts on the security of China’s investments, SLOCs
and ultimately its national security. The BRI had not yet officially been announced, but China
already had enough investments in the IOR and energy shipments for this to be considered a
strategic zone that required PLAN protection. The third concept that the 2013 document
introduced was Effective Control; this idea is especially pertinent to the hypothesis this thesis
proposes for the BoB. This is because the new concept refers to “the deterrent, crisis
management, and non-war uses of military power in addition to warfighting” (as quoted by
Fravel in McReynolds, 2016, p. 60). The scenarios this thesis has outlined in the BoB
correspond to how this Effective Control may be applied and that would include the
protection of Chinese interests in the region. Despite this aspiration, the document
acknowledges the limited nature of the PLA’s capability to operate abroad and the necessity
of observing Deng Xiaoping’s advice to ‘hide and bide’ until ready for action. It also advises,
due to “endurance capability” to avoid wars that may escalate and to fight short wars if
unavoidable. This accords with the thesis hypothesis for probable conflict in the BoB, though
not sought out by either China or India. However, if core interests are breached by the other,
then conflict is likely to ensue. Dennis Blasko asserts that if Beijing’s core interests are
threatened, its military will respond, though the level of this response will depend on the
specific situation. He continues to address the volatile situation in the SCS and ECS and
reflects that despite the escalation that has occurred due to China’s tactics and the ‘actionreaction’ spiral, deadly force has been avoided, but “accidents and miscalculations could
change that in an instant” (Blasko, 2015, para.22). This thesis takes such a contention further
as it sees it as being applicable to the strategically important BoB.
Although many of the statements and much of the strategic advice contained in the
2013 Science of Military Strategy appear to be directed at the US, the language used is
general and could be applied to other strategic competitors; for example, it recommends
China to increase the “risk and price for an opponent to carry out strategic deterrence and
control or armed intervention against us” (as quoted by Fravel in McReynolds, 2016, p. 62).
With China increasingly concerned with its SLOCs and economic investments (especially its
oil and gas pipelines in Myanmar) in the BoB, and India concerned with China’s increased
naval presence in the BoB, China may oppose any Indian Navy attempts to restrict PLAN
access to this strategic zone. Additionally, the document advocates that crises can be taken
advantage of to “seize opportunities so as to implement some strategic measures that would
have been difficult to resolutely push during peacetime” (as quoted by Fravel in McReynolds,
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2016, p. 63). Again, this may not specifically be meant to apply to the IOR and Fravel
speculates that it may be used in China’s dispute with the Philippines over the Scarborough
Shoal, though it could equally be relevant to scenarios that may arise in the BoB.
4.2.4 Strategic Posture
Another strategic aspect addressed in the 2013 document is Strategic Posture. This is
described as deploying of strategic forces and resources in such a way as to achieve strategic
goals. Further explanation of this concept reveals it to be particularly relevant to what may
unfold in the BoB as the mention of controlling “key nodes” is cited as well as achieving the
objective of deploying armed forces “to form a favourable situation” and “compete for the
strategic initiative” (as quoted by Fravel in McReynolds, 2016, p. 63). This falls within the
hypothesis of this thesis that China will judge itself to be strategically vulnerable regarding
the Malacca Strait and consider military involvement86 to assure the safety of its SLOCs and
energy shipments. China has already built islands in the SCS and deployed troops and naval
vessels there. The western side of the Strait needs to be secured and this will involve at
minimum a naval facility in the BoB to achieve this aim; otherwise the PLAN will not
consistently be able to protect that vulnerable zone, especially as India has a naval base in the
ANI. The document emphasises the new threats and challenges as a result of overseas
economic interests that face China and therefore the need to strategically address these tasks
and required capabilities in order to deal with its main strategic adversaries. This entails
adopting a new strategic approach that will focus on long distance and offensive-oriented
approaches.
4.2.5 The “Four Transformations”
The final strategic concept addressed by the 2013 Science of Military Strategy are the
Four Transformations that are required to augment China’s strategic posture. The first is
“functional versatility” which comprises a number of attributes. These include the ability to
react quickly in the event of a crisis to prevent escalation, and if conflict were to break out,
then the ability to maximise early advantage in an encounter. With possible conflict scenarios
in the BoB, China would require a permanent PLAN presence87 there to ensure the fulfilment
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That is, PLAN escorts of its energy shipments and a naval base or facility to aid this objective.
The PLAN is divided into three theatre commands: Eastern Theatre Navy, HQ at Ningbo; Southern Theatre
Navy, HQ at Zhanjiang; and Northern Theatre Navy, HQ at Qingdao (IISS, 2020, pp. 266-267) Whether the
PLAN would draw from the closest Southern Theatre Navy for naval vessels to deploy in the BoB or assorted
craft from all three naval theatres is uncertain.
87
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of this recommendation. The second is “multidimensional integration” and in relation to this
thesis it focuses on a more forward deployment of Chinese forces by creating “strategic
support points” abroad for the purpose of supporting any military engagements. This would
clearly relate to ‘bases or places’ in the BoB and since this document was published, the
PLAN has established a naval base in Djibouti. China has been ‘biding its time’ in the BoB
and as of 2020 has not made any overt strategic moves but strategic necessity will dictate that
the PLAN acquires a facility to begin with, and possibly upgrade to a naval base when India
loses the naval ability to compete with the PLAN in the BoB.
To conclude, the 2013 Science of Military Strategy may not represent the official
declaration of PLA military strategy but China analyst M. Taylor Fravel recommends a close
examination of it to gain insight into the thinking of top PLA strategists and the implications
these strategies may have on current and future Chinese engagements. This document has
provided ample opportunities for this thesis to gauge what PLAN strategies may be for the
BoB and this has contributed to assessing future scenarios that might arise in the BoB
between China and India.
4.3 Mattis’s Advice and Swartz’s Findings
US analyst on Chinese military affairs, Peter Mattis, in his book Analyzing the
Chinese Military recommended using research produced from US military service colleges in
order to gain a more profound understanding of Chinese military policy. In 2011, the US
National Defense University published a report titled: The Chinese Navy: Expanding
Capabilities, Evolving Roles. In it, retired US Navy Captain Peter Swartz historically
analysed rising powers and their building of naval power. He posed a series of questions and
then answered these by revealing the conclusions drawn from his research. The questions
relevant to this thesis will be examined.
1. How have previous rising powers viewed and utilised naval power?
Essentially, these previous rising powers have viewed naval power as a “tool for
expanding their wealth, power, and influence” (Swartz in Saunders, Yung, Swaine, &
Nien-Dzu Ya, 2011, p. 16). This is straightforward logic, but research confirms it and
rules out speculation. It shows that Beijing is no different in its approach and
motivation to build a strong navy and initially needed to build a powerful navy for
protection of its eastern seaboard. China also perceives itself to be surrounded by the
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US Navy as it is based in close proximity in Japan and South Korea;88 consequently,
the PRC also requires a navy strong enough to provide an anti-access/area denial
(A2/AD) strategy against the US in its home seas. The PLAN had to focus its budget
and naval strategies prioritising certain naval craft above others to achieve this first
goal.89 However, since the PLAN entered the Indian Ocean on a permanent anti-piracy
mission in 2008, it has been developing a blue water navy and has produced two
aircraft carriers. Although the PLAN is still building confidence in operating in far
seas, it regularly sends its naval vessels, including submarines, to the Indian Ocean and
visits ports that it has built, for example in Gwadar, Pakistan; Hambantota, Sri Lanka;
and Kyaukpyu in Myanmar. It is natural for China to expand its economy and
influence in Asia and to test its naval ability in far seas. However, Robert Kaplan’s
phrase that “wars happen when there is a genuine conflict of legitimate interests”
(Kaplan, 2011) especially applies to the IOR and specifically to the BoB. India
strongly wishes to be the dominant power in the IOR (most of all in the BoB) and will
not submit to China until it has little chance of confronting the PLAN. However, if
their economies progress in a linear fashion, then China’s military budget and naval
production 90 will completely overwhelm India by 2030. The advantages that India
enjoys (analysed further in this chapter) in the Indian Ocean will diminish and China
will gain clear naval ascendency over its strategic rival.
2. What were the geopolitical consequences of the decision to invest in naval
modernisation?
Swartz shows how enormous benefits accrued to European powers from the 15th to the
19th centuries by investing in naval modernisation: there were huge expansions of their
trade. If applied to China, then the advantages would not be from imperial conquests,
which were shunned even in Zheng He’s dominance of the IOR during the early Ming
Dynasty. Instead, China prefers economic power over countries that ensures they will
be in harmony with Beijing’s foreign policy and be locked into China’s economic
sphere. This occurs as repayment of infrastructure built by China often results in
payment using resources, usually oil but also in other ways like mineral wealth. ‘Flag
follows trade’: China has built ports and infrastructure throughout the IOR. Chinese
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As well as having US allies/strategic partners in the area like Taiwan and the Philippines (now erstwhile ally).
In Beijing, the Chief of Staff of the PLAN conveyed in a talk to foreign military attachés that “the Party
Committee and the Central Military Commission regard the navy as the priority service for force building and
continually increase naval investments” (as quoted in Wortzel, 2013, p. 54).
90
“China’s navy shipbuilders are ‘outbuilding everybody’ . . . In 2019, China had a 335-ship fleet, about 55%
larger than in 2005” (Makichuk, 2020, para.10).
89
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traders and businesses establish themselves in these new zones of development and
Beijing has stated that its overseas interests need to be protected. A powerful navy that
can accomplish this task is being developed by China and if protection of assets such
as pipelines in Myanmar or evacuating Chinese citizens as occurred in Yemen or
Libya is required, then the PLAN will be prepared for this eventuality.
3. How should current Chinese and Indian efforts to build naval capabilities be viewed
in light of this historical experience?
Swartz believes it is a normal occurrence. When it comes to showing how this naval
power may lead to conflict, Swartz is equivocal: “The history shows, however, no
dearth of conflict and blood. Countries with significant naval power can always be
tempted to use it. Yet history also shows that rising naval power need not mean rising
chances of war” (Swartz in Saunders et al., 2011, p. 20). This seems to indicate that
the pattern of history that reflects China and India’s current situation means either
conflict or peace – factors specific to the Sino-Indian relationship will determine the
outcome. It is for this reason that misperceptions and misunderstandings need to be
identified and clarified, which is the purpose of this research project.
4.4 Expert commentary
4.4.1 Bitzinger, Fravel and Liebman
This naval report contained commentary from various experts on other issues that
relate to the purview of this thesis; for example, Richard Bitzinger emphasises how Asian
navies have both qualitatively and quantitatively improved since the turn of the century with
China leading the naval build-up. The ability to project naval power to far seas has been
another significant factor in naval progress, especially with traditional land powers like China
and India. These blue-water capabilities are important for India as it has a “constabulary role”
in the Indian Ocean that includes the protection of its SLOCs and sea area denial to
adversaries. Bitzinger also comments on the modernisation and acquisition of technologically
advanced naval platforms that have “greatly increased the lethality, versatility, and flexibility
of their maritime forces” (Bitzinger in Saunders et al., 2011, p. 36). These new capabilities
that China and India are developing can only widen the scope for conflict opportunity,
especially with China gaining blue water capability and expeditionary experience. Bitzinger
believes that should conflict in the region occur, it would “be more ‘high-tech’: faster, more
long-distance and yet more precise, and perhaps more devastating in its effect” (Bitzinger in
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Saunders et al., 2011, p. 37). In the context of this thesis, this may apply in particular
scenarios, though may differ in the ‘blue economy’ hypothesis. This is thoroughly covered in
the ‘Results and Discussion’ chapter. Overall, Bitzinger is more positive and optimistic that
these new naval capabilities embodied in naval hardware, can be used for the global good like
disaster relief, peacekeeping, anti-piracy and security and stabilisation operations. However,
he was writing at a time when there was some tension in the SCS but China had not yet built
its artificial islands or become more aggressive in its claim to all territory within its 9-dash
line. As a result, relative naval capabilities and the importance ascribed to specific situations
in the BoB will impact on chances of conflict.
Fravel and Liebman examine the PLAN’s sense of its sea missions and look at the
future of Chinese naval policies (Fravel & Liebman in Saunders et al., 2011). This is closely
linked to a Chinese expression ‘haiquan’ or China’s “maritime rights and interests.” This
meaning has evolved to cover areas beyond China’s near seas and the full scope of its
conceptual reach is explained by Niu Baocheng who argues that China should embrace
“military maritime rights and interests” which would mean the ability to sail the world’s
oceans and patrol and protect China’s SLOCs, as well as restricting the enemy in time of war
from doing the same. A strong theme can be detected of China reaching the position to be
powerful and competent enough to take care of its national interests, which is a natural
outcome of realist thinking that most governments employ to some degree. What this does
suggest is that the PLAN has been preparing for a long time to protect its vital SLOCs and to
have the capability to inhibit an enemy’s freedom of maritime movement. There is an
emphasis on the PLAN protecting China’s economy, whether that be nearer to home in the
SCS or in more distant seas. Analysts within the PRC (at the time of this publication: 2011)
were concerned with the ‘Malacca Dilemma’ and the security issues it entailed; this
apprehension was in tandem with protection of its sea-lanes. However, Chinese analysts were
particularly aware of the vulnerability of their energy shipments being interdicted by foreign
navies such as those from the US, Japan and India. In a similar procedure that this thesis uses,
Fravel and Liebman describe how Chinese naval authors analysed India’s intentions and
capabilities and after taking into account public statements from Indian officials, concluded
that China’s energy shipments through the Indian Ocean may be threatened (Fravel &
Liebman in Saunders et al., 2011, p. 67). A key point that Fravel and Liebman identify as
important by researching Chinese naval writers and PLAN publications is that “strong navies
help to generate strong economies” (Saunders et al., 2011, p. 77) By building a strong navy,
this will ensure China’s economic interests are protected and this could be applied to what Xi
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Jinping would label ‘One Belt One Road’ (OBOR) in 2013, though Chinese investments in
the Indian Ocean certainly predated that announcement or rebranding of Chinese
international investment. For those promoting the PLAN, there must be a symbiotic
relationship between it and the economy; an area as strategic as the Indian Ocean and
specifically the Bay of Bengal should be protected by a powerful PLAN force.
4.4.3 Conclusion
The Chinese Navy: Expanding Capabilities, Evolving Roles report ends with
assessing the Chinese navy’s “capability to project and sustain naval power at farther
distances from China’s coast” (Saunders et al., 2011, p. 289). It concludes that this would
depend on the nature of the assignment and five key factors: distance, duration, capacity,
complexity of coordination, and hostility of environment, that have perennially challenged
navies attempting far sea operation. By building islands in the SCS that can berth naval
vessels and launch fighter jets, the distance to the BoB has been shortened and when China
has completed building its reported Cambodia naval facility and airport, 91 the PLAN and
PLAAF will be even closer. China’s modern military strategy unlike Mao’s On Protracted
War, which was for a different time and less capable and equipped army, is for quick wars.
Regarding the other factors, China has developed a navy with advanced capabilities and more
vessels than the US Navy. However, operating in far seas is challenging with support services
and naval facilities important for maintenance and replenishment purposes. In addition,
having sufficient reconnaissance and domain awareness in hostile territory is important for
conducting operations. The launch of the PLAN’s second aircraft carrier gives China more
airpower in far seas but coordinating a ‘flat-top’ battle group is challenging and may take the
Chinese navy more time to fully develop these skills. The conclusion that this thesis has
consistently drawn after analysing available evidence (elaborated further in this chapter and
the ‘Results’ section) is that with China’s superior navy but taking into account India’s ‘home
ground’ advantage, a naval encounter between the two forces would be fairly even, though
with a slight advantage to India; however, this lead will erode and on current statistics, the
PLAN will eclipse India’s naval advantage in the BoB before 2030.
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Evidence suggests that China has secured a naval base and possibly airfield in Cambodia. Director of Asia
Maritime Transparency Initiative, Greg Poling states that “it is increasingly apparent that China has . . . gained a
significant degree of military access in Cambodia” including “access to part of Cambodia’s Ream naval base on
the Gulf of Thailand” and “what appears to be a military airbase it is constructing at nearby Dara Sakor”
(Poling, 2020, pp. 6-7).
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4.5 Analysis of Chinese White Papers
4.5.1 Introduction
The Chinese political system which is dominated by the Communist Party has always
had a fundamental tendency to be opaque and not reveal too much information concerning its
internal workings -- especially when connected to defence and strategic plans. This was to
change in 1995 when the Information Office of the State Council of the People’s Republic of
China -- that is, the government of ‘the state’ rather than the CCP directly --released its first
security related White Paper on ‘Arms Control and Disarmament’, which set out basic
defence policies. Since then, China has released another ten White Papers dealing with
security and defence, 92 with the latest being 2019, making the total eleven. These White
Papers are official statements of government policy and are “explanatory documents
providing additional detail to policies that have already been announced” (Blasko, 2015) but
are now formalised in a coordinated effort by officials throughout the Chinese government.
4.5.2 1995 White Paper
Only the 2015 and 2019 papers are the focus of this analysis as previous iterations are
more out of date and do not address issues relevant to the PLA’s current objectives; however,
the first paper from 1995 is briefly commented on to show how priorities have shifted and
security goals have progressed. In fact, the emphasis that year is apparent in the title with the
words ‘nuclear’ and ‘weapons’ mentioned over ninety times and ‘disarmament’ with a similar
word count. ‘Peace’ and ‘defence’ are also in the top ten words used in the document
conveying the importance that Beijing attaches to these ideas. There is a strong message in
the document underscoring the need for peace to prevail in order for development in China
and other countries to take place. A relevant theme to this thesis is the idea of hegemony and
whether China or India is trying to impose themselves on the South Asia and Indian Ocean
Region using their military and economic might. ‘Hegemony’ is mentioned five times in this
1995 document and China’s opposition to it is clearly stated, “China does not seek world or
regional hegemony . . . Hegemonism and power politics should be eliminated in international
relations.” The familiar trope of China’s long period of exploitation and humiliation followed
by how the country was badly treated is referenced, “China was subject to isolation, blockade,
subversion and sabotage by the imperialists and hegemonists.” This intense distrust of
92

Not all white papers released by the State Council are defence-related. As the archive shows, they range from
Food Security to Gender Equality (State Council of the People’s Republic of China, 2020).
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foreigners (relating to the hundred years preceding WWII and historically well-supported) is
a continual theme in Beijing’s thinking which then extends to foreign policy and international
relations. This substantiates the proposal in this thesis that the theoretical perspective of
realism with attendant themes of self-help in an anarchic world where a country’s selfinterests are paramount to survival, are well understood by the Chinese government. The
conflicting ideal of being anti-hegemonic but reconciling this with offensive realism’s
encouragement to maximise power and regional influence, is discussed in more substantial
terms in the IR theory section. The ‘Indian Ocean’ is referenced once regarding China’s
support of “the proposal by Sri Lanka and other countries that the Indian Ocean be designated
a “Zone of Peace”. China became a net importer of oil in 1993 and its shipments would need
to transit the Indian Ocean, thus necessitating safe sea lines of communication (SLOC) for
energy security. Therefore, at this very early stage of China’s reliance on energy imports,
China stressed that the Indian Ocean ought to be free of conflict allowing for the unimpeded
passage of energy shipments. ‘India’ is mentioned once in connection to concluding an
“Agreement on the Maintenance of Peace and Tranquillity Along the Line of Actual Control
in the Border Areas”. There is no elaboration on this agreement and appears to be included to
illustrate that efforts to achieve peace are being sought by China.
In the foreword of the 1995 White Paper there is a declaration:
Guided by its aspiration to peace and development, China has spared no effort to
safeguard international peace, security and stability and afforded the greatest concern
to arms control and disarmament. China has always opposed the arms race and
advocated that the danger of war be lessened or eliminated through arms control and
disarmament (Information Office State Council of the People's Republic of China,
1995).
This is an example of how quickly aspirational assertions can be changed by
realpolitik. The Third Taiwan Strait Crisis in 1996 resulted because of Beijing’s desire to
send a strong message to the Taiwan government under Lee Teng-hui that any shift away
from the ‘One-China policy’ would not be tolerated. ‘Missile tests’ were carried out in the
Strait by China to illustrate the level of their opposition to any pro-independence political
shift by Taiwan. This attempted coercion by Beijing resulted in a strong US response to show
support for its de facto treaty ally (via the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979) by stationing two
aircraft carrier battle groups in the region with the USS Nimitz sailing through the Taiwan
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Strait. This show of force with impunity by the US demonstrated to China its military
weakness and need to invest heavily in restructuring, upgrading and modernising its armed
forces. The upshot of this occurrence was to initiate an arms build-up in Asia; the antithesis
of Beijing’s aims in its first White Paper: “East Asian spending has increased from $89.4
billion in 1990 to $336.3 billion in 2018. Much of this growth in expenditure has been driven
by China” (China Power Team, 2015). This is further substantiated by The National
Intelligence Council’s Global Trends 2025 report (p. x) that states, “Maritime security
concerns are providing a rationale for naval buildups and modernization efforts, such as
China’s and India’s development of blue-water naval capabilities.” The report broadens its
concern for regional naval build-up in Asia leading to tensions and rivalries that require the
cooperation of regional sea powers to protect “critical sea-lanes”. This is to illustrate that
White Papers are useful for conveying broad-stroke plans and objectives but these may be
altered or stymied by unexpected events -- even ‘black swans’ -- and should not be relied
upon entirely as an accurate forecast of a country’s security pronouncements. Furthermore,
White Papers are meant to serve the interests of the host nation and are used as propaganda
by the CCP; they are also used to warn other countries of core issues and to justify actions or
expenditures. It would not be strategically prudent to reveal geopolitical aims that may be
compromised if advanced warning were given; so White Papers ought to be treated with
circumspection and be used for general guidance from a macro outlook. Nonetheless, they are
a resource that emanates from the Chinese ‘party-state’ 93 and should not be ignored as
information contained within does broadly signal CCP intentions.
4.6 2015 White Paper
In 2015 China released its tenth defence White Paper (DWP) titled ‘China’s Military
Strategy’ that accurately described a large portion of the paper’s content. The recurrent theme
on peace and development is continued, though the caution that “the world still faces both
immediate and potential threats of local wars” segues to underlining the necessity for China
to continue building a strong military as without “a strong military, a country can be neither
safe nor strong.” However, what is particularly relevant to this thesis is the paper’s motif that
the “long-standing task for China to safeguard its maritime rights and interests”. Much of the
paper’s rhetoric is directed at the US and Japan, “the US carries on its ‘rebalancing’ [‘pivot to
Asia’] strategy and enhances its military presence and its military alliances in this region.

93

This is a term that describes the close relationship between the party and the state in communist societies.
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Japan is sparing no effort to dodge the post-war mechanism, overhauling its military and
security policies”. However, a new strategic dimension has been added. This new mission is:
“To safeguard the security of China’s overseas interests.” If this new strategic task is
evaluated from the perspective of this thesis, it would apply to China’s maritime assets in the
BoB, especially the port at Hambantota, Sri Lanka; Payra Seaport in Bangladesh; Kyaukpyu
port in Myanmar and airport and bridge projects in the Maldives. 94 Probably the most
important of these overseas interests would be the oil and gas pipelines that Chinese state
companies built from the Kyaukpyu harbour to Kunming in China’s Yunnan province. These
have been in operation since 2013/14 and include storage tanks near the port.

Figure 4: China’s oil and gas pipelines
Source: “Sino-Myanmar Pipelines”, (2015), retrieved from
https://deepresource.wordpress.com/2015/11/10/sino-myanmar-pipelines/

4.6.1 Overseas Interests
The significance of these ‘overseas interests’ is underscored by the ‘Malacca
Dilemma’ and the need for China to find alternative means of delivering energy to its

94

Chinese companies have allegedly rented several islands for hotel development or other purposes
(Gopalaswamy, Manning & Bharath, 2018).
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provinces that avoid the vulnerable Malacca Strait. 95 What could be included in China’s
‘maritime rights’ would be China’s SLOC within the IOR and in particular the BoB. 96 In the
north-western quadrant of the Indian Ocean, on the Gulf of Aden off the Arabian Sea, China
has a naval facility at Djibouti as well as control over the port of Gwadar 97 in Pakistan with
intent to develop a new naval base and airfield at Jiwani, about 60 kilometres west of
Gwadar

98

(Brewster, 2018). Therefore, the close strategic relationship and military

cooperation that China and Pakistan share, coupled with a prospective base at Jiwani and
existing naval patrols from the Djibouti naval base, ensure that China’s maritime rights in the
Arabian Sea are relatively safeguarded, or there are potential facilities readily available to
supplement naval protection if needed. The situation in the BoB is more tenuous for China99
as it lacks a strong strategic ally in the region and this renders the western side of the Malacca
Strait vulnerable. Although a partially Chinese state-owned company, China Merchants Port,
controls Hambantota port 100 in Sri Lanka, 101 and the ability of China to use it as a naval
facility to berth PLAN vessels will be dependent on the permission of the government of the
day, with the previous prime minister, Ranil Wickremesinghe, stating: “There are no foreign
naval bases in Sri Lanka" (Chaudhury, Tripathi, & Arun, 2018). However, with the new
leader Gotabaya Rajapaksa (who was inaugurated in January 2020) possibly more amenable
to Chinese interests as his brother and former leader Mahinda was, this may change. The
Chinese navy would certainly benefit from having a naval facility in the BoB and it would be
“Over 80 percent of Chinese maritime oil imports by sea pass through the Strait of Malacca. Therefore, this
strategic waterway represents a potential risk to China should it be unable to protect its shipping interests in the
narrow strait” (China Power Team, 2016, para.15).
96
Rory Medcalf observes that, considering the vital importance of these SLOCs, it would be “astounding” for
China to consider outsourcing their protection to the US or India (Medcalf, in Brewster, 2018).
97
However, Chinese Professor Zhu Li asserts that China has no interest in developing a naval base at Gwadar,
“It is farfetched to believe that China has military purposes for Gwadar port” (Zhu, in Brewster, 2018, p. 202).
98
This possibility is also referenced in the 2019 China Military Power Report, “China could also replicate its
success establishing a naval base in Djibouti to establish overseas logistics facilities that would further extend
and sustain regional and global air operations” (p. 62). Clearly one of these narratives (see footnote 4) will be
proven wrong in the next decade.
99
Currently China does not have the naval capacity to protect its SLOCs in the BoB according to Jacob (in
Brewster, 2018) though this is changing with China’s increasing naval power.
100
It is interesting to note that the anti-China narrative from India and the West regarding China using ‘debt
diplomacy’, i.e. lending a country more than it can afford to pay back and then acquiring the asset in a debt for
equity swop is inaccurate in the case of Hambantota. In 2017, only about 10% of Sri Lanka’s loans were from
China and these were concessionary (“loans that offer more generous terms than market rate loans. These terms
may be lower interest rates, a longer pay-back period, or grace periods”). It is the 39% of commercial loans that
put the most pressure on Sri Lanka’s repayments as they require large foreign currency amounts. If criticism is
to be levelled at Beijing, it instead should be that they facilitated the process of building the port in Hambantota
when it was fairly evident that it would not be financially or commercially viable thus giving China the chance
to gain control as it has in Gwadar, Pakistan (Moramudali, 2019).
101
John Garver illustrates the vital importance of Sri Lanka’s geostrategic position: “It lies just north of the
main sea-lanes running between the Strait of Malacca and the Suez Canal, providing an excellent position from
which to either defend or disrupt those sea-lanes” (2001, p. 300).
95
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realistic to assume that the PLAN is scouting out suitable locations that would aid it in
overcoming geopolitical factors like chokepoints102 that potentially restrict oil shipments en
route to eastern China.
4.6.2 Shift: ‘open seas protection’
A phrase from the 2015 paper that recalibrates traditional PLA outlook and strategy is
explicitly contained in this quote: “The traditional mentality that land outweighs sea must be
abandoned, and great importance has to be attached to managing the seas and oceans and
protecting maritime rights and interests.” Furthermore, the PLAN “will gradually shift its
focus from ‘offshore waters defense’ to the combination of ‘offshore waters defense’ with
‘open seas protection.’ ” This acknowledged shift from emphasising ground operations to a
focus on blue-water operations naturally connects with the PLAN protecting China’s SLOCs
and overseas interests. It also aligns with thinking within the CCP command structure that
alluded to this future change in past papers and would be an inevitable consequence of
China’s internal growth that was then exported globally and would need safeguarding. US
military analyst Dennis Blasko supports this strategic progression:
the need to shift the balance in PLA thinking from ground operations to joint naval
and aerospace operations—something that has been signalled for years (going back
officially at least to 2004), . . . will require change in all aspects of future military
modernization. The impact of this admission on the PLA as an institution cannot be
understated” (Blasko, 2015, para.14).
Instead of modelling a navy on ‘offshore waters defense’ 103 in order to protect its eastern
seaboard using ‘anti-access and area denial’ (A2/AD) capabilities, the PLAN has been
building and developing aircraft carriers, support craft (e.g. guided missile destroyers), longrange aircraft, and submarines104 that will allow it to undertake blue-water operations. This
102

This is in response to both US capability to do so or Indian power to control choke-points as mentioned in
India’s 2007 Naval Doctrine, Freedom to Use the Seas: “By virtue of geography, we are . . . in a position to
greatly influence the movement/security of shipping along the [sea lines of communication] in the [IOR]
provided we have the maritime power to do so. Control of the choke points could be useful as a bargaining chip
in the international power game, where the currency of military power remains a stark reality.”
103
Liu Huaqing, PLA Navy commander from 1982-1988 began the strategy of “offshore defense” – a
significant change in China’s maritime strategy. The aim was for the PLAN to develop the capability to secure
the ‘first island chain’ (Wortzel, 2013).
104
Since the emphasis that Beijing has placed on building a powerful navy in the 1990s, the PLAN has focused
on developing and producing all categories of submarines and in large quantities (Figure 33). In the same way
that they were originally employed in a ‘sea denial’ capacity in China’s home seas to keep the US Navy out, if
the need arose, a similar strategy would be used in the BoB to restrict the IN movement and deny it sea control.
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has already been evidenced in PLAN deployment to the Gulf of Aden in 2008 for anti-pirate
operations:
By 24 December 2018, the PLAN had sent 31 escort fleets, 100 ships, 67 shipboard
helicopters, and more than 26,000 personnel to escort more than 6,600 PRC and
foreign ships—in roughly equal proportion. A decade into this effort, however, the
most significant and enduring impact is not on seaborne commerce but rather on the
experience and capabilities of China’s navy (Erickson, 2019, para.3).
This has proven to be an invaluable ‘testing ground’ for PLAN to gain experience and
develop a proper blue water navy; in fact, the use of various submarines, including nuclear,
that have supported these operations and are clearly superfluous105 to anti-pirate operations,
demonstrate this early awareness by the PLAN that blue water capabilities needed to be
developed for the future.
4.6.3 Interpreting parts of the whole
If some specific passages from the 2015 paper are examined, they follow a trend of
previous papers to be broad enough to warrant different understandings and allow for wide
strategic interpretation. For example:
China's armed forces mainly shoulder the following strategic tasks:
-- To safeguard China's security and interests in new domains;
-- To safeguard the security of China's overseas interests;
-- To participate in regional and international security cooperation and maintain
regional and world peace;

In March 2020, Chinese government sources announced that the PLAN had a fleet of Sea Wing gliders, a type of
Uncrewed Underwater Vehicle (UUV) that had operated in the Indian Ocean for two months gathering data.
This is relevant to submarine operation in IO conditions (Sutton, 2020).
105
The Chinese navy has regularly introduced its submarines into the IOR and particularly the BoB since 2012.
The IN believes that these submarines are being used to conduct reconnaissance and surveillance missions and
there have been three to four identified contacts every three months with PLAN submarines (Joshi, 2019). Navy
Chief Admiral Sunil Lanba believes there are ulterior motives to the PLAN deploying submarines in the BoB,
“They [China] have deployed submarines for anti-piracy operations which is the most unlikely platform to be
used for this role” (Chaudhury, 2019, para.7).
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-- To endeavor to seize the strategic initiative in military struggle, proactively plan for
military struggle in all directions and domains, and grasp the opportunities to
accelerate military building, reform and development;
-- To employ strategies and tactics featuring flexibility and mobility, give full play to
the overall effectiveness of joint operations, concentrate superior forces, and make
integrated use of all operational means and methods;
-- To make serious preparations to cope with the most complex and difficult scenarios,
uphold bottom-line thinking, and do a solid job in all aspects so as to ensure proper
responses to such scenarios with ease at any time and in any circumstances;
The first and second tasks are very similar or identical and have been addressed
earlier as to how they might apply to the BoB. To supplement this is the Center for a New
American Security (CNAS) 2015 report that mentions the number of Chinese citizens,
businesses and investments overseas that are often located in unstable areas with challenges
like terrorism, piracy or other transnational threats. How will China counter these threats? It
may need private security companies, port access for naval vessels and greater involvement
in local politics to resolve issues. In fact, the report remarks that Beijing is under pressure to
address these problems from the Chinese public, who expect action from the government.
This is a result of government nationalist propaganda that can be seen in movies like Wolf
Warrior I and II where the Chinese military comes to the aid of Chinese civilians using
battleships, helicopters and navy ship missiles.106 The third task, though, is wide-ranging and
in order to maintain regional peace in the BoB, India may argue that China would need to let
India oversee security and not take control of vital infrastructure (like ports) that would
jeopardise peace in the IOR. The fourth task is certainly more Mao inspired and would give
PLAN carte blanche in the BoB in anticipation of any blockade that the US or India may try
to impose on China’s trade or energy shipments. 107 This appeal to ‘accelerate military
building’ seems out of keeping with Beijing’s usual rhetoric of peace and if applied to the
BoB, would allow for PLAN to acquire access to naval facilities at a minimum (or even a
naval base) to counter any aggression it may encounter.
With dialogue like, “I’m Chinese and I come to save you” and “Don’t kill Chinese. Their government is the
only permanent U.N. Security Council–member presence here,” it is clear that, like Hollywood, China is now
producing movie blockbusters to enhance the image of their armed forces (Raleigh, 2019).
107
However, this would be ill-advised: “The political, economic, and financial aspects of sustaining an oil
blockade against China mean that even a militarily successful blockader could find its political, economic, and
diplomatic position untenable well before a blockade could exert its full effects” (Collins, 2018, Abstract).
106
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4.6.4Defense White Paper, 2015, Chapter 3: Active Defence
The third chapter heading of the 2015 paper is titled “Strategic Guideline of Active
Defense” and clearly outlines this concept:
The strategic concept of active defense is the essence of the CPC's military strategic
thought. From the long-term practice of revolutionary wars, the people's armed forces
have developed a complete set of strategic concepts of active defense, which boils
down to: adherence to the unity of strategic defense and operational and tactical
offense; adherence to the principles of defense, self-defense and post-emptive strike;
and adherence to the stance that "We will not attack unless we are attacked, but we
will surely counterattack if attacked" (Information Office State Council of the
People's Republic of China, 2015, Sec. III).
The Active Defence doctrine 108 is strongly stressed and the paper follows this by
connecting the concept with the founding of the PRC in 1949. The CCP proclaims it has a
peaceful ideology that is anti-imperialist and not in the mould of American exceptionalism
which believes it has a unique mission to transform the world and this has led to conflict in
foreign countries. In subsequent paragraphs of the paper there is regular mention of this
doctrine and its central role in PLA military planning, saying that the armed forces would
“continue to implement the military strategic guideline of active defense”, 109 as well as
applying a “holistic approach . . . to balance war preparation and war prevention”. If this is
analysed with reference to the BoB, then it would suggest that in order for the PLAN to be
able to protect its interests and SLOCs in the BoB, it would require placing forces there to be
in a position of strength and so discourage any negative actions taken against its interests.110
Can a pre-emptive attack be considered ‘defensive’? It is interesting to note that the PLA was not attacked
first but initiated attack in the last four wars/battles it fought: Korea in 1950, India in 1962, Russia in 1969 and
Vietnam in 1979. Therefore, Active Defence can be justified in certain contexts: “Hostile activities in the
political and economic realms may also justify a PLA response. In this case, the Chinese leadership might
justify a military response even if the PLA fires the first shot, as according to Active Defense, the threat to
China would already exist. Thus, while Active Defense posits a strategically defensive orientation for the PLA,
it specifically instructs the PLA to engage in operationally offensive action in order to thwart an adversary”
(Heath, Gunness & Cooper, 2016, emphasis in the original).
109
However, Liu Huaqing’s Active Defence doctrine was to be geographically expanded when Hu Jintao gave
his “Historic Missions” speech in 2004 that reminded the PLAN of the vast area over which they needed to
maintain sovereignty, as well as to safeguard “China’s expanding national interests”. Wortzel notes how
important this speech was because “it established a formal framework and ideological justification inside the
Communist Party for using the military in a regional and global context” (2013, p. 50).
110
This 2015 document introduced the concept of frontier defence, which according to Chinese naval analyst,
You Ji, is about “protection of newly set frontiers of open-ended national security and economic-security
interests” (You Ji, in Brewster, 2018, p. 91). You clarified that conceptually, ‘frontier defence’ is actually an
offensive doctrine and to be used to project fighting capabilities in distant places, most likely in the maritime
108
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Balancing preparation and prevention is an extremely challenging, if not impossible task as
too much preparation would result in heightened threat perceptions by other powers like India;
they might counter this with a similar military build-up, which is a classic security dilemma:
i.e. each party considers its own measures to be defensive but the rival’s measures are
deemed threatening. When attempting to fathom the strategic intentions of a country

111

through analysis of content in a White Paper, there are interpretations that can be made in
relation to the topic under study. For example, the previously quoted sentence is followed up
with, “They will lay stress on farsighted planning and management to create a favorable
posture, comprehensively manage crises, and resolutely deter and win wars.” This can be
especially applicable to the situation in the BoB as PLA military strategists have most likely
identified the BoB region as one of great importance that might spike with conflict in the
future. 112 ‘Farsighted planning’ could certainly include securing a dual-use port for the
replenishment or maintenance of PLAN vessels. The port located at Hambantota is already
under majority Chinese control, and visits by Chinese naval craft, including nuclear
submarines, has concerned Indian naval authorities. 113 Ostensibly, the agreement does not
allow for the port to be used for military purposes, but former Indian naval officer Abhijit
Singh believes that ambiguities in the agreement and future leverage China may gain over Sri
Lanka, might result in “the prospect that China’s possible acquisition of berthing rights at
Hambantota could lead to the setting up of the PLA’s first dual-use civilian-cum-military
facility in South Asia” (Singh, 2017). While only a matter of speculation as to what may
become of PLAN berthing rights at Hambantota, it remains a realistic possibility 114 that
would align with policy in China’s White Paper. A visionary planner may consider an
alternative to a conventional naval base or a dual-use port. Politically, issues could arise for
Beijing and the government providing the facility as political leadership may change and be
replaced by one with different agendas, as occurred in Sri Lanka with the departure of
regions. In this sense, it resembles forward defence (noted in the 2013 version of The Science of Military
Strategy). If the concept of ‘strategic frontier’ is introduced, then this becomes clearer. Shambaugh has
explained a strategic frontier as “the territorial parameters of a nation’s perceived national security interests –
that is, territories to which it would be willing to commit military forces in pursuit of goals that it defines to be
in its national interests”, and even as early as 2002 viewed China as harbouring them (2002, p. 66).
111
However, the “lack of transparency in China’s strategic intentions” is one of the Pentagon’s concerns
(Blasko, 2012, p. 229).
112
This view is supported by National University of Singapore research analyst Yogesh Joshi: “In Sino-Indian
maritime competition, the Andaman Sea is slowly but surely becoming its most crucial battlefront” (Joshi,
2019).
113
According to Sina Military Network, a Beijing-based defence website, the PLAN could blockade India’s
coastlines with only ten attack submarines (Keck, 2019).
114
Greg Poling, Director of Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative, believes ports that are in financial distress
will most likely have dual-use purposes for the PLAN in the future: “. . . overleveraged host governments might
feel compelled to accept Chinese political demands, including future PLAN access” (Poling, 2020, p. 8).
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Rajapaksa in 2015 and in the Maldives with Yameen Abdul Gayoom being ousted in 2018.
These problems could be overcome, to a degree, if the PLAN rented an island away from
public scrutiny and developed facilities that it needed for maintaining and supplying its naval
vessels. After all, the US Navy adopted this strategy with its base at Diego Garcia that is part
of the Chagos Archipelago and the British Indian Ocean Territory.115 The PLAN may not
gain an island as withdrawn or isolated, but it might make an irresistible offer to the Maldives,
Sri Lanka, Myanmar or even Indonesia that would ensure a place for PLAN vessels to restock
and be maintained.116 This would satisfy the criteria of ‘farsighted planning’ and creating ‘a
favorable posture’ that would significantly boost the PLAN’s ability to handle conflict in the
BoB.
4.6.5 Civil-military integration (CMI):
The 2015 paper also highlights the importance of civil-military integration (CMI):
Following the guiding principle of integrating military with civilian purposes and
combining military efforts with civilian support, China will forge further ahead with
CMI . . . China encourages joint building and utilization of military and civilian
infrastructure, joint exploration of the sea . . . use of such resources as surveying and
mapping, navigation . . . Accordingly, military and civilian resources can be more
compatible, complementary and mutually accessible (State Council Information
Office of the People's Republic of China, 2015, sec. IV).
Beijing’s championing of CMI is more directed at initiatives on the Chinese mainland and
aimed at integrating civilian and military enterprises in order for both to benefit from shared
technology and expertise, instead of these industries being separate and having to reproduce a
product or service that already exists with the other. This is a progression of the Whole-ofGovernment Approach (WGA) that refers to the joint activities performed by various arms of
the government so that resources are not duplicated and wasted and a common solution can
be jointly achieved. By combining the civil with the government, Beijing is furthering its
doctrine of ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ and similar to Cartesian dualism that
posits two separate entities, though they work together in harmony, Beijing hopes to replicate
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The US negotiated a lease of Diego Garcia from the UK government; the US navy arrived in 1971 to build
facilities which were significantly extended a decade later.
116
In 2015, the Maldives enacted a law that allows foreigners to own land if they invested over $1 billion in a
project and this was done on 70% reclaimed land (Ramachandran, 2018, para.20).
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this with a fusion of military and civilian117 to “bring into place an all-element, multi-domain
and cost-efficient pattern”. The application of this doctrine to civil and military projects in the
IOR would be advantageous as dual-use naval facilities are cost effective and civilian
projects may require protection -- the basis for a valuable partnership. This may incentivise
Beijing to protect assets in the BoB that are not just overseas civilian business interests but
also of value to Beijing due to a CMI relationship. These CMI could cover a myriad of
enterprises that would be useful to the PLAN; they could range from ports controlled by
Chinese companies to businesses that manufacture strategic products or control land for the
production of food that could replenish naval ships when they make port calls. In addition,
Australian strategic analyst Ross Babbage confirms that the doctrine of ‘civil-military fusion’
would mean that any company or research institute that joined with a Chinese civilian
organisation would inadvertently be making this information available to the Chinese military
(Packham, 2020). Therefore, a valuable partnership in the BoB between a Chinese civilian
group and a strategically useful littoral enterprise would merit protection by Beijing if it were
threatened.
4.6.6 Conclusion to 2015 DWP
China’s tenth DWP does not contain any major revelations but rather explains and
calls attention to features of its existing strategy. The status of the maritime domain is
emphasised – “the traditional mentality that land outweighs sea must be abandoned” -- and
this new arena is reinforced with the strategic guidance of ‘maritime military struggle’ which
is “signaling that China recognizes its most urgent threats emanate from offshore and
anticipates its most likely conflict scenarios will take place at sea” (Campbell, 2015). The
message of this White Paper and the accompanying analysis resonates with the thesis of this
study that the maritime realm, particularly the BoB, is increasing in strategic value and
attention that may result in greater tension and possible conflict.118

Fravel (2019) believes that China, through its ‘Made in China 2025’ program, is vigorously pursuing the goal
of being the world leader in advanced technologies and that: “Many of these, such as artificial intelligence,
quantum computing and robotics, have potential military applications whose development could enable China to
develop new ways of warfighting that, in turn, could spark a change in military strategy to employ these new
capabilities” (p. 277).
118
The Center for a New American Security report (2015) comments on China’s increased sophistication in
projecting power within the next 10-15 years, which fits the timeline of this thesis. This capability would extend
to “securing of important assets overseas and defense of sea-lanes” (Ratner, Colby, Erickson, Hosford &
Sullivan, 2015).
117
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4.6.8 2017 White Paper: China’s Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation
The opening paragraph acknowledges the importance of the Asia-Pacific region and
the “profound changes” occurring there. China reiterates its goal of “contributing to lasting
peace and common prosperity” which are achieved by adhering to the Five Principles of
Peaceful Coexistence. The paper contends that the region has achieved steady and fast growth
with hotspot concerns “under control,” though the region “still faces multiple destabilizing
and uncertain factors.” The paper does not name specific countries though the US, Japan and
Myanmar are alluded to in the third paragraph. A sentence in the fourth paragraph does
suggest China’s hegemonic tone to the region: “China has all along taken the advancement of
regional prosperity and stability as its own responsibility,” which may be interpreted by
critics as an attitude reminiscent of a tianxia mentality (see section 2.4.1). In order to
implement measures to achieve this aspiration, the paper suggests improving connectivity,
which is also central to China’s BRI, and can be facilitated by accessing funds from the AIIB
and Silk Road Fund. Another suggestion is for major countries to “respect others’ legitimate
interests and concerns” that resonates with the central thesis of this dissertation that “wars
happen when there is a genuine conflict of legitimate interests.”
Beijing clearly indicates that as an economic stakeholder in the region, it has rights
and aspirations that it should be allowed to pursue. As a means to achieving these economic
goals, China wishes to build a “new model of major-country relations” with the US while
improving its strategic partnership with Russia and improving relations with Japan. However,
the foundation for building “a community of shared future” would emanate from the BRI.
Furthermore, this 2017 paper emphasises gaining peace and stability in the region by
encouraging multilateralism and setting up mechanisms to achieve this, naming the SCO as
an example of prior success.
Most importantly, the white paper envisages China adopting greater security
responsibilities in the region and the world. This aligns with this thesis’ contention that China
has a legitimate interest in the security of its economic investments in the region and in
particular protecting its SLOCs that transport its vital energy shipments. In addition, this
white paper stresses China’s adherence to international law and “is committed to upholding
regional maritime security” and this is shown by China’s support and adoption of the Code
for Unplanned Encounters at Sea. However, this agreement is not signed by India and
furthermore only applies to official naval craft. This thesis has explored how China uses a
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‘maritime militia’ (pp. 73-74) to achieve its maritime goals without using official PLAN craft,
which could easily circumvent this agreement. The 2017 white paper also highlights China’s
right to build its military in order to “provide security and strategic support for its country’s
development.” Moreover, the paper strikes a balance between asserting China’s right to build
a strong military to protect its investments but that China is a peaceful country that prefers
cooperation and mutually beneficial engagements. What contradicts this is China’s unilateral
declaration of its nine-dash line in the SCS that has antagonised all the littoral countries and
this behaviour does not endorse its public statements. Nevertheless, a recurring theme in
China’s white papers, including this 2017 edition, is emphasising the supremacy of the ‘Five
Principles of Peaceful Coexistence’ and China’s complete commitment to cooperating with
other countries in a mutually beneficial manner. The paper continues to reflect that “most of
the hotspots” are historical and that states should “respect historical facts” – a clear reference
to China’s nine-dash line.
Throughout this 2017 paper, the recurring theme on any topic addressed is one
advocating peace (mentioned 67 times), harmony, cooperation, dialogue, resolving of
differences and working towards mutual (mentioned 32 times) benefits. These are admirable
aspirations yet China’s actual behaviour in the South and East China seas and the border
areas with India indicate a stronger realist approach to dealing with contentious issues, as this
thesis has consistently shown. Retrospectively assessing this paper’s China-India relations
section (the paper focuses on recent relations in 2015-16) reveals an optimistic tone and it
references how the “cooperative partnership for peace and prosperity has been further
deepened.” It lists all the organisations in which China and India have cooperated and the
positive meetings of its leaders; in addition, it highlights the “pragmatic cooperation” of their
militaries in order to “maintain peace and stability in the border areas.” Despite this optimism,
the Doklam incident (see section 4.9.8.3) that occurred in the same year this white paper was
published, again demonstrates that political realism tends to trump aspirational words. What
followed in 2020, the Galwan Valley incident, was the worst physical clash since the 1962
border war and resulted in over 20 deaths (Dutt, 2020). This has set back Sino-Indian
relations and severely undermined “political mutual trust” that China’s 2017 paper alludes to.
In sum, this 2017 paper on “China’s Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation” portrays
China as a peaceful country that only wishes to cooperate with other countries to achieve
mutually beneficial outcomes through legal mechanisms. However, it also clearly outlines
China’s claims and rights that are “indisputable” and which China will make the “necessary
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responses” to defend. Events that followed this paper clearly illustrate that realism tends to
prevail when a country’s interests are threatened. Therefore, this Chinese white paper has
been exposed as idealistically aspirational, whereas the contention of this thesis has been
supported: that is, that realism underpins Sino-Indian relations as demonstrated by the clashes
that succeeded the 2017 white paper publication.
4.7 2019 DWP
4.7.1 Introduction
In order for the international community to better understand “and explain the practice,
purposes and significance of China’s efforts to build a fortified national defense and a strong
military”, the Chinese government released China’s National Defense in the New Era in 2019.
This White Paper outlines the PRC viewpoint on the international security situation: that
there are still “destabilizing factors” and that the world is “not a tranquil place”. To elaborate,
the global security system is weakened “by growing hegemonism, power politics,
unilateralism and constant regional conflicts”. It is with this in mind that the government
justified its military budget and foreign policy. However, the above caution may well apply to
the current and future situation in the BoB. There is certainly competition between China and
India for influence among the littoral nations through trade and infrastructure projects, which
might lead to regional hegemony (Boquerat, 2018). Power politics, in terms of prioritising
self-interest over the interests of other states could be interpreted as India’s behaviour to
Nepal in 2015 when it unofficially blockaded the free-flow of goods to Nepal across their
common border; in China’s case it was financing and building an unprofitable port in Sri
Lanka that it subsequently took control of as Sri Lanka’s attempt at debt leveraging failed
with this project (and the adjoining airport). India may well consider PLAN port calls to its
BoB neighbours as power politics and a demonstration of its influence and ubiquity in the
region (Singh, 2018).
4.7.2 The Maldives and ANI
The document has confidence that “South Asia is generally stable” but that “security
hotspots rise from time to time in the region”. This could also reference the political crisis
that occurred in the Maldives with China sending 11 warships to the area to help dissuade
India from intervening to depose the China-friendly president (Kumar & Stanzel, 2018). This
is connected to another statement from the document: “China’s overseas interests are
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endangered by immediate threats such as international and regional turmoil.” China has
invested significant funds in the Maldives that include the Sinamale bridge, airport
development, housing and island rental (Kawase, 2018). China is aware that “military
competition is intensifying” and that others are “readjusting their security and military
strategies”; as well as noting that “Japan and India are rebalancing and optimising the
structure of their military forces”. Indeed, India has commissioned INS Kohassa, the third
naval air centre on the Andaman and Nicobar Islands (ANI) with a proposed 10-year
development of facilities on the islands to house more troops and berths for warships and
bases for aircraft and drones. This shows that: “The main driver for these developments is
undoubtedly the Chinese naval presence in the Indian Ocean” (Singh, 2019). These actions
by the two competitors, that is China building naval facilities in the BoB and increasingly
deploying PLAN vessels in the region and India responding by developing its strategic
capabilities, could well lead to what China’s White Paper describes as a ‘security hotspot’.
4.7.3 China’s ‘national defense policy is defensive in nature’
This White Paper again emphasises that China’s “national defense policy is defensive
in nature” and like the 2015 paper, it aims to “safeguard China’s maritime rights and interests
and overseas interests.” This would be a normal assertion for any world power to make,
especially a country with large exports and imports as these are integral to a country’s
wellbeing and future success. China has advanced high levels of foreign direct investment
(FDI) abroad and would want to ensure these are safe and protected. There is a delicate
balance between being militarily strong enough to defend overseas interests and the threat
perception that countries in the region may feel toward this military capability. In order to
have the ability to counter threats to its assets abroad, the PLA would need to project power
and demonstrate that it can repel threats.119 This might require the deployment of an aircraft
carrier or at least a battle group consisting of destroyers, frigates and submarines
accompanied with air cover. This creates a situation akin to a security dilemma that can spiral
into conflict.120 Again, protecting legitimate interests remains at the forefront of these great
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PLAN has developed its amphibious task forces with a Marine Expeditionary Unit / Amphibious Ready
Group (MEU/ARG) – the Type 075 which “carries 900 Chinese Marines and their equipment and weapons,
along with landing craft and amphibious assault vehicles to take them ashore” (Newsham, 2019, para.2).
120
As early as 2008, Asia-Pacific security experts Holmes and Yoshihara warned that if China began deploying
ballistic-missile submarines to the Indian Ocean, then India would invest heavily in antisubmarine capabilities
and competition could overshadow cooperation; this may lead to a “less benign” regional situation (p. 57).
There has been Chinese submarine activity in the IOR but China has been cautious not to escalate tensions lest
excessive force levels alarm India, though this may change according to You Ji (2016) who quotes PLA Senior
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powers’ consideration, but to the other party such ‘protection’ appears out of proportion and
therefore threatening. It is possibly with this in mind that a section of the most recent (the
eleventh) White Paper is titled: “Never Seeking Hegemony, Expansion or Spheres of
Influence.” Despite being central to most IOR countries’ economies and active in their
infrastructure building, China has not established a military or naval base on any of them,
besides Djibouti121 and this presence (aside from anti-piracy operations) has helped the PLA
deploy forces to protect its oil interests in South Sudan. However, it has been posited by the
military strategist Edward Luttwak that the rulers of China have an ‘autistic’122 quality in that
they have such a large area to govern (in fact, “all great powers are much less aware of the
outside world than small powers”) and are so preoccupied with keeping the country stable
and unified that instead of gaining a deeper understanding of a neighbouring country’s
concerns, they adhere to their “very strongly built image of the proper relationship between
China and the outside world, and that proper relationship is one in which China is not in fact
an aggressor or invader, but other countries ought to be giving things to China in tribute to
China’s centrality” (Luttwak, 2019, para.2). Is China calming the fears of India and
reassuring other littoral powers in the Indian Ocean and elsewhere that China is not overtly
seeking hegemony in the region? Is this assertion valid and in good faith? Pro-Beijing
supporters point out that whereas the US has hundreds of military bases around the world
(Figure 6), China officially has only one naval facility -- though there are potential bases
PLAN could make use of (Figure 5).

Colonel Yang Yujun who asserted that PLAN surface combatants and submarines will become a regular
development in the Indian Ocean.
121
There are also US, Japanese and French bases in Djibouti, which is an attractive location that lies on the
strategic Bab el-Mandeb Strait.
122
Pramit Pal Chaudhuri echoes this sentiment of Beijing being an ‘autistic power’ and unable to empathise
with other nations’ strategic and political positions making engagement very difficult, “primarily because of
Beijing’s complete indifference to New Delhi’s overtures” (Chaudhuri, in Brewster, 2018, p. 60). John Garver
backs this viewpoint clearly: “It strikes this analyst that China’s approach to its neighbours, India and Japan in
particular, shows certain resemblance to autism” (Garver, in Brewster, 2018, p. 75).
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Figure 5: Naval bases in the Indo-Pacific region
Source: Tweed & Leung, (2018), retrieved from https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2018-chinanavy-bases/

Figure 6: US military bases
Source: Vine, (2015), retrieved from https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/06/us-militarybases-around-the-world-119321
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4.7.4 Dual-use ports
Critics of Beijing draw attention to China’s island-building in the SCS that was
originally explained as facilities for civilian purposes, though subsequently were militarised
(Erickson, 2019) and this illustrates that rhetoric emphasising peaceful intentions cannot
always be trusted. Therefore, China may establish a network of dual-use ports in the IOR (the
so-called ‘string of pearls’) and utilise these to support the PLAN in its efforts to safeguard
Chinese assets and protect the SLOCs.123 Actions taken in defence of legitimate interests and
to continue developing the BRI are leading to expansion and creation of spheres of influence
in the IOR. As a result of this growth and development in South Asia and the BoB, China will
soon attain a position of hegemony in the region,124 even if this was not the conscious or
direct ambition from the outset. An interviewee confirmed this approach by expressing that
China would not want to increase tensions with India in the IOR and military intentions in the
area were limited to securing energy supplies; moreover, China did not intend to become a
“major player” in the region or have “the capability or willingness” to do so, certainly in the
short term (Author’s interview 2, Beijing, December 2018). Geostrategists may question
whether Beijing is fully blind to the potential of the geopolitical investments it has made in
the region and how it may take advantage of them when the time is favourable. 125 Having
several dual-use ports along one’s SLOCs is directly from Mahan’s guidelines 126 and
represents a pragmatic plan that could be realised in the future. In the current era, China is
still in the process of securing control over its local seas, building up a significant navy,
including aircraft carriers and preparing the next zone of possible contention, the BoB. As
mentioned in the ‘theory’ section, the merits of Defensive Realism and Offensive Realism are
123

This idea of China needing to protect its SLOCs in the IOR is supported by Chinese naval analyst, You Ji.
This is certainly valid in the north-western quadrant of the IO with pirate attacks and with an unstable Yemen
and an unpredictable Iran; the PLAN could thus justify its presence. However, the Bay of Bengal is a secure
zone and a Chinese naval presence would be harder to justify. An interviewee in Delhi felt strongly that: “The
protection of the SLOCs has to be done in conformity with international law, and there has to be agreement on
how this has to be carried out, and there has to be a regional agreement as well as a global agreement of this.
That means if protection of SLOCs in the Indian Ocean Region is important then it is equally important in the
South China Sea, so it has to be reciprocated (Author’s interview 2, Delhi, 2018).
124
This view of hegemony is asserted by an Indian IR professor, Jabin Jacob: “China’s strategy in the Indian
Ocean continues to evolve while keeping as a lodestar its ambition to be a global power with a presence in at
least two of the world’s major oceans” (Jacob, in Brewster, 2018, p. 209).
125
Some Indian analysts view the BRI as a foreign policy initiative that is a vehicle for spreading Chinese
influence globally and creating footholds for the Chinese military to establish themselves. For academic Jabin
Jacob, the Maritime Silk Road of BRI can be likened, to a “velvet glove hiding the iron fist of China’s military
intentions and build-up in the Indian Ocean region” (Jacob, in Brewster, 2018, p. 215).
126
In China, Mahan (discussed in sections 2.3.9 and 2.4.2 of this thesis) is influential and popular, as
documented by Yoshihara and Holmes and expressed by Arthur Waldron, “Sea-power advocates are strong, and
much impressed by Mahan. The American’s works are almost all out of print in the west, but in China several
good and thoroughly annotated translations compete for an eager market” (2012, p. 259).
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open to interpretation and can be appropriated by policy makers seeking to justify their
strategic approach. Is China being more defensive by being a security maximiser or offensive
by being a power maximiser? In the East and South China Seas, the former method seems to
be in operation, but will the latter method be employed in the IOR, particularly the BoB?
Mearsheimer believes that every great power seeks to secure its neighbourhood and establish
hegemony 127 over it in order to ensure its safety through being the dominant power.
Perspective, particularly one based on beliefs, values and historical experience, can determine
outlook and point of view that impacts on actions (also further developed in the ‘strategic
culture’ section). Because China’s very name, Zhongguo (in pinyin), means the
central/middle country/kingdom, its rulers have always had a certain idea of other countries,
which is expressed by Luttwak as follows, “And since it’s the country of the center and
benevolent . . . that’s how they see themselves, then people around the edges of China,
because the whole world is around the edges of China, should be coming and bringing tribute”
(Luttwak, 2019, para.6). This may apply to the IOR as China has now built corridors from its
landlocked provinces in the west to connect with the ocean. This is evident in both the
China–Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and the China-Myanmar Economic Corridor
(CMEC). From a Chinese ruler’s perception, China is now connected with the Indian Ocean
making it a stake-holder akin to a resident in the region and which China now needs to
control to ensure the welfare of the state. Perceiving itself to be peaceful and benevolent,
Beijing sees its military presence in the IOR as appropriate to its status in the region,
necessary to protect its interests and commensurate to the economic and political influence it
has there. This idea of centrality to a region that requires due recognition and genuflection
from others has been entrenched in tradition in China for millennia through a tribute
system. 128 Having an economy several times larger than India’s and with a military that
likewise dwarfs India’s, it is not surprising that China perceives itself as the most powerful
(and legitimate force)129 in the region. It can be concluded then that a country may not overtly
seek hegemony through promoted strategies and can actually reject the very idea of being a
hegemon, but when it has economic and financial control over all the countries as well as a

Rolland’s report ‘China’s Vision for a New World Order’ concludes that “The Chinese Communist Party
seems to envision a new world order in which China enjoys only partial hegemony rather than rules the world”
(2020, p. 2). This would fit into Mearsheimer’s political theory that countries, at minimum, strive to achieve
hegemony over their region. For China this would be Asia, including South Asia, which India lays claim over as
a sphere of influence. Will India capitulate to China’s aspirations? Further analysis in this chapter covers this.
128
The Chinese tributary system dated to the Han dynasty (202 BCE–220 CE). See also Tianxia, section 2.4.1.
129
The US may have a naval base in Diego Garcia but is not a resident power and its economic investment in
the region is minimal compared to China’s.
127
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powerful military that has gained blue sea capabilities, then the state of hegemony becomes
de facto. With a very long history of being accustomed to being the dominant power in its
own region (and beyond, during Zheng He’s voyages), the idea of China “never seeking
hegemony” would not be convincing to many international actors, particularly Asian ones.130
4.7.5 ‘Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence’
Beijing heavily relies on the ‘Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence’
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to

demonstrate its willingness to be an upstanding member of the international community and
has supplemented this with the ‘community of common destiny’132 -- an all-inclusive concept
connected to the BRI that commits to economic development and political cooperation. The
2019 DWP also states that China’s armed forces will “fulfill their international
responsibilities and obligations, and provide more public security goods to the international
community”. The idea of providing public goods as a service to the wider shipping
community could be portrayed as altruistic or from India’s point of view, China having an
excuse to deploy the PLAN in the IOR and establish a presence there that is unnecessary and
threatening to a strategic rival. The theme of legitimate actions, interests and concerns is
demonstrated in many ways and in this example too. The White Paper follows the ‘Five
Principles’ with the avowal that China is “opposed to interference in the internal affairs of
others…and any attempt to impose one’s will on others.” This is a statement that is clearly
anti-hegemonic and with China’s experience of being bullied during its ‘100 Years of
Humiliation’, China does not wish to impose the same on others. Again, non-Chinese aligned
critics argue that China’s BRI with infrastructure building and the attendant debt give it a
great deal of influence over Asian countries like Laos, Cambodia, Sri Lanka, the Maldives,
Myanmar, Bangladesh and many others. Does this economic influence extend to political
control? It might according to one interviewee: “Chinese hawkish strategists . . . believe that
this kind of business port is important for China and they could be converted into a military
purpose, when it is necessary, though for now the Chinese government is only interested in
‘the business purpose’ of ports” (Author’s interview 2, Beijing, December, 2018).

Including J. P. Panda who posits that: “For China, establishing a unipolar Asian structure is an ambition of
many decades” (2019, p. 6).
131
These were first set out in treaty form in an agreement between China and India in 1954.
132
However, Zhang (2018) argues that this concept lacks clarity and transparency and is used to ease tensions in
the SCS and allow China time to continue its mid-century goal of national rejuvenation. To Xi Jinping, the
concept “covers five perspectives including political partnership, security, economic development, cultural
exchanges and environment” (p. 198).
130
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4.7.6 Does China seek a sphere of influence outside East Asia?
The ASEAN Way is one of consensus; so for progress to be made on issues or for
statements to be issued from the organisation, there must be full agreement by all the parties.
Since China became heavily involved in infrastructure projects in Laos and Cambodia, these
countries have shielded China from any criticism regarding the SCS or in other regional areas
(Henderson, 2014). Have these states capitulated to China and accepted a form of
hegemony?133 From India’s perspective, China is gaining considerable influence in the IOR,
including the BoB, and power over the littoral states. This is analogous to hegemony.134 From
China’s viewpoint, it is simply engaging in trade and providing a vital service in building
much-needed infrastructure, which it often finances; moreover, the Western world and its
Bretton Woods institutions have not provided enough to uplift these countries and Beijing is
providing public goods by taking on the task. It can be argued that China’s commercial
operations need to be economically viable and make some profit, which will inevitably result
in a degree of debt forgiveness or a debt for equity swap. Can China abide by its contention
in the White Paper that, “No matter how it might develop, China will never threaten any other
country or seek any sphere of influence”? To sum up, countries in the IOR are more heavily
dependent on China’s trade, tourism and infrastructure largesse than they are on benefits from
India and this would persuade them to be politically acquiescent to Beijing’s interests.
4.7.7 ‘Military Strategic Guidelines’
The section in the White Paper headed ‘Military Strategic Guidelines’ relates directly
to the paper’s title, China’s National Defense in the New Era. The ‘Military Strategic
Guidelines’ follow on from previous papers and the long-standing principles and aims are
maintained including:
•

To deter and resist aggression

•

To safeguard China’s maritime rights and interests

•

To safeguard China’s overseas interests

133

Henry Kissinger suggested that states tend to bandwagon: ". . . if leaders around the world . . . assume that the
U.S. lacked either the forces or the will... they will accommodate themselves to the dominant trend" (Library of
Congress, Congressional, Research Service, Inglee, Whelan & States, 1977, pp. 157–158).
134
The US DoD has concluded in its 2019 report that China has “the aim of emerging as the preeminent power
in the Indo-Pacific region (Office of The Secretary of Defense Washington, D C, 2019, p. i). This aim is
analogous to hegemony that would naturally manifest with China’s overwhelming economic influence
combined with the deployment of its naval forces in the region.
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These have been commented on before when included in the previous two DWP and their
reappearance reiterates Beijing’s commitment to these aims that could certainly apply to the
situation in the BoB and potentially cause friction with New Delhi. The proclamation to resist
aggression is another two-edged sword. What exactly constitutes ‘aggression’ and to what
level will resistance be applied? Further in the 2019 DWP, there is an assertion that PLAN
will “resolutely respond to security threats, infringements and provocations on the sea”. This
has China’s ‘local’ seas in mind but with the importance that the BoB is starting to play in
Beijing’s strategic thinking,135 employing this approach in the quadrant of the Indian Ocean
that contains the western entrance of the Malacca Strait is feasible. An addition in the 2019
paper states that “China’s national defense is the responsibility of all Chinese people”. This
could add another dimension to threat perceptions by nations with a Chinese diaspora, PRC
workers or companies. This approach supplants the Whole-of-Government Approach (section
4.6.5) and instead is elevated to the ‘whole of society’ method. This method is more
encompassing and utilizes all the resources at a government’s disposal more effectively.
Another strategic goal is to ‘greatly improve strategic capabilities’. If applied to the BoB this
can be evidenced in the way that China has built dual-use ports in the region and has an
aircraft carrier program that is yielding results.

Chinese naval strategist, You Ji, sums it up, “Geo-strategically the Indian Ocean is closely linked to the
South China Sea” (in Brewster, 2018, p. 94).
135
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Figure 7: PLAN aircraft carrier Liaoning’s maiden voyage
Source: Vine, (2015), retrieved from https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/06/us-militarybases-around-the-world-119321

4.7.8 PLAN’s ‘far seas’ ambition
Figure 4 shows the route of the first aircraft carrier from Jianggezhuang Naval Base
on the Yellow Sea near Qingdao to Hong Kong. However, with a naval base at Zhanjiang in
Guangdong province near Hainan Island, this would shorten the passage to the BoB,
especially with a harbour at Sansha city in the Paracel Islands as a possible stopover. Already
the PLAN is developing its ability to venture into blue waters with its carrier group as
mentioned in the 2019 White Paper: “The PLA Navy (PLAN) has extended training to the far
seas and deployed the aircraft carrier task group for its first far seas combat exercise in the
West Pacific.” As outlined in this thesis, China is securing its ‘near seas’ in order to prevent
another scenario like the 1996 Taiwan Strait Crisis when China was powerless to prevent a
US naval carrier from entering the Taiwan Strait and intimidating the PLA who was too
militarily weak to respond. Since then, Beijing has focused heavily on anti-access/area denial
(A2/AD) systems 136 and developed weapons 137 that would deter the US from entering

“Contemporary A2/AD doctrine leverages both offensive and defensive platforms” that “prevent the
uncontested access to its air and maritime approaches by potential adversaries” (Kuper, 2019).
136
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China’s ‘air and maritime approaches’. It is natural for a country to develop a national
defence system that prevents aggressors from easily entering its near seas and rendering it
vulnerable. China has certainly succeeded in its goal to prevent this from happening and has
developed the People’s Liberation Army Rocket Force (PLARF) 138 into a modern and
advanced force that poses “new and formidable challenges to the US and its allies, especially
with respect to strategic stability, deterrence and extended deterrence,
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and allied

conventional force operations” (Gill & Ni, 2019). In addition, Beijing has prioritised building
its navy into a large and world-class force that may still lack the overall quality of the US
Navy but is larger and rapidly narrowing the technological gap.140 In 1995, China had 52
submarines, 18 destroyers and 32 frigates but has enlarged its fleet to 76 submarines, 33
destroyers, 52 frigates and two aircraft carriers in just 25 years (Table 2). With this naval
build-up that China has accomplished in record time, the PLAN is fast becoming capable of
blue sea operations and confident that it can move a portion of its vast navy to the Indian
Ocean where it can operate a carrier force ostensibly to safeguard its sea-lanes and overseas
interests but with an added dimension of force projection.
Of the various actions that China might take in the BoB, performing joint exercises
with other navies may be considered provocative and threatening by India. This is outlined in
the 2019DWP: “Since 2012, China has held over 100 joint exercises and training with more
than 30 countries . . . in locations extending from China’s periphery to the far seas.” So far
China has limited its naval drills to within its ‘near seas’ – especially the SCS where it is
reinforcing its claim to 90% of the area – but it is possible that the PLAN might conduct
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The DF-26 missile is designed with an estimated range of 3,000-5,471 kilometres, and may be used in the
nuclear, conventional and anti-ship strike roles. The DF-21 is China's first successful land-based, solid fuel
rocket system, it represents the pinnacle of the nation's anti-ship ballistic missile capabilities. The DF-17 is a
hypersonic glide vehicle, is entering service. The DF-16 was introduced in 2015, and is designed to specifically
counter Taiwan's MIM-104 PAC 3 Patriot system. The CJ-10 is derived from the Cold War-era Soviet Kh-55
cruise missile, and is the premier cruise missile of the PLA with an estimated range of between 1,500 and 4,000
kilometres (Kuper, 2019; IISS, Military Balance, 2020, p. 259).
138
The PLARF, which was upgraded 2016 from the Second Artillery Corps to become a full service like the
army, navy and airforce, comprises both nuclear and conventional missiles. These are intended for strategic
deterrence and warfighting, respectively. The PLARF has been explicitly called upon by the Chinese leadership
to make a significant contribution to “strategic balance” between China and its main strategic competitors (Gill
& Ni, 2019, para.3).
139
A new combat concept of ‘global reach and deterrence’ was introduced by Xi Jinping in 2015 with the Indian
Ocean as a “new potential battlefield” (You Ji in Brewster, 2018, p. 91).
140
“China commissioned 18 and 14 ships in 2016 and 2017, respectively. In that same timeframe, the U.S. Navy
only commissioned five and eight ships. By 2018, China had approximately 300 more ships than the U.S. Navy.
At this rate, the PLAN could become ‘the world’s second largest navy by 2020.’ More alarming, China could
become ‘a combat fleet that in overall order of battle is quantitatively and even perhaps qualitatively on a part
with that of the U.S. Navy by 2030’ ” (Danby, 2019, para.11).
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exercises with India’s neighbours in the BoB, if it needs to act demonstratively or wish to
assert dominance.
China

India

Military Powers Ranked

3

4

Total population

1,384,688,986

1,296,834,042

Manpower available

752,855,402

622,480,340

Fit-for-service

621,105,706

494,249,390

Reaching military age

19,614,518

23,116,044

Active personnel

2,183,000

1,362,500

Reserve components

510,000

2,100,000

Total military Personnel

2,693,000

3,462,500

Defence Budget

224,000,000,000 55,200,000,000

Total Aircraft

3,187

2,082

Fighters / Interceptors

1,222

520

Attack Aircraft

1,564

694

Transports

193

248

Trainers

368

364

Helicopters

1,004

692

Attack helicopters

281

17

Serviceable Airports

507

346

Rocket projectors

2,050

266

Total naval assets

714

295
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Aircraft carriers

2 (+1)

1 (+1)

Submarines

76

16

Frigates

52

13

Destroyers

33

11

Corvettes

42

22

Patrol craft

192

139

Mine warfare craft

33

1

Merchant marine strength

4,287

1,674

Major ports and terminals

16

12

Table 2: India and China military strength compared
Source: table compiled by author using data from “Comparison Results (China vs India)”, (2019), retrieved Jan
15, 2020 from https://www.globalfirepower.com/countries-comparisondetail.asp?form=form&country1=china&country2=india&Submit=COMPARE

4.7.9 Beijing Xiangshan Forum (BXF)
In order to alleviate any concerns from its neighbours and the world, China uses the
Beijing Xiangshan Forum (BXF)141 as a platform to assure people of its benign intent in their
neighbourhoods. The Chinese defence minister, Wei Fenghe, insisted at the 9th BXF meeting
in 2019 that “China will never attach any political strings, force nations to take sides,
interfere in other countries’ domestic affairs or push its agenda on to others” (Chaturvedy,
2019, para.6). This is consistent with the White Paper, which reinforces Wei’s comments and
stresses the forum’s purpose in “addressing regional security threats and challenges”.
4.8.1 Conclusion to 2019 DWP
The PRC 2019 Defence White Paper concludes with a strong message of peace and an
affirmation that: “China firmly believes that hegemony and expansion are doomed to failure.”
“The Forum was started in 2006 as a biennial track-2 platform for Chinese and international defence
intellectuals from government and non-government think tanks to discuss regional and global security concerns,
challenges and opportunities” (Chaturvedy, 2019).
141
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These words may well be spoken with sincerity and knowledge that imperial overstretch142
has been the downfall of many great powers, and currently the US is illustrative of this
condition (Janaro, 2014). However, the concept of the ‘reluctant hegemon’ has been explored
by Bulmer & Paterson (2013) in relation to Germany (and Europe) and the same may well
apply to China. Deng Xiaoping’s ‘hide and bide’ strategy has been discarded since the GFC
and a new Chinese assertiveness143 has emerged. China has heavily invested in providing UN
peace-keeping forces globally144 and this, in combination with extensive global investments - connected with the BRI or otherwise -- have resulted in the need for Beijing to play a role in
regional politics.145 There are incentives and a logical inclination for a country to show its
power in its areas of interests (and even ones tangential to its interests);attempts to resist, as
the US did with its policy of isolationism, 146 would be thwarted throughout 20th century
history and into the current century when the US invaded Iraq and Afghanistan. What started
for the US as a cherished ideal to engage harmoniously with other nations, as expressed by
the country’s third president, Thomas Jefferson, in his inaugural address, “summed up
American isolationism as a doctrine of ‘peace, commerce, and honest friendship with all
nations, entangling alliances with none . . .’” (quoted from Longley, 2019, para.9). There is a
strong parallel between these affirmations and what the government of the PRC advocates as
its foreign policy. However, with interests at stake and with the US currently adopting an
‘America First’ foreign policy, China may need to play a greater role in other countries and
regions. This may apply to the IOR, which is not only economically and strategically relevant
to the PRC but also in need of a stabilising influence from issues in the north-western IOR
like the Yemen civil war and Iran’s strategic posture to problems in the north-east such as the
Rohingya refugee issue. Therefore, despite claims by foreign minister Wang Yi that “China
will not, repeat, not repeat the old practice of a strong country seeking hegemony” (quoted in
142

Yale historian Paul Kennedy defines imperial overstretch as the overextension either geographically,
economically, or militarily that inevitably leads to the exhaustion of vital domestic resources and the
consequential decline and fall (Kennedy, 1989, pp. 488-514).
143
PRC Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi said: “China is a big country and other countries are small countries, and
that’s just a fact.” In other words, there is a hierarchy and nations need to adjust accordingly. Wortzel believes
that since Xi Jinping assumed power in China, he has been clear in striving to achieve great power status for the
country, leading to a more confrontational approach in its East and South Seas. This has meant that “as the PLA
becomes more powerful, China will become more assertive and less willing to compromise” (2013, p. 173).
This attitude may well carry over into the BoB and influence how China will manage its key objectives there.
144
“China is a key troop-contributing state – often deploying the most peacekeepers out of the permanent
membership of the UN Security Council to the second largest fielded ‘army’ in the world” (Fung, 2015, p. 1).
145
For example, China’s involvement with the Taliban in Afghanistan is argued to be aimed at India’s Kashmir
policy and the security of BRI, thereby demonstrating Beijing’s wider geopolitical calculations (Chang, 2019).
146
Isolationists believed that the US should not become entangled in the political affairs of distant states and
that “America could advance the cause of freedom and democracy by means other than war” (Longley, 2019,
para.4).
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Mastro, 2019), the lure of having complete control over a region vital to China’s economic
well-being could prove difficult to resist. 147 India may not choose to acknowledge the
‘reluctant hegemon’ concept and may instead focus on the ‘string of pearls’ theory that China
is strategically encircling India with the underlying goal of achieving hegemony in the IOR.
Thus far, China has been cautious at not overtly converting its economic power and control
over assets, like ports, into hard power that would alarm India. The PLAN has not militarised
the ports it has built in Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, 148 and Myanmar, but has made them into
‘dual-use’ facilities. China had always strongly claimed that it would never own an overseas
military base (China has no military ambition in Djibouti, 2015), but reconsidered and built a
base149 on the Gulf of Aden at Djibouti. This was to support its anti-piracy operations on the
Horn of Africa and assist with protecting Chinese oil assets in South Sudan and other
investments in East Africa. This is an example showing that Chinese geopolitical concerns
can trump ideological beliefs and that being politically pragmatic comes foremost. Another
aspect to understanding Chinese wording and how it may relate to intentions, is the meaning
attributed to words. China has become adept at adopting ideals or concepts and moulding
them to fit Chinese purposes. For example, the CCP advocated communism in China and
appropriated the Russian model but amended it to fit Chinese needs as determined by Mao.
Later on, ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ was implemented by Deng Xiaoping when
it was realised that China required growth from a market economy. Thus, Marxism–Leninism
was adapted to Chinese conditions and the phrase ‘with Chinese characteristics’ has become
synonymous with the Chinese government adopting a foreign policy or concept but Sinicising
it in order to ideologically justify its use. The use of words with ‘Chinese definitions’ can be
illustrated in China’s constitution, much of which is modelled on Stalin’s 1936 constitution:
“Citizens of the People’s Republic of China enjoy freedom of speech, of the press, of
assembly, of association, of procession and of demonstration” (Constitution of the PRC, 1982,
p.34). Moreover, Article 2 states: “All power in the People’s Republic of China belongs to
the people”; and Article 3 says: “The National People’s Congress and the local people’s

Mastro describes the lure of power: “As one Chinese official put it to me, ‘Being a great power means you
get to do what you want, and no one can say anything about it’” (as quoted in Mastro, 2019, para.3).
148
It has been noted by Indian critics of the Chinese presence in the BoB that Chinese sales of submarines and
other craft to Bangladesh allow PLAN personnel to be present at their bases for training and servicing (Jacob, in
Brewster, 2018).
149
Operating in distant seas without a base or at least a naval facility is “greatly stressing” as described by
Chinese defence minister General Chen Bingde in 2011. This strain on the PLAN capability strongly impacted
on China building a naval base in Djibouti. Although Chinese naval abilities have improved greatly since then,
if the PLAN wished to spend significant periods of time in the BoB then to maintain and supply ships, a naval
facility at minimum would be required (Saunders, Yung, Swaine & Nien-Dzu Ya, 2011).
147
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congresses at various levels are constituted through democratic elections.” These assertions
do not match the reality of the political landscape in the PRC. They do not match the reality
of the constitution either, as all these freedoms are subsumed under the CCP leadership, as
the Preamble of the same 1982 Constitution reveals: “Under the leadership of the Communist
Party of China and the guidance of Marxism-Leninism and Mao Zedong Thought, the
Chinese people of all nationalities will continue to adhere to the people’s democratic
dictatorship and the socialist road . . .” Why enshrine noble principles that are dependent on
the higher authority of the CCP? Words are important to convey an image of how the CCP
would like to be perceived; it desires to be legitimate in the eyes of the Chinese people and
the world community. Words also need to conform to ideology and past rhetoric. Hence,
when the PLAN acquired land to build a military base at Djibouti, it was called a “support
facility” and established for the purposes of “peacekeeping and humanitarian operations”
(Panda, 2017, para.3). This dichotomy between what outsiders perceive to be happening or
what has occurred and very different Chinese representations of the same event was
examined in the ‘strategic culture’ section. A further relevant reflection is the Confucian
concept of zhengming, the ‘rectification of names’ or ‘rectification of terms’. It involves
matching roles with behaviour: “a ruler should rule well and not behave like thief. A father
should be a father and not act like the child” (Dellios & Ferguson, 2013, p. 81, drawing on
Confucius, The Analects, 12.11). The CCP needs to affirm to itself that it matches its role,
ideology and mission. This is often captured in formulations or slogans (such as the “peaceful
rise”) that may not match the reality of other percipients, but accord with China’s self-image.
The second part of this chapter examines the intentions of China and India from
documented actions by the two countries in the region and also the viewpoints of
governments through official publications and the opinions of Asia-Pacific experts obtained
from media sources. The merits of these are analysed and evaluated in order to create a
framework for a model that is used to anticipate and understand potential conflict triggers in
the region.
4.9 The China Military Power Reports
4.9.1 ‘Grey Zone’ activities
In order to gain a deeper understanding of current Chinese strategy and intentions, as
a counterbalance to the 2019 China White Paper, the China Military Power Report (formerly
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the ‘Pentagon Report’)150 will be examined to assess and understand its implications. The
report includes quantifiable aspects of force structure and technology, a section on military
strategy and doctrine, and comments on what has come to be known as ‘grey zone’ warfare in
which the PLAN engages. These tactics, which are likely to apply in the future to the BoB,
can be explained as avoiding direct confrontation by engaging in activities planned to fall
below the level of armed conflict (Erickson, 2019). Therefore, the PRC naval command sends
out the China Coast Guard (CCG) and the People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia (PAFMM)
to operate in zones of contention and possible conflict. The PLAN force is held back but at
the ready if needed for backup (see Figure 6 for where the CCG and PAFMM fit into China’s
military force structure). This has been evident in Chinese maritime behaviour, particularly in
the South China Sea where this method is used against the Philippine navy and fishermen
(Klein, 2019; Kennedy, 2018). As a result of numerous incidents involving the aggressive
tactics of the CCG and the PAFMM in the SCS, 151 in January 2019 US Admiral John
Richardson told Chinese Vice Admiral Shen Jinlong that the US would not distinguish
between PLAN vessels and China’s militia, meaning that their aggressive behaviour152 would
not be as tolerated as before and stronger measures could be taken. This change in perception
from the US navy command heightens the risk of a small incident escalating into a situation
that may result in armed conflict. These issues have been raised at the ASEAN Regional
Forum (ARF) but have been blocked by China, who prefers to address such problems on a
bilateral level. Former US diplomat and strategic advisor Brian Klein has recommended that,
“military dialogue needs to increase to match this rising risk of small-scale skirmishes
leading to broader armed conflict” (2019, para.2). This scenario could be analogous to what
may develop in the BoB, as potential exists for similar scenarios to occur and this accords
with the China Military Power Report’s assessment that, “China expects significant elements
of a modern conflict to occur at sea” (p. 14). This may currently refer to the South and East
China Seas but scenario transference to an adjacent maritime domain with comparable
strategic issues should not be ruled out. Martinson and Yamamoto (2017) of the US Naval
War College have translated and analysed an article printed in Naval Studies, a PLA
The Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of
China 2019.
151
Huiyun Feng acknowledges that after 2010, “China’s behaviour in the SCS during this time period did
indeed become more and more assertive and even pre-emptive in nature, because the realpolitik strand of
Chinese strategic culture emphasizes strength in reaction, prompts the use of force for victory and even accepts
risks in order to succeed” (2019, p. 12).
152
The China Military Power Report (p. 53) states: “the PAFMM plays a major role in coercive activities to
achieve China’s political goals without fighting. . . .” It “has played significant roles in a number of military
campaigns and coercive incidents over the years.”
150
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publication, acknowledging that for China the SCS is “a struggle for dominance in regional
security affairs” and that it is a “long-term, patient and comprehensive contest to master the
strategic initiative”. One of the tactics employed is described as “sending civilians first, and
following them with the military” and “concealing the military among civilians”. These
tactics could be pursued in the BoB as the conditions there would suit the approach China
considers successful in the SCS. Furthermore, the Chinese publication recommends that
crises should be exploited and even manufactured if such a proactive measure will give China
victory. These notably realist sentiments highlight that the PLAN has a distinct strategy to
control and dominate the strategic region of the South and East China Seas and when that is
fully achieved, a similar blueprint may be used in the adjacent BoB due to its strategic
significance.
4.9.2 China’s global economic interests
The China Military Power Report on ‘distant areas’ provides insight into future
developments that may occur in regions with significant Chinese investment. This will
increase over time as projections from the International Energy Agency (IEA) forecast that
China’s oil imports will steadily increase and result in 80% of its oil being imported by 2035.
This puts extra pressure on Beijing to secure and protect its SLOCs and energy facilities,
especially in the IOR. The logical conclusion that the China Military Power Report came to is:
“China’s advancement of global economic projects will probably drive new PLA overseas
basing through a perceived need to provide security for OBOR projects” (p. i). The
consequence of China’s need for energy, numerous overseas investments formalised in
OBOR/BRI in 2013, and geopolitical ambitions require a solution that will likely result in
more bases like Djibouti. Considering the number of militarily powerful countries that have
overseas bases,153 this would be an uncontroversial move as China has legitimate interests to
protect in the IOR.154 However, China’s strong anti-imperialist rhetoric and avowal that it
would never have overseas bases may need justifying to segments of its internal audience.
Nevertheless, if China goes ahead with establishing military bases in the IOR and particularly
in the BoB, India would conclude that the ‘string of pearls’ theory – China encircling India –
is manifesting. Interestingly, Beijing believes the US has been applying such an encirclement
strategy to China; that is, US forces based in Japan and South Korea (and previously the
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For example, Russia, France, the UK, and India.
As acknowledged by an interviewee who considered it China’s “legitimate right” to have bases abroad, if it
chose to do so (Author’s interview 3, Beijing, 2019).
154
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Philippines and Taiwan) as well as Singapore, keep China corralled within the first island
chain and unable to have free and easy (undetected) access to the Pacific Ocean. This is
expressed by Asian security specialist, Nadège Rolland: “BRI is a counter-encirclement
strategy. Chinese strategic planners see the United States as an oppressive global hegemon
determined to prevent China’s rise” (2019, para.41). In a similar way, India feels that Beijing
is encircling it by aligning IOR countries economically with China and having control over
strategic investments like ports. 155 China has been reacting aggressively to the American
presence in its ‘backyard’ and India may do the same, which would lead to heightened
tensions and possible conflict. It might be a goal of the PLAN to manage and contain any
conflict by having sufficient forces in relevant zones which would allow China “to preposition the necessary logistics support to sustain naval deployments in waters as distant as
the Indian Ocean…to protect its growing interests” (China Military Power Report, p. 11).
This has been alluded to or directly suggested by Chinese IR experts,156 being cognisant of
the difficulties of supplying and maintaining a fleet far from home bases and thus the need for
internationalising Chinese military power (Kania, 2019).157 From a US perspective, the China
Military Power Report suggests “a mixture of military logistics models, including preferred
access to overseas commercial ports and a limited number of exclusive PLA logistics
facilities, probably collocated with commercial ports, most closely aligns with China’s
overseas military logistics needs” (p. 16). It is evident that US military experts consider
China acquiring bases in the IOR as a high probability158 and considering the large number of
US overseas bases (or ‘lily-pads’), they understand the necessity, or certainly advantages, of
having such facilities – as affirmed in the nineteenth century by US naval strategist Alfred
Thayer Mahan (discussed in 2.3.9 and 2.4.2 of this thesis).
4.9.3 US Naval War College report, Echelon Defense
The US Naval War College (NWC) published a report Echelon Defense: The Role of
Sea Power in Chinese Maritime Dispute Strategy in 2018 that assesses the PLAN approach
and tactics to maritime disputes in the South and East China Seas. It examines the progress of
However, Chunhao Low asserts, “the fact is that Chinese investments in Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh
mainly consist of commercial infrastructure building instead of military bases” (2012, p. 630).
156
"Setting up overseas military bases is not an idea we have to shun; on the contrary, it is our right." An
opinion expressed in 2011 by Shen Dingli, a Professor of International Relations at Fudan University (Malik,
2011, p. 351).
157
However, Kania cautions that a mirror-image of the Western approach to bases may not necessarily be
copied and there may well be a “lighter overseas footprint”. This suggests that dual-use ports may be Beijing’s
initial foray into foreign bases.
158
This is corroborated by an interviewee (Author’s interview 3, Beijing, 2019).
155
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the PLAN in dealing with disputes in these seas and the results of their newfound assertive
tactic in resolving maritime disputes through the mechanism of “unarmed or lightly armed
constabulary vessels backed up by Chinese navy surface combatants” (Martinson, 2018, p.
57). This explains the use of the term ‘eschelon’ in the NWC report.
4.9.4 Chinese naval strategy transferable to BoB?
There are several examples of this new policy involving navy craft, fishing boats or
coast guard vessels from nations such as the US, Japan, the Philippines, Malaysia and
Indonesia. So far, China has managed to keep the level of conflict low enough not to
precipitate conflict (hence a ‘grey zone’ activity), though there have been close calls.159 Only
the US is militarily strong enough to challenge the PLAN and its secondary forces; the other
countries’ navies back down and show restraint in threatening circumstances but will the
Indian Navy respond in a similar situation if these scenarios are replicated in the BoB? The
Doklam standoff (section 4.9.8.3) on the land border showed that India is willing to stand up
to China if it considers a particular situation merits a military response. The same could occur
in the Indian Ocean if India believes that China would gain too great a strategic advantage if
it backed down. An incident in the East China Sea involving Japan illustrates how China can
use provocative actions in disputed areas for purposes unrelated to the specific dispute in
question. That is, Chinese leaders perceive these disputes as a means to gain ‘capital’ that can
be used to pressure a country into discontinuing other behaviour or policies of which Beijing
disapproves (Martinson, 2018). This approach by Chinese leaders can only exacerbate
situations that are naturally volatile without additional ulterior motives introduced -- a tactic
that may not ensure peace in the BoB if employed by PLAN commanders. The NWC
Echelon Defense report highlights PLAN doctrine160 that uses its navy in a deterrent capacity
by showing its naval power and dissuading opponents from resorting to the use of force. The
Echelon Defense report illustrates ways that this can be achieved, “The navy can show its
power through naval exercises, escort operations, patrols, and weapons testing” (as quoted in
Martinson, 2018, p. 21). Whether these tactics will be employed in the BoB and IOR is of

159

Ironically, between 2003-2009, China implemented a successful political, diplomatic and military strategy in
East Asia in step with its ‘peaceful rise’ slogan. However, this was abandoned and replaced with aggressive
actions by the PLAN (Wortzel, 2013).
160
As outlined in the 1999 edition of the Science of Military Strategy (published by China’s National Defense
University).
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course uncertain, but if PLAN does decide to implement them, the Indian Navy responses
may be more aggressive.161
It may be argued that conditions in the BoB do not resemble the SCS.162 However,
similar issues could easily arise and this can be illustrated by the example of fishing rights in
Somali waters. The Somali minister of fisheries signed an agreement in 2018 that allows 31
Chinese vessels to fish in Somali waters for tuna (Mumin, 2019). The Somali navy lacks a
coast guard that can monitor and regulate foreign vessels effectively and there are concerns
with the environmental impact and overfishing163 that would affect local fishermen. China
has a massive distant water fishing (DWF) fleet164 that has put great pressure on fish stocks
worldwide (Figure 8). If Chinese fishing fleets were to gain access to a country’s EEZ waters
in the BoB due to debt distress and fishing rights were used to offset this, it may heighten
tensions as fishing vessels are universally notorious for encroaching 165 into neighbouring
waters. In the SCS, there is tension between the littoral countries and China due to the
unilaterally declared 9-dash line. This has triggered conflict over fishing rights due to China’s
tactic to use its maritime militia to intimidate other nations’ fishermen. 166 A similar situation
may arise in the BoB167 and is a likely trigger for conflict according to this paper’s hypothesis.

161

In November 2019, The Russian and Chinese navies arrived in South Africa for naval exercises in the Indian
Ocean with South African Rear Admiral Bubele Mhlana quoted as saying, “The ocean is too huge for one nation
to dominate . . .” (Flanagan, 2019, para.4); however, it is not clear if these comments are directed at any nation
in particular. If China were to engage in naval exercise closer to India, there might be Indian concern.
162
This view was put forth by an interviewee who doubted there would be conflict in the Bay of Bengal because
“there are no sovereignty conflicts in this area - not like South China Sea because they have some territorial
disputes”. In addition, China must consider conflict possibilities in its near seas and so would not want to open
two fronts: “we don't want to fight in the two lines. So that's why China will accommodate with India”
(Author’s interview 3, Beijing, 2019). That is certainly in line with this paper’s hypothesis that China will only
become more assertive in the Indian Ocean once it has secured the SCS, which it is close to achieving or may
have already done. “The Pentagon has reportedly enacted 18 war games against China over Taiwan, and China
has prevailed in every one” (Zakaria, 2019).
163
These concerns are voiced by Abdirahman Omar Hassan, a Mogadishu-based environmental activist and
lawyer: “Overfishing by Chinese trawlers has cost thousands of jobs in West Africa. Thousands of fishers were
left idle in their home towns. Now if they come to Somalia, they will ruin the local fishers and destroy our
waters” (Mumin, 2019, para.12).
164
“Greenpeace has found that from 2014-2016, China’s DWF fleet (vessels operating outside Chinese waters)
increased by 400 vessels to nearly 2,900” (Kang, 2016).
165
“In 2015 Sri Lankan authorities claimed to have spotted 40,544 Indian trawlers in Sri Lanka’s territorial
waters. Seventy trawlers were seized and 450 fishermen were arrested. At least 100 deaths have been reported.
Conversely, many Sri Lankan tuna fishermen have also been arrested in India” (Ghosh & lobo, 2017). With the
addition of Chinese fishing trawlers, tensions can only be exacerbated.
166
In late December, 2019, more than 50 Chinese fishing vessels, military militia boats and the Chinese Coast
Guard occupied territory within Indonesia’s EEZ leading to tensions (Sambhi, 2020).
167
Professor Srikanth Kondapalli endorses the hypothesis of this thesis using the SCS (and East China Sea) to
help understand what may unfold in the BoB: “China had been relatively successful in projecting its power in
these two regions and provides valuable lessons in such missions in the Pacific and the Indian Oceans in the
near future” (Kondapalli, in Brewster, 2018, p. 119).
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Figure 8: Top 15 fishing nations in 2016
Source: Amos, (2018), retrieved from https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-43169824

4.9.5 Echelon Defense summary
The Echelon Defense report concludes that whereas the ‘echelon defense’ adopted by
China has been effective, it has come at the cost of alienating its neighbours, damaging
relations and bolstering the balancing effect of the US in the area. China has succeeded in
realising certain aims in the SCS but has also antagonised its neighbours -- and lost soft
power gains it had previously made. In sum, by achieving the aim of protecting its maritime
interests, China has undermined another core goal of ousting the US from Asia by portraying
them as currently superfluous to the needs of the region (Zhang, 2018). In some ways, the
Chinese government has become a captive of its own narrative particularly with regard to its
‘Century of Humiliation’, which provides a strong motivation for nationalists to chastise the
CCP government if they do not strongly enforce what are perceived as “China’s rights”.168
The CCP is aware of the importance of securing public support and this was clearly spelled
out in 2013 when Xi addressed the Central Committee, “Winning or losing public support is
an issue that concerns the CPC’s survival or extinction” (Study History, 2013, para.3). The
Chinese government generally maintains tight control over all media in China169 and does
incite or suppress nationalism according to the situation, but it cannot completely shut off
It is notable that “Chinese attitudes are more hawkish than dovish and that younger Chinese, while perhaps
not more nationalist in identity, may be more hawkish in their foreign policy beliefs than older generations.
Netizens and elites are even more inclined to call on the Chinese government to invest in and rely more on
military strength” (Weiss, 2019, p. 1). Thus, the younger and more socially vocal population may demand
government action if a slight is perceived.
169
Caixin Weekly is an exception (Al Jazeera News, 2020)
168
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information at all times. If an incident were to surface where a Chinese vessel was sunk or its
crew killed, public pressure might spur the CCP to seek retribution instead of showing
restraint.
4.9.6 China’s Economic Interests
China has long felt constrained by its geography -- being restricted within the first
island chain -- and having the US military embedded within that zone through bases in Japan
and South Korea. China’s challenge since the end of the Second World War when this
geopolitical situation arose, has been to break out of this cordon that hampers the PLAN from
easily and stealthily exiting the East and South China Seas. The first priority for the PLA was
to build A2/AD capabilities170 that prevent potential adversaries from easily accessing its air
and maritime approaches (Kuper, 2019). With the building of islands in the SCS and their
subsequent militarisation, including basing anti-ship cruise missiles and the H-6K nuclear
capable bomber on them, China has sent strong signals that it is securing an access point to
the eastern side of Malacca Strait. Figure 9 illustrates the extent of control that the PLA has
acquired over the SCS since its island-building initiatives in 2012. The coloured and blackdash circles show the range that the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) fighter aircraft have from the
air bases that have been built on Fiery Cross Reef, Mischief Reef, Subi Reef and Woody
Island. In fact, the PLAAF bomber aircraft have a longer range and can gain greater access
into the BoB. With such capabilities established over the SCS, the only world power that
could deter China would be the US Navy.171
While China has largely secured the eastern side of the Malacca Strait and despite
littoral countries in the region opposing China’s 9-dash line claim, there is little they can do
to change the status quo that China is militarily dominant and seemingly in control of the
SCS (Figure 9). The US response has been to exercise ‘freedom of navigation operations’
(FONOPS) that challenge China’s claim that it has rights, such as an EEZ, on islands that
have been artificially created and do not match the criteria to legally attain such rights
according to UNCLOS (Blackwill, Cohen & Economy, 2020).

The state of China’s power capacity is well summarised by Kuper: “The core of China's growing A2AD
capabilities is the nation's growing arsenal of advanced anti-ship and traditional ballistic and cruise missiles,
designed as a more flexible and survivable complement the People's Liberation Army Rocket Force's
deterrence-focused intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) forces with a focus on countering the strategic and
tactical power projection forces of the US and its regional allies” (2019, para.9).
171
Interestingly, US Navy analyst Kyle Mizokami (2019) has modelled how the US would lose to China in a
simulated wargame.
170
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Chinese Power Projection Capabilities in the South China Sea

Figure 9: Chinese Power Projection Capabilities in the South China Sea
Source: “Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative”, (2020), retrieved from https://amti.csis.org/chinesepower-projection/

4.9.6.1 Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
However, in order to secure the western side of the Strait, China would need an
opportunity to develop a presence in the region. This was presented in 2013 when Chinese
Leader Xi Jinping announced his foreign infrastructure proposal, ‘One Belt One Road’
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(OBOR), now officially referred to in English as the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).172 The
construction of internal infrastructure projects that had helped fuel the Chinese economy were
slowing down as the economically feasible ones (and other less economically viable ones)
had already been built. There were state-owned enterprises (SOE) that required construction
projects to sustain them and absorb the overcapacity. For both China and undeveloped
countries around the world, and particularly in Asia, this was a mutually beneficial
relationship: the economic forces of supply and demand intersected with developing nations
seeking finance and infrastructure and China needing to keep its SOE employees active and
over-producing industries (such as steel, glass, cement, and aluminium) with markets. The
now rebranded BRI provided China with the opportunity of pursuing its strategic interests in
the IOR. In spite of this, it has gained the moniker ‘string of pearls’ by sceptical Indian
observers and US strategists like Richard Fisher who believe that China is pursuing a strategy
akin to Mearsheimer’s offensive realism: “An effort to break out of the South China Sea, and
then project into the Indian Ocean is one of the opening moves in China’s quest for global
military and economic dominance” (Philipp, 2015, para.5). There is little overt evidence that
supports such a strong contention, though supporters claim circumstantial evidence is
building up to support their views. 173 Nevertheless, China’s investments in the IOR have
given Beijing much influence in the region and access or even control over ports such as
Hambantota, Gwadar, Kyaukpyu, and possibly near Ream Naval Base in Cambodia (see
footnote 89, above). At this stage, these ports are potentially dual-use but have not been coopted for PLAN purposes and would not be until Chinese strategists deemed it necessary.174
This would follow the current consolidating and normalising phase that Beijing is presiding
over in the SCS that matches Mahan’s advice to the US navy but can equally be applied to
the PLAN:
Having therefore no foreign establishments, either colonial or military, the ships of
war of the United States, in war, will be like land birds, unable to fly far from their
It is still known in China as OBOR or in Chinese 一帶 一路 / 一带 一路; pinyin: Yidai Yilu. BRI entered the
lexicon in 2016 to overcome a common misunderstanding in the region that there was only one belt and only
one road. BRI allows for the notion of a vast network of belts and roads (see Bērziņa-Čerenkova, 2016).
173
In an anarchic and self-interested environment, a country does not necessarily project its intentions, which
may evolve with time. This can be seen with China insisting it would never have an overseas military base –
contradicted by Djibouti, and a promise not to militarise the newly built islands in the SCS, which subsequently
were. Therefore, it would not be surprising if the PLAN were to establish naval bases in the BoB as a natural
evolution of its ‘Go Out’ (Zǒuchūqū Zhànlüè) policy and through strategic necessity.
174
Expert opinion is mixed and the conclusion that can be drawn is that South Asian infrastructure projects are
not fully military or commercially oriented; there appears to be an evolving strategic approach affecting
decisions by Chinese leaders (Green, 2018).
172
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own shores. To provide resting places for them, where they can coal and repair, would
be one of the first duties of a government proposing to itself the development of the
power of the nation at sea (Mahan, 2004).
According to certain naval specialists, the West has again lost strategic control of the SCS,
this time to China175 and this zone of dominance may be extended to the BoB in order to
ensure that the Malacca Strait remains open to Chinese shipping and is not blockaded by antiChinese forces.
4.9.6.2 ‘Debt diplomacy’
The issue of China using its deep financial resources to gain control over other
countries through the mechanism of what has come to be known as “debt diplomacy” was
first addressed in the early part of this chapter. However, to supplement that commentary is
some survey data as compiled from a selection of Asian policy makers, academics,
businesses, and media practitioners. It applies to ASEAN countries and not the BoB (besides
Myanmar), as there was no comparable survey that covered these countries. However, as this
thesis already uses situations and behaviour from the ASEAN region, particularly the SCS, its
statistics are informative. This thesis hypothesises that China will move west in the IndoPacific and focus on the BoB after securing the SCS, hence understanding this adjacent
region is a valid exercise. The first issue discussed is the topic of China using debt to achieve
power and influence over the indebted country. Figure 10 clearly shows that 42% of
respondents were positive that China was not engaging in “debt diplomacy” though over 30%
believed it was, and another 27% were still unsure if this was a deliberate tactic of the
Chinese. As previously stated, on the current evidence, it is difficult to clearly establish
whether China deliberately initiated a plan to indebt countries and then gain control over their
strategic assets. Nevertheless, the end result would be the same: China controlling ports that
could in the future be converted into naval facilities or ports for the PLAN.

175

Certainly since the British navy established naval dominance after the first Opium War in 1838 but lost
control a hundred years later to Japan in 1940-41 (Bailey, 2019).
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Figure 10: Do you think China is deliberately engaging in “debt-trap diplomacy” in your country in order
to buy influence or seek dominance?
Source: Rana, Chia & Ji, (2019), retrieved from https://www.rsis.edu.sg/wpcontent/uploads/2019/11/WP325.pdf

This concept of using the BRI to create construction projects that then burden the
recipient country with debt is closely linked with the ‘String of Pearls’ theory that China will
use this opportunity to acquire ports176 and other facilities in foreign countries for military
purposes. However, only about 27% of respondents endorsed this theory (Figure 11).

John Garver early on (2001) foresaw Beijing’s need to have naval facilities or bases in the IOR: “If the
PLAN were able to sufficiently overcome its geographic handicaps, it might introduce into and effectively
sustain a large portion of its superior naval power in the Indian Ocean” (p. 311). Once China establishes repair
and replenishment facilities in the BoB, India’s naval advantage will be severely eroded, especially with the
introduction of PLAN’s latest aircraft carriers.
176
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Figure 11: China’s motives behind the BRI. The BRI helps China…
Source: Rana, Chia & Ji, (2019), retrieved from https://www.rsis.edu.sg/wpcontent/uploads/2019/11/WP325.pdf

However, it is interesting to note that over 50% of respondents (Figure 11) believed
that China was involved in these projects in order to construct and control ‘key supply chains
and energy routes.’ The safety of energy routes is crucial to a country’s economy and ability
to resist pressure during times of conflict. This geopolitical intention to control vital SLOCs
that pass through maritime zones like the SCS, has been a priority for China and this will
extend to the BoB as it is necessary to secure the entire route and not just isolated sections. In
other words, control of these energy routes is part of Beijing’s greater plan to extend this
control to the BoB.
4.9.6.3 The State of Southeast Asia 2020 Survey Report
Another survey also provides insightful data on how China’s motives are perceived.
The State of Southeast Asia 2020 Survey Report (Tang, Hoang, Qian, Ong, & Pham, 2020)
seeks to understand the perceptions of professional members from ten ASEAN states. For
example, respondents were asked how confident they were that (country) would ‘do the right
thing’ to contribute to global peace, security, prosperity and governance. The results can be
seen in Figure 12. Japan has an overwhelming advantage over other countries with over 60%
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of respondents being ‘confident’ or ‘very confident’ in Japan’s credentials177 whereas China
and India both only gained around 16% of respondents’ confidence. Furthermore, over 60%
of participants had little to no confidence in China’s ability to ‘do the right thing’ and India
scored 53.5%. This illustrates the uncertainty that other countries in the region have for China
and India being able to choose the right options that would avoid conflict and provide peace.

Figure 12: Survey of ASEAN professional members
Source: Tang et al., (2020, p. 3), retrieved from
https://www.iseas.edu.sg/images/pdf/TheStateofSEASurveyReport_2020.pdf

Therefore, a summary of the above data (shown in Figure 13) shows that a large
majority of professional people surveyed from ASEAN countries have been discouraged by
China’s actions in their region with the result that there are doubts concerning China’s peace
and security credentials. Again, with the BoB in close proximity and China also placing
strategic value on the region, it does not bode well for Sino-Indian relations according to
ASEAN professionals who have encountered China’s foreign policies first hand.

This statistic shows how time and reformed government policies can win back people’s approval; 80 years
ago imperial Japan would not have inspired confidence in its Asian neighbours.
177
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Figure 13: Confidence in China’s ability to contribute to global peace, security, prosperity and
governance
Source: Tang et al., (2020, p. 43), retrieved from
https://www.iseas.edu.sg/images/pdf/TheStateofSEASurveyReport_2020.pdf

An informative response from respondents regarded a survey question (Figure 14)
that related to security challenges that faced SE Asia. These challenges ranged from
economic downturn, to domestic instability, terrorism, military tensions connected to
designated flashpoints, and climate change. Overall, the most concerning factor for
respondents was domestic instability (70.5%) whereas increased military tensions, for
example, in the SCS, the Korean Peninsula or the Taiwan Strait concerned almost half
(49.6%) of all those surveyed. However, the two countries with the most conflict potential
(with China) in the region, namely the Philippines (82.5%) and Vietnam (88.2%) scored
highly with their concern regarding military tensions.

Figure 14: Security challenges facing Southeast Asia
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Source: Tang et al., (2020, p. 7), retrieved from
https://www.iseas.edu.sg/images/pdf/TheStateofSEASurveyReport_2020.pdf

This particular survey question demonstrates that countries with a direct involvement
in possible conflict will naturally show greater concern than those with peripheral immersion.
Vietnam and China have a history of war or isolated conflict in the SCS and the Philippines
has experienced China’s assertive defence of its 9-dash line in the SCS. These experiences
have conditioned the two ASEAN members to be concerned with China’s behaviour and how
that might deepen tensions between them. With the PLAN increasing its activities in the
Indian Ocean and specifically the BoB, India will likewise be concerned for reasons already
covered.
A question from the Survey Report (p. 35) that surveyed respondents’ view of China’s
re-emergence as a major power with respect to SE Asia revealed that the highest percentage
of respondents overall (38.2%) believed that China was a revisionist power and intended to
turn SE Asia into its sphere of influence. This area is adjacent to South Asia and India’s
perceived sphere of influence, the BoB. If it is in China’s interests to gain control of this SE
Asian area, then the same would apply to the strategically important BoB. This would ensure
that China had both sides of the Malacca Strait under control and that its economic corridor
from Kunming to the Indian Ocean was secure too. There may be more suspicion than overt
evidence that China is engaged in a ‘string of pearls’ strategy vis-à-vis India as it is easily
justified under the umbrella of the Belt and Road Initiative, but there is consensus among
ASEAN members that China intends to dominate their region and the next step may be the
BoB. Relatedly, the BRI has been under scrutiny and Beijing has received a considerable
amount of negative feedback regarding its methods and outcomes of projects. Consequently,
the Chinese government proposed a new approach to make it “open, green and clean.” (Mu,
2019) A relevant survey question (Figure 15) did cover the new BRI approach and the
respondents’ opinion of whether or not it was now a fairer deal for recipients.

Figure 15:Confidence in China’s new BRI approach
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Source: Tang et al., (2020, p. 38), retrieved from
https://www.iseas.edu.sg/images/pdf/TheStateofSEASurveyReport_2020.pdf

The ASEAN average for ‘little or no confidence’ in the new BRI approach 178 is quite
unfavourable at 63.6% with as few as 2.5% of those surveyed having full confidence. This
indictment of China’s signature foreign policy enterprise by countries that have gained
significant infrastructure projects from its existence will surely impact on countries and
projects in the BoB. Countries in Asia and around the world urgently need Chinese finance
and construction expertise to further their development but do not wish to become client
states of China, as Cambodia and Laos have become (Poling, 2020). The only other serious
contender to China in the region is Japan, but it lacks the deep financial resources that China
has and often cannot compete with Chinese project bids. Similarly, countries in the BoB are
subject to the same pressures to develop and China is willing to make loans and construct the
projects. This will leave them in China’s debt, which can be leveraged to gain control of key
facilities and then cause India to regard itself as vulnerable and under threat in its perceived
area of control. In sum, this may lead to friction and conflict in areas already covered. A final
pair of diagrams illustrates China’s increasing influence in the Asian region.

Figure 16: Most influential political and strategic power in SE Asia
Source: Tang et al., (2020, p. 17), retrieved from
https://www.iseas.edu.sg/images/pdf/TheStateofSEASurveyReport_2020.pdf

This pie chart (Figure 16) shows that China has increased its political and strategic influence
in SE Asia, according to respondents, by 7% compared to 2019. However, the perception of
ASEAN country respondents to this influence registers at a high 85% who are concerned
Nadège Rolland asserts that, “China’s ultimate objective is not to build connectivity but to increase Beijing’s
political and strategic influence” (2020, p. 7).
178
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about how this political and strategic power might be used. This is because the more control
China has over a country’s economy, the more it can pressure the financially depressed
country to comply with Beijing’s strategic objectives. As China’s influence amplifies in the
BoB, the same effect is being felt and instead of choosing neutrality, especially between
China and India, they will be forced to acquiesce to China’s demands. This is not guaranteed
to happen and China strenuously denies that it would ever influence other countries
politically; however, realpolitik dictates that a country puts its interests first. As Thucydides
wrote: “The strong do what they can and the weak suffer what they must.”

Figure 17: Views of respondents towards China’s political and strategic influence
Source: Tang et al., (2020, p. 18), retrieved from
https://www.iseas.edu.sg/images/pdf/TheStateofSEASurveyReport_2020.pdf

This breakdown of the different countries who are concerned with China’s growing political
and strategic influence (Figure 17) reveals their personal geopolitical concerns. Singapore, a
country with limited democracy and a strict political system that is Confucian and merit
based, is surprisingly very strongly concerned about China with a score of 92%. Vietnam, a
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fellow communist party-ruled state but in dispute with China in the SCS is even more
concerned with over 95%. Myanmar, a littoral in the BoB and also a major debtor of
China,179 has a large number of respondents concerned -- almost 84%. Local and foreign
economists believe that this debt to China was allowed to accumulate in order to “facilitate
China’s grand strategic designs for Myanmar, including a high-speed railroad connecting
China’s landlocked southern region to a deep-sea port at Kyaukphyu that opens on to the
Indian Ocean” (Lintner, 2019, para.6). In fact, China is in a position to use its economic
power to persuade Myanmar to allow a naval facility at the new Kyaukphyu port that Chinese
companies are building. If this were to materialise, it would increase tensions in the BoB
between India and China. The least worried country, still with a score of over 73% is
Cambodia, a client state of China. What these low approval numbers for China’s influence in
Figure 17 suggest is that these countries do not want to be part of a Chinese tianxia system
where they lose their independence and are subject to putting Beijing’s interests first.
4.9.7 Military Factors
China has concentrated on fortifying its near seas, that is both naval and air
approaches using an A2/AD strategy. However, it has not strategically neglected the Indian
Ocean Region 180 that is equally vital as a conduit for its energy shipments and also for
providing access to the ocean for its western provinces of Yunnan and Xinjiang using
economic corridors. PLAN activity in the north-east quadrant of the Indian Ocean increased
from 2008 when it engaged in anti-piracy operations181 off the coast of Somalia. The Indian
Chief of naval staff has noted that there are regularly eight ships from the PLAN in the IOR
and these can be supplemented with others if the PLAN has other operations planned or a
contingency arises. This occurred in early 2018 when the Maldives government declared a
state of emergency that resulted in an increase in Indian naval ships in the area. China,
concerned that India might intervene in deposing the Maldivian leader that was favourably
disposed to Chinese interests, sent in eleven PLAN ships that monitored the situation. 182

179

The national debt is estimated at US$10 billion, of which $4 billion is owed to China (Myanmar fears
Chinese debt trap, 2020).
180
According to PLA expert Ji You, the most transformational change in the PLA’s national defence strategy
has been the “shift in posture from defensive-defense to defensive-offense and then to offensivedefense…which dictates that the PLA adopt a forward posture for maritime power projection” (You, 2016, p.
68).
181
Indian critics contend that China uses “high-end naval capability for what is an essentially low-level security
task” (Jacob, in Brewster, 2018, p. 211).
182
Garver provides evidence to suggest that Beijing was prepared for “military confrontation” had India
attempted to depose the China-friendly Maldivian leader (Garver in Panda, 2019, p. 96).
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When there is a clash of interests in a maritime zone that is political, economic or commercial,
great powers use their navies to signal their support or disapproval (Nagao, 2018). Has the
IOR become more fraught with tension because of China’s PLAN activity there and has this
caused a security dilemma (discussed in section 2.1.1) between the two Asian powers?
According to Australian naval security analyst David Brewster, “the strategic environment in
the Indian Ocean is ‘doubly dangerous’” (2014, p. 144) and the potential for a serious
security dilemma to arise between India and China is judged as high.183 Major naval buildups have been evident in both countries’ navies and if China were to deploy more of these
naval craft, including the second newly-built and launched aircraft carrier, this would unsettle
Indian strategists and spur India to follow up more strongly with bolstering its navy.184 This
view is tempered with the contention that it would now or in the foreseeable future be near
impossible for China to deploy sufficient forces in the IOR to fully secure its SLOCs
throughout the region -- meaning that piecemeal patrols in isolated regions would not suffice
in providing overall security. Despite this limitation, Beijing has facilitated and encouraged
the building of ports in the region (by Chinese companies) that give China a strategic option
for the future that may be more oriented to ‘places not bases’ as elaborated upon by US naval
strategist Daniel J. Kostecka. This is an older report (2011) that has a compelling argument
for Beijing not wanting to adopt the US policy of establishing military bases around the
world, based on ideology (anti-imperialist and non-interference), a demonstration of peaceful
rise, and the cost of maintaining distant bases. Despite several strong contentions by the PLA
and Beijing officials like Lieutenant General Li Jijun, “China has not occupied a single
square inch of foreign soil, nor has it possessed any overseas military bases,” this view was
later qualified and left more open-ended by Senior Colonel Zhou Chen, “China will still not
establish a large global network of military bases and station forces in overseas areas on a
large scale like some countries do”185 (quotes extracted from Kostecka, 2011, p. 62). In his
183

This is acknowledged by Chinese professor Zhu Li who believes that Chinese naval activities in the IOR,
though benign, have caused India to accelerate and build its naval power to counter this perceived threat from
China (in Brewster, 2018).
184
India will have a “200 ship, 500 aircraft, world class Navy by 2050,” Chief of Naval Staff Admiral Sunil
Lanba has stated (Thapar, 2018). This would include the building of a third aircraft carrier. However, with the
Indian navy’s budget decreasing, the chief of naval staff (CNS), Admiral Karambir Singh has resigned himself
to at best only achieving a target of 175 ships by 2027, though 200 warships is the target institutionalised in the
navy’s Maritime Capability Perspective Plan (MCPP) for the period 2012-2027 (Shukla, 2019). This revised
target may bolster PLAN confidence in the BoB.
185
However, the long held assertion by Beijing that it would never occupy foreign soil is balanced with the
more pragmatic approach of Admiral Yin Zhou who in 2009 stated that China required a “stable and permanent
supply and repair base” (quoted from Kosticka, 2011, p. 59). In addition, if bases were built, they would be
exposed and vulnerable if attacked with precision missiles and would require a costly investment to make them
militarily useful and even minimally secure.
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analysis, Kostecka considered it more likely that Beijing would choose ‘places not bases’186
in the IOR to facilitate its naval operations by setting up agreements with states, as it has
done with the Salalah port in Oman. This demonstrates that experienced and astute Western
naval analysts can misapprehend PLA intentions as less than four years later China was
building a military base187 at Djibouti. Furthermore, the lessons to be learned from statements
made by Chinese military or government officials are: firstly, that future intentions are not
always openly projected; secondly, that ideology is malleable and can be adapted to suit the
current political circumstances; and lastly, to enlarge on the previous point, people,
organisations and situations evolve and creative and novel solutions need to be found which
might contradict earlier government positions. A senior Chinese interviewee emphasised that
he did not believe that the PLAN would want to aggravate the relationship with India by
procuring a naval base in the BoB. However, in a follow-up statement he said that China “is
not looking for a military base outside of China, I mean as offensive action base (Author’s
interview 1, Beijing, December, 2018). By qualifying his statement, the interviewee was
indirectly classifying the Chinese base at Djibouti as defensive. As discussed earlier in this
thesis, Chinese officials have their own particular definitions of words and what their
meanings actually denote. This could mean that future plans for dual-use ports or naval bases
in the BoB would not be perceived as such from a Chinese perspective but rather as some
form of ‘naval facility’. The fact that China has an overseas naval base is not unusual for a
great power with vested interests in the region that need protection. In the same way, China
has interests in the BoB that need protecting and if a naval base in the western IO was
deemed necessary, then the same may occur in the north-eastern quadrant of the IOR. China
has been careful not to overstep the economic rationale for its involvement in the Indian
Ocean, and though it has control of two ports and influence over others it has built, the PLAN
has been cautious in its approach so as not to alarm India and create unnecessary tension
when there was no need for such an action (Brewster, 2014). This view is also backed up by
an interviewee who felt that China would not intrude too much in the BoB and the Indian
Ocean in general, though would reserve the right on occasion to send an aircraft carrier or

“. . . despite its advantages it is possible Djibouti will not become the primary resupply port for PLAN forces
operating in the Gulf of Aden” (Kosticka, 2011, p. 70).
187
More than just a ‘supply facility’: “Beijing has described its military outpost as a logistics facility for
resupplying Chinese vessels on peacekeeping and humanitarian missions. But satellite imagery and unofficial
reports show the base has military infrastructure, including barracks and storage and maintenance units, and
docking facilities that can handle most vessels in its naval fleet” (Zheng, 2017, para.2).
186
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nuclear submarine through the region but not to any sensitive zones. 188 This strategic
presence of the PLAN in the BoB would also be used as an “indirect deterrence” in case
“India has some intention to harm Chinese interests so Chinese military presence in the
Indian Ocean could somehow be a leverage for us to warn or alarm India to remind them not
to damage Chinese interests (Author’s interview 1, Beijing, December, 2018). Jagannath P.
Panda has analysed the Sino-Indian relationship in relation to the BRI and China’s
involvement in the IOR. He concludes that Chinese projects in the region have raised the
significance of the region strategically for Beijing, though the consequence of this has
increased the likelihood of friction with India due to this incursion into India’s sphere of
influence. In short, Panda reflects that overcoming the issues that this rivalry has exposed will
be challenging and possibly not achievable due to conflicting ambitions and historical
tensions (Panda, 2016).
4.9.8 Post ‘hide and bide’ era
The CCP followed Deng Xiaoping’s advice to ‘hide and bide’ until it judged the time
was right to ‘stand up’ and show the world that China was now a strong country that could
assert its perceived rights and proudly display its economic and military power. This
happened after the GFC in 2008 when the US was no longer considered an
economic/financial superior and instead a waning great power that emboldened China to
assert its claim to 90% of the SCS and build artificial islands to reinforce its claims. China
has been building its ‘blue-water’ navy but until it is operational, it would be premature to
seek any bases in the IOR.189 As noted in section 2.5.2, Sun Tzu is studied by the PLA and
forms an important source of Chinese strategic culture. Therefore, the following advice from
Sun Tzu, which is similar to Mao’s guerrilla warfare, might be currently applied to their IOR
position: “Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night . . . All warfare is based on
deception . . . appear where you are not expected . . . be extremely mysterious even to the
point of soundlessness . . . mystify, mislead, and surprise the enemy190 . . . the whole secret

All countries like to push the boundaries of what is ‘sensitive’ to other nations and in November 2019, a
Chinese research vessel was caught by the Indian navy within the Andaman and Nicobar Islands’ EEZ, which is
not allowed by international law, and expelled from the area (Negi, 2019).
189
An interviewee admitted that for the foreseeable future China was not prioritising the Bay of Bengal due to
unresolved issues in the South China Sea: “I don't think this [Bay of Bengal] will be the priority for the Chinese
navy because for now Chinese navy take the South China sea as the priority” (Author’s interview 3, Beijing,
2019).
190
For example, in 2007 there was strong evidence that the PLAN would build its first aircraft carrier; however,
this was denied despite the decision to do so was actually taken four years earlier and progress was fairly
advanced (You, 2016).
188
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lies in confusing the enemy, so that he cannot fathom our real intent . . . ponder and deliberate
before you make a move” (Sunzi [Sun Tzu], 1:17-21). In essence, it would be sensible not to
make one’s intentions too clear at an early stage as much can change and this allows for
strategic flexibility. Therefore, this thesis posits – supported by rational argument and
evidence -- that China will bide its time191 and not be rash in its move to secure a naval base
in the BoB but rather postpone this decision to an expedient future time, most likely in the
short-to-medium term (5-10 years).192 The first phase in China’s Indian Ocean strategy is to
establish a solid economic presence in IOR countries, complement this with ports that allow
resupply, and finally with naval bases if viable. This time frame is also connected to the
progress of China’s aircraft carriers as a strike group 193 and would be necessary to truly
project power in the far-seas as they provide air support for naval craft like destroyers,
cruisers, frigates and submarines or even amphibious craft that may land troops and personnel
carriers. However, carriers are expensive and it takes eight to ten years for carrier groups to
operate at a high level as their crews are large, aircraft pilots require extensive training and
coordination with support craft which is pivotal to operational success. The PLAN is
projected to have three carrier strike groups operational and this would provide potent force
projection to enhance the ‘two-ocean strategy’ that underpins China’s blue-water naval
expansion.
4.9.8 India’s strategic position on the Indian Ocean
4.9.8.1 Introduction
From its early days of independence, India has realised the significance of its
peninsular position in the Indian Ocean. It confers an advantage over other states in seeking
to control access to its waters and sea lines. Initially India adopted a more proprietary
approach to the ocean and perceived it as part of India’s ‘manifest destiny’ (Scott, 2013).
This Indian approach of claiming ownership or at least control over the ocean can be
illustrated by Ambassador Sen in 2005, “There are good reasons why it is called the Indian
191

A view backed by Indian IR Professor Jabin Jacob who believes that China currently lacks the naval capacity
to dominate the IO and instead uses the BRI to justify a greater PLAN presence in the region (Jacob, in
Brewster, 2018).
192
Chinese military expert Ji You believes that China is militarily consolidating and might consider being ready
for serious blue-water expeditions in the early 2020s (You, 2016).
193
“A carrier strike group…is composed of roughly 7,500 personnel, an aircraft carrier, at least one cruiser, a
destroyer squadron of at least two destroyers or frigates, and a carrier air wing of 65 to 70 aircraft. A carrier
strike group also, on occasion, includes submarines, attached logistics ships and a supply ship.” This
information is based on (larger) US carrier groups but conveys the enormity of the logistics involved (Official
Carrier Strike Group, 2012).
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Ocean . . . it has always been in the Indian sphere of influence” (Rajghatta, 2005). However,
India has realised that in order to maintain good relations in the IOR, especially with China
making economic and diplomatic inroads in the region, it needed to be more accommodating
to other littoral states. This was demonstrated by its acceptance of a maritime judgment
against it in a lengthy dispute with Bangladesh (Page, 2015). This realisation by New Delhi
that India should not be perceived as a coercive intimidator in its region by smaller powers,
and that such behaviour would only alienate its neighbours, was made evident by countries in
the SCS in response to Beijing’s claim to the majority of the SCS. India cannot compete
financially with China’s BRI loans and infrastructure projects in the region. Therefore, New
Delhi needs to engage with these countries using alternative means, such as historical
connections, trade and soft power methods. The FONOPs carried out primarily by the US
Navy in the SCS to emphasise its interpretation of UNCLOS has been rejected by China,194
and has caused tension between the two powers. For India to be seen as a responsible
international stakeholder who upholds maritime norms, it would need to freely allow access
to foreign navies that sail the IO and abide by maritime laws as laid out in UNCLOS. Despite
this, India accepts the current US role as the undisputed maritime power in the region but
does not intend to allow another great power to supplant it. India has significantly developed
its navy in qualitative and quantitative terms since the beginning of the 21st century and has
also developed military partnerships and secured navy berthing rights with Singapore, Oman,
the Seychelles and French ports in the IO.
Interestingly, analysis by Toshi Yoshihara (2012) has shown how the PLAN’s respect
and adherence to naval writer Alfred Thayer Mahan has resulted in even greater emphasis on
the strategic value of the Indian Ocean. There are numerous Chinese studies195 that Yoshihara
has examined that contain a quote erroneously attributed to Mahan: “Whoever controls the
Indian Ocean dominates Asia. This ocean is the key to the Seven Seas. In the 21st century the
destiny of the world will be decided on its waters.” Despite it not being from Mahan, this
quotation has consistently been invoked by Chinese naval analysts to add weight to the need
for the PLAN to aspire to project power in the region. Geopolitical concepts that Mahan
encouraged such as command of the seas and the importance of the control of ‘coaling

India’s position on foreign navies traversing through a nation’s EEZ is actually aligned with China’s, that is,
they both require any ship passing through their territory to notify their local marine authority.
195
For example: Song Dexing and Bai Jun, ‘The Ocean of the 21st Century: The Indian Ocean from a
Geostrategic Perspective’, South Asian Studies, 89(3), 2009, pp. 31–32.
194
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stations’ (modern-day ports) are routinely endorsed by Chinese analysts, 196 and this has
influenced their push for prioritising the IO in their papers. Yoshihara concludes that the
rivalry between China and India “make for a highly combustible dynamic” and “bodes ill for
regional maritime security” (2012, para.51-2). Again, it can be seen that misperceptions,
misunderstandings and miscommunication have complicated and exacerbated the relationship
that China and India have, in particular the situation in the BoB. This view is endorsed by
Van Evera who wrote in his book Causes of War: Power and the Roots of Conflict that
“misperceptions are a common cause of war and provide a strong explanation of past wars”
(1999, p. 9). In short, this analysis supports the basis of this thesis: that is the need to identify
where and how this rivalry may result in conflict. This will enable steps to be taken to avoid
any confrontation and encourage a more productive relationship between the two Asian
powers.
4.9.8.2 How might India respond to Chinese activities in the BoB
Geopolitical determinism is considered an outdated mode of perceiving geopolitical
challenges;197 however, India might well consider its fortune in having an eastern maritime
border that is only accessible through narrow straits198 that can easily be monitored or even
blockaded in times of war. However, Yang Xiyu, a former high-level Chinese diplomat and
senior fellow at the China Institute of International Studies (CIIS) replied in an interview that
if the Indian Navy were to blockade China in the IO then “China will do something else
inside India” (Indian Navy Can Blockade China, 2017, 3m.50s). A hostile action in the
international arena is seldom unanswered and a powerful adversary like China would almost
certainly exert pressure on India in other ways, which might include pressure on its northern
borders.
4.9.8.3 Doklam
The Doklam standoff of 2017 is an instructive case in what might precipitate a
skirmish or conflict on the Sino-Indian land border. Chinese forces entered territory disputed
with Bhutan. It was territory they had only previously patrolled but now intended to build a
road connecting it with southern Tibet. India, which has a treaty with Bhutan (India-Bhutan

“Many top flight scholars write approvingly of Mahan's exhortations to command the seas and to adopt
expansionist policies to sustain sea power. A steely realism animates their thinking” (Yoshihara, 2015, para.7).
197
Instead geopolitics can reveal geographical limits and opportunities available but these are dependent on
states understanding and exploiting them as best they can for strategic goals.
198
Primarily the Malacca and Lombok Straits.
196
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Friendship Treaty, 2007), sent its forces to prevent this happening. A long, drawn-out
standoff occurred with neither side yielding and resulting in both countries’ media 199
engaging in nationalistic rhetoric. Indeed, China’s defence ministry issued threats if India did
not back down.200 An important factor in any international disagreement is the motivation and
reasons that each participant has for countering the other. Is the other party’s behaviour
considered to have crossed a ‘red line’ or will the other’s actions have left the aggrieved party
at a significant disadvantage? The disturbance of the status quo 201 is often a trigger that
increases friction; this can be seen in the SCS where there was relative harmony, or at least
complacency, until China acted on its claims by building and militarising islands and
accompanied this by enforcing sovereignty over the 9-dash line. The peaceful resolution of
Doklam (Figure 18) is a credit to both countries’ diplomats and army commanders not to
allow volatile confrontations to spill over into violence.202 It appeared that India considered
this confrontation of more strategic importance than China due to perceived vulnerability in
the Siliguri Corridor. For China, it was primarily a case of improving connectivity with
southern Tibet in a disputed area where an enhanced military position would be advantageous
-- whether it was to exploit a rival’s strategic weakness and potentially threaten India has
remained a moot point (Zhang, 2017). However, there is a danger for India or other rivals of
China to take this approach to China and expect a similar outcome – that of China pulling
back its forces and not continuing with its planned project. M. Taylor Fravel, a China foreign
policy and security expert, has cautioned that mitigating factors 203 and skilful diplomacy
avoided conflict and these may not be present in future confrontations (2017). 204

“India will suffer worse losses than 1962 if it incites border clash” is a headline from the Global Times
(2017).
200
China’s defence ministry has threatened to teach India a ‘bitter lesson’ (Chellaney, 2017). The language of
lesson teaching and punishment was also employed prior to China’s initiation of its last war, that of the SinoVietnamese border war of February 1979 (see Dellios, 1989, pp. 145-147).
201
As emphasized by Indian ambassador to Beijing, Gautam Bambawale (Ng, 2018).
202
There was physical confrontation between Chinese and Indian troops that may have escalated out of control.
This can be clearly seen on video (India-China standoff in Doklam, 2017). According to a 2020 report by the US
Belfer Center, Harvard, the future of border relations is not positive: “Politically, both strategic communities
largely concluded that the peaceful resolution of border disputes is now less likely, forecasting more rivalry than
cooperation” (O'Donnell & Bollfrass, 2020)
203
These were the upcoming BRICs summit in Xiamen, China; and the Chinese Communist Party’s 19th Party
Congress. Beijing did not want to disrupt these. In addition, India maintained a forward post near the disputed
zone while China’s permanent presence there remained limited.
204
Indeed, in May 2020, reports emerged of a further troop build-up by both sides along the Line of Actual
Control, with China blaming India for construction activity in the PRC-claimed Galwan Valley, and India
reporting it was building a road within its side of the LAC (Hodge, 2020, p. 9).
199
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Figure 18: Map of Doklam and disputed areas on the Sino-Indian border
Source: Ng, (2018), retrieved from https://www.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacydefence/article/2138678/india-and-china-must-be-frank-each-other-prevent

In short, incidents of friction are seldom the same and have different factors that play
out to an unpredictable conclusion. The fact that India did not back down but instead
confronted a militarily superior rival (cf. Table 2) demonstrates the importance that Indian
strategists placed on not allowing China to alter the status quo to favour the PLA. Would a
similar situation arise in the BoB that India might consider a strategic imperative not to be
conceded at any cost? History has shown that this is likely and with India having a strategic
advantage in the region, New Delhi may try to block PLAN actions it considers too
threatening, possibly precipitating a less peaceful denouement.
4.9.8.4 India’s counter strategy
A counter strategy proposed by Abhijit Singh (2017) is for the Indian Navy to project
power in a more significant way in China’s near seas. This ‘mirroring’ of China’s naval
behaviour in the IO would give China the same concerns of vulnerability in its home region
and benefit India by raising its strategic profile in the region. In the same way that India’s
military must pay careful attention to Pakistan on its western border and then also monitor the
PLAN’s naval activities, China would have the extra burden of India’s naval manoeuvrings to
detect besides the US Navy’s operations in the region. India respects that the seas are open to
all and does not have the capability to restrict major naval powers from operating in the IO,
though it is sensitive to outside powers in its sphere of influence; likewise, the SCS is a
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sensitive maritime area for China and India’s naval presence would have to be carefully
calibrated in order to keep tension in check. As a ‘reciprocal’ strategy, it may serve to alert
China to what India’s navy is capable of and a warning not to act as a threatening presence in
India’s home area. An unintended consequence of this strategy that need to be considered is
the prospect of tensions arising if ‘red lines’ were crossed 205 and may constitute another
contributing factor for China responding with similar operations in the BoB. Sino-Indian
experts interviewed for this thesis in China insisted that China has peaceful intentions206 and
does not wish to antagonise India in the Indian Ocean.207
4.9.8.5 The Raisina Dialogue
The Raisina Dialogue has been hosted by India since 2016 and is a high-level meeting
for international discussion that also serves as a vehicle for expressing New Delhi’s foreign
policy and strategic outlook (Bhaskar, 2020). It reflects the increasingly common maritime
strategic goals in the Indo-Pacific of a group of nations: the US, the UK, India, Australia,
Japan and France. That China has never been invited to attend208 suggests a common bond in
concern over China’s strategic behaviour and intent, though it is never overtly stated and
instead concern for ‘a free and open’ Indo-Pacific is a common theme.209 In fact, at the 2020
Raisina Dialogue a member of the grouping, the US, was criticised by Russian Foreign
Minister Lavrov as having an Indo-Pacific policy that was aimed at containing China. This
could be indirectly understood as a veiled condemnation of the forum itself with Russia
delivering the message on behalf of its strategic ally, China. After all, the official members all
share the same concerns regarding China’s assertive (or as often perceived, aggressive)
behaviour in the East and South China Seas, which may spread to adjoining areas. A relevant
comment at a panel discussion from Admiral Singh at the 2020 Dialogue demonstrates
India’s resolution to confront China in the BoB: “. . . they have 7–8 warships in the Indian
For example, if India crossed into China’s perceived territorial waters regarding its artificial islands that do
not merit this protection according to UNCLOS. Other factors may include naval exercises with Vietnam in the
SCS or partnering Vietnam in oil drilling within China’s 9-dash line. No doubt Indian fishing trawlers within
China’s 9-dash line would also draw China’s ire.
206
This represents the standard government position that requires support and endorsement from Chinese
institutions.
207
During interviews, if issues like China planning on building more naval bases or building more aircraft
carriers – hardly a defensive platform – arose, the interviewee would ask if the interviewer had sources to
support such claims. Many Chinese interviewees were reluctant to venture their opinions on issues that might
make China appear as an aggressor.
208
(Scott, 2020-02-20)
209
As expressed by Indian Navy Chief Admiral Lanba: “the Quad comprised nations that stand for inclusive,
free, rules-based order and commitment to honour international rules and agreements” (Chaudhury, 2019,
para.11).
205
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Ocean at any given time […] We are watching. If anything impinges on us, we will act”
(Scott, 2020, para.21). This supports the contention of this thesis that conflict is likely in the
BoB if China and India do not dispel misunderstanding and misperception of the other. After
the biennial Milan naval exercises that India hosts at the ANI, Chinese analysts believed that,
“India is provoking China, which will not benefit the development of Sino-Indian relations”;
Hu Zhiyong continued, “Now it's possible that the conflict between China and India will
extend beyond land to the sea” (Zhang, 2020). China considers its exclusion from these naval
exercises equates with India rejecting the PLAN’s presence in the BoB and trying to wield
undue influence in the IOR. In addition, this thesis argues that the norms and behaviour
exhibited by China in the SCS may spread to the BoB and this is alluded to by French
General Rancourt: “. . . we see China rising. We are seeing what it can do in South China Sea”
and he stressed “the importance of working together to promote a free, secure and open IndoPacific” (Scott, 2020, para.22). If the tactics that China employed in the ECS and SCS were
successful at achieving Beijing’s aims, they might equally be expected to succeed in the BoB.
If there is a confrontation in the BoB between China and India, it will be a one-on-one affair
without any of India’s Raisina partners; however, this grouping has been helping to build
India’s maritime confidence and resolve that could determine its decision to resist Chinese
forces in its near seas. Moreover, the interconnectivity of the region was highlighted by
participation in the joint Malabar naval exercises by India, Japan (which became a permanent
member) and the US in 2015 and this continued with exercises undertaken in 2019.
4.9.8.6 The Andaman and Nicobar Islands
When it comes to its own near seas and the islands within in it, India enjoys a distinct
geopolitical advantage over China in maritime operations. Just as the Spratly Islands in the
South China Sea were barely known to the outside world until China became active east of
the Malacca Strait, so too the Andaman and Nicobar Islands (ANI) in the Bay of Bengal
could attract as much attention as China attempts to gain a foothold beyond its accustomed
zone of operations. Located near the western side of the Malacca Strait (Figure 19), the ANI
can provide an early warning to alert the Indian Navy to an advancing Chinese naval
presence and block the PLAN from easily and stealthily navigating into the Indian Ocean.
Realising the advantage of having such a well located island chain, Indian strategists
recommended a naval base to be built in Port Blair and it was commissioned in 1964.
Furthermore, there are four military airfields with the most recent, INS Kohassa, upgraded in
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2019. However, the PLA naval publication, Modern Navy, criticised India for building a
naval base on the ANI and argued that the true intention was:
to contain China’s activities in the Indian Ocean, and also to control the Malacca
Strait, and gradually to enlarge their sphere of influence into the South China Sea and
Pacific Ocean area. India sees China as a long term potential opponent… the
Andaman Islands have become a forward base for India’s containment of China
(quoted in Fravel & Liebman in Saunders et al., 2011, p. 70).
These strategically located islands to the west of the Malacca Strait give India a distinct naval
advantage in the BoB. Even Chinese strategists have acknowledged that these islands could
be reinforced militarily; they could then serve as a “metal chain” that could blockade Malacca
and impede Chinese shipments (Ward, 2017).

Figure 19: Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Source: Moen, (2015), retrieved from https://www.worldatlas.com/aatlas/infopage/baybengal.htm

It has been observed that China’s most important economic interests may actually be
located in the IOR; and with the ‘Malacca Dilemma’ and the Andaman Islands potentially
blocking access, China may propose creating a new access route (Ward, 2017). For example,
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a canal through the Thai isthmus210 or with global warming and the melting of polar ice, the
Arctic’s Northern Sea Route may be feasible. These alternatives would bypass the Malacca
Strait and help to neutralise India’s strategic advantage of air and naval facilities on the ANI.
4.9.8.7 The Impact of Economic Issues
Many different scenarios have been examined that might result in friction and
possibly conflict. From an economic standpoint, China has interests in the BoB that it has the
legitimate right to protect, which this thesis has examined. There is another possibility that
political scientist Yvonne Chiu (2017) has broached -- that of a small, contained conflict. The
rationale behind this would be to turn the public’s attention away from domestic problems,
which China has accrued with the slowing of the economy,211 a large internal debt, a potential
housing bubble, lack of choice in local investment opportunities, drought and desertification
in the north, internal disorder in certain regions, continuing government corruption and very
little support for the CCP in Hong Kong and Taiwan. Chiu did present this as a possibility in
Doklam and invoked the sentiment of China’s strategic partner, Russia, whose minister in
1904 stated: “What this country needs is a short, victorious war to stem the tide of revolution.”
An incident that adds credibility to this line of thought is the Zhenbao Island campaign,
known as the Sino-Soviet border conflict of 1969. This involved a border dispute between the
recently estranged communist party-ruled states and resulted in Chairman Mao showing the
Soviets that China would not be intimidated and instead teach its adversary “a bitter lesson”
(Gerson, 2010). A Chinese pre-emptive attack occurred and Goldstein’s research (2002)
presents evidence that supports his contention that Mao used this conflict to help unify the
country, showing that China’s aggressiveness had other motivations beyond the specific
territorial concerns. Indeed, at the time of the 1969 Sino-Soviet border war, China was into its
third year of internal chaos caused by the disruptions of the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution. Whether Beijing considers an incident in the BoB of similar use to unify the
country through a wave of nationalistic fervour is uncertain, but there is a proven precedent
for it.212
The Chinese government has routinely stated that the present time represents a
strategic opportunity for growth and this would be the first choice for China to continue
210

Influential Thais push to build $28bn Kra canal (2017).
Beckley (2019) analyses the economy in terms of: produced capital, human capital and natural capital.
212
Indian Major-General Asthana believes that the current leaders of India and China use patriotism and
nationalism as tools to lead their nations but “the nationalist self-confidence emanating from both sides could
ignite a heated rivalry” (2017, para.1).
211
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making impressive economic gains, improve the lives of its citizens and develop cities and
national infrastructure. China has a relatively peaceful record since WWII, certainly
compared to other great powers like the US or Russia, but with a myriad of internal issues,
especially economic, an insecure party like the CCP will stoke nationalism and possibly
engage in what it believes is a quick and isolated conflict if it boosts flagging support and
deflects criticism. In mid-2019, with the aforementioned negative factors affecting China,
CCP General Secretary Xi warned the Chinese people that they should prepare for a new
‘Long March.’213 In spite of the enormous economic success that the CCP has presided over
since 1978, the party’s legitimacy is heavily dependent on a burgeoning economy and a
failure to continue to deliver economic progress that not only sustains but improves people’s
economic welfare would build pressure on the ruling party. Governing over 1.4 billion people
spread over a vast territory is a challenging task for China’s bureaucrats; yet external
observers tend to focus on tier one214 cities forgetting that the majority of people in China live
much poorer lives than the visible wealth displayed in these leading cities. It is within this
large demographic (Figure 20) that labour unrest occurs 215 and will need to be contained
during the economic downturn. In the advanced sector of the economy, China has developed
an impressive advanced technology and electronics industry and produces more STEM
(science, technology, engineering and mathematics) graduates than the US (Figure 21).

213

By this is meant that the Chinese public need to prepare for economic hardships (President Xi says the
Chinese must prepare for a new 'Long March', 2019).
214
Traditionally: Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen but with other cities such as Chengdu, Hangzhou,
Wuhan, Chongqing, Nanjing, Tianjin, Suzhou, Xi'an being upgraded to this status.
215
The last time figures were obtained, “mass incidents” of unrest totalled 127, 000 for 2008; since then, Beijing
has not released figures (Elfstrom & Kuruvilla, 2014).
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Figure 20: China’s population by economic groups
Source: China Power Team, (2017), retrieved from https://chinapower.csis.org/china-middle-class/

In order to continue absorbing these graduates in the workforce, China’s economy needs
economic growth both domestically and with its BRI that employs many of these engineers
and construction-related workers.

Figure 21: Top three countries with STEM graduates
Source: McCarthy, (2017), retrieved from https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2017/02/02/thecountries-with-the-most-stem-graduates-infographic/

The ‘Made in China 2025’ initiative is an industrial plan by the government to
transform China into a high level manufacturing power that will compete with the world’s
best at the top of value-added manufacturing. The US (officially) ceded low level
manufacturing to China after it joined the WTO in 2001 but now faces losing significant
market share in the higher production phase. This is certainly one of the reasons for the US171 | P a g e

China trade war and the consequent negative effects on both economies. For China, reaching
this next level – as it has already achieved in 5G telecommunications technology – will
sustain the upper level of its population, but with lower level manufacturing leaving China
for cheaper labour markets in Asia due to higher wages and production costs, the government
has a challenge to ensure people can find employment before unrest occurs. Therefore, if
China’s economy struggles, a desperate government might exploit a crisis and consider a
short conflict beneficial in its quest to maintain power and boost the national spirit.
4.9.8.8 Conflict in the BoB
The timeline for the escalation of possible conflict in the BoB is 5-10 years as
explained in the hypothesis section. The key point is that China will not risk a stronger
presence in the Indian Ocean and particularly the BoB until it has sufficiently developed its
navy – especially functional aircraft carrier groups and secured the SCS.216 The Council on
Foreign Relations (CFR) provides a ‘Global Conflict Tracker’ website that assesses current
crises that impact on US interests (figure 22). It does not (rightly) judge the BoB as an area of
concern besides the “limited” Rohingya crisis. However, the weight of evidence supplied in
this thesis strongly indicates that the next phase in China’s geopolitical expansion will
continue west and encompass the strategically important BoB. This increased PLAN presence
will stoke tensions with India, as previously outlined, and strongly increase chances of
conflict taking place. In 2020, this thesis is in accord with the CFR rating of conflict points in
the ECS, SCS and BoB; however, this thesis has been clear in stating that China will only
feel confident moving into the BoB with more naval vessels once it has the SCS secure and
has built up its navy, particularly its aircraft carriers. This will happen in the short-to-medium
term (5-10 years) and only when China becomes more active in the BoB will India consider
itself threatened and tensions would arise.

216

The assertion of this thesis that once it has secured the SCS, China will look to secure the BoB is supported
by Medcalf: “The power plays in the South China Sea appear to have moved to a point where China has
achieved its objectives, at least for the time being. That makes it more likely Beijing will turn its attention to the
western Indo-Pacific” (Medcalf in Brewster, 2018, p. 232).
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Figure 22: Global Conflict Tracker
Source: “Global Conflict Tracker”, (2020), retrieved from https://www.cfr.org/globalconflict-tracker/?category=us

Taylor Fravel’s analysis of the CCP structures demonstrates that military strategy
only changes when there is continued unity in the leadership. That appears to be the case with
the present leadership, though of the “gray rhinos” and “black swans” that Party General
Secretary Xi spoke of in his January 2019 speech at the Central Party School, the latter has
manifested as COVID-19 and the former may follow. 217 Should it do so, new military
doctrine is unlikely to be implemented and the existing doctrine will remain to guide and
direct the PLA. Interestingly, Fravel concludes in his 2019 book, Active Defense, that the
three issues that occupy Beijing are Taiwan, the border with India and the SCS disputes. He
surmised that these matters would be “the central focus of China’s military strategy”, though
the emergence of “new missions” may engender change to China’s military strategy (p. 276).
This thesis contends that these ‘new missions’ will be to secure the BoB, not to wage war
with India but to protect its sea lines of communication, its commercial interests and its oil
and gas pipelines. However, how India reacts to this PLAN presence will determine if
conflict break out.

Xi warned: “We must keep our highest alert about ‘black swan’ incidents and take steps to prevent ‘gray
rhino’ incidents . . . [We are] confronted with unpredictable international developments and a complicated and
sensitive external environment . . . Our task at hand is to maintain stability as we continue our reform and
development” (quoted in Lam, 2019). ‘Black swan’ refers to unforeseen, high-impact low probability events.
‘Gray rhino’ events are highly probable, high impact known risks that are ignored or not addressed. This may be
in the form of a housing bubble collapse, a stock market collapse like 2015, or credit crunch due to
unsustainable internal debt. However, with the CCP having tight control over all financial levers, it should be
contained and not have calamitous consequences.
217
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4.9.9 Indian Navy History
India’s maritime history can be traced back to about the third millennium BCE when
it emerged and flourished until the 13th century (Menon, 2010; Mukherjee, 2007). Whereas
the west coast of India engaged in trade with the Middle East and Africa218 and even through
to the Mediterranean Sea, the east coast of India spread its trade, cultural and religious
influence east through the Malacca Strait and into SE Asia. Evidence of this can be seen
throughout the IOR and SE Asia with an island like Bali still displaying its Hindu culture
despite being part of the Muslim-majority Republic of Indonesia. Cambodia may be aligned
with China through its reliance on Beijing for its economic development, but its famous
Hindu-style temples, written script and religion (Theravada Buddhism) are testament to
Indian influence. However, with the decline of Indian sea-power, other sea-faring empires
entered to fill the void. Admiral Zheng He flew the Ming dynasty flag on his voyages west of
the Middle kingdom that extended as far as Africa and the Middle East. However, this early
15th century period of Chinese naval dominance in the region ended after 30 years and again
a maritime power vacuum in the IOR and beyond arose. What followed was the European
‘Age of Exploration’ and subsequent colonialism that began with the Portuguese who came
to dominate the IOR in the 16th century, followed by the Dutch, French and English. Indian
naval power was to languish for many centuries and only gained a foothold after the English
forces turned the Indian Ocean into a ‘British Lake’.219 It was Lord Curzon who reminded the
British government at the start of the 20th century of the importance of maintaining control
over the crucial chokepoints that allowed limited access to the Indian Ocean. Despite the
British being politically ousted from India in 1947, Royal Navy officers maintained
command over the Indian navy220 until 1958 when Vice Admiral Katari took over command
of the Indian navy and the last British officers departed in 1962 (Spence, 2014). However,
India’s first Prime Minister after independence, Jawaharlal Nehru, was well aware of the
significance of India’s position as a wedge into the Indian Ocean that afforded it great geostrategic advantages that needed to be seized or its autonomy might be at stake: “We cannot
afford to be weak at sea . . . history has shown that whatever power controls the Indian Ocean
218

On the island of Socotra ancient Indian Brahmi scripts have been found dating to the 2nd century CE (Gill,
2018). Furthermore, in the 19th century the British took control of Socotra and ruled it through its Bombay
presidency as part of British India. This continued until 1937 when it was transferred to the protectorate of
Aden, a British colonial territory shuffle that has altered the geopolitical sea-scape of the north-western Indian
Ocean.
219
Britain established control over the Indian Ocean in 1783 with the defeat of a French armada and held
supremacy over all the entry points until 1942 with the loss of Singapore to Japan (Vivekanandan, 1975).
220
This was necessary to bridge the gap of experience in high command previously monopolised by the British
and also the loss of personnel who chose to serve in the new Pakistani navy (Spence, 2014).
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has, in the first instance, India’s seaborne trade at her mercy, and in the second, India’s very
independence itself” (quoted from Raina, 2014). In spite of this, India’s strategic culture has
tended to prioritise land defence221 and with Pakistan222 flanking India on the east and west
sides,223 India’s defence budget heavily favoured the army and then the air force over the
navy. With the brief 1962 war against China involving land borders, 224 this helped to
entrench budgets heavily in the army’s favour. Therefore, this limited maritime vision was
further undermined by a lack of investment in naval craft, maritime technology development
and ship-building facilities. India’s economic policy from 1950-1975 resulted in virtual
autarky and the next phase until the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991 encompassed some
economic liberalisation; so it was only when forced through historical circumstance that
India’s economy emerged from the doldrums and began to develop (Panagariya, 2008). This
connection with global trade and capitalism meant a massive increase in India’s volume of
trade by sea, necessitating a maritime strategy to protect this flow of goods and energy. 225 A
maritime strategy requires funding and this is derived from a successful economy. 226 In the
post-independence era, it was only in 1998 and then followed by The Indian Maritime
Doctrine (IMD, 2004) that India could outline a maritime vision and strategy that could be
realistically funded and implemented (Figure 23).

221

With so many land invasions coming primarily from the north-west of India through the Kyber Pass, it is
understandable that this ‘continental mindset’ exists.
222
With India aligning with the Soviet Union and obtaining arms from them, the US offered financial and
military support to Pakistan, resulting in India focusing on land-based defence (Raina).
223
Before Bangladesh split from Pakistan and became a separate independent nation in 1971.
224
This time from the northern Himalayan borders with China.
225
75% of India’s trade by value and 97% by volume are now carried by sea (Narayanan, 2006).
226
It is interesting to note that following the first two Indian naval doctrine publications stating aims and goals,
the defence budget received a marked increase.
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Figure 23: India Defence Budget by Year: focus on 1998 & 2004
Source: “The Indian Military's March Toward Modernity”, (2017) retrieved from
https://worldview.stratfor.com/article/indian-militarys-march-toward-modernity

In order to gain a better understanding of India’s naval doctrines, it is necessary to recall A. T.
Mahan’s ideas. The strategic culture section of this paper does cover this US naval strategist
in more detail, so only a general overview will be given. Mahanian-style sea power involves
the idea that for a country to be established as a great power, control of the seas is paramount.
This involved the securing of SLOCs, while denying them to rivals. In order to achieve this,
‘coal fuelling stations’ or strategic bases were required. The grand design behind achieving
sea power was for the purpose of commerce and trade. Free trade would thrive under this
system and taxes extracted from commercial trade would in turn support the navy, cementing
this symbiotic relationship. Mahan believed in the importance of a navy that could control
strategic sectors, like chokepoints or entry and exit points. By doing so, rivals could only
operate under the supervision of the dominant power and could be restricted from freely
accessing chokepoints if relations deteriorated. This sea power could then be extended
beyond the immediate realms of control and this power projection would undermine potential
rivals in adjacent maritime zones. The impact of Mahan has been significant on Indian naval
planners, as it has on their Chinese counterparts. Moreover, the oft-quoted passage
(erroneously attributed to Mahan) to which Chinese strategists have been drawn, has also
attracted Indian strategic analysts: “whoever controls the Indian Ocean dominated Asia. The
ocean is the Key to seven seas. In the 21st century the destiny of the world will be decided on
its waters” (Scott, 2006). The error in attribution aside, Mahan’s general maritime sentiments
were given an Indian context when the renowned Indian historian and diplomat, Kavalam
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Panikkar, published a similarly titled work 227 to Mahan that addressed India’s maritime
situation and how it could master its home ocean. Panikkar echoed the importance of
establishing a ‘blue water’ navy and using it in a forward capacity to secure key points.
Panikkar was very clear in stressing his vision for India’s navy, “While to other countries, the
Indian Ocean is only one of the important oceanic areas, to India it is the vital sea. Her
lifelines are concentrated in that area. Her future is dependent on the freedom of that vast
water surface. (Panikkar, 1962, p. 85). Panikkar concluded that “India’s future greatness lies
on the sea” (p. 99). His famous claim that “The Indian Ocean must therefore remain truly
Indian” is more in line with political rhetoric than the empirical realities that faced India,
including its lack of development to support an advanced navy. This still remains the case, as
India may be a ‘rising power’ but it is still a developing one. One of Panikkar’s more
pragmatic concerns was for “control of the narrow seas guarding entrances that naval power
has ultimately rested (p. 96). He saw the Bay of Bengal as vital to guarding the Malacca
Strait (p. 96). “The possession of the Andamans and the Nicobars gives to India strategic
bases which if fully utilised in co-ordination with air power can convert the Bay of Bengal
into a secure area” (p. 96).
4.9.9.1 Analysis of Indian Strategic Documents
The analysis of a country’s naval strategic documents is a suitable starting point when
attempting to discern their maritime intentions and how they might react in certain adverse
circumstances. The feasibility of this objective was affirmed in this quote:
Maritime doctrine may be considered as having the following three constituent parts:
the enduring tenets of the nature of war; the dynamic application of these tenets to
meet today's circumstances and a predictive element designed to prepare us for
tomorrow. When taken in totality, these three constituent parts define the scope of
maritime doctrine, making it a dynamic combination of history, tradition and
experience, born out of an understanding of maritime power and an intimate
comprehension of the nature of war in general and maritime warfare in particular
(Indian Maritime Doctrine, 2016, para.10).
Therefore, ‘a predictive element’ is required for doctrine to anticipate contingencies and this
foresight will aid in preparing a strategy for mitigation.
227

India and the Indian Ocean (1945), its subtitle, An Essay on the Influence of Sea Power on Indian
History consciously recalls Mahan's classic The Influences of Sea Power Upon History (1890), (Scott, 2006).
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4.9.9.2 India’s 1998 and 2004 maritime documents
Consequently, it was in 1998 that the Indian Navy released The Maritime DimensionA Naval Vision. This document228 set out the challenge for India to spur its naval growth and
achieve the capability to operate in the open seas. This aspirational goal was recognised by
the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) and was continued by the Indian National Congress
(INC) under Manmohan Singh (2004-2014). The 2004 Indian Maritime Doctrine echoed
Panikkar in saying that, “to other countries the Indian Ocean is only one of the important
oceanic areas, to India it is a vital sea. Her lifelines are concentrated in that area, her freedom
is dependent on the freedom of that coastal surface” (quoted from Hughes, 2016, para.14).
This is a clear statement to other world powers that India places a high value on the security
of its home ocean. This statement is not as forceful or powerfully crafted as an Indian version
of the “Monroe Doctrine”, that is, warning off other states from its region and sphere of
influence, but could be described as a preamble to such a doctrine. The doctrine not only
heeded the naval wisdom of Panikkar but also prominent contemporary naval strategists and
this can be seen in the following extract: “The Indian maritime vision for the first quarter of
the 21st century must look at the arc from the Persian Gulf to the Straits of Malacca as a
legitimate area of interest” (as quoted from Hanif, 2017, p. 88). The doctrine sought to ensure
India’s maritime security by taking Mohan and Panikkar’s advice of focusing on crucial
chokepoints in the north-east and north-west of the Indian Ocean. This transformation from a
‘brown water’ fleet to a regional ‘blue water’ one was to be displayed in 2006 at the Indian
Fleet Review that showcased the world’s 4th biggest navy composed of 137 ships including
an aircraft carrier with 55 aircraft. For the first time since India gained independence from the
British, it had a navy that was commensurate of a regional power and capable of power
projection, even though limited. This newly gained ability of the IN to be a “threedimensional blue water force” that could operate on the surface, in the air and underwater
meant the capability to counter distant threats. However, the Indian Navy was still relatively
underfunded229 and its next naval doctrine would set out challenging ambitions to realise.

228

The earlier Indian maritime and strategy documents would have been primarily directed against Pakistan and
terrorist activity emanating from its territory. At this time, China was not considered a maritime threat as besides
minor border incidents on India’s northern land borders, Sino-Indian border issues had mechanisms that were
set up to defuse incidents. In addition, talks, though mostly ineffectual at resolving border disputes, were at least
taking place thus showing some attempt at containing conflict. It was only with the PLAN permanently
deploying in the western IO on anti-piracy missions and the swift rise of China’s naval capabilities that India
has acknowledged China as a rival in the IOR.
229
Although the Indian Navy’s allocation of the Defence Budget rose from $7.5 billion for the years 1997-2001
to $18.3 billion for 2002-2007 achieving an allocation of 18% -- its highest yet.
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A general understanding and brief analysis of India’s early maritime doctrine is
needed in order to appreciate the basis from which subsequent naval doctrines and strategies
evolved. For clarity, it needs to be noted that the Indian Maritime Doctrine was released in
2004 and revised in 2009, and the Freedom to Use the Seas: India’s Maritime Military
Strategy, published in 2007, was revised and updated in 2015 and titled: Ensuring Secure
Seas: Indian Maritime Security Strategy. The two publications articulated the Navy’s
maritime strategic outlook, defined the parameters of its deployment, and provided
overarching guidance for its evolution as a combat force. The updated documents, namely,
Indian Maritime Doctrine (2009) and Ensuring Secure Seas: Indian Maritime Security
Strategy (2015) are the most recent Indian naval documents and will be analysed in a
reciprocal way to the Chinese White Papers; in other words, how India’s naval doctrine and
strategy might affect and impact on the behaviour and response of India’s navy in the Bay of
Bengal and with particular reference to China’s PLAN presence there. This analysis would
then contribute to the goal of this thesis: helping to identify actions by India and China in the
BoB that may cause friction and lead to conflict. In other words, by understanding the two
countries’ strategic aims and goals, and how they intersect, one may gain foresight into
potential ‘red flags’ that could trigger conflict.
4.9.9.3 2009 Indian Maritime Doctrine
In 2009, New Delhi published Indian Maritime Doctrine, the third iteration after the
first edition in 2004 and the second, Freedom to Use the Seas in 2007. This outlined its naval
doctrine and “covers the fundamental framework of the principles, practices and procedures
that govern the development and employment of our maritime military power” (p. 6).
Furthermore, it highlighted the Indian Navy’s priorities and how to address potential
challenges at sea, both in the Indian Ocean and beyond. Analysis of these documents shows
that a primary reason for India’s push to develop its navy in the last 20 years has been largely
due to its economic development and need to protect its trade shipments as well as an
increased demand for energy shipments.230 Although the pending threat of China emerged
after its entry into the IOR with anti-pirate operations, this was not the original impetus for
building a powerful navy. However, as previously detailed, with the ‘String of Pearls’

230

This is also corroborated by C. T. Smith (2017) in his research paper.
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hypothesis being accepted by New Delhi as a potential geopolitical ploy by China, more
urgency was applied to boosting India’s naval capability.231
The Indian Maritime Doctrine (IMD) begins with defining terms and concepts within
the document and outlines its purpose. One especially applicable sentence to this thesis is,
“The Indian Maritime Doctrine focuses on the application of naval power across the spectrum
of conflict, including war, less than war situations and peace” (p. 11). This ‘less than war
situation’ is precisely what this thesis is directed at; an encounter that may spark isolated
conflict and not initially provoke war but could escalate if unchecked.
Geopolitics has many varied definitions, but a common one is the idea that it is ‘the
influence of geographical factors on political action.’ A recurring theme within Indian
strategic thought is the physical position of India; in other words, it is embedded within the
Indian Ocean. This is aptly summarised by K. M. Panikkar and indeed this quotation prefaced
the fifth chapter of the Indian Maritime Doctrine:
The vital feature which differentiates the Indian Ocean from the Atlantic or the
Pacific is the subcontinent of India, which juts out far into the sea for a thousand
miles. It is the geographical position of India that changes the character of the Indian
Ocean (p. 47).
How this geographical characteristic plays out on Indian strategic thinking is evident from
high ranking Indian officials such as Minister of Home Affairs, Sardar Patel, who allude to
India’s potent position in the Indian Ocean and how this mandates a powerful navy that can
guard its coastline as well as “to keep a constant vigil on the vast expanse of the sea that
surrounds us” (Holslag, 2009, p. 15).
The Indian Maritime Doctrine acknowledges that the maritime realm is the medium
for power projection and that countries strong at sea achieve dominance, though this can be
the consequence of “intense competition”. As hypothesised by this thesis, there are many
issues that may cause friction and a few of these are listed in the Marine Doctrine as, “fishing
and mineral mining rights232, offshore economic activities233 like prospecting for oil and gas,

This was accelerated after China’s belligerence in the SCS towards its neighbours and India in 2009.
“The seabed of the Indian Ocean also has an abundance of minerals at varying depths. While manganese,
nickel, cobalt and phosphorites lie at depths ranging from 500 to 6000 meters, a number of minerals like
phillipnite and palagnite are also available in the deep sea bed. With mounting pressure on land based resources,
231
232
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etc., to denying potential adversaries use of the seas”. An incident in December 2019
exemplifies the last issue. A Chinese research vessel was identified near Port Blair by the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands and within Indian waters, which is against international laws.
As a result, an Indian Navy ship made contact and expelled the vessel (Negi, 2019; Singh,
2020). If in the future this Chinese vessel were accompanied by maritime militia ‘fishing’
vessels234 that have been upgraded and equipped with stronger hulls, then there is potential
for an incident, such as ramming. The document also notes that the increasing importance of
the oceans is “reflected in inter-state friction over its use” (p. 51). This is likely a reference to
the South and East China Seas where a number of incidents have been covered in the China
section of White Papers. The document underscores the importance for all Indian “mariners
and naval officers” to have a complete understanding of UNCLOS and maritime law so that
they can “follow and uphold them”. This focus on law and maritime rights is another area
that may precipitate conflict as China, like most (aspiring) great powers tend to ignore
inconvenient international laws.235 China rejected the international tribunal ruling against it in
the SCS (Hayton, 2018) and this may have set a precedent for what it may do in the BoB if it
considers the situation of sufficient importance to merit the dismissal of any sanctions.
According to Blasko (2012), China is unlikely to ever concede that its actions or policies may
lead to a crisis or conflict, but instead frame the outcome as one in which its forces had no
choice but to defend the country’s sovereignty or core interests. What is more, the Chinese
government will portray itself as the aggrieved party and endeavour to undermine its
opponent’s justification for being involved in the encounter; in fact, China will cast its
military response as “self-defensive” and necessary to counter the other’s provocations.236
These “efforts to justify China’s actions fall under the category of ‘Legal War’” (Blasko,
2012, p. 232). This scenario is, for example, highly likely in the BoB if the Indian Navy
hampers attempts by the PLAN to introduce sufficient vessels into the region to patrol and
escort ships in its SLOCs.
exploitation of the seabed resources including deep sea mining is expected to be a major thrust area (Indian
Maritime Document, 2009, p. 58).
233
“The Maritime Zones of India (MZI) are repository of substantial wealth in terms of oil, gas, minerals as well
as other living and non-living resources. Some of these are being extracted, while greater benefits await further
advances in technology” (Indian Maritime Document, 2009).
234
“China has continued its expansion in the maritime domain… Beijing operates in the so-called “gray zone”
between war and peace, staying below the threshold of armed conflict to secure gains while not provoking
military responses by others” (Erickson, 2019). This threshold may be lower in the IOR, sparking conflict. (On
maritime militia, see also sections 2.6.4 and 2.6.5 of this thesis.)
235
This can be seen in US behaviour, for example, its support of UNCLOS despite not being a signatory.
236
This was apparent during the Doklam incident in which CCP propaganda very strongly persuaded India to
back down and not precipitate conflict, though India did hold firm.
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India is at the nexus of a vital maritime strait, Malacca. Besides its advantageous
position with the Indian sub-continent jutting into the Indian Ocean, India has the distinct
benefit of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands that are located very near the western side of
Malacca. This has created a ‘steel chain’ that can block the Strait (Figure 24) and India’s
capabilities to achieve this aim are boosted by numerous air and naval bases on the islands,
including INS Baaz, located in Campbell Bay, that is less than a hundred nautical miles from
the Strait of Malacca (Shukla, 2019).

Figure 24: Entry/Exit Chokepoints and ISLs of the IOR
Source: “Indian Maritime Doctrine”, (2009, p. 57), retrieved from
https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/sites/default/files/Indian-Maritime-Doctrine-2009-Updated-12Feb16.pdf

China is aware of the strategic advantage that India has over a Strait that carries over
$3 trillion of cargo a year on 100,000 merchant vessels. This consideration contributed to
Beijing committing to build oil and gas pipelines from Kyaukpyu in Myanmar to Kunming in
China’s Yunnan province. China has a strong incentive to ensure the western side of the
Strait remains open and free from blockade as well as protecting SLOCs that convey oil and
gas to Myanmar. This is well summarised by Chinese strategist Zhang Wenmu who was
referring explicitly to the Indian Ocean when he stated: “Ocean power is of permanent
importance to the trade of coastal countries . . . Therefore, a modern ocean-going navy is
needed to ensure open sea lanes and potential ocean resources” (as quoted in Holslag, 2009, p.
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23). As covered earlier in this chapter, the increased presence of PLAN craft in the BoB is
likely to raise the possibility of friction with the Indian Navy. 237 In a speech that Robert
Kaplan gave in 2012 he outlined how this conflict would come about, "Imagine China
moving vertically south and India moving horizontally east -- where they intersect will be
lines of rivalry in the 21st century" (Kaplan, 2012, 9m36s). The economic corridor that runs
south from Yunnan in China to Myanmar’s coast would intersect with a naval ship from INS
Kalinga sailing east in the Bay of Bengal.238
It is interesting to note that a sub-heading of the Indian Maritime Doctrine is titled
‘Extra-regional Presence’, and there is reference to the US as an extra-regional power (based
in Diego Garcia) along with France with its several IOR island territories, yet China does not
merit much attention. This is probably due to the fact that China only started its anti-piracy
patrols in the north-western quadrant of the Indian Ocean in December 2008 and the Indian
Maritime Doctrine was mostly updated and revised in 2008 and published in 2009. The next
naval document on strategy would be more concerned about the Chinese presence in the IOR,
as analysis will show later in this chapter.
The IMD of 2009 identified two main areas of maritime interest, primary and
secondary. In the former category, the selection includes:
•

India’s coastal areas and maritime zones, including coastline, islands, internal sea
waters, territorial waters, contiguous zone, EEZ, and continental shelf.

•

The Arabian Sea, Bay of Bengal, Andaman Sea, and their littoral regions.

•

The choke points leading to, from and across the Indian Ocean, including Malacca,
Singapore, Sunda and Lombok (p. 65).

This clearly shows that India’s key zones and maritime concerns overlap with China’s,
specifically the Malacca Strait and the Bay of Bengal.239 When two great powers prioritise an

237

Concerning this issue of China wanting to escort its ships in the BoB, from an Indian expert perspective,
Interviewee 4 told the author of this thesis that there are no threats in the BoB region and consequently no need
for the PLAN to be there ‘protecting’ anything. This would call into question China’s objective of sending
warships to escort its commercial shipments, as expressed by Interviewee 4: “So we know that the strategic
objective is not protection - it's presence. So you may say it is for protection but your objective is completely
different” (Delhi, 2018).
238
The mirror situation would also occur in the western IO with the Pakistan economic corridor (CPEC) to
Gwadar.
239
Ambassador Tariq Karim sums up the vital nature of this maritime region: “A revival of the Indian Ocean’s
historical role as a key transit route between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans raises the strategic importance of
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area and wish to control it, the potential for friction increases. A method referred to in the
document that could be used to discourage foreign interference in India’s primary areas of
maritime interest, is deterrence.
4.9.9.4 Deterrence
The way in which the Indian Maritime Doctrine defines the term is revealing:
Deterrence is preventing aggression by convincing a potential aggressor that the cost
of coercion or conflict would be more than its likely gains . . . This can be done either
by raising the costs or by denying the gains. The former is known as ‘deterrence by
punishment’, while the latter is termed as ‘deterrence by denial’. Deterrence by
punishment requires a strong retaliatory capability and a politico-military posture that
assures the potential aggressor of unacceptably high costs. Deterrence by denial
entails the ability and intent to deny victory to the enemy, regardless of the cost. In all
cases, deterrence needs to be credible, i.e. the potential aggressor should be convinced
that the opponent’s military capability and political will are adequately robust to hurt
him badly or to thwart victory (p. 27).
This is a vital paragraph in the document that clearly shows India’s intent to retaliate if its
primary interests are compromised. India has unambiguously projected its intent to foreign
powers and believes it has the political will and military power to back its measures of
deterrence. Government documents could be labelled as aspirational but hollow in a harsh
anarchic international environment where actions have consequences that are far-reaching.
However, proof of India’s resolve was tested in 2017 in Doklam (noted above, 4.9.8.3). India
refused to accept Chinese attempts to alter the status quo of the disputed land border it had
with Bhutan. Despite enormous Chinese diplomatic pressure and military threats, India’s
forces stood their ground and effected a PLA withdrawal from the immediate area. There
were large scale scuffles between Chinese and Indian soldiers at Doklam240 and the situation
could have spiralled out of control to full conflict, though fortunately both sides exercised
restraint. A maritime equivalent may take place involving the ramming of a ship that could
then escalate. Indeed, a senior Chinese military officer has recommended that the PLAN
the Bay of Bengal as both a potential gateway and a chokepoint for economic development of the broader Asian
region” (2020, para.1).
240
This possibility for conflict is described by Interviewee 3: “There is another dynamics of India and China
bilateral relationship, which has a nature which often becomes confrontational, and which is shown in Doklam”
(Delhi, 2018).
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should ram US Navy warships that are involved in FONOPS (Pickrell, 2018). This was after
a PLAN vessel narrowly missed colliding with a US Navy warship in the SCS earlier that
year. This thesis does not judge such incidents and decide which parties are aggressors or
provocateurs but instead recognises that both parties usually have legitimate interests and
concerns that can raise red flags and incite conflict. The same behaviour in the SCS could
eventuate in the BoB if the respective parties considered their interests of a high enough
priority.
4.9.9.5 ‘Concepts of Maritime Power’
Chapter 6 of the IMD is titled, ‘Concepts of Maritime Power’, and is heavily based on
Mahan’s six principal conditions that affect sea power.241 The preface highlights the belief
that because people dwell primarily on land, whatever maritime concepts are adopted will
impact upon land affairs. This is also true in the reverse. If there is tension on land as there
was during the Doklam border standoff of 2017, then this could exacerbate areas of friction at
sea as growing nationalism influences actions. The document continues to address the
concept of Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA), which it defines as “being cognisant of the
position and intentions of all actors, whether own, hostile or neutral, in the constantly
evolving maritime environment in the areas of interest” (p. 74). Even during this early period
of India’s nascent maritime technology aimed at developing MDA, there is cognisance by the
Indian Navy to use all means available to ensure hostile forces cannot easily enter. This is not
targeted at any specific rival at this point, but the 2007 Mumbai terrorist attack would have
had bearing on the IN desire to improve MDA capabilities. Compatible with MDA is ‘sea
control’ as the former might require the latter to be instituted. The 2009 IMD defines sea
control as “one of the most important concepts of maritime power, sea control denotes a
condition where one is able to use a defined sea area, for a defined period of time, for one’s
own purposes, and at the same time deny its use to the adversary” (p. 77). This concept is
central to how the Indian Navy is structured and it is this ability of the IN to control certain
key areas of the maritime domain that has produced the ‘Malacca Dilemma’, which Hu Jintao
first alluded to in 2003 when he was PRC president. The Indian maritime strategists are well
aware of it and the document sums up its value as follows, “Sea control is an enabler that
affords freedom of action to those who possess it, but denies it to those who do not (p. 77).

241

These are: 1. geographical position, 2. physical conformation, 3. extent of territory, 4. number of population,
5. character of the people, and 6. character of the government, that affect sea power.
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The 2009 IMD clearly lays out the military role of the IN contained within three
categories. These are: objectives, missions and tasks (illustrated in Figure 25).

Figure 25: Military Objectives, Missions and Tasks
Source: “Indian Maritime Doctrine”, (2009, p. 92), retrieved from
https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/sites/default/files/Indian-Maritime-Doctrine-2009-Updated-12Feb16.pdf

Potential threats from the PLAN, based on an assessment of behaviour in the SCS and
adapted to fit the BoB, are addressed in this chart. The IN’s response may be range across sea
control, sea denial, SLOC interdiction, anti-submarine operations, or even maritime strike in
an extreme situation. It is important to recognise that in 2009 China was not a threat to India
in the IOR, yet the IN was prepared and had the tactics to counter littoral or outside
aggression in the IOR. As China has become bolder in its naval excursions in the IO, the IN
has stepped up its efforts to counter Chinese interference and enhanced its ability to detect the
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PLAN presence in the region, by the acquisition of Boeing P-81 maritime surveillance
aircraft.242
The Indian Navy’s military objectives are to:
•

Maintain a strong and credible defence posture, and capability to safeguard the
national aim and interests.

•

Ensure security of national territory, territorial space, citizens, resources and
maritime trade routes (IMD, pp. 6-7).

These objectives, as a military institution, could involve the use of force and also
“threat or credible possibility of such use”. These possible measures would not just be
applicable in war but also during peace and “less than war situations”. These objectives
would apply in the event of the PLAN becoming more forceful and aggressive in the BoB in
an effort to protect SLOCs, land investments (such as energy facilities) and deployment of
PLAN vessels to ensure that the Malacca Strait was not interdicted. In such circumstances,
India would judge its national interests to be under threat and vulnerable from increasing
numbers of Chinese forces in the zone. It must be reiterated that both countries would have
legitimate interests to protect and neither would be seeking war, but military forces in close
proximity of each other do not inspire peace. Australian naval officer and strategic analyst,
Richard Menhinick, sums up this impasse, “The key is that every nation has legitimate
interests from its perspective” (2018, para.8).
The document (IMD, 2009) stresses that India’s increasing reliance on seaborne trade
necessitates the protection of SLOCs, making this an important military objective for the IN
in times of peace and war. The US Navy is the main provider of public goods in the form of
keeping the SLOCs in the Indian Ocean open and unhindered, but ceded some control in the
Malacca Straits to India during the U.S.-led Operation Enduring Freedom, following the
September 2001 attacks (Brewster, 2010, p. 14). This must be taken into account in Chinese
military planning. Previously, when the PLAN was not as advanced and was in the process of
modernising and expanding its navy, Beijing had no choice but to accept the SLOC
protection offered by others in the IOR. However, having built a navy base in Djibouti and
with active patrolling in the western sector of the Indian Ocean, the PLAN is equipped to
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This includes the further procurement of Boeing P-81 maritime surveillance aircraft that could detect
incoming PLAN submarines (India clears purchase of additional P-8I maritime aircraft, 2019).
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secure SLOCs in that zone, or at least challenge any party that attempts to interdict them.
China’s military largely has the SCS secured and so the only area unsecured (or without a
presence) by the PLAN from the origin of its Middle Eastern energy supplies until delivery to
its eastern seaboard, is the BoB. China has been on a massive naval shipbuilding campaign
and with aircraft carrier capabilities, the PLAN is more than capable of operating in blue
water zones in an adjacent ocean.243 Li Jie, a naval military expert, maintains that, “in order
to protect China's territories and overseas interests, China needs two carrier strike groups in
the West Pacific Ocean and two in the Indian Ocean. So we need at least five to six aircraft
carriers” (2nd carrier almost complete, 2017; see also Chan, 2020, in which the figure of six
by 2035 was reported). China’s two current aircraft carriers (flattops) are not catapult-capable
which restricts the weight of the airplane that is launched – this means the fighters can carry
less fuel and fewer missiles and will only be suitable for shorter missions. China may
consider these restrictions as too inadequate for possible combat engagement with India in its
home seas. Still, the PLAN will launch a bigger ‘flattop’ that will be more technically
advanced and feature the catapult system, allowing China additional aircraft, faster launches,
better armed and longer range aircraft (Axe, 2019). This would strongly suggest that China
would keep a low profile in the BoB and not push for acquiring a strategic advantage until
this more advanced carrier was launched and well tested, most likely around 2025. In
addition, China produces naval craft considerably faster than India is capable of doing, so by
2025 the extra frigates, corvettes and destroyers added to the PLA Navy could be easily
spared to patrol in the Indian Ocean.
With the Pakistan port of Gwadar at the southern tip of the Gulf of Oman and leased
to China until 2059, China is only lacking naval facilities in the BoB. It is likely that Beijing
will use its financial and political influence to secure a ‘base or place’ in this critical zone
(discussed in the next section).244 Professor You Ji, a leading Chinese naval analyst, believes
that China may be rendered vulnerable in the Indian Ocean if there is conflict in East Asia
You Jin, Chinese naval analyst, details the purpose of aircraft carriers: “a carrier is best for long range
powerful projection, mounting air strikes and defence, not for escorting commercial ships” (You, in Brewster,
2018, p. 101).
244
According to Interviewee 5, it would “really bother” the Indian government if China were to secure a naval
base in the BoB, but control of port facilities would be less of a problem if they were purely for a “commercial
nature”. However, the concern for India would be developments from this status, that is, “what would be the
follow-up?” The case of Hambantota (Sri Lanka) is a case in point and remains uncertain, “whether Hambantota
is going to be a base or it will remain a commercial property” (Delhi, 2018). This ‘uncertainty of intentions’ ties
in with Mearsheimer’s familiar refrain in his ‘offensive realism’ theory i.e. will China use ports it owns or
controls in the IOR as first temporary and minor naval facilities, but steadily increase usage over time until they
are de facto bases? This appears to be the concern of the Indian government in the IOR.
243
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(for example, a clash with Japan or Taiwan or even the US) as India could interdict the sea
lanes and disrupt Chinese shipments. For this reason, China requires a two-ocean strategy, a
new strategy of ‘frontier defence’ that will protect against this eventuality. You Ji maintains
that PLAN island bases in the SCS will greatly help this endeavour to project power into the
Indian Ocean. However, for this to be practical, the PLAN will require logistical facilities in
the Indian Ocean. You Ji stresses that this is a strategic necessity and that even though the
Indian Ocean is not India’s sole domain,245 China does not wish to challenge India’s interests
in the IOR. (You, in Garver, 2018). From China’s point of view, this strategy may make
sense but Indian military planners would be very concerned. This is again a situation when
legitimate interests, as perceived by both parties, could create friction and conflict.
4.9.9.6 ‘Bases or places?’
A naval analyst interviewed for this thesis in New Delhi believed that the PLAN “are
exploring for a new naval base, new ports and new maritime station points in the Indian
Ocean” and that he would not “deny the assumption that they [PLAN] are looking for a new
naval base in Bangladesh and in Myanmar . . . given the kind of exploratory nature that PLA
Navy has all these years” (Interview 1, Delhi, 2018). However, the interviewee further added
that China’s quest for “maritime space . . . a harbouring point” remains ambiguous as there
could be commercial or military purposes intended. He did, however, concede that if China
pursued more than just commercial intentions then it could lead “not to a very pleasant
situation with India”. The interviewee also highlighted the “dual implications” of a naval base
in either Bangladesh or Myanmar that would impact on “the gateway” from the Bay of
Bengal -- that is, the Malacca Strait -- and on the South China Sea. For China to have a naval
base or easily accessible naval facility in the BoB would mean an immeasurably greater
amount of security for its maritime trade.246 China has been careful not to give credence to
rumours like the ‘string of pearls’ hypothesis; it has kept its activities on a mostly commercial
level and besides establishing a naval base (or ‘facility’) in Djibouti that can be justified as
necessary to support anti-pirate missions, other opportunities like Gwadar have been declined.
There would be no strategic logic in prematurely creating tension in a neighbour’s region,
245

Most Chinese military analysts have the belief that India claims the Indian Ocean as its domain, as stated by
Chinese professor, Zhu Li: “India considers the Indian Ocean as its backyard” (Zhu, in Brewster, 2018, p. 199).
246
John Garver, as far back as 2001, recognised that: “the China-Myanmar military link constitutes an important
part of a pattern of gradually expanding Chinese military activity in the Indian Ocean region...this pattern
suggests that China's leaders see that region as an area of substantial Chinese interests and that they aspire to
eventual establishment of a permanent and effective military presence in the Indian Ocean. China's leaders
understand that the vulnerability of China's sea lanes across the Indian Ocean can only be alleviated by securing
a forward logistical presence in that region” (p. 295).
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especially while still building a fully capable blue water navy and while directing resources
and maritime forces to securing the SCS. Deng Xiaoping’s ‘bide your time’ strategy appears
to be in play here.247 For example, when Beijing judged that it was militarily strong enough,
the PLAN moved quickly to build and militarise islands in the SCS that took the US and
littoral nations by surprise. Akin to a maritime ‘blitzkrieg’, the PLAN took physical control
of the SCS to enforce claims it had never relinquished but let temporarily lie. Even this
process was deftly handled and kept low key until it became a fait accompli. In other words,
Beijing did not announce any plans to build islands but proceeded with great speed and intent.
When the international community became aware of Chinese operations in the SCS, Beijing
insisted that the islands would not be militarised but were for marine safety and rescue
purposes. In the same way, when Beijing considers that it is in a position (projected to be the
short-to-medium term) to move sufficient forces to the BoB in order to secure its SLOCs, and
when an acquiescent littoral nation has allowed some form of port facility, PLAN forces will
start increasing.248
The above-noted interviewee emphasised that China was fully aware that India would
have strong concerns249 regarding a foreign naval base in its region and “given that sensitivity
they will be very careful”. The interviewee also stressed the cautious attitude of the Indian
government and so with respect to China acquiring a naval facility, the reaction would not be
“military-centric” but considered, though it must be understood that “anything which affects
our national security, any country, including India, will react”.250 This seems to imply that if
China starts with a temporary naval facility in the BoB that is sparingly used in a refuelling
and at times maintenance capacity, India may be slow in objecting or seeking to eject the
PLAN from it.251 Another reason for India taking a more measured response to such a move
247

Naval analyst, Abhijit Singh, believes that despite some PLAN and civilian incursions into the IOR to remind
New Delhi that “the Indian Ocean is not Indian . . . Beijing has been respectful of Indian interests in the Bay of
Bengal. Chinese warships have not challenged Indian sovereignty or approached Indian territory with malignant
intent” (Singh, 2020, para.12). This view of Abhijit Singh is further discussed in the ‘Literature Review’ section
of this thesis.
248
Beijing has mastered the art of small gains that do not attract attention but mount over time, i.e. ‘salami
slicing’ (Haddick, 2014). The same will apply to the port facility; it will start inconspicuously but may
culminate in a base after an extended period.
249
Interviewee 3 said that the China-Bangladesh relationship was becoming “more strategic in nature”, and this
was contributing to “India’s strategic anxiety” (Delhi, 2018).
250
This sentiment was echoed by interviewee 2: “Any kind of base or place in the Bay of Bengal would not be
viewed favourably by India and it would be a concern to India. It would not serve our interests to have China
have a base or a place in the Bay of Bengal. It would be a matter of concern because we have some strategic
interests in this area” (Delhi, 2018).
251
Garver believes that China’s far greater military strength constrains India’s response to Chinese actions in the
BoB: “. . . as long as China moves slowly and incrementally enough so as not to prod lethargic India into action,
India will do little to block China’s rise in South Asia-Indian Ocean region (Garver, in Brewster, 2018, p. 85).
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by China is the relationship that India has with Vietnam. Hanoi has granted exclusive access
to Indian naval ships at Nha Trang port, which is in close proximity to Vietnam’s premier
port and naval base at Cam Ranh Bay (Oak, 2018). Together with this agreement and joint
naval exercises, a close understanding has grown between these two countries with their
‘strategic autonomy’ doctrines. As a consequence of this connection with a neighbour of
China’s, it would be ironic if India objected to China seeking a similar agreement with one of
India’s neighbours. Nevertheless, the empirical test of restraint and friction avoidance for
India would be the number of PLAN vessels that enter the BoB as a result of any Chinese
naval facility in the region.
Figure 26 illustrates how China has built up its naval forces252 and is currently capable
of deploying sufficiently modern and equipped vessels in a carrier battle group that could be
deployed to the Indian Ocean. How much longer will China allow its crucial energy supplies
to be at the mercy of US and Indian naval forces? China’s relationship with the US has
significantly worsened since the ‘trade war’ was launched by the Trump Administration in
2018. 253 In addition, China’s relationship with India was severely tested by the Doklam
standoff in 2017 and despite subsequent summits designed to repair relations at Wuhan in
China and Mamallapuram in India, there still prevailed a strong rivalry between the two
countries. 254 As a consequence of these developments, China would not want to leave its
energy security in the hands of rivals who might choose to block its shipments and put it
under pressure to accept unwanted terms or conditions.255 In sum, the evidence suggests that
with a capable blue water navy and an unsecured and vulnerable BoB area, the likelihood of
the PLAN increasing its presence there is high along with the probability of China obtaining
a ‘naval facility’ in the area.

This may be valid, but under a nationalistic leader like Prime Minister Modi, the threshold for action may be
lower. A striking feature of the interviews in New Delhi was the cautious attitude expressed by many of the
interviewees when asked about an Indian response to PLAN activity or behaviour in the BoB. A few suggested
strong action or counter measures but the majority echoed Garver’s sentiments.
252
Between 2014 and 2018, China launched more submarines, warships, amphibious vessels, and auxiliaries
than the number of ships currently serving in the individual navies of Germany, India, Spain, and the United
Kingdom. Eighteen ships were commissioned by China in 2016 alone and at least another 14 were added in
2017 (How is China Modernizing its Navy?, 2018).
253
The US ‘Pivot to Asia’ under the Obama Administration that involved a military and diplomatic ‘rebalance’
to Asia also caused Beijing to suspect US motives; that is, to contain China and undermine its ‘peaceful rise’.
254
India still sees China as an exogenous power that is encroaching on India’s sphere of influence, whereas
China views South Asia as a legitimate area for Chinese economic, military and diplomatic undertakings.
255
The Chinese have never forgotten the ill-treatment they received from Western nations and the Japanese
during their ‘100 Years of Humiliation’ and use it as a means to boost nationalism and the need for a strong
nation under the CCP to ensure China is not exploited again.
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Figure 26: Naval Fleet Comparison
Source: China Power Team, (2018), retrieved from https://chinapower.csis.org/china-navalmodernization/
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In the ‘Epilogue’ of the Indian Maritime Doctrine, the document acknowledges the
major changes that have occurred recently in the geopolitical sphere, the rise of Asia and
power shift in that direction too. In a reference to Lord Palmerston’s famous quote, “Nations
have no permanent friends or allies, they only have permanent interests,” the Indian
government concedes that even “interests are amenable to change and reinterpretation” (p.
155). The US and India have drawn closer (politically, strategically and militarily) than they
ever have and India’s ‘Look East’ policy 256 is finally becoming more proactive with the
introduction of Indian Prime Minister Modi’s ‘Act East’ policy that is engaging more with
ASEAN and in particular with Vietnam and Japan. This can be considered part of the
relatively new ‘Indo-Pacific’ concept that emphasises the qualities of these two zones as
geopolitically fluid and connected. The Indian naval presence in the Western Pacific and
China’s presence in the IOR are empirical realities that will need to be addressed in ways that
anticipate friction and conflict, with contingency plans made to avoid escalation.
In 2007, India published Freedom to Use the Seas: India’s Maritime Military Strategy
with the intention that it be read in conjunction with India’s other strategic papers257 in order
that a comprehensive understanding of India’s strategic thought process be achieved. Its
maritime military strategy was predicated on “preparing for a possible conflict whilst
maintaining a deterrent posture that ensures peace” (p. iv). The document covered traditional
topics such as strategies, recent maritime history, the IOR and geopolitics, and trade, but the
chapter on ‘Marine Domain Awareness’ contains a pertinent section that relates to this thesis:
‘Likely Scenarios for the Use of Military Force by the Indian Navy’. Several situations were
listed but two might apply to the thesis hypothesis:
•

Conflict with a state in our immediate neighbourhood or clash of interest with
an extra-regional power.
•

Ensuring safety and security of ISLs [international shipping lanes] through the
Indian Ocean.

At this period in time, 2007, India’s only likely neighbourhood foe would have been Pakistan
and relations with the US had improved greatly due to concessions on the nuclear issue.

India’s Look East policy’s first phase began in the early 1990s with the aim of broadening India’s political,
economic and security interests in Southeast Asia. The second phase, from 2003, extended this coverage from
Australia to East Asia.
257
The Indian Maritime Doctrine and the Joint Doctrine – Indian Armed Forces.
256
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China was still ‘biding its time’ and had not yet begun asserting its ownership of the entire
SCS nor did it possess a fully-fledged blue water navy. International shipping lanes in the
Indian Ocean were of growing importance for India since its economy emerged from the
doldrums and grew strongly in the last few years of the 20th century. Ensuring India’s energy
and commercial shipments could transit freely had become a priority. The recognition of this
crucial new responsibility for the IN became a major consideration for Indian government
strategists.
4.9.9.7 2015 Ensuring Secure Seas
As a consequence, the 2015 document, Ensuring Secure Seas: Indian Maritime
Security Strategy, was released to update and supersede the 2007 publication. According to
the foreword, there were three main reasons: firstly, geo-strategic as the new Indo-Pacific
concept had entered strategic thought and calculations, especially after the US ‘pivot’;
secondly, ‘traditional’ threats were still persisting but ‘non-traditional’ threats were more
evident with the 2008 Mumbai terrorist attacks; and thirdly, the clearer recognition that
India’s future lay with being a strong naval power that could secure its naval domain and
actively engage in foreign policy initiatives with both littoral states and those further afield
like ASEAN. As a result, this thesis will focus more on parsing this updated 2015 document
to gain understanding from analysis.
The updated title of the 2015 strategy document (Ensuring Secure Seas) already
signals that contemporary maritime security considerations have shifted and that the security
and control of India’s seas are entwined with India’s future prosperity. The document covers
a range of issues for the Indian Navy to address, prioritise and achieve. Amongst them are an
emphasis on acquiring a credible sea-based nuclear deterrence, 258 the importance of
chokepoints and the necessity of controlling SLOCs in the Indo-Pacific region. This meant
increasing naval numbers and the need to consider another fleet to bolster the IN force
structure, in addition to developing sea control and denial operational requirements
(Chandramohan, 2017). This strategy document does not specifically identify China as a
threat, as the Indian government wished to engage with Beijing in constructive ways that
were mutually beneficial.259 However, there are changes in this revised document that address

258

With the launch of INS Arihant in 2009, India now had its first nuclear ballistic submarine (SSBN).
For example, trade, resolving border disputes, combined defence exercises or anti-pirate operations, as well
as maritime dialogue.
259
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‘the China factor’ obliquely, as Gurpreet Khurana, an officer in the Indian Navy notes.260
This is apparent in the 2015 document: “The likely sources of traditional threat would be
from states with a history of aggression against India, and those with continuing disputes or
maintaining adversarial postures to India’s national interests” (p. 37). Besides Pakistan and
China, no other countries match this description.
The strategy document also stresses upholding international law, particularly
UNCLOS. By this time, China had become assertive in the SCS but the Philippine
international law case against China had not been ruled on yet. Nevertheless, the PLAN had
greatly increased its fleet, further modernised its navy and was fully invested in anti-pirate
operations off the horn of Africa. Indian strategists who studied offensive realism, as
propagated by Mearsheimer, were cognisant of likely hegemonic intentions by their giant
neighbour. On the eastern and western flanks of India, China was in the process of building
economic corridors, linking their landlocked provinces of Xinjiang and Yunnan with the
Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal, respectively. The idea of being perceived or overtly seen
as a hegemon (even if the de facto situation supports it), is an unwanted moniker for New
Delhi. For this reason, the 2015 paper distinguishes between India being a “net provider of
security” that implies hegemony and rather phrasing India’s role as being a “provider of net
security”. This exercise in semantics helps to avoid portraying India as the regional
“policeman” and allaying its neighbours’ fears. In the same way, India would resent another
power intruding into its region and attempting to gain too much influence that leads to
hegemony.261
This 2015 strategy document covers many topics and areas that might have bearing on
India-China relations. These will be examined and analysed from the position of what an
Indian response could be according to the principles/doctrines laid out in the document and
how they might apply to Chinese actions and behaviour in the Bay of Bengal. Early in the
paper, emphasis is given to SLOCs, “safety and security of SLOCs has become a key national
interest” (p. 28). Both China and India realise the vital importance of having their SLOCs
protected and this is where legitimate interests from both sides may create issues as
acknowledged in the document: “There are several potential threats and challenges to India’s
Dr Khurana opines that, “It is amply clear that India-China relations bear an adversarial character, beyond
merely a competitive one” (2017, p. 22).
261
According to Indian security analyst Manoj Joshi, “The Chinese have never hidden their will to power.
Where India has always wanted to be seen as a ‘Great Nation’, the Chinese are clear that they are once again
destined to be a, if not the, ‘Great Power’” (Joshi, 2017, para.11).
260
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SLOCs from both traditional and non-traditional sources, which can impact our national
interests (p. 29). If the PLAN acts proactively and sends warships to escort its shipments
through ISLs, this would pose a threat for India considering the proximity to Indian territory.
China’s intentions may be solely economic, but a realist-informed threat perception would
induce a sense of vulnerability when a strategic competitor approaches close to home
territory. This view was expanded upon by Interviewee 1 (Delhi, 2018) who pointed out that
there is an inescapable link between China’s commercial interests and the security dimension
that arises with China’s right to stability through protecting its sea-borne assets. He reiterated
that “unless we really see a security component attached to it which affects India’s security
interest, we would not really be reacting to that”. However, the interviewee did qualify this
with the proviso of appropriate PLAN escort vessels. If nuclear submarines 262 appeared in the
BoB, then “India will have objection”. Whilst this represents a rational response, it
necessarily remains subjective as to the number of naval vessels required to escort merchant
ships and the type of vessels used. If India perceived an overwhelming PLAN presence in the
region, then tensions would likely follow.
Some aspects of the original 2007 version263 of the strategic paper are echoed in the
updated 2015 edition. Traditional threats264 are again mentioned and expanded upon: “The
traditional sources of threat could also extend to nations that have the capability to harm
Indian interests and display inimical intent against India” (p. 37). India has good relations
with most countries but poor relations with Pakistan and relations with China vary between
decent and poor. China has the capacity to harm Indian interests, which it has done by
supporting/shielding Pakistan politically and arming it militarily. With China’s economic
expansion into the South Asian region and the power it has gained over nations resulting
from BRI projects265 and arms supply, India understands how threat levels may increase. In
fact, a prophetic statement from the 2015 document states, “The possibility of sudden
politico-economic and military events leading to changes in the regional security
environment would also need to be considered” (p. 37). This is certainly what transpired in
262

Interviewee 4 opined that India would certainly view any PLAN base in the BoB as a security threat and that
India would want to restrict Chinese naval presence in the area; in fact, “if they tried to have more permanent
base, then probably you will see more conflict with China in terms of maybe India creating more crises.”
Regarding PLAN craft in the BoB, it was noted that, “we don't want Chinese submarines in that area” (Delhi,
2018).
263
Freedom to Use the Seas: India’s Maritime Military Strategy
264
“The higher levels of threat would tend to be traditional threats, due to their higher scales of violence,
intensity of operations and geographical spread” (p. 50).
265
As Rory Medcalf succinctly states: “The flag will follow infrastructure as well as trade” (Medcalf in
Brewster, 2018, p. 225).
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the Doklam incident and this thesis hypothesises that in the short to medium term a similar
incident is likely to occur in the BoB. The section on ‘traditional threats’ continues to
highlight the rise in regional tensions, though it tends to concentrate on the north-western side
of the IOR. These tensions are exacerbated by leading powers who “maintain military
presence in the IOR to safeguard their interests” and this has led to a situation that has
“complicated the regional marine security environment” which in turn can lead to “increased
tension” that can “adversely impact marine security” (p. 37). As clearly set out in the
introduction of this thesis, a similar situation is likely to arise in the BoB, which will
engender the same issues mentioned above. A key point, however, is that the Indian Navy has
prepared for contingencies and deterrence measures that would mostly apply to the Arabian
Sea zone and the issues that may arise with the actors present in that zone. India’s plans to
deter adversaries, and the mechanisms deployed, will need to be amended and adjusted for
the different types of scenarios likely to arise in the BoB. This thesis will endeavour to
provide guidance on identifying likely situations to arise and how provocative they would be
to either party. This will lead to more accurate and feasible measures that can be incorporated,
as is the stated aim in the 2015 document, “Plans for escalation will be incorporated, with a
view to manage and control possible escalation by the adversary” (p. 54, emphasis in the
original). The document is firm in how any adversary would be countered and subsequent
actions taken until the desired aim of diminishing the threat has been achieved. If two
determined opponents 266 confront one another with neither one intending to yield, then
avoiding this encounter altogether by anticipating likely scenarios would be the preferred
option.
In the ‘Epilogue’ of Ensuring Secure Seas, 2015, the paper underscores that the
“foundational strategy…remains deterrence, to prevent conflict and coercion against India”
(p. 150). While this represents a valid aim for a nation’s navy, it risks being countered by a
foreign navy that believes equally in the legitimacy of its actions and behaviour in a
particular maritime zone to protect its own interests. Legitimate interests may not be
understood or acknowledged by opposing parties and this is what requires attention.

“The adversary will also have to be assured that each set of actions taken by him would be countered… with
assurance of additional costs in case of escalation in any manner” (p. 75). This illustrates the Indian Navy’s
commitment to responding in a threat environment.
266
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4.9.9.8 Joint Doctrine of the Indian Armed Forces document
The final Indian strategic document to be analysed for this thesis is the Joint Doctrine
of the Indian Armed Forces published in 2017.267 There are many areas of overlap with this
document and the ones already addressed, so detailed analysis will not be repeated if
previously covered. Early in the document, external threats are identified and the added
component of resource competition is listed.268 This has been explored already as a possible
source of friction in the BoB as fishing stocks dwindle in the SCS and Chinese fishing vessels
are forced beyond traditional fishing grounds to meet China’s food needs. Also, metals,
minerals and fossil fuels may be found in the BoB that could (legitimately) increase China’s
presence in the area, though to India’s discontent. More assets in the zone would necessitate
more ships to transport goods and more PLAN warships to protect them. Interviewee 1 (Delhi,
2018) acknowledged that countries have a right to source metals or minerals that are required
by their economy and India would welcome Chinese investment if it were purely commercial,
but if it were a means to gain a footing in the region beyond commercial incentives, then this
would “become very worrisome” for India. In other words, if blue economy activity “is just a
medium for larger security objectives and military objectives”, then India would certainly
“react” to it. Interviewee 2 was even stronger in his opinion that the Bay of Bengal’s blue
economy was for littoral nations only and that “any kind of activity by Chinese ships in the
Bay of Bengal would not be accepted” (Delhi, 2018).
The ‘grey zone’ of cultivated strategic uncertainty is inherent within many possible
scenarios in the BoB and the blue economy is one of them. China has shown that it is skilful
at manoeuvring within the ‘grey zone’ in which it seeks to alter the status quo without
escalating to military engagement. This has been described already with regard to fishing in
the SCS and how China deftly uses its ‘maritime militia’ embedded within its vast fishing
fleet to dominate fishing boats from littoral nations like the Philippines, Vietnam and
Indonesia. Together with its powerful coastguard, China is able to establish ocean dominance
without even needing to introduce its PLA Navy vessels. This ability to remain below the
threshold of conflict may be tested in the Bay of Bengal but whether the IN allows the PLAN

The purpose of the document is well expressed by military analyst Johnson Chacko: “The Military Doctrine
lets the people of the country as well as its adversaries and people at large know how the Indian military will
execute military policy” (2018).
268
“The intensifying competition for natural resources adds an overlay of volatility to existing fault lines and
pose challenges that have potential to germinate conflict” (p. 8).
267
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the same privileges it enjoys in the SCS is unlikely. In sum, this 2017 document does not
specify details or locations but is aware that resources are a future concern.
A sub-heading in the document of particular relevance to this thesis is, ‘What
Influences Conflict/War?’ A strong economy is listed as a condition for greater state power
that allocates military budgets. Naturally, if growth lags then security is lacking and the
behaviour of insecure states is more unpredictable. The world economy tends to go through
cycles of ‘boom and bust’ and this puts pressure on governments when their economy
contracts. The current economic outlook for both China and India is not as positive as it has
been in the last cycle. Both countries have large yet developing economies and have
enormous populations that need economic growth to sustain them. China’s GDP for 2019 was
officially 6.1% which was still comparatively impressive269 for the world’s second largest
economy and better than India’s growth that decreased from 7.4% in 2018 to 5.6% in 2019.
China’s economy was already naturally slowing after decades of record growth but the US
‘Trade War’ from 2018 compounded the economic slowdown; furthermore, the Coronavirus
outbreak in January 2020 hampered economic activity and further retarded growth. China’s
government depends largely on economic growth as a factor that legitimises its existence as a
non-elected ruling party. The CCP has maintained social stability, national security and
impressive economic growth since 1980, but forty years later in 2020 severe social and
economic challenges have confronted the Party. 270 Conflicts can arise over resources and
such conflicts can also distract a dissatisfied population resulting in powerful nationalism,
which unites a nation. Moreover, Beckley, using a political economy approach to
understanding power transitions, asserts that, “the main threat to global security in the years
ahead will not be an increasingly muscular and confident China but rather a stagnating China
that lashes out against the liberal international order after failing to live up to the hype about
its rise” (Beckley, 2020, p. 2). Consequently, vulnerable governments and weak economies
can foster conditions for conflict.
Another influence discussed in the sub-heading, ‘What Influences Conflict/War?’, is
the environment. Climate change271 has been a much debated topic for more than a decade,

269

The US growth rate was 2.1%.
Finnish Economic Professor Malinen: “China is reaching the end of its debt-driven economic model, and
thus well-along in the end-game of the ‘Chinese Miracle’. This will bring drastic changes to the world economy,
which will fuel the global economic collapse of 2020-2023” (Malinen, 2020).
271
China is also justifying its presence in the Indian Ocean as being necessary so that China is in a position to
help when the region is affected by climate change.
270
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but even erstwhile climate deniers have been acknowledging its effects with extreme weather
conditions affecting the majority of the globe. Erratic rainfall, drought and the construction of
dams on rivers 272 have worsened water security issues and contributed to deteriorating
relations between countries, including China and India. The warming of sea water
temperatures leads to coral bleaching and the death of coral nurseries that help to produce the
next generation of fish that can be caught by fishers. The resultant decline of fish stocks
could lead to Chinese fishing vessels travelling to more distant seas in order to meet local
demand. This has been covered earlier in this chapter with the conclusion that if significant
numbers of Chinese fishing trawlers fish in the BoB then tensions will spike.273 In sum, the
text from Joint Doctrine states that such events “heighten security risks and lead to responses
from States in the military dimension” (p. 11). Events and issues are interconnected and if
there is tension over water rights in the north of India, this could spark a minor incident into
conflict in the BoB.
The 2017 document concedes that conflict prevention is an option, that strategists do
indeed seek to prevent destructive warfare. It is suggested that addressing “the root causes of
conflicts” can be a method to avoid fighting. This accords with the aim of this thesis: to
understand the histories of China and India, the impact of history274 and strategic culture on
their decision-making, and how their combined influence would impact issues that have been
identified in a particular conflict-prone area. Using informed analysis to anticipate possible
conflict will provide the contenders with lead time to work out solutions and draw up
protocols.
The Joint Doctrine discloses how the Indian military has evolved from more insular
thinking regarding interacting with foreign military forces 275 to embracing the benefits of
such a strategy. The Indian navy has recently stepped up its exercises with foreign navies
(Figure 27) and this 2017 document further encourages expeditionary and overseas
operations. It promotes “complete and effective inter-operability” with “countries, big and
272

China has (among others) constructed dams on the Brahmaputra/Yarlung Zangbo River that originates in
Tibet (Chaudhury, 2019).
273
The fishing industry is vital to India’s economy: “India’s fisheries sector contributes about one percent of the
national GDP and 4.6% of the agricultural GDP. It is estimated that the fishing communities along the coast
comprise over 8,60,000 families and number about four million, with livelihood from fishing extending to
approximately 14.5 million people” (Ensuring Secure Seas, 2015, p. 28).
274
The understanding and application of lessons learned from history is captured in this quote in Saturday
Review (April 15, 1978) from Norman Cousins: “History is a vast early warning system.”
275
India has always placed its ideal of ‘strategic autonomy’ as a top priority. This was observed by David
Brewster in 2014 when he opined: "India's objective of strategic autonomy will likely constrain or delay the
growth of Indian strategic influence in the Indian Ocean" (p. 179).
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small,” which would probably range from the US to Japan, Australia, Vietnam, Indonesia and
other members of ASEAN.

Figure 27: The Indian Navy conducts institutionalised exercises with these foreign navies
Source: “Ensuring Secure Seas”, (2015, p. 87), retrieved from
https://www.indiannavy.nic.in/sites/default/files/Indian_Maritime_Security_Strategy
_Document_25Jan16.pdf

The Indo-Pacific concept, aligned with the ‘Act East’ policy, may have influenced
this endeavour to connect with more distant countries. It is also in-step with Japan’s ‘Free and
Open Indo-Pacific’ strategy, though this initiative by Prime Minister Abe did predate it.
However, this call for engaging more with ‘like-minded’ countries who value freedom of
navigation and tend to be democracies is likely to attract consequences. China may take
offence to India connecting with navies in the western Pacific Ocean that is its home area. If
the IN were to participate in exercises too close to China’s perceived ‘home seas,’ then the
PLAN may reciprocate and plan exercises with another navy or by itself in India’s near seas,
like the BoB. This would concern India and be a source of tension.
4.9.9.9 Conclusion
It was Spinoza who declared: “If you want the present to be different from the past,
study the past.” It is hoped that with India’s ancient wisdom encapsulated in classics like the
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Mahabharata and Arthashastra, which are then combined with more modern strategists like
Mahan and Panikkar, these can then guide the Indian Navy to successful and effective
strategies that can resolve issues of conflict. To supplement the aims and goals of India and
China’s strategic documents is the need to rationally and analytically gauge how these
respective countries’ goals may intersect within certain areas and lead to possible friction.
Strategic foresight can anticipate these consequences and construct a plan to avoid conflict
that may arise due to competitors defending their perceived legitimate interests. Therefore,
the construction of a model, which contributes to a better understanding of strategic
behaviour, is warranted and examined in the next chapter. The different components of the
model, specifically the independent variable of relative power distributions and the
intervening variable of strategic culture are analysed and the results presented.
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Chapter 5: Results and Discussion of the Model
5.1 Introduction
This study set out to identify situations in the BoB that could trigger conflict. Firstly,
it aimed to identify these by a two-stage process involving archival research and interviews;
secondly, by using an adapted model to predict what the strategic behaviour of China and
India would be in these scenarios. This thesis is indebted to IR research and results that
preceded it for providing a base and assistance in assembling a new theoretical model; that is,
this thesis could predominantly use the prototypical neoclassical realist model but adapt it to
accommodate aspects of Morgan’s model. As a result, this thesis is built on the basis of their
seminal research but is modified for the specific purpose of identifying strategic behaviour in
conflict-potential circumstances. Therefore, what this thesis has contributed to the field of IR
study is a process that can be replicated and applied to any zone of possible future conflict.
By doing archival research, conducting interviews and finally using the model to interpret the
assembled data, a strategic forecast can be made with regard to a likely conflict scenario.
However, the first component of the model that requires assessment is the relative power
between China and India.
5.2 Determining the independent value: relative power distributions
5.2.1 Beckley
How does one gauge the relative power of nations?276 In a study of how to achieve
this objective, US-China power balance specialist Michael Beckley, echoed this query and its
significance, “Policymakers, too, need an accurate way to gauge the power of nations,
because vital decisions regarding grand strategy, alliance commitments, economic policy,
military procurement, and the use of force hinge on estimates of relative power” (2018, p.8).
The definition of power would also impact on the variables needed to be measured, though a
standard explanation would be the ability of a nation to mould world politics to align with its
interests. What indicators could be used to measure a country’s power? There are traditional
There is a link between the actual power of states and the perceptions that other states have of a rival’s
power. This is addressed by Robert Gilpin in War and Change in World Politics in which he states: “Whereas
power refers to the economic, military, and related capabilities of a state, prestige refers primarily to the
perceptions of other states with respect to a state’s capacities and its ability and willingness to exercise power”
Gilpin adds that prestige is “enormously important” because “if your strength is recognized, you can generally
achieve your aims without having to use it” (Gilpin, 1981, p. 31). Therefore, how China and India perceive the
other’s military capabilities could impact on strategic decisions.
276
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indices like GDP, military spending and the comprehensive Composite Indicator of National
Capability (CINC). Beckley does favour a technique that measures resources using net
indicators that would account for discrepancies involved when countries with large
populations and vast output are overrated due to the “massive welfare and security burdens
that drain its wealth and bog down its military” (p. 9). However, for this study, traditional
methods will be used as both India and China have approximately the same population and
any anomalies in calculations would balance themselves out. An interesting calculation that
stemmed from Beckley’s research is that using his technique, he discovered that over the last
200 years in 70% of disputes and 80% of wars the side with the greater resources 277 were
victorious (2018, p. 41). However, complete accuracy in terms of calculating national power
is challenging, especially with countries that have less transparency regarding their economic
and military affairs. This was recognised by Clausewitz when calculating aspects of war and
Morgenthau supports this difficulty in achieving perfect statistics when he noted that,
“uncertainty of power calculations is inherent in the nature of national power itself”
(Morgenthau and Thompson, 1985, p. 225).
5.2.2 Realism and rational actor behaviour
Realism has a set of precepts that help define its theoretical standpoint. Among these
are that states are the central actors in an anarchic international political system and that these
states act in their own rational self-interest and seek power to ensure their survival. The
penultimate proposition, rational self-interest, helps to determine and predict state behaviour
as it is posited that states will not act contrary to their best interests. Therefore, states need to
assess their options and perform a ‘cost-benefit analysis’ to help guide their political and
strategic actions; Robert Keohane expresses this idea:
. . . states are unitary rational actors, carefully calculating costs of alternative courses
of action and seeking to maximize their expected utility, although doing so under the
conditions of uncertainty and without necessarily having sufficient information about
alternatives or resources to conduct a full review of all possible courses of action
(1986, p. 164).

This is endorsed by Treverton and Jones in their report ‘Measuring National Power,’ though it is qualified:
“Economic power is the foundation of military power. The most important single indicator is GDP. Like defense
budgets, however, GDP provides only a limited picture of power.” (2005, p. 5).
277
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This view echoes the misgivings of Clausewitz and Morgenthau on the accuracy of
information available to give accurate assessments, necessitating the approximation of an
opponent’s military strength as considered adequate for strategic planning. Diverging from
this approach, Mearsheimer, in his book The Tragedy of Great Power Politics, illustrates how
the behaviour and strategy of states, being rational actors, is affected:
They are aware of their external environment and they think strategically about how
to survive in it. In particular, they consider the preferences of other states and how
their own behavior is likely to affect the behavior of those other states, and how the
behavior of those other states is likely to affect their own strategy for survival.
Moreover, states pay attention to the long term as well as the immediate consequences
of their actions (2001, p. 31).
Mearsheimer’s view of rational actor behaviour also endorses cost-benefit calculations, 278
though it goes beyond this aspect and is different from Keohane’s by emphasising
‘preferences’ of states and how states are responsive and reactive to each other’s behaviour.
These preferences may be calculated in a rational manner but in addition will have (inferred)
cultural influences that would need to be understood to fully grasp the other state’s
perspective and which ‘tendencies’ may influence decisions. Hence strategic culture provides
a necessary filter through which to view rational behaviour, as different societies and cultures
will perceive rational acts in varying ways.
Sun Tzu emphasises that calculations or estimations are necessary before a war is
waged.279 These will determine whether the plan is viable and has a reasonable chance of
succeeding. This has filtered through to modern-day CCP military doctrine and the seventh
precept of the 2005 version of The Science of Military Strategy states in chapter 10 the
importance of “Fighting no battle unprepared, fighting no battle you are not sure of winning”
(quoted from Blasko, 2015). Another important point that Blasko makes in his 2012 edition
of The Chinese Army Today, is the gap between PLA aspirations and actual capabilities. This
has been recognised and expressed by senior Chinese military staff who are aware of the
weaknesses within their forces, though Blasko expresses it clearly: “While the PLA has a
general vision of how it wants to employ its forces in future conflicts, it is likely that there
“A state’s potential power is based on the size of its population and the level of its wealth” (Mearsheimer,
2001, p. 43).
279
War is a scientific process and Chinese strategic culture highlights the significance of examining a
competitor carefully in order to adopt the right strategy (Mahnken, 2011).
278
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will be a gap between what the PLA strives to do and what it actually can accomplish for
some time to come” (2012, p. 137). This is particularly applicable the farther the PLAN
ventures from its South and East home seas. The Indian Navy would be no match for the
PLAN in these seas; likewise, as addressed in chapter 3 of this thesis, it would be
considerably more challenging for China to engage the Indian Navy in the BoB, despite its
overall naval superiority. Consequently, China’s strategists will need to evaluate situations
very carefully in order to not provoke India and initiate a conflict that China may not be sure
of winning.
5.2.3 Measuring National Power in the Postindustrial Age
In a seminal work that updated the criteria for Measuring National Power in the
Postindustrial Age, also the title of the book, the authors devised a methodology to ascertain
national power involving three realms:
The first realm encompasses the level of resources either available to or produced by a
country; the second realm encompasses national performance deriving both from the
external pressures facing a country and the efficiency of its governing institutions . . . ;
and, finally, the third realm encompasses military capability, which is understood in
terms of operational proficiency or effectiveness produced as a result of both the
strategic resources available to a military organization and its ability to convert those
resources into effective coercive power (Tellis et al., 2001, p. xii).
It is the third realm that is particularly applicable to this thesis as military capability needs to
be assessed in the likely combat zone (the Bay of Bengal) and this effectiveness will be
determined by distance: a great advantage for India but a considerable vulnerability for China.
However, this will likely only apply in the short term and by 2030 the PLAN would, in all
probability, have attained “effective coercive power” in the region. Moreover, Blasko
maintains that “China’s calculations of its relative political, diplomatic, economic, and
military strength will change as conditions in China and the region evolve”, which would
involve recalibration and reassessment of how ‘winable’ a conflict may be (2015, para.24).
China places emphasis on Comprehensive National Power, 280 taking together a state’s
strengths economically, militarily, scientifically and technologically, as well as in education,
It should be noted that this index has been criticised for favouring China’s strengths (economic) and not
incorporating other factors like “present-day unbalanced growth, uneven development, environmental
degradation, and political environment” (Cheema, 2018, para.58).
280
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resources and its influence. The most recent data are only available from 2015, and sources
from the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS). However, Figure 29 does show the
clear advantage that China has over India (more than 2.5 times stronger) and this gap would
have widened with China producing far more naval craft since 2015 than India.

Figure 28: Global Political & Security Report (2015)
Source: CASS, Comprehensive national power, (2015), retrieved from
https://defence.pk/pdf/threads/cass-comprehensive-national-power-2015.404385/

5.2.4 Comprehensive National Power
This is an important index as it shows the Chinese perception of overall power.
Nevertheless, in a conflict situation in the BoB, the primary factor would be naval capacity to
win a conflict. It is unlikely that there would be more than an isolated incident of conflict in
the BoB as neither government, certainly by the ‘rational actor’ measure, wants a war
irrespective of their assessment of winning. However, if India resolutely defends its ‘zone of
control’ in the BoB and China considers its security interests there worth protecting, then
there is a trigger for conflict. India’s desire for recognition as a great power and leader in its
home region is matched by China’s ambition to be the undisputed leader in Asia and to
safeguard its interests in the IOR. Therefore, a secondary factor is the strong cultural
influences on these countries that will impact on China and India’s strategic thinking beyond
simply power calculations. Besides, Organski has shown that it is often the weaker power that
is most likely to be the aggressor and so the role of strategic culture to show ‘tendencies’ and
add explanatory power to forecasts is advantageous (Kugler, Organski & Fox, 1980).
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Table 3 illustrates again the substantial advantages that China enjoys over India in the
economic, military and geopolitical spheres. China’s general economic power is rated
number one in the world with India being three times smaller. Even more relevant is China’s
military power that is two and a half times larger than India’s. When nations are not at war,
the economic aspect is of key importance as all power and influence will grow out of this
indicator; but when judging possible conflict, the significance of military and geopolitical
power become of paramount importance and reveal the comparative advantage that one state
has over the other. Again, these indices are generally applicable and will be assessed and
judged according to the region under examination, the Bay of Bengal.

Table 3: Ranking of countries by economic, military and geopolitical power 1992-2017
Source: Białoskórski, Kiczma, & Sułek, (2019, p. 150)281, retrieved from
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332275399_National_Power_Rankings_of_Countries_2019

5.2.5 China and India: military personnel and budget
Figure 30 provides an overview of China’s and India’s military personnel and budget.
China produces an official figure for its annual military budget but many external estimates
produce a higher figure; for example, the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
(SIPRI), the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) and the US Department of
Defense (DoD) judge the amount China spends on its defence to be between $200 and $250

Methodology is according to the ‘Sulek model: “The economic (general) power consists of economic
outcomes (gross domestic product), demographic factors (population) and spatial factors (territory area). The
military power consists of military and economic factors (military expenditures, which are part of GDP),
demographic and military factors (number of active duty soldiers) and spatial factors (territory area).
Geopolitical power is calculated as the arithmetic mean of economic (general) power and double military power
(to indicate the significance of the military factor in shaping the current distribution of power)” (p. 9).
281
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billion. 282 This again increases the military advantage that China has over India, despite
China officially spending 1.9% of its GDP on military defence compared to India spending
2.4% (Military Expenditure, 2018). In his book, Causes of War: Power and the Roots of
Conflict, Van Evera’s analysis shows that there is an advantage for countries to attack first
and this has led to seven major wars beginning this way in the last 250 years. This encourages
a state to “conceal their capabilities and grievances, from fear that open displays of strength
or grievance could trigger another's preemptive attack” (2013, p. 5). This is another important
consideration when assessing the different conflict scenarios in the BoB.

Figure 29: Asian Defence Spending 2018
Source: “The Military Balance”, (2019, p. 223), retrieved from
https://doi.org/10.1080/04597222.2018.1561032

5.2.6 The Lowy Institute: Asia Power Index
In 2018, the Lowy Institute released an Asia Power Index which it updated in 2019. It
assesses 25 countries, including the US, Russia and Australia. It uses a thorough metric with
“126 indicators across eight thematic measures of power. It features over 30,000 data points
through a specially designed digital platform” (Lemahieu, 2019, para.3). This power index
again shows (Figure 31) the clear economic advantage that China has over India.

282

What does China really spend on its military? 2019; see also Lee, 2019.
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Figure 30: Economic resources of China and India
Source: “Asia Power Index”, (2019), retrieved from https://power.lowyinstitute.org/countries

China is again rated first with India fourth and China has an economic advantage 3.8 times
greater than India. This illustrates how China can afford a far larger military budget as
evidenced in military capability (Figure 32).

Figure 31: China (left) and India: military capability
Source: “Asia Power Index”, (2019), retrieved from https://power.lowyinstitute.org/countries

The Asia Power Index has also plotted the gains that countries have made. China is
improving and making gains on the US, whereas India has not optimised its advantages and
“grows in uneven and incremental steps.” When comparing the relative strengths of the two
countries, China has a clear lead in all the indices but less so in ‘Asian Military Posture’ (79.8
vs 74.2). This is defined as, “The ability of armed forces to deploy rapidly and for a sustained
period in the event of an interstate conflict in Asia. This sub-measure consists of qualitative
expert-based judgements of a country's ability to engage in either a maritime or continental
military confrontation in the region” (Asian Power Index, 2019). This is most relevant to this
thesis as it shows China’s weakest index involves the ability to deploy its forces to a new
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location and sustain their ability to fight there. This is precisely what this thesis envisions and
demonstrates that in its own region China is considerably ahead of India militarily, but in
India’s home region the balance of military power is considerably more even and tilting in
favour of India. The prospect of conflict thus becomes more likely, as India will resist China
asserting itself in the BoB while it believes its navy is strong enough and sufficiently capable
of doing so. Support of this proposition may be found in Organski, “An even distribution of
political, economic, and military capabilities between contending groups of states is likely to
increase the probability of war; peace is preserved best when there is an imbalance of
national capabilities between disadvantaged and advantaged nations” (Organski & Kugler,
1980, p. 19).
5.2.7 China and India: naval power
Kaplan contends that, “naval power will be as accurate an indicator of an increasingly
complex power arrangement as anything else” (2010, p. 291). To utilise this power barometer,
the naval forces of China and India are displayed in Figures 33 and 34. These reveal that
India cannot expect to compete with China based on a direct comparison. However, if China
does decide to strengthen its naval presence in the Indian Ocean in order to protect its
strategic interests there, it will need to leave significant naval craft at its bases in the East and
South China Seas to safeguard its home interests.

Figure 32: China’s naval forces
Source: “2020 World Military Strength Rankings”, (2020), retrieved from
https://www.globalfirepower.com/country-military-strength-detail.asp?country_id=china
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Figure 33: India’s naval forces
Source: “2020 World Military Strength Rankings”, retrieved from
https://www.globalfirepower.com/country-military-strength-detail.asp?country_id=india

Therefore, India would be facing a proportionally smaller PLAN force in the BoB and
this force would suffer from supply and maintenance issues over a long period and not have
the domain awareness that India enjoys (Menon, 2016). Consequently, in the short term,
India will have the military advantage over China in the BoB, but from the medium term (510 years) it will steadily become more balanced with China introducing another more
advanced aircraft carrier. Also, China will have produced many more naval vessels than India,
which will be available to be deployed in the ‘far seas’. By 2030, if current economic and
military trends continue, China’s navy will be too powerful for India to resist, even in a zone
like the BoB and with all of India’s strategic advantages. The ‘Chinese Navy Expanding
Capabilities, Evolving Roles’ report indicates that for the PLAN to achieve its missions it
needs “enhanced capability to project and sustain naval power at farther distances from
China’s coast” (Saunders, et al., 2011, p. 289). This, in turn, would depend on the nature of
the assignment and five key factors: distance, duration, capacity, complexity of coordination,
and hostility of environment, all which have persistently challenged navies attempting far sea
operation (Saunders, et al., 2011, p. 289). Under the strong ‘Legalist’-style leadership of Xi
Jinping, the PLAN is overcoming these obstacles and will likely prevail by 2030. In sum, the
possibility of conflict in the BoB only realistically exists in the short to medium term if
Beijing chooses to challenge the status quo in the BoB; this will be analysed and discussed in
the next component of the model: the intervening variable of strategic culture.
5.3 The model
5.3.1 Strategic culture variable
An explanation of the model that is used in this thesis and how it was developed is
covered in the Literature Review and Methodology sections. Nevertheless, a summary of the
model, how it operates and the factors it uses will be described here to facilitate discussing
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the results. It is a hybrid version of the (IR) Neoclassical realist model and Morgan’s
compellence model. 283 This used strategic culture as an intervening variable with the
‘compellent demand’ as the independent variable and ‘response to compellence’ as the
dependent variable. Essentially, Morgan’s model aimed to find out how strategic culture
might affect compellence outcomes. Specifically, he was researching the response from Japan
to American efforts that aimed to coerce it to act in a way it would not voluntarily choose.
There is a strong similarity to this thesis; to illustrate, China is operating in the Bay of Bengal,
which is India’s home sea, and wishes to establish a PLAN presence in order to protect its
investments and energy shipments. As a result, it needs to ‘compel’ India to accept a greater
number of its naval vessels and PLAN activity in the BoB. This parallel to Morgan’s thesis is
drawn in order to illustrate how the use of strategic culture in his model284 can be transferred
and used in the modified model of this thesis. Table 4 shows how culture influences285 the
intervening variables to produce strategic behaviour. It demonstrates how values and symbols
derived from culture relate to the preferences and perceptions of policy makers. Huiyun Feng
expresses how strategic culture is: “a cultural construct with operational dimensions that
affect the behaviour of individuals through the symbols, values or beliefs that it embodies”
(2007, p. 32). This connects with Morgan when he explains how patterns of social interaction
“provide the social context in which individuals and groups286 negotiate strategic options, the
alternatives generated by the interplay of varying perceptions and interpretations of strategic
preference” (1998, p. 59). The double-headed arrow between strategic preference and
governmental process indicates the cyclic character of these two elements as the two groups
may choose different strategic options but through the process of consultation and
collaboration, reach a strategic behaviour outcome (Table 4).

“Compellance . . . is the process of persuading an adversary to do something he or she would not otherwise
choose to do, either by threatening pain in return for non-compliance or by convincing the adversary that one
can deny him or her any alternative course of action” (Morgan, 1998, p. 1).
284
For a detailed account of Morgan’s model refer to: Morgan, F. (1998). Compellence and the strategic culture
of imperial Japan, ProQuest Dissertations Publishing, Chapter 1.
285
Mahnken identifies influences that have impacted on current Chinese thought: “Ancient Chinese
philosophical texts, military treatises such as The Art of War and the Seven Military Classics of Ancient China,
and literary classics such as Journey to the West and The Water Margin are central to the identity of the PLA.
The PLA teaches that its members are heirs to an ancient Chinese legacy and the Chinese Communist Party’s
revolutionary struggles. PLA military handbooks routinely refer to battles fought 4,000 years ago as object
lessons, and PLA leaders seek guidance from 2,500-year-old writings for modern operations” (2011, p. 3).
286
Elites: influential actors like academics, influential writers, journalists and prominent business people.
283
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Culture287

Intervening Variables

Behavioural
Outcome

Symbols

Perceptions

Patterns of Social

Government Process

Strategic
Behaviour288

Interaction
Values

Strategic Preference

Table 4: Generic model: the process from culture to strategic behaviour
Source: Morgan, (1998, p. 59).

These intervening variables are then used in an adapted model. The IR theory that has been
adjusted to accommodate the use of strategic culture 289 as an intervening variable is
Neoclassical realism. This is not an unusual choice as this theory is popular from a research
perspective as it keeps the theoretical consistency that Kenneth Waltz added to realism but
adds content-rich analysis that helps to flesh-out the elegant but spare theory of neorealism or
structural realism. 290 The main purpose of theories is to describe, explain and predict
behaviour291 and neorealism uses ‘relative power distributions’ as an independent variable in
order to predict international outcomes – as in the proposed model (Table 5).

Dellios explains that, “The relationship between "strategic culture" and "culture" is a derivative one. It
derives from "culture" its mentalities, then focuses these on issues of peace and war, social order and disorder
(1997, p. 1).
288
This thesis acknowledges the advisory nature of culture on decision making as expressed by Alexander L
George: “Such a belief system influences, but does not unilaterally determine, decision-making; it is an
important, but not the only, variable that shapes decision-making behaviour” (1969, p. 191).
289
Thomas Mahnken strongly recommends analysts to study Chinese strategic culture because, “the Chinese
themselves see it as an important determinant of their behaviour and that of others” (2011, p. 3).
290
Ripsman, Taliaferro & Lobell show how neoclassical realism’s addition of intervening variables can “inform
an approach to foreign policy more generally, since—except in rare circumstances—structural realism does not
provide enough information to predict national strategic choices” (2016, chap.1).
291
The value of prediction is well expressed by The Science of Military Strategy, “Without strategic prediction
the science of strategy will lose its value of guidance in practice” (as quoted in Mahnken, 2011, p. 22).
287
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5.3.2 Proposed hybrid model

Research
program

PROPOSED
HYBRID
MODEL

Epistemology and
methodology

Deductive
theorizing;
competitive
hypothesis
testing using
qualitative
methods

View of the
International
system
Important;
implications
of
anarchy are
variable and
sometimes
opaque
to decisionmakers

View of
The units

Differentiated

Dependent
variable

Strategic
behaviour

Underlying causal logic

Relative power
distributions
(independent variable)
Strategic culture
and elite perceptions
(intervening variables)
Strategic behaviour
(dependent variable)

Table 5: Proposed hybrid model to discern strategic behaviour, from Table 1 in 2.1.1
Source: Author created: based on: Lobell et al., (2009, p. 20).

Where neoclassical realism differs is that it uses the same independent variable as
Waltz’s theory but introduces ‘domestic constraints and elite perceptions’ as an intervening
variable in order to give more explanatory power to the predicted outcome, which is usually
foreign policy or grand strategy as espoused by Nicolas Kitchen (2010). Moreover, the range
of unit-level intervening variables utilised by neoclassical realists is detailed in Neoclassical
Realist Theory of International Politics and lists: (1) leader images, (2) strategic culture, (3)
domestic institutions, and (4) state-society relations as the four broad classes. The authors,
Ripsman, et al. (2016, chap.3) outline how within these variables are models with
organisational/bureaucratic or psychological aspects that mirror different methods to foreign
policy analysis. Kitchen (2010) expresses this idea clearly:
neoclassical realists regard the structure of the international system as providing states
with information about the costs and benefits of particular courses of action, but how
that information is processed and weighed depends on the way states understand the
world, their preferences, their ideas and their ethics (p. 143).
This is accords with Morgan’s compellance model that used the same technique of separating
the intervening variable of strategic culture into strategic preference, government process and
perceptions. This is required as strategic culture is too broad a concept and needs to be
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broken into sections that can be assessed and used to produce analysis that predicts an
outcome. In Morgan’s model this is a dependent variable of ‘response to compellence’, for
neoclassical realists it is often foreign policy, 292 and for this thesis it is ‘strategic
behaviour/response’. In fact, Dellios recognises that this intervening variable is more related
to identifying “tendencies” which can help to enrich strategic understanding and add
forecasting value: “The relationship between ‘strategic culture’ and Foreign Policy Analysis
is advisory and, if need be, remonstrative. Its predictive value lies in identifying tendencies.
As with all predictions in the psycho-social world there can be no certainties” (1997, p. 1).
This point of view is reiterated by Colin S. Gray: "As with sound geopolitical analysis, with
strategic-cultural analysis, one is discerning tendencies, not rigid determinants" (1986, p. 35).
This study acknowledges this limitation of strategic culture but still deems it a necessary
component of the proposed model as it can gauge strategic tendencies and provide an
advisory service. Feng and He propose that Chinese foreign policy is moulded by two
cultural aspects, “strategic threat perceptions from Chinese realist traditions and moral norms
from other Chinese cultural traditions.” Feng and He explain that if there is a high-threat
situation, this will be addressed by the realist element of Chinese culture that could involve
“offensive action with a pre-emptive and even high-risk approach.” However, in the event of
a low-threat situation then the Confucian aspect of Chinese culture will influence action to be
non-violent and defensive. The Chinese response to a ‘mid-level threat’ would balance the
two strands of Chinese strategic culture and lead to “limited and constrained offensive
behaviour (Feng & He, 2019, p. 2). The assessment of threats in the BoB is addressed in
Tables 31 and 32 and will be discussed below.
5.3.3 Neoclassical realist thought
The primary motivation of IR theorists like Aaron Friedberg, Randall Schweller,
Thomas Christenson, William Wohlforth and Fareed Zakaria to develop a synthesis between
neorealism and classical realism was their belief that the former could only be used to explain
political outcomes and lacked the ability to predict the behaviour of states, or foreign policy
decisions. Accordingly, the outcome (dependent variable) of a neoclassical model is usually
foreign policy. Using this process and logic, it is argued that if the neoclassical realist model
is rigorous enough (using Waltz’s independent variable) and provides explanatory plausibility
However, there is a range of dependent variables that neoclassical realism can explain, for example, “crisis
decision-making, foreign policy responses, and grand strategic adjustment in the short to medium-term to
international outcomes in the medium-to longer-term and structural change in the long term” (Ripsman,
Taliaferro, & Lobell, 2016, chap.4).
292
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by using a unit-level intervening variable (like strategic culture)293 to predict a foreign policy
decision, then this has achieved a broad understanding/prediction of a state’s grand strategy.
Therefore, broadly, India wishes to maintain control and influence over the BoB whereas
China desires to increase its presence there for ostensibly economic purposes but also for
asset protection; though from Mearsheimer’s point of view (as expressed in his 2001 The
Tragedy of Great Power Politics), to achieve hegemony because that is the nature of great
power politics. What this thesis has done is to refine this understanding by analysing
government papers and applying these insights to a particular zone of study. In other words,
how might this foreign policy apply to a specific zone (like the BoB) and what are the
respective governments’ intentions for that zone? After using the interview process to gain
deeper understanding of local experts’ assessment of different potential conflict scenarios, the
most likely scenarios were then tested using an adapted model as described above. If the
neoclassical realist model can be used to predict foreign policy, then using this adapted model
to help predict a particular example of that foreign policy, is a logical progression. If an
expanded Chinese presence in the BoB is predicted, then what exactly will this greater
presence consist of? In other words, a part of the greater whole is under examination; if the
BoB represents the macro aspect, then a specific situation within the BoB becomes its micro
dimension. By narrowing and focusing on the micro position, an attempt is being made to
understand and explain a part of the policy that covers the BoB. Furthermore, the same
structural factors with the intervening variable of strategic culture that were used in a macro
model like the neoclassical realist one, are then applied to explain DVs such as “crisis
decision-making” and “foreign policy responses”, which form part of the range of DVs that
neoclassical realism can explain, according to Ripsman, et al. (2016). After all, if the model
is sufficiently competent and efficient to predict foreign policy, then by adding further
analysis and refining data which is then applied to an outcome of that initial policy, an
adapted model can be used to forecast a strategic response to that initial policy by testing
hypotheses against it.
5.4 Chinese Strategic Culture
5.4.1 Chinese cultural traits: symbols, values and social behaviours
Table 6 shows the symbols, values and social behaviours that this thesis identifies as
applicable to strategic decision making. This has been the result of extensive research that is
293

Or other factors stated above.
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footnoted or cited in the bibliography. The symbols, values and social behaviours are grouped
together in broad categories: core values, martial virtues, Confucian values, PRC leaders who
significantly influenced CCP strategic thought and the current strategic sub-culture. It is
acknowledged that this table cannot accurately reflect the relationship between them as there
are close connections and interrelated aspects to their relationship. However, the table
facilitates the ability to apply them to a particular situation that the hybrid model will use to
forecast a strategic response. By connecting them to their respective perceptions, strategic
preferences and government decision-making processes, the impact of strategic culture will
be used as an intervening variable to add explanatory power to the independent variable of
‘relative power distributions.’ A similar table showing symbols, values and social behaviours
is replicated for Indian strategic influences (Table 7). It is also divided into broad categories
showing core values, peaceful values, martial values and the current strategic sub-culture.
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5.4.2 Table of Chinese strategic cultural traits
Symbols

Values
Core Values:
-Ancient and superior civilisation294
-China as ‘Middle Kingdom’295
-Harmony merges with stability;
-Peace=Harmony; War=instability

Social Behaviours
China perceived as the obvious
leader of Asia due to its superior
culture

Mao Zedong

People’s War296 – updated to
• Active Defence297
• Winning informationised
local wars298Multidimensional deterrence
posture
• Traditional methods;
including speed, deception
and stratagem

Belief that China’s history
illustrates innate pacifist trait and
only fights defensive wars

PRC under
CCP

“100 Years of Humiliation”
- Face: avoid repeat of national
shame
- Five Principles of Peaceful
Coexistence

-

Nationalism
Determination to not show
weakness and defend
China’s honour
Advocate peace but punish
‘disrespect’

Because of this, Mahnken believes that the Chinese leadership may believe that it has “a broader array of
options than it in fact does.” This could lead to using force in a situation where China is actually at a
disadvantage (2011, p. 10).
295
This is China’s natural position as the head of a hierarchy of power, which is a “precondition for stability and
order” (Mahnken, 2011, p. 11).
296
Blasko reveals that “Chinese military planners continue to emphasise the study of traditional Chinese
resources, such as The Art of War by Sun Tzu and Mao Zedong’s concept of ‘people’s war’ ” (2012, p. 116).
However, PLA strategy has certainly progressed as Godwin asserts, “While the label of People’s War’ may well
be retained, the content of Chinese strategy is likely to be very different from what has gone before” (as quoted
in Chansoria, 2011, p. 84).
297
Mao’s concept was to continue as a core concept in future PLA strategies and meant that the PLA would
prepare for a counterattack against an enemy’s initial attack. However, according to a PLA senior colonel, “The
most effective defense is still achieved by offence” and even Mao conceded that, “Active defense is the real
defense, and the defense for counter-attack and offence” (as quoted in Chansoria, 2011, p. 77). This seems to
express the idea that defence and counter-attack is preferred but if there are advantages to attacking first, then
the opportunity is seized. According to Van Evera, “war is markedly more likely when the first side to mobilize
or attack has the advantage” and what this can lead to is for states “to launch preemptive attacks to prevent an
opponent from getting in the first blow” (1999, p. 5). This is very much the essence of ‘active defence.’ Indeed,
Dellios makes the point that with the exception of the Korean War, China initiated all the wars in which it has
been involved (through to 1979), within the concept of ‘active defence’ (1989, p. 81).
298
This is the latest ‘kouhao’ (‘guiding phrase’) in the evolution of China’s military doctrine since Mao
articulated people’s War. On ‘Winning informationised local wars’, see China’s 2015 Defence White Paper.
294
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Deng Xiaoping "Seek truth from facts"
- Pragmatism

Seven
Military
Classics299
- Sun Tzu:
- Three
Strategies of
Huang
Shigong:
-The
Taigong’s
- Simafa

Martial Virtues:
- Art of War: planning, character,
using advantages, alliances,
deception, the use of spies, strength
& weaknesses, energy,
communication, winning whole
-best results are obtained when there
is a “strategic configuration of
power” (shì)
-use unorthodox tactics when
beneficial; act decisively when
necessary
-juxtaposition of civility (wén) and
military ethics (wǔ)
-pragmatic & Legalist

-Wei Liaozi
“Punitive expeditions”300

Confucius &
Confucian rule

Mengzi

Xi Jinping

Confucian Values:
hierarchy, law & order, pacifist,
defensive and non-expansionist
behaviour BUT
operational parabellum301 culture: the
importance of material power,
offensive tactics and the utility of the
use of force302
-wars for conquest/profit condemned
Current strategic sub-culture
‘Xi Jinping Thought’
- Strengthen national security
- CPP to have “absolute
leadership over” the PLA
- Complete national

Focus on economic improvement;
integrate into global economy

1) The prime objective: to win
without fighting and
2) the prime directive: to
know yourself and know
the enemy

-Confucian values can be
compatible with development of
military

-Difference between war and
‘punishment’

-

Group identification
Perception of a peaceful
China at the head of a
moral and just regional
order; seeing warfare as
defensive in nature

-

Xuexi Qiangguo is a
Chinese app primarily
designed to teach Xi
Jinping Thought
-Strong nationalistic thought

299

Johnston believes that, contrary to what is implied in Chinese and Western literature, the value, status and
use of force is recognised in Chinese military texts as being effective in neutralising military threats. There are
certainly less violent alternatives but force is often an unavoidable part of human society and history (1995).
300
These are valued differently from war and have the element of being backed by ‘moral factors’.
(Godehardt, 2008).
301
Scobell labels this interaction between Confucianism and realpolitik as resulting in a ‘Chinese cult of
defence’ that sees Chinese leaders justify their offensive behaviour. Godehardt contends that if there is
‘potential danger’ then Confucians “legitimize punitive warfare” which is comparable to preventative war
(2008, p. 19).
302
Huiyun Feng, 2019, p. 4. Also, Dellios affirms that “Confucianism would support a just war, humane
principles, and a properly trained army” (Ferguson & Dellios, 2016, p. 208).
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reunification
- Community of common
destiny
Chinese Dream "the great
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation"
(also, a call for China's rising
international influence)

-Tianxia with China at top of
hierarchy303
Chinese Exceptionalism304

Legalism: subculture of broad
Chinese strategic culture305
- “Be ready to fight”

encouraged
-BRI promoted: millions of
Chinese work abroad and buy or
establish businesses in foreign
countries.
-China perceives itself as an
international power again. Chinese
state and private businesses go
global (and require protection).
-Xi preparing the PLA for action
instilling belief and loyalty in
troops
-China media promotes concept
that CCP governance model
superior to West
- ‘Rule of law’; strict rules and
enforcement; uses punishments
and rewards to achieve aims

Table 6: Table of relevant Chinese cultural traits
Source: Author created

The process that led to the research design of this thesis began with identifying a
future zone of strategic importance, namely the BoB. A few geopolitical experts had
considered this zone a potential conflict arena between India, the resident power, and China,
the emerging power, but had not identified what particular incident might trigger friction or
conflict. In order to determine what these incidents may be, problems between countries in
adjoining marine areas (the ECS and SCS) and China were identified. It is acknowledged that
China has core interests in these near seas that compel it to take more assertive (often
perceived as aggressive) actions to secure these interests; however, it has been argued in this
thesis that China’s BoB energy shipments, protection of SLOCs and investments, for example
the oil and gas pipelines from the Myanmar to Kunming, are vital interests that might merit
similar high concern and elevate them to high priority security status. This became

Xi’s call for an Asian century and move to ‘Asian civilisation’ and values (Moriarty, 2019).
A 2017 speech from Xi Jinping: “Chinese excellent culture has become the gene of the Chinese nation . . .
The blood of the CCP is imbued with the fine genes of Chinese traditional culture. The CCP political culture is
therefore deeply influenced by our excellent traditional culture” (as quoted from Rolland, 2020, p. 20). This
illustrates the impact of culture on Chinese politics and possibly cultural superiority that would justify China’s
right to rule over others.
305
“It believes in the efficacy of military power, a strong supporting economy, and an all-powerful government”
(Ferguson & Dellios, 2016, p. 209).
303
304
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particularly relevant in early 2020 as political tensions were rising with the US and China
would not want its vulnerabilities exposed.
5.5 Hypotheses
These strategic necessities resulted in the compilation of a list of potential problems
and conflict triggers between the two rivals. Close analysis of government documents further
refined what intentions China and India may have in this region. The interview process
enabled the thesis author to go beyond the more general declarations of government official
strategy and try to gain a deeper insight from local IR experts who could add nuance,
commentary and opinions to their country’s documents and how they might apply to my
hypotheses. This reduced the likely number of hypothetical scenarios that might trigger
friction and conflict to the following:
➢ Hypothesis 1: China will seek to establish a naval base in the BoB.
➢ Hypothesis 2: China will seek to establish a naval facility (with berthing rights
and privileges) in the BoB.
➢ Hypothesis 3: China will safeguard its SLOCs in the BoB by providing PLAN
escorts.
➢ Hypothesis 4: China will rent or build an island in the BoB from a littoral
nation and use it for strategic naval purposes.
➢ Hypothesis 5: China will engage in blue water activities in the BoB.
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5.6 Table of Indian strategic cultural traits
Symbols

Buddha

Values
Core values:
-Ancient civilisation giving
India right as natural leader
of region
-Peaceful & spiritual
Peaceful Values:
-Four Noble Truths
-Eightfold path
-follow the ‘middle way’

Social Behaviours
India perceives itself as
historic leader of region
-meditation and yoga have a
global presence (soft power)
-India has absorbed all
foreign influences into the
Hindu pantheon.
-Cultural influence worldwide through Buddhism
Respect for Ashoka’s
pacifism.

Ashoka

Triumph of dharma (cosmic
law underlying right
behaviour and social order)
over conquest.

Akbar

Recognised necessity of
preserving peace and order
amidst a culturally diverse
population; promoted
secularism, pluralism and
tolerance.

-Importance of a powerful
military BUT use of
conciliatory diplomacy
-encouraged mutual
cooperation and move to
multiculturalism

Republic of India (early)

Panchsheel306 and nonalignment
Non-violence
Strategic autonomy

Extension of ahimsa307

Mahatma Gandhi
Nehru

Mahabharata (Gita)
Kautilya: Arthashastra

-use of concentric
‘geopolitical’ rajamandala

Martial Values:
Duty; war when necessary
- “offensive realism”309
Using any means to win a
war is deemed appropriate in
the Arthashastra. Peace is
preferred but be ready for
war.310 ‘Kautilyan circles’ –
“your neighbour is your
natural enemy"

Pacifist values
Non-alignment; feeling of
solidarity with all ex-colonies
and ‘Third World’
Perform your dharma308
Kautilya as a metaphor:
“Kautilya is the symbol for
the ‘cunning Indian statesman
who gets things done by
whatever means deemed
necessary’ ”311
“your enemy’s enemy is your

306

Mutual respect for each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty. Mutual non-aggression. Mutual noninterference in each other's internal affairs. Equality and mutual benefit.
307
Respect for all living things and avoidance of violence towards others.
308
To act virtuously and righteously in accordance with one’s life purpose.
309
Rajesh Basrur opines that this is what the Arthashastra essentially taught (Gupta et al., 2019).
310
“War is the means of last resort for the state . . . the security . . . of the state achieved through diplomacy and
intelligence operations” (Liebig, 2013, p. 102).
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Republic of India (later)

friend”
Only two adversaries: China
and Pakistan

Fight when necessary

Modi – Hindu nationalism
(Hindutva)312

Current strategic subculture
- “neighbourhood first” focus
in foreign policy
- foreign economic policy:
nationalist tone BUT
- “India first”
- “Act East”313
- Project Mausam314
- Pragmatic (no clear ‘Modi
Doctrine’)

Hindu nationalism used
differently home and
abroad315
- India’s foreign policy
largely unchanged from
before
- Most foreign policies
initiated by predecessor
continued

Table 7: Table of relevant Indian cultural traits
Source: Author created

5.7 China: Impact of strategic culture on hypotheses

Hypothesis
H-1

H-2
H-3

H-4

Chinese
Exceptionalism:
Tianxia with China
as regional leader
Active defence &
Local war
Safeguard the
‘Chinese Dream’
abroad
Face: avoid
showing weakness;

Naval Base Naval
Facility
High
High

Safeguard
SLOCs
High

Rent/Build
an Island
High

Blue Water
Activities
Moderate

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

Low

Low

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

“This widespread Kautilya metaphor is not really misleading, but of course falls distressingly short of the
enormous comprehensiveness of Kautilya and his Arthashastra” (Liebig, 2013, p. 101).
312
Indian cultural, national, and religious identity.
313
Blarel and Pardesi contend that this has been more “rebranding” than a complete new policy and only
“incremental advances” on previous policies (Gupta et al., 2019).
314
Announced in 2014 with the objective of promoting Indian culture and trade in the Indian Ocean but it has
been no challenge to China’s BRI and has been hindered by a lack of funds, rendering it more conceptual than
realistic (Basrur in Gupta et al., 2019).
315
“Modi has adopted a version of Hinduism in foreign affairs that emphasizes the kind and inclusive side of it
while using this as a soft power tool in his foreign policy” (Gupta et al., 2019, p. 5). However, locally, Shashi
Tharoor believes that the open, eclectic nature of Hinduism is not being practiced in India under Modi (Singh et
al., 2019).
311
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H-5

H-6

H-7

H-8

H-9

defend China’s
honour
Nationalism: need
to ‘teach a lesson’
(punitive
expedition)
Confucian values
with ‘parabellum
culture’
i.e. civility (wén) &
military ethics (wǔ)
Sun Tzu principles:
‘planning,
deception & using
advantages’
Sun Tzu: win the
war before it
reaches the
battlefield
strategic
configuration of
power (shì)

H-10 Pragmatic &
Legalist: “be ready
to fight”

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Low

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Moderate

Moderate

Table 8: Table showing impact of strategic culture on hypotheses: China
Source: Author created

5.8 India: Impact of strategic culture on hypotheses

Hypothesis
H-1

H-2

H-3
H-4

India as the
natural leader in
region
Strategic
autonomy &
Non-alignment
Non-violent,
pacifist traits
Conciliatory
diplomacy &
mutual

Naval
Base
High

Naval
Facility
Moderate

Safeguard
SLOCs
High

Blue
Rent/Build Water
an Island
Activities
High
Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

High

High

High

High

High

High
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H-5
H-6

H-7

H-8

H-9

H-10

cooperation:
Panchsheel
Gita: duty to
fight
Rajamandala:
“Your neighbour
is your natural
enemy”
Arthashastra:
Peace is
preferred but be
ready for war.
Fight when
necessary
Arthashastra:
Use all means
possible to win a
war
Hindu
nationalism:
pressure to resist
foreign
interference
Middle way i.e.
pragmatic foreign
policy

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

Low

High

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

Low

High

Moderate

High

High

High

High

High

Moderate

Moderate

High

Table 9: Table showing impact of strategic culture on hypotheses: India
Source: Author created

5.9 Joint discussion of Chinese and Indian strategic culture effect on hypotheses
Table 8 and 9 respectively, contain the key aspects of China and India’s strategic
culture and their adjudged316 impact on the five stated hypotheses. These aspects were
extracted from Tables 6 and 7 and represent the essential elements of the strategic culture
factors listed there. This paradigm is used to assess the relative influence of ten aspects that
may impact the five hypotheses and are rated high, moderate or low. This rating is dependent
on the affect with which a strategic culture factor is credited. The value has been assigned as
a result of research on strategic culture presented and analysed in the literature review
particularly, but also in this chapter. The assigned values are discussed and justified below as
316

Instead of a Likert scale, a version of the semantic differential was applied as it is a widely used scale in the
measurement of attitudes. The ‘high, moderate and low’ rating sufficiently distinguishes the level of impact
certain aspects of strategic culture have on the five hypotheses (Heise in Summers, 1970).
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part of the assessment of strategic culture on China and India’s strategic behaviour or
response in the nominated situations.
5.9.1 Naval base:
In the short-term (2020-2025), it is unlikely that China will seek to establish a full
naval base in the BoB; however, this may change in the medium-term (2025-2030) when the
PLAN becomes too powerful for India to challenge, meaning India will have to acquiesce to
Chinese mandates. China believes it is primus inter pares in Asia though critics of Beijing
consider Chinese exceptionalism to mean sine pari and others ought to comply with its
demands. 317 China would not want to lose honour by backing down on a naval base
agreement that it had set up with a littoral nation in the BoB; accordingly, it would only
acquire a base once India had no options remaining to contest this decision. As an
interviewee told the thesis author in New Delhi (2018), Beijing would need to negotiate a
deal for a port with one of India’s neighbours and India would be certain to try and prevent
this from happening. Consequently, it is more likely that China will gain ‘limited’ rights to a
port for replenishment and maintenance; visits by PLAN craft will slowly increase, and when
there is a “strategic configuration of power” i.e. favourable circumstances, 318 then the facility
will be converted into a base. This strategy would follow Sun Tzu’s advice and would
represent a pragmatic solution to achieving an objective without conflict. The art of deception
is not revealing one’s intentions prematurely. However, for a strategic rival like China to
have a naval base in the BoB would be a great setback to India, being the regional leader of
South Asia and aspiring to being the dominant navy in the Indian Ocean. New Delhi would
use diplomacy and its record of mutual cooperation in the area to persuade other countries not
to allow China a naval base. India would also be under pressure from its nationalistic
population, journalists and the policy elite to prevent China gaining a port. If China were to
procure a port in the BoB when the IN felt confident it could match or better the PLAN, then
tensions would rise and an incident could spark conflict. Nevertheless, with the current
economic and military power trajectory, by 2030 India would have to be pragmatic and
accept that it cannot resist Beijing’s overseas requirements.

317
318

As is evident in the SCS. Primus inter pares=first among equals; sine pari=without equal
See Ferguson & Dellios, 2016, chap. 2, for a conceptual understanding of “strategic configuration of power”.
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5.9.2 Naval facility:
Most of the aforementioned strategic metrics for both China and India apply to this
scenario, though a naval facility is highly probable in the short-to-medium term. India has
access to various countries’ naval facilities in the Indian Ocean319 and China is in a position
to do the same when the ‘strategic configuration’ is favourable. China has already built ports
in Sri Lanka and Myanmar and could negotiate for a ‘place not base’ agreement at one of
their ports.320 China needs to develop its advantages and build its naval capabilities but will
do this without revealing its true intentions until the objective has become a fait accompli.
The influence and power China exercises in the IOR could be leveraged to achieve its aims
and the PLAN presence justified as a reasonable measure to protect its economic investments
and the ‘Chinese Dream’ that exists beyond China’s borders. The strategic stakes are high for
China since gaining a naval facility in the BoB would greatly enhance its chances of a base
there in the future. India would be in a difficult position to object to China seeking a naval
facility in the BoB because China has legitimate investments to protect in the region and
India has port facility agreements with several countries, including Singapore. Again, India
would prefer not to have a competitor developing strategic advantages in its home region but
might have to exercise pragmatic restraint if China began with a low-key approach to a naval
facility. However, if China overused its naval facility and sent too many PLAN vessels,
especially larger craft like aircraft carriers and destroyers, though the BoB to dock at its
facility, then India would consider itself threatened and tensions would rise, leading to
possible conflict.
5.9.3 Safeguard SLOCs:
This is a legitimate concern that China has for its shipments in the IOR. 321 However,
the US and India do provide public goods by securing the Ocean’s shipping routes, though
being strategic rivals, China would prefer to take care of its own maritime security in terms of
protecting the Chinese Dream abroad and to demonstrate its regional power. China has a
naval base in Djibouti in the Gulf of Aden and has been offered a base at Gwadar, Pakistan,
on the Gulf of Oman. As a result, the PLAN could in the future provide escorts for its energy
shipments in the north-western quadrant of the IO, especially if it develops a storage depot on
319

For example, in Duqm, Oman; Assumption, Seychelles and Agalega, Mauritius.
Pakistan has already offered China a naval port in Gwadar but this offer has been declined.
321
Malik believes that, “The fundamental problem all major economies face at present is that none is fully
capable of defending and protecting its maritime interests…In the absence of trust and cooperation, the major
powers are taking unilateral measures to protect their sea-lanes” (2011, p. 361).
320
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its rented island in the Maldives.322 This would mean that the PLAN could escort its energy
tankers from the Arabian Peninsula to the tip of India and from the eastern side of the
Malacca Strait through the SCS to the eastern seaboard of China. The only stretch of ocean
that lacks the modern equivalent to a Mahanian ‘coaling station’ – a naval facility/base -would be in the BoB. With a naval facility in Sri Lanka (Hambantota), Myanmar (Coco
Islands) or elsewhere in the BoB, the PLAN would then be capable of completely protecting
its SLOCs in the Indian Ocean and prevent a hostile power from threatening to embargo its
vital oil and gas shipments.323 This would ensure that China need not show weakness in the
event of pressure from either the US or India; consequently, Beijing would use planning to
leverage its strategic advantages when propitious to do so. Indian Ocean SLOCs are a vital
economic and strategic concern for China and if there were international tensions, the
interdiction of these might force China to submit to demands. For China this would represent
renewed humiliation after its history of ‘unequal treaties’ and would severely undermine the
ruling CCP, making it a priority for Beijing not to leave its SLOCs vulnerable. India has
tolerated the US as the primary naval force in the Indian Ocean as it had no choice, though
since 2005 India has built a closer relationship with Washington. 324 However, New Delhi
would not willingly welcome China to mobilise its naval forces in the IO to protect its
SLOCs as it perceives the Indian Navy as the region’s security provider. This view was
endorsed by half the interviewees in Delhi (2018) yet the other half were cautious in their
evaluation and ventured that India may accede and allow PLAN vessels to escort ships
without Indian Navy protest, if appropriate to the task. This would exclude strategic
submarines, aircraft carriers and destroyers as these would not be necessary for trans-national
threats like piracy. If the PLAN were to transfer more of its forces to the BoB to help protect
its shipments, India may apply pacifist methods and conciliatory diplomacy to persuade
Beijing not to encroach into its sphere of influence. Having a powerful neighbour who is also
a competitor patrolling home seas would incite nationalism domestically and there would be
calls from sectors of the public and security community to take stronger measures to dissuade
Beijing from this behaviour. However, it is likely a rational and cautious approach would be
adopted by India, especially as China would probably not overwhelm the zone with PLAN
vessels, but rather apply the grey zone Sun Tzu stratagem and incrementally increase escort
322

Kawase, 2018.
Brewster (2019) stresses that it is of little benefit for China to only have the capacity to protect limited
sections of its SLOCs – the entire route requires protection. With China allegedly building a naval base in
Cambodia, the southern end of the SCS will have more efficient PLAN coverage, so it is essential that China
secures a ‘base or place’ in the BoB region if it is to complete an unbroken line of SLOC defence.
324
Yet New Delhi still strongly adheres to its ‘strategic autonomy’ policy.
323
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missions, while keeping below the threshold of what might alarm New Delhi. In sum, with
tensions rising with the US and also not wanting India to have a strategic advantage over it,
Beijing will push to take responsibility for safeguarding its Indian Ocean SLOCs and this will
be in the short to medium term.
5.9.4 China renting or building an island in the BoB:
This is based on China’s activities in the SCS, and there are reasons why they may be
repeated in the BoB. Indeed, Chinese companies have already built an island off Colombo
port to be used as a development zone. In addition, Beijing has made efforts to gain islands in
the East Pacific and in the Maldives. China may make strategic use of an island for various
purposes, for example, naval facilities, a naval base, for radar or communication antennae, or
a depot for supplies. With their significant “air and surface surveillance and intelligence
capability” (Suorsa, 2020, para.2), China’s artificial islands in the SCS have serve China’s
plans to gain information dominance in keeping of its doctrine of ‘winning informationised
local wars’. These capabilities would greatly enhance China’s local domain awareness and
contribute significantly to balancing India’s ‘home-sea’ advantages in the event of conflict.
Additionally, the ability to refuel and resupply would allow the PLAN and any support
vessels (PAFMM) to prolong their presence in the area. This would therefore be a similar
scenario to the first two hypotheses in terms of Chinese and Indian responses. China would
calculate that as the most powerful country in Asia, it has the right to engage economically,
culturally and politically with nations and assume leadership if its power grew to be the
strongest in the region. This aligns with the Chinese system of tianxia with China as the
natural leader of Asia and making decisions to benefit all countries. For Beijing to uphold the
Chinese Dream and the rejuvenation it encompasses, Chinese people and businesses in the
BoB would need to be protected; this would require a consistent PLAN presence, and an
island that can support PLAN vessels in some capacity could achieve this aim. The Indian
point of view would conflict with China as India perceives the IOR as its sphere of control
and, as the power in the region for millennia, does not welcome China’s overt naval presence,
especially if an island facility were acquired. Kautilya’s Rajamandala uses concentric circles
to illustrate friendly and enemy states, and with one’s neighbour considered an enemy, this
would preclude India wanting to have China embed itself in the BoB. New Delhi would do
whatever it could, employing peaceful and diplomatic means, to prevent China from
acquiring a strategic island; furthermore, it might attempt a Kautilyan move of aggressive
naval manoeuvring to deter PLAN vessels, if it felt the principles of Panchsheel were not
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being respected. Pressure would be applied to New Delhi from within the government and the
general public, which could provoke a more aggressive response. The outcome of this
scenario would depend on how China responded to India. Again, it is unlikely China would
provoke New Delhi unless it knew that the IN were too weak to respond. It would then
initiate this option only in the medium term when its navy had further outpaced India’s and
its aircraft carriers were in full operation. China would avoid provoking India if possible, but
strategic miscalculations do happen 325 and if India felt confident to prevent China from
developing a strong PLAN naval facility on an island in the BoB, then it would carry out this
option.
5.9.5 Blue water activities:
This is not an obvious or immediate source of conflict between China and India -rather an outlier -- but it could become a more relevant factor in the short-to-medium term as
climate change effects accelerate. China may genuinely, due to dwindling fish stocks in the
SCS, enter the BoB and legitimately deploy its fishing boats in international waters. However,
in overfished oceans another competitor is not welcomed and as discussed in chapter four
(see Figure 8), China has a formidable fishing fleet that could deplete the fish stocks in the
BoB zone for littoral nations. 326 This may be a trigger for conflict if traditional fishing
grounds, even in the open seas, are suddenly dominated by Chinese fishing trawlers.
Alternatively, for tactical purposes, China might use its fishing fleet327 with the embedded
‘maritime militia’ 328 -- the People’s Armed Forces Maritime Militia (PAFMM) -- to gain
traction in the BoB and achieve its objectives. In other words, in any of the above scenarios,
China might deploy the PAFMM in order to utilise this advantage and ‘win the war before it
reaches the battlefield’. This tactic has been successful in the East and South China Seas and
has helped Beijing achieve its objectives without using its navy to do so, a grey zone activity
that might be repeated in the BoB. Beijing would need to gauge when the strategic
configuration of power (shì) was optimum for using such unorthodox methods, as the Indian

Malik endorses this view “the risk of miscalculation and escalation in the future remains high, unless
skillfully managed” (2011, p. 358).
326
See Appendix 1 (dated March 20, 2020): India has imposed a uniform ban on fishing vessels in its EEZ on its
east coast, including the ANI for 61 days in 2020.
327
On March 31, 2020 a Chinese fishing boat collided with a Japanese SDF destroyer in the ECS (Japan SDF
destroyer, 2020). This illustrates what could happen in the BoB, leading to uncertain results.
328
See section 4.9.1 on ‘Grey zone activities’. China has increased and developed this force as explained by
Erickson, "Since 2015, starting in Sansha City in the Paracels, China has been developing a full-time militia
force: more professional, militarized, well-paid units including military recruits, crewing 84 large vessels built
with water cannons and external rails for spraying and ramming" (Axe, 2020, para.10).
325
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Navy is significantly superior to the littoral navies in the SCS and may not be as restrained as
the Japanese and US navies. The same would be applied to the mining of minerals or fossil
fuels on the seabed. India would have to accept legitimate and legal activities by China in the
BoB but would resist these efforts if they crossed a reasonable threshold 329 and intruded too
much on India’s sphere of influence. This could manifest with China using the pretext of
protecting its oil rigs in the BoB by increasing PLAN presence in the region. It would be
difficult for India to counter China’s highly developed maritime militia strategy that it has
perfected in the SCS. Therefore, India’s response to blue water activities by China in the
BoB 330 would be an appeal to mutual cooperation, and the ‘middle way’ approach to
resolving disagreements and achieving compromise. The situation could devolve into a
nationalistic confrontation if Indian interests in the BoB chose to confront the Chinese
‘intrusion’. The tactic of ramming vessels has been used in the SCS by China against weaker
countries like Vietnam and Indonesia (Kwok & Ng, 2018), and the PLAN has engaged in
risky manoeuvres in the SCS near the US Navy. The likelihood of this happening in the BoB
exists. However, with a different rival in India, China may strategically miscalculate and
cause an incident.331 If so, India’s adherence to peaceful and pragmatic solutions would be
overtaken by the more realist assertions of the Arthashastra that encourage a ruler to ‘fight
when necessary’.
5.9.6 Summary of model findings
The assessment of relative national power, detailed above and in chapter four, shows
that China has a significant advantage over India in all the indices. A larger economy means
that a country has more resources to spend on its military and this is reflected in the vast
difference in defence budgets between the two rivals. In addition, China builds far more of its
own ships and weapon systems than India, so it can outpace India in production. These
advantages equate to the PLA Navy being far superior to the Indian Navy at the time of
writing (2020) and in the foreseeable future. However, distance and operating in home seas,
with the benefits of knowing the sea conditions and having superior domain awareness, give
As when a Chinese ‘research ship’ crossed into Indian waters as discussed in chapter three (Negi, 2019,
Singh, 2020). Malik argues that resource insecurity may provide a legitimate cover for China or India to expand
their exploration into the Pacific and Indian Oceans. However, James Holmes has stated that “Any Chinese
attempt to control events in India’s geographic vicinity would doubtless meet with Indian countermeasures” (as
quoted in Malik, 2011, p. 357).
330
However, China forbids India and other countries to engage in hydrocarbon exploration in the SCS, even
within a littoral country’s EEZ. India may suggest reciprocity if China pursues seabed mining in the BoB.
331
China has reassessed its view of India after Doklam but may still miscalculate, “India’s assertiveness forced
China to reassess India’s strategic capability and resolve” (Sun, 2020).
329
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India the naval advantage -- in the short term -- in the BoB.332 Additionally, India has naval
bases in the BoB at Visakhapatnam on India’s east coast and at INS Jarawa, Port Blair on the
ANI that would allow for intelligence and logistic support. Until China has a naval base in
the BoB, it will be much more challenging for the PLAN to counter India, and Beijing could
not be sure of victory if there were a short conflict. To compensate for this absence of a base
is the aforementioned newly launched PLAAN aircraft carrier,333 more advanced than its first,
and another carrier estimated to be commissioned by 2023. Therefore, with two aircraft
carriers ready to be deployed to far seas by the mid-to-late 2020s, China will be in a position
to provide air support for any crisis that may occur. In addition, China by then would have
consolidated its SCS anti-access/area denial (A2/AD) systems within an ‘informationised’
domain. These would help to ensure the safety of its mainland and deter the US from
intervening in conflicts in the area. With this maritime zone sufficiently under China’s
control, the PLAN can deploy its excess naval ships to far seas like the BoB to achieve its
strategic goals. In sum, China is fast eroding India’s advantage in the BoB; this is because
China will have more naval vessels available to deploy there, including aircraft carriers and
China is acclimating to maritime conditions in the IO, vital for successful submarine
operations.334 Consequently, by 2030 the PLAN will potentially be too powerful in the BoB
for the IN to resist successfully.
If analysts only considered quantifiable factors such as those included in power
indices and in particular military aspects that would directly impact the zone of contention,
then forecasting conflict would be purely arithmetic. Relative power between two adversaries
is undoubtedly an important component of military strategists’ thinking but strategic culture
reveals ‘tendencies’ that exist within the perceptions of policy makers and in government
process. Rational actors within the realist paradigm can be guided by cost-benefit analysis but
this thesis’ analysis has shown that historical and cultural factors impact on decision-makers
and Organski (1980) has demonstrated that the probability of war is more likely when
capabilities are evenly distributed, as is the situation in the BoB in the short-to-medium term.
Even when China gains the advantage in the BoB from the medium term onward, Organski
Menon asserts that “Maritime domain awareness (MDA) coverage by maritime patrol aircraft (MPA) would
be a necessity for achieving any operational presence in wartime” (2016, p. 43). This is where China’s
information dominance doctrine would become relevant.
333
The Shandong: commissioned at the Yulin Naval Base on Hainan Island.
334
An IN source revealed that: “At any given time, there are four to five Chinese research vessels mapping
different parts of the IOR. They regularly collect oceanographic data about the physical operating environment
like seawater temperatures, salinity and chlorophyll levels, which are very useful for general navigation and
submarine operations” (Pandit, 2020).
332
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has established that it is the weaker power instead of the stronger that is liable to be the
aggressor. However, this is offset by China’s view of itself as the natural leader of Asia and
its tendency to use ‘punitive expeditions’ to discipline wayward or insubordinate powers who
do not acquiesce to Chinese foreign policy. Therefore, unless strategic culture is used to gain
insight and understanding of India and China’s position on the various conflict scenarios in
the BoB, in other words bring strategic focus and depth to analysis, the result could be a
repeat of the 1962 border war when misunderstanding, misinterpretation and miscalculation
produced a negative outcome for both sides.
However, in the short to medium term (5-10 years) India, with its pride as an ancient
civilisational state and belief in its role as the natural leader of the region, would most likely
resist China in certain of the hypothesised scenarios. This confrontation would be backed by
Indian nationalism at home and a belief that the IN is currently capable of stopping PLAN
encroachment in its home seas. In the first and second scenarios, i.e., China obtaining a naval
base or facility in the BoB, it is very unlikely that the PLAN will obtain a base in the short
term but instead would aim to obtain a naval facility. One of China’s strategic modus
operandi is not to pursue an objective openly if this might provoke opposition,335 but rather
work towards a goal and when the ‘strategic configuration of power’ is favourable, to then
implement the final stage. Beijing is aware how difficult it is to operate in far seas without a
base336 and will want to secure one in the BoB but without alarming India. This could be
achieved by securing a facility at a port first, using it judiciously, and later (2025-2030) when
the IN is too weak to challenge the PLAN, to then convert this facility to a base. However, as
Luttwak (2012) has proposed, large states can be ‘autistic’ in their approach and ignore the
concerns of less powerful countries. If this were to happen and China prematurely attempted
to gain a naval base in the BoB, it would provoke India and heighten conflict triggers in the
area. In the third scenario, i.e., China protecting its SLOCs in the BoB, the situation would
need to be handled carefully by China for a red line not to be crossed.337 This would mean
that China limited its escort ships (two would be adequate) to smaller vessels like frigates or
corvettes with no submarines. This goal would need to be proposed and negotiated with India

335

If the other party is capable of responding militarily and China doubts its ability to win the confrontation; in
the SCS China overtly pursues its goals against weaker littoral states, though this was preceded by Deng’s ‘bide
your time’ strategy when China was militarily weak and focused on building its economy.
336
From its experience patrolling by the Horn of Africa before the Djibouti naval base was secured in 2017.
337
Malik believes that China and India’s maritime rivalry “is likely to spill into the open in about a couple of
decades’ time when an Indian aircraft carrier will be deployed in the Pacific Ocean and a Chinese aircraft carrier
in the Indian Ocean, ostensibly to safeguard their respective sea lines of communication” (2011, p. 357).
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in the spirit of Panchsheel so that a pragmatic solution could be reached to satisfy both
nations and ensure that India was not threatened by PLAN activity near its coast. Again, if
China did not show respect to Indian security concerns in the BoB, then there may be conflict
as India resists this Chinese intrusion into its sphere of interest. The fourth scenario is if
China were to rent or build an island in the BoB. This would be very similar to the first two
scenarios if the purpose of the island were as a base or naval facility. However, assessing
India’s strategic behaviour would change if the island were for radar or communication
purposes. India has already suspected China of gaining access to the strategic Coco Islands in
the BoB that are north of the ANI and belong to Myanmar. There are several smaller islands
besides the largest island named ‘Great Coco’ that Myanmar utilises as a naval base. The
facilities on this island have been upgraded -- both for shipping and aircraft (Bhat, 2017).
However, China may rent a smaller island and extend it to accommodate an airstrip and
construct a port or Myanmar may rent it solely for the purposes of radar and communication
towers/equipment. Even these facilities would enhance the PLAN’s capabilities to operate in
the BoB and improve its domain awareness. Therefore, India could not protest too strongly if
China rented an island for ostensibly peaceful purposes that could be explained as aiding
navigation and communication for China’s commercial shipping. In the final scenario, i.e.,
blue water activities, two approaches were examined. If China legitimately, reasonably and in
a non-threatening manner, utilised its right to engage in such activities then India would have
no basis to object. However, if China overwhelmed the area with fishing trawlers and used its
maritime militia to intimidate any Indian civil opposition or introduced several PLAN craft
on the pretext of protecting its deep-sea mining operations, then this would be a ‘red flag’ for
India and could provoke a conflict incident. In conclusion, China has built an economic
foundation in the Bay of Bengal with investments in all of India’s neighbours’ economies,
especially strategic ones like ports. Furthermore, China has been careful not to encourage the
‘string of pearls’ hypothesis

338

by emphasising its economic objectives rather than

geostrategic intentions. Nevertheless, China has successfully built strategic infrastructure and
possesses great influence in the BoB region, which can be leveraged when the ‘strategic
configuration of power’ is opportune. This favourable disposition of circumstances resides in
the short to medium term (2020-2030).339 For most of this time, however, India will be a
competitive naval force in the BoB and unless China shows respect, restraint and strategic
Malik used the ‘web’ analogy concept: “At best, China’s commercial links with Indian Ocean littoral states
weave a ‘soft power web’ around India” (2011, p. 352).
339
As discussed in chapter three, tensions are increasing with the US so China needs to secure its SLOCs in the
IOR.
338
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nous in dealing with the five scenarios discussed, there are potential encounters that may
trigger an unwanted conflict.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
At the 2020 Raisina Dialogue, India’s External Affairs Minister Subrahmanyam
Jaishankar expressed the view that China and India had no choice but to find an equilibrium,
as they were neighbours and both rising concurrently. He also stressed that, “Neither country
can get this relationship wrong” (India, China Have no Choice, 2020, para.2). This strong call
for both Asian giants to avoid conflict and successfully negotiate the pitfalls of natural
competition for resources, power and influence in Asia, is well founded. Contention on land
or at sea could ignite a conflict which neither side had intended, nor the region could afford:
When elephants fight, to quote an old proverb, it is the grass that suffers. To avoid a
destructive escalation of tension and seek a workable ‘equilibrium’, it is important to clear
the ‘fog of misperception’ in Sino-Indian relations. This thesis has endeavoured to do so by
researching historical, theoretical, geopolitical and strategic cultural dimensions of the
problem, culminating in the construction of a model for identifying the next zone of friction
and possible conflict between China and India. This model was used in the thesis to provide a
forecast of their strategic response to likely conflict scenarios. Consequently, an outcome
from this model’s results is that protocols can be put in place to avoid future naval conflict
and specific mechanisms drawn up to regulate the anticipated incidents at sea. Finally, this
research process is universal and can be applied to any zone of future possible conflict.
The methodology of this thesis comprised analysis of Chinese and Indian government
documents to ascertain their foreign policy intentions in the Bay of Bengal. This archival
research was successful in identifying the goals and priorities of Beijing and New Delhi in
the IOR but, as indicated in the research design, this analysis produced a broad outline and
was not sufficiently focused to answer the research questions. To address this need, this thesis
embarked on the interview process that was aimed at providing more specific answers from
the subjective view of Indian and Chinese IR experts. This part of the methodological process
was moderately successful. The Indian respondents were evenly divided between those who
thought India would be risk-averse and respond cautiously to Chinese actions in the BoB and
those who were forthright in stating that New Delhi’s response would be more assertive to
PLAN actions. The Chinese respondents were also split in two groups. The senior members
were more candid though somewhat guarded in their replies; whereas the less senior
interviewees tended to avoid giving clear answers and were careful not to be too open with
their opinions, though there were a few valuable and informative replies. High-level PLA
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Navy personnel and senior political officials, who had probably been given clearance to voice
certain opinions, were more direct via the public media than what had been obtained in about
half the interviews for this thesis in Beijing. It would appear that the prevailing tightly
controlled -- or in Chinese strategic culture terms ‘Legalist’ -- political climate has been
responsible for this. Nevertheless, on balance, the process was informative enough to serve
the purposes of the thesis, though alternative measures that could be taken have been
suggested in the methodology section.
6.1 The model
The hybrid model that serves to forecast strategic behaviour was designed to provide
a pragmatic solution to the objectives of this thesis. It must be stressed that it is a new and as
yet untested model with regard to substantiating the outcome of the analysis. However, the
methodology pertaining to the conceptual design is sound as it is based on successful models,
which adds credence to its structure and lends authority to its conclusions. The thesis has
addressed the function of strategic culture, a contentious area, and so it is limited to an
intervening role in the model. Therefore, this model represents a distinctive contribution to IR
as it offers a predictive capacity that is an alternative to game theory and combines rigorous
research through archival analysis with reference to strategic culture tendencies. This adds a
deeper layer of understanding to the strategic choices governments make.
6.2 Research questions
Therefore, the first two research questions regarding China and India’s intentions and
behaviour in the Bay of Bengal were satisfactorily answered by using the methodology of
archival analysis and interviews. In essence, India regards the Indian Ocean as vital to its
security and trade, and intends to maintain control over it. Likewise, the IOR has become
significantly more important over time to China due to energy security, economic
investments and its two economic corridors linking landlocked provinces to the Indian Ocean.
Consequently, the PLAN will play a greater role in protecting its overseas interests. The next
two research questions were answered by testing hypotheses through the mechanism of the
newly devised model. The results indicate that China will not seek confrontation in situations
that are not of vital importance to its strategic aims and core interests in the region 340 and will

340

As endorsed by Feng & He, 2019.
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bide its time in seeking a full naval base in the region.341 However, less provocative actions -such as establishing a low key naval facility in the BoB for repairs and replenishment,342 and
increased activity of PLAN vessels to protect China’s SLOCs -- are very likely. There is a
delicate balance in the BoB that China will need to maintain: too many PLAN vessels that are
considered too powerful for mere SLOC protection will result in heightened threat
perceptions on India’s part and prove provocative; tensions would rise, with the risk of
triggering conflict. Moreover, blue water activities are an area that China may exploit to start
a short conflict, if Garver’s strategic thinking is accurate. However, this thesis offers
compelling evidence that China will use patience and logistical preparation that will result in
de facto IOR dominance over India by 2030. This is predicated on GDP and military
developments remaining largely on course, despite fluctuations that can be expected from a
dynamic global setting and internal policies. If the ‘black swans and grey rhinos’ emerge that
Xi Jinping warned of in 2019,343 then these increase the chances of the initiation of a short,
victorious war that would prove Garver right. In sum, this research project has identified high,
moderate or low ratings for the likelihood of conflict scenarios in the BoB that can be
addressed by China and India directly, or by IGOs so that possible future conflict can be
avoided.
6.3 Findings and reflections
Whereas China’s potential use of force has hitherto largely been considered in the
context of the maritime zones of the South and East China seas, this thesis has identified the
Bay of Bengal as the site of new missions the PLAN may potentially be committed to in the
next phase of China’s rise to regional leadership. Besides, thorough and credible evidence has
been presented that makes a persuasive argument for setting up measures that would preempt any conflict occurring in the BoB. This could be achieved through bilateral discussions
or by admitting China as a full member into the Indian Ocean Rim Association (IORA), an
IGO connected to Indian Ocean littoral states with six priority areas, the first being maritime
security. Likewise, China has observer status at the Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS),
an organisation that seeks to increase maritime cooperation between members of littoral
states in the Indian Ocean. With China’s access points to the Indian Ocean, via CPEC and
341

Until such a time (2025-2030) when it considers its blue water navy as too powerful for India to consider an
aggressive response.
342
For example at Hanbantota port, Sri Lanka or Kyaukpyu port, Myanmar.
343
COVID-19 can be considered to be in the former category; the geopolitical and economic aftereffects will
almost certainly have a worldwide impact, though effects on the BoB region are unknown at the time of writing
(2020).
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CMEC, and large investment in the region, this organisation’s relevance and status would
also be enhanced by admitting China as a full member. Interaction between China and India
at these fora would allow issues highlighted in this thesis to be addressed, discussed and
resolved prior to aggressive posturing and possible conflict, as has manifested in mid-2020 in
eastern Ladakh along the Line of Actual Control. These fora, including the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation (SCO), could be better utilised to defuse likely conflict scenarios
between two competitors that believe they are rightfully protecting their interests; a past
example of how direct diplomatic interaction would help to defuse a potential crisis, would
include the Maldives instability during 2018. By identifying possible future conflict and
having designated channels within relevant organisations, the chances of conflict can be
significantly reduced between two rivals and their apparent self-interests.
Furthermore, a foundation is needed to anchor dialogue and provide a framework for
early resolution of maritime tensions. This could be achieved by China and India mutually
drawing up a ‘code of conduct’ specific to the Indian Ocean and particularly the Bay of
Bengal. This could draw on similar efforts to ease tensions in the SCS that is in the process of
establishing an operable code of conduct in the region by 2022. There are shared aims and
commonalities (as outlined in this thesis) between the two ocean regions that would facilitate
and accelerate a code of conduct to introduce a bilateral consultation mechanism in the Bay
of Bengal between China and India. Hence, by improving strategic communication, using
research data as proposed in this thesis to identify grey areas and committing to genuine
naval cooperation, a transparent and feasible solution to future problems can be achieved.
China’s seemingly inexorable rise and its future strategic behaviour in the Bay of
Bengal will strongly influence Sino-Indian relations and determine whether peace or conflict
predominates in the region. A Xinhua report quotes President Xi as saying that the “dragon
and elephant dance is the only correct choice for China and India” (Lintner, 2019, para.3). It
would require more coordination and equilibrium than the unpredictable and often
unintended consequences of war. Both countries publicly declare the necessity to work in
tandem to solve their problems in a pragmatic fashion and find solutions that are mutually
beneficial. Nevertheless, geopolitical factors that propel states to seek security first and
prioritise self-interest can overturn officially stated political intentions. Kaplan’s caveat that
“wars happen when there is a genuine conflict of legitimate interests” has been a thesis
lodestar and a cautionary reminder throughout this study. This research clearly indicates that
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India, with its home security concerns, and China with its energy vulnerabilities in the BoB,
both have valid and sincere interests that they wish to protect. It is therefore imperative that
they do not succumb to misunderstanding and miscommunication when confronting each
other on these challenges.
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APPENDIX 3: Participant Consent Form

Participant Consent Form
Research Project: ‘Sino-Indian Relations in the Bay of Bengal’.
Project ethics application no: DL00036

I have been fully informed as to the nature of the study titled ‘Sino-Indian Relations in the Bay of
Bengal’ and consent to participate in the study. I understand that the results will be treated with
strictest confidence and no findings which could identify any individual participant will be
published.
I understand that my participation is anonymous and no individual data will be published from the
study. Any personal information that could identify me will be removed or changed before files are
shared with other researchers or results are made public.
I also understand that my participation is voluntary; that I can choose not to participate in part or all
of the project, and that I can withdraw freely at any stage of the project. In addition, post interview, if
I choose to review or edit my responses, I will be afforded this opportunity. Upon my withdrawal
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from the study any existing data relating to my responses will be removed from the dataset and
destroyed.
I have read the above Explanatory Statement, and I am willing to participate in the investigation into
Sino-Indian Relations in the Bay of Bengal conducted at Bond University, and for my data to be
collected by way of audio recording and/or note taking and used in any publications arising from this
research.

Name: .......................................................................................................... (please print)

Signature: ..................................................................................... Date: .............................
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APPENDIX 4: Participant Information Sheet

Participant Information Sheet
[Date]
Project Ethics Application Number: DL00036
Research Project: ‘Sino-Indian Relations in the Bay of Bengal’

My name is Darryl Lupton and I am currently enrolled for a PhD at Bond University under the
supervision of Dr. R. Dellios and Dr. R.J. Ferguson.
I am conducting a research investigation into the relationship between India and China in the Bay of
Bengal. The overall goal of this study is to understand what specific issues may result in friction in the
Bay of Bengal between China and India. The project consists of about 10 interview questions than can
be answered by participants within 45-90 minutes.
Participation in this study is completely voluntary and you may withdraw at any time without risking
any negative consequences. If you choose to withdraw your participation in this study, the
information you provided will be immediately destroyed.
Your participation in this study will enhance the understanding of problems that may arise in the Bay
of Bengal between India and China that this will help to address these and put in place cooperative
measures.
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We thank you for taking time to assist us with this research.

Yours sincerely,

Signature:

Date: _________________________
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APPENDIX 5: Interview Questions

1. From a Chinese/Indian perspective, would the People’s Liberation Army Navy
(PLAN) ever be justified in establishing a naval base in the Bay of Bengal, e.g. in
Bangladesh, Myanmar, or Sri Lanka? [follow up questions (FUQ)]
2. From a Chinese/Indian perspective, would the ownership or control of port facilities
in Bangladesh, Myanmar, Sri Lanka etc. by the Chinese, either through state-owned
enterprises (SOE) or private Chinese companies, be considered acceptable or a threat
to Indian concerns? (FUQ)
3. From a Chinese/Indian perspective, would PLAN escorts of Chinese cargo/energy
shipments along Bay of Bengal sea-lines of communication (SLOC) be considered a
threat to security in the region? Or is this a right the Chinese have to protect their intransit property? (FUQ)
4. Is China entitled to protect its SOE (and private) investments -- located in the Bay
of Bengal, for example in Bangladesh, Myanmar and Sri Lanka? What would the
acceptable number and type of PLAN vessels be? (FUQ)
5. From a Chinese/Indian perspective, would the presence of an aircraft carrier,
nuclear submarines, destroyers etc. in the BoB region be considered acceptable or a
security threat to India? (FUQ)
6. From a Chinese/Indian perspective, what is the acceptable level of naval hardware in
the Bay of Bengal? (FUQ)
7. From a Chinese/Indian perspective, would PLAN naval activity in India's EEZ
within the Bay of Bengal -- innocent passage or otherwise -- be considered a security
threat to India? (FUQ)
8. From a Chinese/Indian perspective, would it be acceptable for China to arrange naval
exercises in the Bay of Bengal or would this be a threat to India? (FUQ)
9. From a Chinese/Indian perspective, would Chinese island-building in the Bay of
Bengal within the territory of Bangladesh or Myanmar (with permission) be
considered acceptable behaviour or a threat to Indian security? Would this be different
if China rented islands in the Bay of Bengal from either Bangladesh or Myanmar?
(FUQ)
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10. What if the purpose of these islands was not for naval bases but for radar
installations only? From a Chinese/Indian perspective, would this be considered
acceptable for Indian authorities? (FUQ)
11. From a Chinese/Indian perspective what level of 'blue economy' activity by Chinese
companies would be considered acceptable in the Bay of Bengal? This could refer to
Chinese fishing fleets or to oil or mineral exploitation. (FUQ)
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